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Preface

The degradation of biomaterials is one of the major considerations in their design,
processing, and use. It might be undesirable (e.g., corrosion of metallic dental
implants, wear of polyethylene in artificial hip joints, or calcification of stents),
but in other cases it may be desirable (e.g., absorbable sutures, biodegradable
polymers for drug delivery, or tissue engineering). In both cases, the kinetics of
the degradation is of paramount importance. The undesirable degradation might
lower the structural integrity of the implant or release metal ions and debris that
elicit an adverse biological reaction (possibly causing synovitis, periprosthetic bone
loss, cytotoxicity, allergy, or even cancer).
This book summarizes the current understanding of the mechanical, chemical,
and biological processes that are responsible for the degradation of a variety of
implant materials. The 18 chapters were written by internationally renowned
experts and address both fundamental and practical aspects. Different failure
mechanisms such as corrosion, fatigue, and wear are reviewed, together with
experimental techniques for monitoring them, either in vitro or in vivo. Procedures
for implant retrieval and analysis are presented. A variety of biomaterials (stainless
steels, titanium and its alloys, magnesium alloys, polyethylene, polycarbonateurethane, biodegradable polymers, calcium phosphates, etc.) and medical devices
(orthopaedic and dental implants, stents, heart valves, etc.) are analyzed in detail.
In Chap. 1, J.L. Gilbert and S. Mali present the complex interactions that occur in
the human body during corrosion of metallic implants. The concepts associated
with oxide films and their interaction with the biological, mechanical, and electrochemical environments are discussed, as is mechanically assisted corrosion.
Specific examples of biotribocorrosion are discussed. In Chap. 2, S. Virtanen
summarizes the state-of-the-art knowledge on the degradation modes of titanium
and biomedically relevant Ti-based alloys. Issues such as passivity, the effect of
alloying elements, and tribocorrosion are discussed comprehensively. A short
discussion on some relevant implant design-related aspects of degradation is also
provided.
In Chap. 3, T. Hanawa reviews different aspects of the degradation of dental
implants. Issues such as wear and fracture, the biological environment, corrosion,
v
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metal ion release, biofilm formation, and contamination are discussed briefly.
Materials such as titanium and its alloys, calcium phosphates, and zirconia are
analyzed. In Chap. 4, T. Eliades, S. Zinelis and W.A. Brantley extend the discussion
on dental implants—their aging, corrosion, and failure.
Chapter 5, by F. Witte and A. Eliezer, starts a series of chapters which describe
positive effects and applications of controlled degradation. This chapter covers
different aspects of biodegradable implants, with focus on magnesium- and ironbased alloys, and absorbable stents. In Chap. 6, A.R. Boccaccini et al. discuss
bioactive and biodegradable scaffolds for bone tissue engineering, which are
made of a synthetic biodegradable polymer matrix, such as poly(D,L-lactide)
(PDLLA), and an inorganic reinforcement such as Bioglass®. In Chap. 7,
J.A. Jansen et al. discuss different factors that influence the biodegradation of
calcium phosphate cements. These cements are good candidates as bone grafts in
dental, orthopaedic, and reconstructive surgery. In Chap. 8, N. Lotan, R. Azhari, and
T. Gold present the design and performance evaluation of an implantable, degradable, drug delivery device, the function of which is controlled by the concentration
and activity of a given enzyme present at the site of implantation. In Chap. 9,
J. Chevalier et al. comprehensively review the degradation mechanisms of ceramic
implants, both bioinert and bioactive, and the interactions between them and their
environment. Crack propagation mechanisms are discussed, along with a variety of
materials such as hydroxyapatite and other calcium phosphates, calcium sulfate,
bioactive glasses, and composites of them.
Chapter 10, by N. Eliaz and K. Hakshur, starts a series of chapters which focus
on the outcomes of wear and fatigue of biomaterials and implants. This chapter first
gives brief introduction to the three elements of tribology—friction, lubrication,
and wear. Subsequently, the principles and use of Ferrography and Bio-Ferrography
in isolating wear debris and monitoring either the degradation of bone and cartilage
during osteoarthritis or the degradation of hip and knee artificial joints are reviewed
comprehensively. The concept of soft bearing materials such as polycarbonateurethane (PCU) is presented. In Chap. 11, S.H. Teoh, Y.L. Teo, and S.K. Chong
discuss fatigue failures of medical devices. First, basic fundamentals and
terminologies in fatigue mechanics are presented. Subsequently, case studies of
failures of hip and knee prostheses as well as of dental restoratives are discussed. In
Chap. 12, N.J. Hallab reviews the topic of hypersensitivity to implant debris. Metal
sensitivity, related tests, and case studies are presented.
Chapter 13, by C.R. Arciola, D. Campoccia, and L. Montanaro, discusses
implant infections, historical approach to their prevention, and infection-resistant
materials. In Chap. 14, N. Vyavahare, F. Schoen, and A. Munnelly discuss
mechanisms and prevention strategies of calcification in the two classes of
implants: biologically derived and synthetic. Calcification of bioprosthetic heart
valves, collagen and elastin tissue engineering scaffolds, polyurethane, silicone
breast implants, hydrogels and ophthalmic implants, and intrauterine devices
(IUDs) is reviewed.
Chapter 15, by L.C. Jones, A.K. Tsao, and L.D.T. Topoleski, reviews the significance of retrieved orthopaedic implants and failure analysis to their long-term
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survival. Issues such as the musculoskeletal system, orthopaedic implants, failure,
preclinical and clinical testing, implant retrieval programs, the role of materials
selection and implant design, and biological responses to implants are discussed
comprehensively. In Chap. 16, M. Wu and P. Briant summarize the use of finite
element analysis (FEA) in design, life prediction, and failure analysis of
biomaterials and medical devices. Nitinol wire frame based inferior vena cava filter
(IVCF) is given as a case study.
Chapters 17 and 18 discuss the biological responses to and toxicity of polymers
and nanomaterials, respectively. First, in Chap. 17, J.C. Park and B.J. Park review
the biological response following implantation of biodegradable polymers and
some methods for biological safety evaluation of biodegradable materials
recommended by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Nanomaterial safety and toxicity
are of great importance for nanomaterial-based medical implants. Then, in Chap.18,
T.J. Webster and L. Yang introduce the host responses to implant materials and
properties of nanomaterials pertinent to their altered biological responses. Next,
the advances and progression of biological responses (especially concerning the
toxicity of nanoscale implant materials, either after production or implantation) are
summarized.
I hope that this book will become a reference source for undergraduate and
graduate students, college and university professors, scientists, engineers, implant
manufacturers, venture capitalists, regulatory entities, and research professionals
working both in academia and industry. It may be of interest to materials, mechanical, biomedical, and corrosion engineers; biologists and medical doctors; chemists
and electrochemists; surface scientists; failure analysts; etc.
I dedicate this book to my wife Billie and our three children—Ofri, Shahaf, and
Shalev—for their infinite love and support.
Tel-Aviv, Israel

Noam Eliaz
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Chapter 1

Medical Implant Corrosion: Electrochemistry
at Metallic Biomaterial Surfaces
Jeremy L. Gilbert and Sachin A. Mali

Abstract Metallic biomaterials represent the class of materials with the largest use
in medical devices in humans today. This fact will likely continue for decades to
come because of the unique combination of strength, wear resistance, and corrosion
resistance. However, metallic biomaterials also pose unique and specific concerns
related to electrochemical behavior in the body. This chapter will focus on the
elements of most importance in understanding the complex interactions present in
the human body during corrosion of metallic implants. The concepts associated
with oxide films and their interaction with the biological, mechanical, and electrochemical environments are discussed to provide insight into why corrosion is a
critically important factor in the long-term performance of devices. Mechanically
assisted corrosion in the biological system is discussed in terms of the structural,
electrochemical, and biological interactions, and the idea of electrochemical history
is presented to explain why such severe evidence of corrosion is observed in vivo.
Finally, specific examples of mechanically assisted corrosion in vivo (or biotribocorrosion) are presented, and recent observations concerning the important role the
reduction half-cell plays in the biological response to corrosion are discussed.

1 Introduction
1.1

A Short History on Metallic Biomaterials and Corrosion

Corrosion of metallic biomaterials has been an issue for as long as metals were
considered for surgical repair. Early efforts at bone fracture repair, dental restoration, sutures, and other surgical applications dating back to the early twentieth
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century and earlier [1, 2] showed significant advancements in utilizing metals and
alloys in the human body. With the attempts to introduce metallic biomaterials into
the body came the inevitable problems associated with their use. Typically, metals
were used in high-repetitive-load situations (i.e., fatigue environments), where
surface wear processes take place, and where they are exposed to body fluids that
led to electrochemical attack.
Early use of gold and silver alloys in applications like dental fillings and skull
plates pointed to the early recognition of corrosion as a significant problem in the
application of metals to the body. Silver–mercury dental amalgam usage dates back
about 180 years (1833) [3], while there are early references to the assessment of
steels and magnesium alloys dating back to the early 1900s [2, 4]. Dentistry
pioneered the early use of metals in the body in terms of dental restorations, bridges,
and crowns. One of the first uses of cobalt was in the development of base-metal
alloy partial dentures. Indeed, Haynes Stellite 21, also referred to as Vitallium, was
utilized as a medical/dental alloy in the late 1920s, well before it was adapted for
use in high-temperature aircraft parts in 1941 [4].
Development of the currently used medical alloys accelerated in the 1920s with
the application of both Co–Cr–Mo alloys and stainless steels (18% Cr–8% Ni) in the
1920s. Stainless steel was further improved by the addition of 2–3% molybdenum
(Mo) to enhance pitting resistance—ultimately leading to the development of AISI
316L stainless steel and some more recent alloys. Titanium alloys were not significantly applied to biomaterials applications until the 1960s and were adapted from the
aircraft industry. The work-horse alloy, Ti–6Al–4V, continues to be a primary alloy
for use in orthopedic and spinal applications where high strength and high corrosion
resistance are required; however, other alloys including commercially pure titanium,
b titanium alloys, and alloys that eliminate vanadium are in use as well. More
recently, other alloys are seeing increased use in biomaterials applications. This
includes zirconium alloys, tantalum, niobium, and others. Shape memory alloys, in
particular NiTi, are also seeing increased use in medical applications.
In most of the efforts to develop and use metallic biomaterials, the goal has been
to have a material with suitable mechanical properties for the application while also
having appropriate biocompatibility. Early studies by Laing et al. [5] looked at
as many metal coupons as they could identify and implanted them into the
paravertebral pocket of rabbits, allowed the tissue to heal, and then evaluated
the fibrous capsule thickness. The basic finding from this work was that the more
corrosion resistant the metal was, the more biocompatible the interaction (smallest
fibrous capsule).

1.2

The More Corrosion Resistant, the More Biocompatible

This is the central paradigm of metallic biomaterials biocompatibility today.
The more corrosion resistant, the more biocompatible has been the view of metals
in the body for decades. Thus, the major implant alloys in use today are those that
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have been shown to be highly corrosion resistant. However, corrosion resistance
can result from several factors, including no or small driving force for corrosion
(e.g., noble alloys: Au, Ag, Pt) and a barrier to corrosion in the form of a passive
metal-oxide thin film that spontaneously forms on the surface. Alloys based on
steel, Co–Cr, Ti, Zr, Nb, Ta, all owe their corrosion resistance to the development of
this metal oxide thin film which acts as a kinetic barrier to corrosion. It needs to be
clearly stated here that these alloys have high driving forces to corrode. Thus, if the
oxide films on their surfaces are breached or disrupted, then highly energetic
oxidation reactions of the underlying metal will occur, releasing ions into the
environment until the oxide film reforms, which will occur within milliseconds.
Thus, any discussion of corrosion of medical alloys needs to include a discussion of
conjoint effects between mechanical processes that can disrupt the oxide films and
the biological and electrochemical processes that arise during the repassivation
processes that lead to reestablishment of the oxide film.
The oxide films on these surfaces, while referred to as passive films, are not, in
fact, passive but are highly dynamic in their response and interaction with the
biological environment [6–9]. The oxides are responsive to the prior electrochemical history of the surface and can change their structure and properties (e.g.,
impedance [10]) with exposure to different solutions and voltage conditions on
their surface. That is, the electrochemical history of the passive oxide film is very
important in determining subsequent behavior. Electrochemical history can be
thought of as the time course of solution and voltage conditions to which the
surface is exposed. The behavior of a surface will depend on this prior history,
sometimes in very profoundly different ways than is typically expected for an alloy
surface. This is important since one consequence of mechanical disruption of the
oxide films and their repassivation is the large transient shift in voltage across the
interface that results from the burst repassivation and slow reduction-coupled
reactions that result. Prolonged exposure to cathodic potentials that results from
triboelectrochemical interactions of the surface may result in dramatically altered
corrosion resistance of the entire oxide-film covered surface, even in locations not
exposed to mechanical abrasion.
The consequences of corrosion in the biological system have, for the most part,
focused on the effects of the ions and particles released from the metal surface on
the adjacent biological system. Ion toxicity and local particulate burden have
significant effects on the body and need to be carefully considered [11]; however,
these are not the only factors and effects worth noting. Recently, the metallic
biomaterials biocompatibility paradigm has come under some pressure to be
modified. For example, recent studies of Mg alloys in vivo have shown that highly
corroding alloys can induce high rates of bone formation [2, 12]. Interestingly, this
effect was noted as early as 1910 [1]. Second, other work has shown that titanium
and Co–Cr–Mo can be induced to cause cell death in vitro with relatively small
impressed cathodic voltages [13–15]. Also, published work has shown that protein
adsorption and conformation on metallic surfaces can be affected by substrate
electrochemical state [16]. With these recent developments, it is clear that metallic
biomaterials can have profound effects on the biological system, beyond the effects
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of ions and particles, and the biological system can also profoundly influence the
electrochemical behavior.
Indeed, corrosion of metallic biomaterials is mostly a story of conjoint effects.
That is, corrosion, in and of itself, in most of the alloys used is not a significant
problem when no other effects are at play. However, when combined with mechanics, restricted crevice-like geometries, inflammation, or any combination thereof,
significantly increased corrosion rates can occur that may lead to adverse biological
process or failure of the device.
This chapter will discuss metallic biomaterials corrosion from the materials
science perspective and will also provide insight into some of the biological
consequences and interactions that are possible. This chapter will not focus on the
consequences of metal ion release or particle generation on the local and systemic
tissues of the body. There are several good reviews of this in the literature [11].

2 Basics of Corrosion
2.1

Oxidation and Reduction

Corrosion processes are electrochemical reactions that take place at electrode
surfaces which include charge transfer across the electrode–electrolyte interface
[17]. Two basic types of electrode reactions can occur: oxidation and reduction
[see (1.1) and (1.2)]. In oxidation, a chemical species reacts to raise its valence state
by releasing electrons, while reduction processes reduce the valence state of other
species by taking on an electron. The convention used here is that when positive
charge moves from electrode to electrolyte (i.e., metal atom in the metal surface
going to metal ion in solution), this represents a positive (or anodic, or oxidation)
current. Similarly, when positive charge moves from electrolyte to electrode, it is a
negative (or cathodic, or reduction) current. In all electrochemical systems that are
closed systems (i.e., no external source or sink for charge), a fundamental rule of
electrode reactions is that the sum of all anodic currents must balance out (averaged
over time) with the sum of all cathodic currents. That is, the electrode–electrolyte
interface will adjust its voltage to arrive at the conditions where both anodic and
cathodic currents are equal. Or, put another way, there can be no long-term net
accumulation of charge. This is called the “Mixed Potential Theory” [17], and a
clear understanding of this concept is essential for understanding how corrosion
processes work.
Co ! Co2þ þ 2e
2Cr þ 3H2 O ! Cr2 O3 þ 6Hþ þ 6e

ðOxidation reactionsÞ

(1.1)
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O2 þ H2 O þ e ! HO2  þ OH
HO2  þ H2 O ! H2 O2 þ OH ðReduction reactions involving oxygenÞ (1.2)
H2 O2 þ 2e ! 2OH
O2 þ 2H2 O þ 4e ! 4OH
O2 þ 2H2 O þ 2e ! H2 O2 þ 2OH
Note the two oxidation reactions (1.1) represent ionic dissolution and oxide
formation reactions. Both liberate electrons into the metal which will act to lower
the potential of the implant (i.e., make more negative) until the reduction reactions
can remove these electrons. The reduction reactions listed are a limited subset of
possible reduction reactions that may be present at implant surfaces. They involve
mostly oxygen, water, and their reactive oxygen by-products, including hydroxide
radicals and hydrogen peroxide. These are listed to emphasize that there are
intermediate species that may arise from reduction processes which are known to
have significant effects on the biological system and can induce oxidative stress in
cells [18]. These oxidation and reduction reactions are not meant to be an exhaustive listing, but rather a representative list of possible reactions. In particular, there
are numerous other potential reduction reactions possible in the biological system,
including reduction of disulfide bonds [19] and other protein-like molecules. The
effect of redox reactions at implant surfaces on the biological system has received
very little in-depth study and much is still unknown about the interactions that may
arise. Indeed, the redox state of cells is highly dependent on numerous redox processes across the cell membrane, within the cell and outside of the cell. The redox
state of the cell is known, for example, to influence adhesion sites, actin cytoskeletal
formation, membrane potential, permeability, etc. [20–24]. Thus, the redox state of
cells is likely affected by the local redox environment presented by a metallic implant
alloy which can serve as a source or sink for oxidation or reduction equivalents.
Recent studies have focused on the consequences of reduction of disulfide bonds
in terms of protein structure and properties, membrane transport, and intracellular
behavior (e.g., redox sensitive chaperones, NAD/H and NADPH behavior, ROS
and oxidative stress, etc.). Indeed, some of these studies have shown the importance
of disulfide bonds, present primarily in cysteine and methionine amino acids, which
are highly susceptible to redox processes [20], and which are involved in the
oxidative stress response and in intracellular chaperoning. Thiol and disulfide
redox status also affects the ease of uptake of cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs)
[21] including transmembrane transport of prions and other short peptides [22].
The redox status of a cell is critical to its oxidative stress state. It seems very likely
that when cells are adjacent to a half-space (metal surface), actively reducing
species available at their surface, including disulfide-containing molecules, will
affect their redox balance.
Additional work in the redox biology of cells has involved reactive oxygen
species (primarily, NO and H2O2) and their role on a variety of biological systems.
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Oxidative stress and the generation of H2O2 by the cell have been shown to be able
to depolymerize actin [23] and alter cellular adhesion [24].
All half-cell reactions (i.e., those reactions that are either oxidation or reduction
reactions) establish a potential at the electrode interface, called the equilibrium
potential, to balance the forward and reverse reactions for that half-cell. Note the
forward reaction for a half-cell can be defined as the reduction reaction. Running this
reaction in reverse results in an oxidation reaction. That is, a half-cell reaction is a
reduction reaction in one direction and an oxidation reaction in the other. Which
reaction occurs depends on the potential of the electrode relative to the equilibrium
potential for the half-cell. When multiple half-cell reactions are present on the same
surface with different half-cell equilibrium potentials, then the electrode cannot
satisfy the equilibrium potential for all simultaneously. Therefore, the electrode
potential will change until all oxidation processes balance with all of the reduction
half-cell reactions. This potential is called the Open-Circuit Potential (OCP) and it is
the potential that defines where all half-cell reactions balance out to net zero current.
If the OCP is above a particular half-cell equilibrium potential, then that half-cell
reaction will be an oxidation reaction. Whereas if the OCP is below the half-cell
potential, the reaction will be a reduction reaction. The rate of the specific reaction
will be governed by the magnitude of the voltage difference between OCP and the
equilibrium potential, the availability of the species, and the voltage–current characteristic behavior governing the kinetics of the reaction. For nonoxide film covered
electrodes, the Butler–Volmer equation [25] governs this behavior and shows that
currents rise exponentially with voltage away from the half-cell potential. However,
with passive films, other kinetic factors alter the electrode behavior and give more
complex behavior.
It is important to note that on real metallic biomaterial surfaces, the OCP of the
surface can undergo significant changes depending on what reactive species are
present and how they affect the overall balance of reactions. For example, increasing concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (a by-product of inflammation) typically
results in a more positive OCP for a particular alloy surface, while additions of
proteins to the electrolyte will typically decrease the OCP of the surface. Because
most of these surfaces are oxide film covered, and these oxide films are sensitive to
voltage and solution conditions [6, 9], OCP shifts can occur not only due to the
presence of a new half-cell reaction, but also because of alterations in the film’s
kinetic barrier behavior. That is, the oxide film’s charge transfer characteristics and
how they are affected by the surrounding species is an important element in the
overall balance that is present.

2.2

Oxide Film Kinetic Effects and Disruption

Oxide film charge transfer behavior is highly complex and is comprised of both the
mechanisms of ionic transport across the film and the electronic charge transfer [26].
Ionic transport is a function of the process of migration where the high electric field
that develops across this oxide will drive cations (i.e., metal ions) to move in one
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direction (usually from metal to electrolyte), while also driving anions (e.g., oxygen
ions) from the electrolyte to the metal. The process of migration involves movement
due to the presence of an electric field and the atomistic mechanisms by which ions
jump through these thin film oxides (e.g., vacancy motion, boundary transport, etc.).
Also important in the movement of charge through the oxide is the transport of
electrons and electronic holes (regions of positive charge) through the oxide. This
involves adoption of the concepts from the semiconducting field, including electron
tunneling, Schottky barriers, charge carrier densities, Fermi energy levels, and flat
band potentials. Basically, electron (or electronic charge) movement through oxide
films can be dramatically altered by the electronic nature of the oxide film present.
For a more detailed discussion, please look at the following reference [27].
Thus, the nature of the oxide thin film on these surfaces is highly influential in
terms of the severity and extent of corrosion reactions that can occur. For example,
when the oxide film is mechanically removed from the surface such that bare metal
is exposed directly to electrolyte, several events transpire at very high rates. Within
the first nanosecond or two, the surface metal atoms begin to oxidize and either
leave the metal surface as ions, or remain as oxidized ions on the surface. Electrons
are liberated from the atoms and attach themselves, typically to oxygen atoms at the
surface, and an intense electric field forms that can reach the order of 107 V/cm.
Within one to two milliseconds this electric field will provide the driving force for
repassivation as metal oxidation results in oxide film formation by interaction with
water molecules [i.e., metal plus water goes to metal oxide plus hydrogen ion plus
electrons, see (1.1)].
This burst reaction will reform the oxide film within milliseconds, according to
the low-temperature, high-field growth models first proposed by Cabrerra and Mott,
and Gunthershultze and Betz [28, 29], but will also accumulate a large number of
electrons in the metal that will result in an overall shift in the surface potential to
more negative values. That is, an oxide film covered surface that is abraded will see
its OCP shift to more cathodic potentials. As the potential shifts to more negative
values, the corresponding reduction reactions will increase until the excess
electrons are removed and the potential slowly moves more positive back to its
starting OCP. These shifts in OCP are important to understand because as mentioned, they (1) change the structure of the oxide film, (2) alter the reactions that are
taking place, and (3) can result in propagating electric fields that may affect
biological processes in the adjacent tissue [30].

3 The Electrochemical, Biological,
and Mechanical Environment
3.1

Conjoint Effects in Biomaterials Corrosion

To understand medical alloy corrosion and its impact on the use of alloys in the
human body, it is useful to have a clear understanding of the environments in which
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these alloys operate. This includes the chemical/electrochemical environment, the
biological environment, and the mechanical environment. Additionally, a detailed
understanding of the nature of the surface of alloys and the interfacial zone of the
biological system is crucial for an understanding of the complex processes related
to corrosion. The role of the biological system on the corrosion process, as well as
the effect of the corrosion processes on the biological system, is also necessary to be
able to design and utilize metals in the body.
Also, virtually all corrosion testing takes place in in vitro tests that try to
simulate, in a simplified fashion, the electrochemical conditions of the body.
Moving to simplified environments may make control and interpretation of
experiments more feasible, but they also remove important potential interactions
that may dominate particular metal–body behavior. As a result of the fact that most
corrosion testing is done in simplified physiological solutions (e.g., pH 7.4 buffered
isotonic saline solutions), very little systematic assessment of how complex “real”
biological systems affect corrosion behavior has been explored. This includes
assessment of restricted crevice-like geometries associated with, for example,
bone cement–metal interfaces [31], modular tapers, and deep implant locations
like diaphyseal intramedullary canals.

3.2

The Electrochemical Environment

In most in vitro tests assessing the corrosion performance of metallic biomaterials,
the solutions used are highly approximate substitutes for the real biological environment. To first-order approximation, the body is a pH 7.4, 0.9% (0.154 M) NaCl
solution. This is the most simplified solution used to evaluate corrosion. More
complex solutions used in vitro include phosphate buffered saline (PBS), Ringer’s
solution, Hank’s solution, simulated biological fluid (SBF), and several others.
All of these are inorganic salt solutions that approximate the inorganic constituents
in body solutions. In some cases additional constituents are included that are
typically organic components like amino acids, single protein solutions (e.g.,
albumin), cell culture medium, and medium with serum additions. These combined
solutions again attempt to get more representative of the actual body environment,
yet do not come close. They also raise the complexity of the possible electrochemical reactions present and make interpretation of experiments more difficult, yet they
also give better insight into how complex biological systems may interact with
metal surfaces.
Some general comments can be made about in vitro electrochemical
environments. These are typically aqueous salt solutions that provide the electrolyte
to complete the electrochemical circuit (to allow both oxidation and reduction
processes). Typical redox-active species in these solutions are dissolved oxygen
and water. The ionic salts are not thought to participate in reduction reactions. When
additional species are added, depending on the redox potential and the ease of the
reaction, these additional species may participate in the processes. Examples of
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additions include hydrogen peroxide. If the added species do not participate in redox
processes, but do adsorb to surfaces, that may (or may not) significantly alter the
overall redox balance of the surface.

3.3

The Biological Environment

The biological environment into which metallic biomaterials are placed is highly
complex, time and spatially varying, and can result in very severe corrosion
conditions. It is important to understand, in any evaluation of metallic biomaterials
corrosion, that metal implants are placed into a wound site. That is, the surgical
intervention creates a zone of damage around the metal where the wound healing
process must occur. Thus, the environment adjacent to the metal, at least initially
(during acute inflammation) or chronically, can be dramatically altered in terms of
its electrochemical effects. Many of the cellular and biochemical constituents in a
wound site can produce redox processes. As mentioned, species like hydrogen
peroxide, hypochlorous acid, peroxynitrite, and other enzymes are redox active
and can create conditions locally that are very different than the in vitro solutions
used in corrosion testing [32].
Researchers have shown that hydrogen peroxide can, for example, alter the
oxide film on titanium alloys [33]. Indeed, significant alterations in corrosion
behavior of titanium alloys can be induced by a combination of hydrogen peroxide
and voltage history. Chandrasekaran et al. showed, for example, that cathodic
polarization of Ti–6Al–4V in the presence of 0.03 M hydrogen peroxide in PBS
to 1 V for 10 min followed by anodic polarization can selectively dissolve the
b-phase regions of the surface [34]. Selective dissolution did not occur when
the potential was not held cathodically prior to anodic polarization. This implies
that cathodic voltages result in alterations of the oxide film, lowering its resistance
to electrochemical transport processes and ultimately allowing the oxide film on the
b-phase to lose its passive character, resulting in b-phase dissolution. Ehrensberger
et al. [10] followed up on these studies with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) studies on the voltage-dependent oxide film resistance and showed that
titanium oxides can undergo three orders of magnitude decrease in oxide resistance
over the voltage range of 0 V to 1 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
This combination of increased inflammatory oxidizing agents and negative
voltage excursions that can arise from mechanical factors (oxide film abrasion)
may lead to the kinds of severe corrosion attack seen in the selective dissolution
processes discussed earlier. Indeed, in a recent retrieval study, Rodrigues et al.
showed severe corrosion attack of Ti–6Al–4V modular body hip replacement
junctions where the microstructure appeared to be attacked preferentially at the
b-phase regions (i.e., selective dissolution) [35], and showed extensive pitting corrosion attack and hydrogen embrittlement of the Ti–6Al–4V alloy in the human body.
Additionally, it is important to remember that metal surfaces in the body may be
adjacent to highly restricted crevice-like solution conditions. This is particularly
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true in metal-on-metal (MoM) interfaces including modular tapers and MoM hip
replacements. When such restricted crevices arise, the local solution conditions can
be dramatically altered from the commonly assumed pH 7.4, 0.154 M saline
environment [26]. Indeed, early work on the corrosion of modular taper interfaces
showed that the pH and Cl concentration within the modular taper deviate
significantly from the physiological level. There are indications from retrieval
analyses and other experiments that the pH within taper crevices can, under certain
conditions, reach below one [26]. Additionally, the cationic concentrations within
tapers can be orders of magnitude higher than those seen in the peri-implant tissues.
The role of cation concentrations in solutions adjacent to corroding implant
surfaces remains a mostly unexplored area of study.

3.4

The Mechanical Environment

The mechanical environment for metallic biomaterials typically consists of high
cyclic loads associated with the activities of daily living and can also include
significant surface interactions that include wear against a counter face. The general
processes of wear can be further classified into large cyclic motion (wear) and small
cyclic motion (fretting) processes. Typically, wear processes are thought to occur at
occlusal surfaces (in dentistry) and joint surfaces for total joint prostheses. Fretting,
on the other hand, is thought to primarily occur at screw–countersink junctions in
fracture fixation devices [36], dental implants, and modular taper interfaces of total
joint prostheses [37, 38]. While these are important areas where fretting occurs,
others are also present and likely to be influencing the corrosion behavior of
devices. These additional locations include back-side contacts in joint prostheses,
bone-implant contact regions, overlapping cardiovascular stent contact points [39],
and other locations where surface contact and small cyclic motion takes place.

4 Biotribocorrosion Fundamentals
4.1

Wear and Corrosion in the Biological System

For wear of, for example, MoM implants, much of the research on the longevity
of these devices has focused entirely on wear (ignoring the corrosion aspects).
However, recently, researchers [40] have realized the importance of corrosion
processes during wear in these and other devices. It is important to state that in
the biological system one cannot have wear of a metal device and NOT have
corrosion reactions taking place as well. That is, wear of metals in the body is a
tribocorrosion (wear and corrosion) process. The phrase tribocorrosion does not
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fully and adequately describe the full range of what is more appropriately called
mechanically assisted corrosion, where other mechanical mechanisms like elastic
straining, plastic deformation, etc., which can affect the oxide film covered
surfaces, are included.
Tribocorrosion (i.e., mechanically assisted corrosion) is a conjoint failure
mechanism that is highly complex and comprised of surface mechanical processes
and surface electrochemical processes. Tribocorrosion in the biological system
(biotribocorrosion) has the additional factors of biological processes at play.
Thus, biotribocorrosion is the process of corrosion, modified and assisted by the
processes of wear (wear and fretting) occurring in and influenced by the adjacent
biological environment.
There are several research programs studying the fretting corrosion behavior of
medical alloys. Mischler et al. [40–43] have developed several interesting methods
for systematic evaluation of fretting corrosion of Ti alloys (amongst others) in
physiological solutions and have investigated the effects of potential and proteins
(amongst other factors).
To understand biotribocorrosion, the following sections will lay out the basic
factors, processes, and mechanisms at play in each aspect of the process. There are
three basic aspects (mechanical, electrochemical, biological) at play; however, in
each of these primary areas highly complex processes are ongoing. Additionally,
the materials in contact and engaged in the processes play an important role. Thus,
the materials science of the surface of the metallic biomaterials is critical.
Below is a short, and incomplete, listing of the materials factors, the mechanical
factors, and the electrochemical factors that are important in biotribocorrosion.
Within each of these broader categories, more specific information of the structure,
properties, and processes present during biotribocorrosion is provided. This is
meant to help the reader understand the wide range of factors that interact to give
rise to mechanical-assisted corrosion in the biological system.

4.2

Materials Factors

4.2.1

Structural Factors

Surface Oxide
Thickness, chemistry (e.g., chemistry and oxidation states of cations), structure, e.g.,
suboxides present, defect density (vacancy distribution, pipe-diffusion paths, amorphous vs. crystalline), residual stresses (volumetric mismatch with substrate),
growth mechanism (high-field growth with electromigration transport), electronic
states, semiconducting behavior, ionic transport behavior.
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Substrate Alloy
Crystal structure and orientation to the surface, volumetric mismatch with oxide,
chemistry of near-surface alloy, transport processes (diffusion) within metal, dislocation structure (cold-working state), precipitate and defect inclusions.

Biological Environment
Proteins adsorbed and their conformation, pH and ion levels (in crevices and
restricted geometry environments), oxidizing agents present (ROS, enzymes,
proteins, cations, etc.), electrical double layer, surface water structure.

4.2.2

Properties

Surface oxide
Semiconducting properties (flatband potential, Fermi level, work function, defect
density), ionic transport properties (vacancies, oxide boundaries for pipe diffusion
and migration, etc.), oxide modulus, oxide fracture strain/stress, coefficient of friction
with opposing surface, interfacial fracture strain (stress), electric field generated.

Substrate alloy
Yield stress, work hardening sensitivity, hardness, diffusion coefficients, redox
sensitivity of alloy constituents.

4.3

Mechanical Factors

Contact asperity geometry, contact stresses, coefficient of friction, fracture strain,
interfacial strain to failure, modulus, yielding, fracture mechanics of thin films,
relative sliding distances, elastic displacements, structural rigidity of constructs.

4.4

Electrochemical Factors

Thermodynamic condition (potential), active redox processes, surface oxide and
electric field, relative anodic and cathodic areas, impedance characteristics (kinetic
barriers to oxidation and reduction charge transport processes), solubility of
cations, oxide forming tendencies and stability, solution chemistry.
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Fretting Mechanics of Metallic Biomaterials
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Fig. 1.1 Schematic representations across spatial scale of the mechanics of fretting. (a) Elastic
bending strains, in conjunction with rigidly connected contact point (triangles) can give rise to
elastically based displacements, (d), in the taper. This does not require rigid body sliding to occur.
(b) Zoom-in of elastic fretting strains with the displacement depends on the bending stress,
modulus, and distance from rigid contact. (c) Schematic of a zoom-in on the contact region within
a modular taper. Crevice solution can fit within the contacts and the interface will consist of
asperity–asperity contact and normal and frictional stresses. (d) Close up of metal–oxide surfaces
in asperity contact and causing contact stresses, local surface deformation, and oxide debris

One can see from the above listing of factors, that these interfaces and the processes
associated with mechanically assisted corrosion in vivo are highly complex and
interactive and span several different physical, chemical, and biological disciplines.
To understand mechanically assisted corrosion, a series of figures are presented
to provide insight into the mechanical and electrochemical elements. Figure 1.1 is a
series of schematics of a modular taper interface. In Fig. 1.1a, there is a representative modular taper where an applied bending moment, M, is shown. If one assumes
that there are two points within the taper (triangle regions) that can be considered
rigidly connected to the opposing surface, then the elastic strain associated with
cyclic bending will give rise to a displacement, D, within the taper interface (see
Fig. 1.1b), which results from taking the flexure formula for stress, assuming this
stress is constant along the length, L, of the taper from the fixed point to the point of
interest. One can see from this that the displacement, D, will be given by:
D ¼ eL ¼

sL MyL
¼
E
EI
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Inputting appropriate values for M, L, y, E, and I yields D in the range of
20–40 mm for typical tapers in use today. This equation shows, first, that fretting
displacements can arise solely from elastic deformation and do not require
rigid body displacements of the implant. Simply considering elastic deformation
behavior, fretting displacements are within the range observed in these tapers.
Additionally, this equation gives insight into the mechanical design features that
may affect fretting motion. That is, the flexural rigidity (EI) of the modular crosssection will be important. Higher modulus materials (e.g., Co–Cr alloys) will have
less elastic-based fretting motion. Larger diameter tapers will also have smaller
fretting motions. This analysis is highly simplified, but none-the-less provides
insight into the macroscopic stress and design issues that may be important.
If one now looks more closely at the interfacial mechanics, there is asperity–asperity
contact that initially takes place between metal and oxide surfaces (Fig. 1.1c, d).
Within this asperity contact region, there is enough space for a crevice and solution
to fill the space. Contact stresses and frictional interactions will arise within these
regions, and if the stresses and deformation mechanisms are large enough, oxide
disruption will occur and oxide debris will be generated. Figure 1.2 shows a little
more detail of those factors identified above as being important to the surface
mechanical processes. This includes (Fig. 1.2a) the dislocation structure, the
surface oxide structure (including the film and dome-like shape of passive oxide
films), and the properties (e.g., moduli, fracture strains, hardness, etc.) that will
impact on the mechanical disruption of the oxide. The nominal contact stresses
needed to induce oxide disruption sufficient to cause enhanced corrosion is an
important property and is likely to be very low for Co–Cr alloy and even lower for
Ti alloys. The local asperity–asperity contact stresses are likely much higher;
however, it is also likely that only relatively low contact stresses are necessary
for oxide abrasion processes.
Also shown in Fig. 1.2b is what transpires electrochemically just behind a
moving asperity that is scraping oxide film from the metal surface. Oxide debris
is released and two basic oxidation reactions occur just behind the moving asperity:
ion dissolution and oxide repassivation. The first of these releases cations into the
crevice solution, while the second regenerates the oxide and releases hydrogen ions
into solution. Both oxidation reactions shown result in the accumulation of positive
charge in the crevice solution and electrons accumulating in the metal (causing a
drop in potential of the surface). The electrons will move to any other location on
the metal surface where reduction reactions are present (and still, in electrical
contact with the solution) and will be consumed in those reactions. Additionally,
anions (Cl, PO43, etc.) will be drawn into the crevice in order to maintain charge
neutrality and balance the cation release. This combination results in lowering of
pH and phosphate and chloride ion levels (among others) in the crevice. These
reactions, if they continue within the crevice and are slow to clear from there, will
result in a highly aggressive acidic solution that may result in continued corrosion
processes after the fretting motion ceases. Indeed, in in vitro testing of modular
tapers, one can detect this continuing process by the increased currents that remain
after loading is stopped [44].
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic views of asperity–oxide–metal interfaces showing some of the factors
associated with fretting corrosion processes. (a) The surface oxide film in contact with an opposing
asperity has a structure that typically consists of an oxide film–oxide dome morphology with
specific properties of modulus, fracture strain, and residual stresses present in the oxide. A lattice
mismatch between oxide and metal gives rise to residual stresses and interfacial stresses as does
the asperity interaction. Metal substrate structure and chemistry is also important including the
dislocation structure (amount of cold working, hardness, etc.). (b) A second schematic of an
asperity moving across a metal–oxide surface where contact stresses and motion scrape oxide from
the metal surface, creating oxide debris while behind the moving asperity are electrochemical
reactions reforming oxide and dissolving metal ions into the crevice solution. Hydrogen ions are
generated as well and anions (Cl–, PO43–, etc.) migrate into the crevice to maintain charge
neutrality and result in pH drops

Figure 1.3 schematically represents the atomic-scale view of the metal–oxide–
solution crevice interface (Fig. 1.3a). Also shown are two scanning electron
micrographs taken of the cross-section of a retrieved Ti–6Al–4V alloy (Fig. 1.3b)
[35]. These images are from a pitted region of the interface where severe pitting
attack of the alloy had taken place while inside the human body. This is the first
documented case of pitting corrosion attack of Ti alloys in the human body. What is
interesting to note in this figure is that there are a network of tunnels and microsized
crevices between the alloy and the oxide where the highly aggressive solution
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Fig. 1.3 (a) Atomic scale schematic of metal–oxide–crevice solution interface. (b) Scanning
electron micrograph images of Ti–6Al–4V cross-sections from modular body implant tapers. Gray
regions (lower parts) are oxide regions within a pit on the Ti alloy surface. This pitting penetrated
up to 200 mm in to the taper surface. The high magnification image shows some interesting and
important structural details at the interface between the metal and the oxide. There are small
(1–2 mm) channels and tunnels for crevice solution transport. It appears that dissolution of the
alloy occurs with subsequent precipitation of the oxide and enrichment of the Ti alloy surface of a
precipitated layer (light line along the interface). This oxide debris structure likely affects solution
chemistry and helps drive the pitting attack (images in (b) are reprinted with permission from
Wiley [35], all rights reserved)

accumulates and proceeds to corrode the metal. It appears, based on these images,
that there is a dissolution process of the metal into the crevice solution and then a
precipitation back out of the debris on the oxide side. Also, there appears to be
about a 1 mm thick zone on the alloy surface which has precipitated from
the reactions taking place (bright line on alloy surface). Thus, the alloy dissolves
while the oxide front grows and this process continues, leading to a penetrating
pitting-like corrosion attack. The exact details of this process are not known;
however, it is clear that because the pits are up to 300 mm deep, fretting is not
likely a part of the process ongoing in these pits.
Electrochemically, abrasion of surface oxides dramatically raises the current
density and alters the overall polarization behavior, as can be seen in Fig. 1.4 [45].
In this work, a Co–Cr–Mo surface was subject to potentiostatic conditions (from
1 V to +1 V vs. Ag/AgCl) and abraded with 600 grit emery paper for 15 s,
followed by a recovery period. The abrasion current density and recovered current
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Fig. 1.4 Results of polarization testing of Co–Cr–Mo alloy in pH 7.4 and pH 2 PBS solutions.
Alloy surfaces were potentiostatically held and abraded with 600 grit emery paper and then
allowed to recover. (a) Current versus time plots for abrasion results at four different potentials
(1000, 800, 600, and 600 mV vs. Ag/AgCl). (b) Polarization plot of the resulting data over
the range of potentials from 1,000 mV to +700 mV. Note that the current density is about 50
times larger during abrasion and that pH did not have a significant effect over most of the range.
(c) Time constant for recovery of the current after abrasion is stopped. Note the voltage dependence of the recovery that reflects both the presence of the oxide film and the predominant
electrochemical reaction being affected. (Images reprinted by permission of ASM International,
all rights reserved [42])

levels were tested at pH 7 and pH 2 in PBS, and the time constant for the recovery
curves was determined (Fig. 1.4b, c respectively). Clearly (Fig. 1.4b), the abrasion
currents are about 50 times greater than the recovered current densities, and there
are systematic changes in the time constant for recovery with voltage. These
abrasion currents are unlikely to be the maximum possible since the abrasion was
not uniform and complete at any time point.

5 Electrochemical History Effects
An element of corrosion behavior that is often poorly understood, especially when it
comes to oxide-film covered alloys, is the concept of electrochemical history. That
is, how the prior voltage–time solution conditions affect present and future behavior
of the surface. For example, oxide films (e.g., TiO2) are known to have an anodization rate of about 2 nm/V [46], which is not fully irreversible. That is, oxide films can
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grow with positive voltage, but there are voltage histories whereby the surface oxide
film can revert in its properties, and other voltage histories where the changes are
more irreversible. Ehrensberger and Gilbert [10] recently showed that when titanium
surfaces are held at fixed potentials over 24 h, the impedance characteristics of the
surface will respond to that voltage. At more cathodic voltages, the impedance of
the surface will be smaller compared to surfaces held at more anodic voltages (i.e.,
zero or above vs. Ag/AgCl). Similarly, Haeri et al. [47] and Gettens and Gilbert [48]
also showed that the impedance of the oxide on Co–Cr and stainless steel alloys,
respectively, is dependent on the voltage path and voltage level experienced. These
data are important when put in the context of the voltage shifts that are now clearly
present in medical devices that undergo mechanical abrasion/wear of their surface
oxides and have large cathodic shifts in potential as a result.
These impedance results are also supported by electrochemical scratch tests
[49–51] and by electrochemical atomic force microscope (AFM) studies of the
oxide films on Ti and CoCr [6–9]. In these studies, the oxide dome morphology on
polished and etched Ti–6Al–4V and Co–Cr–Mo alloys were responsive to the
voltage history.
It is likely that during mechanically assisted crevice corrosion, there is a
combination of large negative voltage shifts (up to 1,000 mV) that may serve to
activate the oxide and large changes in solution chemistry. Solution changes
include large changes in pH, recruitment of anions to cause formation of
hydrochloric and phosphoric acids (among others), and the accumulation of high
concentrations of multivalent cations that may alter the oxide film and corrosion
behavior, etc. all present in crevices. This solution, while still in the body, can
become highly deviated from the normal body solution. Besides affecting the
ongoing corrosion reactions, this solution may also leak out and exchange with
the adjacent body solution, and these elements may affect local biological processes. Additionally, this stimulus may bring a stronger inflammatory response
from the chronic inflammatory system which will bring to bear larger numbers of
activated macrophages that may release significant amounts of additional oxidizing
agents (e.g., ROS) that will accelerate the processes.
Taken together, this complex interplay between mechanics, electrochemistry,
crevice environments, and biological response has resulted in some extreme
examples of severe corrosion in the most corrosion resistant alloys we have today
for metallic biomaterials applications. We are also seeing more extreme examples
of biological response to these processes, including osteolysis due to corrosion [52]
and pseudotumor formation [53, 54].

6 In Vivo Fretting Corrosion of Metallic Orthopedic Implants
In the following sections, examples of fretting corrosion of orthopedic implants
in vivo will be summarized.
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Spinal Devices

In the past 3 decades, a wide variety of spinal instrumentation have been developed
for the treatment of spinal disorders. In spinal devices, there has been a progressive increase in the use of multisegmental spinal rods, with screw fixation
systems for various spinal conditions like advanced scoliosis or deformity,
spondyloarthropathies, spinal stenosis syndrome, spondylolisthesis, and posttraumatic spine instability.
Spinal fixation devices consist of several components (pedicle screws, hooks,
and rods) that connect together to form a spinal implant assembly. Spinal fixation
systems provide a means of gripping the spinal segment and providing mechanical
stability to the affected vertebrae. Within these systems, designs have developed
that contain recessed, crevice-like regions where screw head–countersink contact
points occur. These can also be locations where different alloy combinations come
into contact (e.g., Co–Cr rods with Ti alloy screws, etc.). The three main alloy
systems, stainless steel, titanium, and Co–Cr–Mo, can be present in these spinal
systems, and the interaction between them within loaded crevice regions is not well
understood at this time.
Corrosion is a serious problem in spinal instrumentation, causing local and
systematic complications. In a study done by Aulisa et al. [55], fretting corrosion
was reported in 20 Harrington’s spinal systems (stainless steel rod fitted with hooks
on both ends and a rachet) which were removed after 2 years of implantation and
recommended removal of the systems after consolidation of bone grafts. The study
demonstrated that fretting occurred at the rod–hook junctions (due to relative
motion of rotation about the axis of the rod). This resulted in removal of the
metal and produced wear debris and tracks on the interior surfaces of inferior
hooks. As a result of this, severe biological reactions were observed in the host
tissues (brownish color with high concentration of ferrous material) surrounding the
rod–hook junction.
Akazawa et al. [56], in a study of corrosion of spinal implants retrieved from 11
patients suffering from scoliosis, reported macroscopic evidence of corrosion in
66% of rod junctions (rod–hook, rod–crosslink junction) after long-term implantation. The study demonstrated that intergranular corrosion and fretting (repeated
surface motion) had contributed to corrosion of the implants. Based on these
findings, removal of implant is recommended after solid bony union.
Vieweg et al. [57] reported on 13 spinal fixators and showed corrosion of pedicle
screws and telescopic rods as a result of fretting and crevice corrosion, respectively,
after a mean length of implantation of 10 months.
Rio et al. [58] observed radiological signs of corrosion at the proximal end of the
spinal rods in 11 patients. Progressive decrease in metal density of rods was
observed radiographically, which was later confirmed on implant retrieval.
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Fracture Fixation Devices

In 1968, Cohen et al. [59] reported on fretting corrosion in a retrieval study on 25
retrieved hip-nail plate assemblies made of type 316 stainless steel and vitallium.
Fretting corrosion was observed on the plates, on the surface of countersinks around
the holes, on the screws, and on the underhead chamfer surface. It was stated that
crevice formation was inevitable feature of the geometry of the screw–plate
interface, while fretting was the result of micromotion of the plate and the screw.
Thus, corrosion was enhanced in the presence of fretting and due to differences in
electrochemical potential between passivated and nonpassivated regions on the
surface of the metal. It was hypothesized that fretting corrosion is a combination
of abrasive, corrosive, and adhesive wear, and corrosive component plays a significant role in all situations where metal-to-metal contact is made.
In retrieval study of 17 orthopedic internal fixation devices (plates and screw)
made of 316L stainless steel, Weinstein et al. [60] reported evidence of fretting and
crevice corrosion in all the countersink holes in which screws were used as implants
for few months.
Brown et al. [61] found significant amount of corrosion in a series of tests
conducted on osteosynthesis stainless steel plates and screws, which was a result of
fretting corrosion accelerating crevice corrosion. They reported that patient ambulation causes a relative motion between screw head and plate hole, which leads to
fretting corrosion with continuous disruption of passive oxide layer and subsequent
depletion of oxygen in crevices, accelerating the initiation of crevice corrosion.

6.3

Modular Joint Replacement Retrieval Analyzes

Much of what we know about severe in vivo corrosion of metallic biomaterials
comes from retrieval studies of modular taper interfaces in total hip replacements.
These tapers are typically conical in shape and can consist of Co–Cr–Mo/Ti alloy/
Stainless Steel couples in any combination, or indeed could interface alumina or
zirconia ceramic heads. In some designs, thimble-like connectors are added to
convert from metal–metal tapers to metal–ceramic tapers. Most modular taper
corrosion studies have focused on the head–neck taper interface; however, more
recent studies have shown both modular body and neck–stem tapers as being
susceptible to severe corrosion attack [35, 62, 63]. Neck–stem modular tapers are
a relatively new approach to hip stems that allows greater flexibility in construction
of the prosthesis during the operation. However, these tapers are typically more
elliptical in cross-section and are subject to higher bending moments than
head–neck tapers. Recent work has shown that these tapers are susceptible to severe
corrosion and fracture [62, 64].
Jacobs et al. [65] characterized the local and distant distribution of solid and
soluble products of corrosion from the taper junction of modular femoral total hip
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prostheses. Particles of metal oxides, metal chlorides, and chromium phosphate
(chromium orthophosphate hydrate) with elevated levels of serum cobalt and urine
chromium concentrations were observed in the implant and within the periprosthetic
tissues. It was suggested that fretting corrosion may be a dominant mechanism of
metal release in patients with modular hip implants, and that solid corrosion products
from modular femoral stems may accelerate wear and fretting corrosion via threebody wear mechanism. These corrosion products raise the issue of systemic toxicity.
A retrieval study by Urban et al. [66] on the effects of migration of solid corrosion
products from the modular head/neck junction in 15 total hip replacements to the
periprosthetic tissues reported that corrosion products migrate along the bone
implant interface and to the prosthetic bearing surfaces and indirectly contribute to
periprosthetic bone loss, osteolysis, and aseptic loosening of the implant.
Another retrieval study by Urban et al. [67] on 16 modular body titanium alloy
stems used in cementless hip replacements showed evidence of corrosion. The
surface damage was characterized as fretting scars, pitting, and etching.
Cook et al. [68] analyzed 108 porous coated uncemented modular femoral stems
with modular femoral heads retrieved after 25 months of implantation. Wear and
corrosion were observed in 7% of the similar-metal and 34.5% of the mixed-metal
implants due to combine effects of fretting, crevice, and galvanic corrosion. It was
hypothesized that fretting led to breakdown of the passive oxide film on the alloy
surfaces, followed by a combined attack due to crevice and galvanic corrosion.
In a retrieval study of 148 modular hip prostheses, Gilbert et al. [38] reported
evidence of fretting and crevice corrosion (moderate to severe in 16–35% of 148
retrieved implants) at head–neck tapers in both mixed (Ti–6Al–4V/Co–Cr) and
similar-metal (Co–Cr/Co–Cr) combinations. Restricted crevice condition at taper
geometry and mechanical factors like high cyclic loading, fretting, or stresses
related corrosion create an unstable environment at crevice, leading to fracture
and abrasion of the passive oxide layer covering these passive metal surfaces. This
causes the metal surface potential to go more negative, resulting in deaeration (loss
of oxygen) in crevice solution with decrease of the pH in the crevice, leading to
increased corrosion rates [69, 70]. These ultimately impact the local biological
processes and/or the mechanical integrity of the implant.
Another retrieval study by Gilbert et al. [70] on two modular hip implants with
cobalt–alloy (CoCr) head and stem showed that fracture occurred in the neck of
femoral components (close to head/neck junction). It was hypothesized that the
fracture of implant was due to combination of mechanical factors like porous grain
boundaries, intergranular corrosive attack initiated at the head–neck taper surface,
and cyclic fatigue loading of the stem.
In a study by Brown et al. [71], 79 retrieved modular hip tapers were examined
with stereo and scanning electron microscopy to evaluate the incidence and nature
of corrosion. The study showed that fretting corrosion played a major role in the
initiation of modular interface corrosion, and the correlation between corrosion and
length of neck indicated that long head neck is more prone to fretting corrosion due
to instability at the interface. The problem of fretting corrosion can be overcome by
making design changes so as to increase the stability at the interface.
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Lieberman et al. [72], in a retrieval study, reported that fretting and crevice
corrosion is evident in 2 out of 10 mixed-metal implants, whereas no corrosion was
reported in 26 similar-metal implants. It was hypothesized that corrosion damage
was due to fretting (micromotion at interfaces) and trapped fluid at the taper
interfaces.
Collier et al. [73], in a retrieval study of 139 modular femoral components of hip
prostheses, reported corrosion in the tapered interface between head and the neck of
25 out of 48 mixed-metal (CoCr head/Titanium alloy stem) prostheses, whereas no
corrosion was observed in 91 same-alloy combination. Based on this study and
other studies by Collier et al., it was hypothesized that galvanically accelerated
crevice corrosion plays major role in failure of modular prostheses [74, 75].
Galvanism was proposed because only Ti–6Al–4V/Co–Cr–Mo couples were
observed to suffer corrosion; however, corrosion of all combinations of metals
has been demonstrated, thus reducing the likelihood that galvanism is playing any
significant role in the process.

6.4

Stents

Coronary stents are small metallic wire mesh devices implanted in heart arteries to
prevent the arteries from closing up. Endovascular stents have been placed in
human vessels for more than a decade as a treatment of atherosclerosis, yet,
information regarding their in vivo electrochemical and mechanical stability
remains limited.
“Late problems with stents can be divided into two broad categories: mechanical
failure due to material fatigue resulting from the considerable stress imposed to
stents by cardiac contractions, and chemical failure where corrosion or depolymerization can release potential toxic substances such as nickel, degradation products,
or contaminants” [76].
In a retrieval study, Halwani et al. [39] analyzed nine excised human vascular
segments with implanted stents (n ¼ 16) made of stainless steel, nickel–titanium,
tantalum, and cobalt-based alloys. Fretting accelerated crevice corrosion and pitting
corrosion were observed as a result of electrochemical and mechanical factors.
Mass spectroscopy determined the metal debris in surrounding tissues, which is a
potential cause for contributing biological mechanism of in-stent restenosis.

7 Recent Biological Assessment
While the role of ions and particles has been well studied by the cell-culture
community, there has been relatively little direct work on the effects of reduction
reactions on biocompatibility. Gilbert et al. [13] and Ehrensberger et al. [14] have
demonstrated that cathodic potentials give rise to conditions that can kill cells in
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culture when they are cultured directly on polarized titanium surfaces. That titanium is NOT “the most biocompatible metal” under cathodic conditions, where
reduction reactions predominate, is a fundamentally important finding that may
provide insight into why implants subjected to significant corrosion processes may
be developing severe adverse biological response. Very recent work by Sivan et al.
[76] shows that cathodic preconditioning of titanium surfaces in the presence of cell
culture medium results in the formation of a biological film (likely, a reaction
product of amino acids), that subsequently renders the titanium surfaces lethal to
cultured MC3T3-E1 cells. That is, if cells are cultured on surfaces that have been
preconditioned at 1,000 mV for 24 h in cell culture medium (AMEM), and then
placed into fresh solution and cells cultured on them, these cells die. The reaction
product appears to be both particulate (likely, a calcium phosphate precipitate) and
film like, where the film has characteristics of an organic polymeric-like structure
and may derive from the amino acids, vitamins, or other constituents of the
medium. No serum additions were needed for the killing effects to be seen, and
the conditioned medium, when transferred into fresh surfaces for culture, had no
effect on the cells. The mechanisms at play in this reduction-based toxicity are still
poorly understood but may play out in other systems where large negative
potentials are developed (e.g., Mg alloys).

8 Summary
In this chapter, the elements of corrosion related to metallic biomaterials were
described. Several unique aspects of the mechanical, electrochemical, and
biological environments were presented to show the complex interplay giving rise
to severe corrosion attack of some of the world’s most corrosion resistant alloys.
The human body, in conjunction with implants designed with crevices and high
cyclic stress, can induce pitting, hydrogen embrittlement, selective dissolution, and
intergranular corrosion of Co–Cr–Mo and Ti alloys in ways unimaginable just a few
decades ago. The complexity and adjustability of the biological system has profound effects on corrosion, and the reduction half-cells present in biological
systems are poorly understood and in need of significantly more study. Overall,
as long as metallic biomaterials experience stresses, abrasion, crevices, and
biological fluids, corrosion processes will continue to be a significant issue.
Advances in coating technologies and clear-eyed understanding of means to mitigate corrosion processes are needed to further advance medical device technology
and the longevity that is still lacking in most of these devices.
In today’s world, patients are forced to modify their behavior to fit the needs of
the implant. What is needed are implants that fit the needs of the patient. A major
limitation in this regard is the susceptibility of these metals to mechanically assisted
corrosion in the human body (biotribocorrosion). Until we can advance
beyond these limitations, joint replacements, spinal devices, dental implants,
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cardiovascular stents, and all other medical devices in which metals play a role will
continue to be susceptible to corrosion.
Acknowledgements JLG would like to acknowledge all of those colleagues and students who
have worked with him over the 20 plus years of study of these issues.
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Chapter 2

Degradation of Titanium and Its Alloys
Sannakaisa Virtanen

Abstract This chapter summarizes the state-of-the-art knowledge on the degradation
modes of Ti and biomedically relevant Ti-based alloys. First, general aspects of
passivity of Ti as well as special corrosion modes of passive Ti are shortly described.
Then, the influence of alloying on the electrochemical dissolution modes is
summarized, emphasizing the specific corrosion modes relevant for the biomedical
application. Degradation of materials in biomedical applications can, in addition to
purely chemical or electrochemical processes, be strongly influenced by mechanical/
tribological processes. Therefore, tribocorrosion of Ti and Ti-based alloys is
described. In addition, the role of the biological environment in the degradation
process of Ti alloys is discussed. Moreover, a short discussion on some relevant
implant design-related aspects of degradation is provided.

1 Introduction
Titanium and Ti-based alloys belong to the most important metallic implant
materials, due to their generally good biocompatibility as well as their high
chemical, electrochemical, and mechanical stability [1–3]. The generally excellent
corrosion resistance of Ti-based alloys is due to the spontaneous formation of a
stable TiO2 passive film on the material surface in most environments. This passive
film is an efficient barrier against further dissolution, and hence the dissolution rate
is orders of magnitude lower than for metals and alloys actively corroding (i.e., for
metals without the self-protection of a passivating oxide layer).
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However, even for passive metals and alloys, a certain amount of material
degradation by electrochemical dissolution mechanisms always takes place, as
resistance is not given by thermodynamic inertness but by the kinetic barrier of
the passive film. In addition, passive metals and alloys can be susceptible to specific
corrosion modes, such as pitting or crevice corrosion. Depending on the type of
application, materials in implants can experience not only chemical attack, but also
mechanical stresses, and wear processes can significantly contribute to materials
degradation.
Different aspects of degradation of Ti-based implant alloys have been widely
studied, due to the great significance of these materials in the field. Corrosion
behavior of Ti and Ti alloys (including alloys used in biomedical applications)
has been reviewed, for instance in [4–6]. Information on the mechanical properties
and wear behavior of different classes of Ti-based implant alloys (a/b-alloys and
b-alloys), including considerations on mechanical biocompatibility, can be found in
[7, 8]. Many aspects of corrosion, fatigue, and corrosion fatigue of implant alloys,
with an emphasis on Ti-based alloys, are summarized in [9]. Moreover, fretting
corrosion in biomedical implants (including Ti alloys) has been reviewed in [10].
Many international conferences and symposia include presentations on this topic, to
mention are the proceedings in [11–13].
This chapter aims to summarize state-of-the-art knowledge on the degradation
modes of Ti and biomedically relevant Ti-based alloys. In view of the very large
amount of work published, it is not possible to discuss all specific findings in
detail. Instead, the most important mechanisms and principles of degradation are
considered. First, general aspects of passivity of Ti are shortly described, as this is
the basis for understanding the good corrosion resistance of Ti-based materials.
Then, the influence of alloying on the electrochemical dissolution modes is
summarized, emphasizing the specific corrosion modes relevant for the biomedical application. Degradation of materials in the biomedical applications can, in
addition to purely chemical or electrochemical processes, be strongly influenced
by mechanical/tribological processes. Therefore, tribocorrosion of Ti and
Ti-based alloys is described. The chapter also discusses the role of the biological
environment in the degradation process of Ti alloys. It should be pointed out that
this research field is still strongly evolving, therefore many open questions remain,
especially concerning the detailed understanding of the complex interplay
between the materials surface and the in vitro or in vivo biological environment.
As degradation processes are influenced not only by the material and environment,
but also by the design of a device, a short discussion on some relevant implant
design-related aspects of degradation is provided, such as possible galvanic
corrosion effects in modular systems. However, this discussion is only based on
basic principles and does not cover a review of failure case studies or explant
analysis. An overview of implant retrieval and failure analysis is provided by
another chapter in this book.
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2 Passivity of Ti
2.1

Active and Passive Dissolution, Depassivation

Pure titanium is a base metal with a low standard potential (1.63 V vs. NHE for
the couple Ti/Ti2+). This indicates a high reactivity of a bare Ti surface in aqueous
environments. In most natural environments, however, titanium shows an excellent
corrosion resistance due to the spontaneous formation of a thin but highly protective
TiO2 passive layer on the surface. Thermodynamically, TiO2 is stable in a large pH
range, as illustrated by the potential–pH diagram of the Ti/H2O system (Fig. 2.1)
[14]. Complexing species, such as HF and H2O2, can, however, lead to significant
dissolution [14]. The effect of fluorides on Ti corrosion can be especially relevant
for Ti in dental applications (considering the use of prophylactic fluoridecontaining products in dental treatments), as has therefore been studied. For
instance, [15, 16] demonstrate the activating effect of fluoride, which becomes
especially drastic at lower pH values. General information on the corrosion behavior of metallic alloys used in dentistry is summarized in [17]. Also, H2O2 may be of
special relevance generally in biomedical applications, as it can be generated in
biological reactions—this case is further discussed later in this chapter.
As the passivation potential of Ti is more negative than the equilibrium potential
of hydrogen evolution, and the critical current density for passivation is relatively
low, spontaneous passivation of a bare Ti surface, even in deaerated acidic
solutions, is expected. The passivation reaction can, however, be hampered by the
slow kinetics of the cathodic hydrogen evolution reaction on the Ti surface (high
overpotential of the reduction reaction). This explains findings of active dissolution
of Ti under reducing conditions in acidic solutions (depending on the acid type and
concentration) [18]. In oxidizing acids, and in most neutral solutions, Ti is spontaneously passive.

Fig. 2.1 Potential–pH
(Pourbaix) diagram for
the system Ti/H2O
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The corrosion behavior at equilibrium (corresponding to immersion of samples
without polarization) can be studied by monitoring the open-circuit potential or by
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measured at the corrosion potential.
In the case of stable passivity, the open-circuit potential values remain in the
passive region as a function of time; however, if depassivation takes place, typically
a sudden decay of the potential to low potentials corresponding to the active
dissolution region of the material takes place (examples are shown later in this
chapter in Fig. 2.3). The value of the open-circuit potential does not give direct
information on the corrosion rate, but it is clear that the active dissolution rate will
be orders of magnitude higher than dissolution in the passive state. Hence,
depassivation would be the “worst” case in degradation. Depassivation of previously passivated Ti surfaces (Ti with a native, air-formed passive film or anodically
formed oxide film), leading to uniform corrosion of Ti, has been observed in
deoxygenated acidic media (depending on the acid concentration) [19–23].
The native passive film on titanium is a thin, some nm thick layer, mostly
consisting of TiO2. The passive film on titanium shows an n-type semiconducting
nature, with a band gap of about 3.1 eV. Anodic polarization can be used to thicken
the oxide layer; the oxide growth rate has been reported to be in the range of
2–3 nm/V. Anodic oxidation of titanium and its alloys was reviewed in 1973 [24].
Since then, many more details on electrochemical growth and properties of anodic
oxide layers on Ti have been resolved, involving intense activities in the field of
electrochemical formation of self-organized anodic TiO2 nanotube surface layers
[25]. However, it is beyond the scope of this chapter to give an extensive overview
on anodization processes of titanium. The passive TiO2 layer—also without specific
anodization treatments—is an efficient barrier against metal dissolution; in electrochemical terms, dissolution rates <106 mA/cm2 are measured in the passive range.
More information on passivity of metals and alloys can be found in review
articles [26] and [27].

2.2
2.2.1

Special Corrosion Modes of Passive Titanium
Pitting Corrosion

It is well known that passivity of many metals and alloys can be locally destroyed in
the presence of specific aggressive species in the environment, most typically halide
ions. Alloys prone to this type of attack include many technically important
materials such as stainless steels and aluminum alloys. Pitting corrosion describes
a very localized breakdown of passivity, often related to heterogeneities on the
surface such as impurity inclusions or second-phase particles—for an overview of
pitting corrosion of metals see [28]. After pit initiation, pits can either continue
growing, or repassivation can take place. An alloy with a high pitting corrosion
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resistance should in best case combine a low susceptibility to pit initiation, high
tendency and rate of repassivation, and a slow pit propagation rate. It should be
mentioned, however, that for metals with electron-conducting passive films (e.g.,
stainless steels), the number of pits typically inversely correlates with the average
depth of the pits, as the cathodic current provided by the large passive area drives
the anodic dissolution in the pits—then depending on the number of active pits, the
pits grow with different rates. Due to the great significance of pitting corrosion in
practical applications in limiting the life time of many technically important
materials, mechanisms of localized breakdown of passivity have been widely
studied, and for the most important alloys the major parameters influencing the
pitting corrosion resistance have been determined.
Considering the biomedical application, in which the materials are exposed to a
Cl-containing environment, it is interesting to note that titanium is susceptible to
passivity breakdown in Cl-containing solutions only at very high anodic
potentials, which are not encountered in the practical case. For instance, for
CP-Ti, pitting potentials >10 V have been reported in chloride-containing
solutions. In fact, Ti is an interesting exception to other metals and alloys prone
to pitting corrosion in halide solutions, in that for Ti-based materials the chloride
ion is the least pit-triggering anion of the halides [29–31]. One can therefore
conclude that classical pitting corrosion should not be expected as a failure mode
for titanium in biomedical applications.
It may be of interest to note, however, that metastable pitting corrosion has been
observed for CP-Ti (and for the Ti–6Al–4V implant alloy) in NaCl and in simulated
body solutions far below the pitting potential, even at the open-circuit potential
[32–34]. This means that local passivity breakdown events can take place in the
passive region of titanium, but instead of pit propagation, the small pits do not
remain active, and fast repassivation takes place. This type of metastable pitting
events can be experimentally observed as current transients in potentiodynamic or
potentiostatic experiments in the passive region, provided that the experiments are
carried out with a sufficient current- and time-resolution; for Ti in chloride solutions
these events typically only can be resolved using microelectrodes. Even though
metastable pitting does not lead to a complete deterioration of the system, it
nevertheless indicates that passivity of the metal is not fully stable in the environment, and the small activation/repassivation events contribute to passive dissolution
modes. It may be noteworthy—as pointed out by authors reporting on metastable
pitting events on Ti [33]—that in contrast to the metastable pitting behavior of
stainless steels, in which case the number of pit initiation events typically decreases
to almost zero as a function of time, for titanium the metastable pitting activity
remained high over the duration of the experiment (some hours). This behavior may
have some relevance to the mode of metal ion release from Ti-based implants.
Since pitting corrosion for Ti is much more prominent in bromide solutions than
in presence of chloride, mechanisms of pitting have been far more studied for the
bromide case (see, e.g., [35, 36]). However, as this case is not related to implant
failure, it is not further discussed in this chapter.
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Crevice Corrosion

Another mode of localized corrosion often encountered with passive metals and
alloys—and closely related to pitting corrosion in its mechanism—is crevice
corrosion. This type of attack occurs preferentially in regions on the metal surface,
where mass transport is limited (e.g., in narrow crevices or under deposits), and
hence concentration of aggressive species (halides), a pH decrease, and depletion of
oxygen, can rapidly lead to activation of the surface in the crevice area. Metals
susceptible to pitting corrosion also suffer from crevice corrosion. The presence of
crevices on the surface often triggers localized corrosion already under conditions
where stable pitting would not take place (e.g., with lower concentration of aggressive halides).
Typically, crevice corrosion for Ti has been reported to take place only at
elevated temperatures, e.g., for grade-2 titanium a temperature threshold of 65 C
in 0.27 mol/dm3 NaCl solution was reported for crevice corrosion initiation [37].
However, since Ti can undergo depassivation in deoxygenated acidic media also at
room temperature, as described previously, such processes could also take place in
crevices with a locally aggressive environment. Even if complete depassivation
would not take place, the local passive dissolution rate could be increased, due to
the low pH values and high chloride concentration prevailing in the crevice area.
In concentrated HCl and H2SO4 solutions, it has been shown that the passive current
density for CP-Ti increases with the acid concentration [38, 39]. In LiCl solutions
of varying concentrations, the passive current density of CP-Ti, as measured
in potentiodynamic polarization curves, increases upon the increase of the Cl–
concentration in the solution (Fig. 2.2). Therefore, even though no complete
activation of the Ti surface took place in crevice-type situations, significant

Fig. 2.2 Open-circuit
potential as a function of time
for CP-Ti and Ti–6Al–4V
in 0.5 M H2SO4
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increase of the passive dissolution rate may be expected by the occluded cell
chemistry. In biomedical applications, failures in cemented Ti-based implants
have been associated with crevice corrosion, but mostly related to Ti alloys
[40, 41]—this case is discussed in more detail later in this chapter. In this context
already, one may question, if crevice corrosion of Ti can be initiated in laboratory
experiments under similar conditions than prevailing in vivo (especially, at 37 C).
As the crevice corrosion susceptibility of Ti is influenced by many factors, including the solution chemistry and pH, crevice geometry, surface condition of the metal,
metallurgical features (alloying, impurities) [37], and these factors can vary for real
implant/cement interfaces, an exact simulation of the real case in the laboratory is
difficult. In how far only electrochemical activation effects in the crevice are
responsible for the observations in implant retrieval analysis, and the possible
role of the biological environment in enhancing the degradation remain unresolved
issues. In any case, it is important to note that CP-Ti is significantly less susceptible
to crevice corrosion than, for instance, typical grades of stainless steel, and significantly more aggressive conditions (higher temperature, lower pH) together with
very narrow, deep crevices are required for crevice corrosion initiation of Ti [5].

2.2.3

Fretting Corrosion/Tribocorrosion

For orthopedic implants, fretting corrosion (or generally, wear-assisted corrosion/
tribocorrosion) is often discussed as the dominant failure mode, especially in case
of high-corrosion resistance passive alloys, for which the tribological load leads to
local mechanical destruction of the passive film. Even though a subsequent spontaneous repassivation reaction takes place in many cases, continuous activation/
repassivation cycles lead to an increased material loss. Very recently, frettingcorrosion map in Ringer’s solution has been developed for CP-Ti, with the aim to
identify the predominant mechanisms (e.g., wear, corrosion, or fretting corrosion)
for a given set of parameters [42]. For this, the fretting-corrosion behavior and
restoration ability were studied under various combinations of load, frequency, and
number of fretting cycles. The authors concluded that fretting-corrosion occurrence
can be a serious concern for a safe application of CP-Ti, for instance in hip or knee
implants. The fretting corrosion resistance of CP-Ti can, however, be significantly
improved by surface treatments, such as anodizing on thermal oxidation [43].
In addition to increasing the fretting-corrosion resistance, surface modification
was also found to change the wear mechanism of CP-Ti against alumina: adhesive
galling was predominant for untreated CP-Ti, adhesive wear and delamination were
found to be operative for anodized samples, whereas for thermally oxidized CP-Ti
mainly an abrasive wear mechanism was operative. These findings indicate that the
thickness and nature of oxide layers on Ti strongly influence the mechanism and the
intensity of tribocorrosion.
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3 Effect of Alloying on Degradation of Ti
3.1

Ti–Al–(V, Nb) Alloys

Until now, the most common orthopedic implant alloys are a/b alloys with the
composition Ti–6Al–4V and Ti–6Al–7Nb (and some minor variations). These
alloys provide good mechanical and corrosion behavior. The corrosion and degradation behavior of these alloys has been studied in a very large number of
publications; the aim of this chapter is to summarize the most important findings
and to evaluate the role of the alloying elements in the corrosion behavior.
Similar to commercially pure Ti, all Ti-based implant alloys show a spontaneously passive behavior in neutral and near-neutral solutions and, at first hand, one
may expect no large differences in the degradation behavior of the different alloys.
However, a more detailed look on the electrochemical and corrosion behavior of
different alloys illustrates significant alloying effects. It is obvious that the presence
of alloying elements Al, V, or Nb in the material not only raises questions on the
general corrosion behavior, but especially on metal ion release in specific corrosion
processes, as Al and V ions are of concern in biocompatibility considerations.
Experiments under aggressive conditions (e.g., low pH values) can reveal drastic
differences between pure Ti and Ti alloys, even at open circuit without polarization
to high anodic potentials. An example is shown in Fig. 2.3, comparing the opencircuit potential measured as a function of time for Ti and the implant alloy
Ti–6Al–4V in 0.5 M H2SO4. Even though this environment is not relevant for the
biomedical application, the example simply illustrates that significant differences
between the stability of passive films on pure Ti and the Ti alloy can be seen: the
Al-containing alloy shows a fast depassivation, whereas CP-Ti remains stable in

Fig. 2.3 Polarization
resistance (Rp) values
for CP-Ti and Ti–6Al–4V
determined from EIS
measured at the corrosion
potential in 0.14 M NaCl,
37  C, at different pH values
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Fig. 2.4 Polarization
resistance (Rp) values for
CP-Ti and Ti–6Al–4V as
a function of solution pH,
determined from EIS
measurements at the
corrosion potential in 0.14 M
NaCl solution, T ¼ 37 C

the passive state, at least for the duration of the 2-h experiment. Similarly, the
Ti–6Al–7Nb also has been shown to depassivate very fast in H2SO4 solutions [44].
However, the behavior was drastically changed when the Ti–Al alloys were
passivated in H2SO4 instead of studying the native, air-formed passive films [44].
After 0.5 h passivation in H2SO4, the alloys also remained stable in the passive state
for the 2-h duration of the experiment at open circuit. This behavior can be
explained by studying the composition of the different type of passive films.
In the air-formed passive films on Ti–Al alloys, significant amounts of Al oxides
are incorporated, in addition to TiO2. The passive films formed in the acidic
solution, however, contain a much smaller amount of Al oxide. Hence, the stability
of the passive films on the Al-containing alloys seems to be correlated to the
presence of Al oxides in the passive layers, as Al oxides are not stable in the acidic
pH range. Also, in HCl, the Ti–6Al–4V alloy has been shown to activate at the
open-circuit potential at lower acid concentrations than CP-Ti [38]. In agreement
with this, the critical current density for passivation in HCl solutions was higher for
the Ti–Al–V alloy than for CP-Ti; the aggressive effect of HCl was significantly
influenced by a temperature increase from 22 to 37 C.
In less aggressive solutions, in which complete depassivation does not take place
(and, hence, such strong shifts of the open-circuit potential cannot be observed),
differences in the dissolution behavior between alloys can be assessed, for instance
by EIS measurements at the corrosion potential. For measurements carried out in
0.14 M NaCl at different pH values (Fig. 2.4), for CP-Ti the polarization resistance
Rp values determined from the impedance spectra are almost independent of the pH
value, in the range of pH ¼ 2–7.4. In contrast to this, for the Ti–6Al–4V alloy, the
Rp value decreases with the pH, indicating a larger dissolution rate in the acidic
solution. Clearly, such effects could be relevant in crevices or any kind of occluded
cells on the surface, where local acidification may take place.
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Even in neutral solutions, such as different types of simulated body fluids,
differences in the passive state between CP-Ti and Ti–Al–(Nb,V) alloys can be
detected. These different behaviors are mostly observed at elevated potentials,
which however are not directly relevant to the biomedical application. For instance,
stable pitting corrosion (assessed by the measurement of the pitting potential) takes
place at somewhat lower potentials for the Ti–Al–(V,Nb) alloys than for CP-Ti.
As an example, Epit  4 V was reported for the Ti–6Al–4V alloy in Hank’s
Balanced Salt Solution, whereas, in the same study, for CP-Ti and for the
Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy, pitting corrosion was not observed up to 10 V [45]. Other
studies in Hank’s physiological solution reported the stable range of passivity of
the Ti–6Al–4V to be limited by pitting corrosion at potentials >3.5 V [46], whereas
for the Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy the range of stable passivity was extended up to potential
of ca. 6 V [47]. However, also for the alloys, the potential range of stable pitting
corrosion is beyond the redox potentials encountered in the body. A more detailed
look on the passive current density (with a high time- and current-resolution)
reveals that current transients, corresponding to metastable pitting events, can be
detected in the passive region far below the pitting potential—examples from
magnification of potentiodynamic polarization curves in the passive region are
shown for CP-Ti and the Ti–6Al–4V alloy in acidified simulated body fluid, pH
4, at 37 C (Fig. 2.5). With the current resolution of the experiment, current
transients were only detected for the Ti alloy, but not for CP-Ti. Pit nucleation/
repassivation events of CP-Ti and the Ti–6Al–4V alloy have also been studied with
microelectrodes, enabling the detection of smaller current transients, and the
number of these pit nucleation events was higher for the alloy [33]. Systematic
studies on the role of the alloying elements in different Ti-based alloys in the
metastable pitting process (e.g., influence of the alloying elements on pit initiation,
repassivation, and propagation) have not been carried out. The influence of the
alloying elements on the passive behavior can be a direct follow-up of the different
compositions of the passive films on the alloys vs. CP-Ti, as discussed in [45–47].
Incorporation of very stable Nb oxides may be beneficial for the passivity of
Ti–Al–Nb, whereas incorporation of oxidized Al and V (which do not show stable
passivity in a large potential region in chloride-containing solutions) may weaken
the passive films.
As already mentioned earlier, fretting corrosion—or, in more general terms,
tribocorrosion—has been recognized as a dominant failure mode for many types of
implants, and therefore has been widely studied. However, astonishingly, few
studies can be found comparing different alloys in the same setup. As tribocorrosion
is a complex phenomenon, influenced by the material, the environment, and the
type of tribological load, comparison between findings in different studies is hardly
possible [48, 49]. Williams and Khan studied a number of Ti alloys in regard to
corrosion, wear, and wear-accelerated corrosion behavior; the a/b alloys were
found to show the best combination of the corrosion and wear resistance, but the
wear-accelerated effects on corrosion were less profound for the Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy
than for the Ti–6Al–4V alloy and CP-Ti [50]. In other studies on Ti–6Al–4V
alloy in contact with alumina, the tribocorrosion behavior was reported to critically
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Fig. 2.5 Magnification of potentiodynamic polarization curves in the passive range measured for
CP-Ti and Ti–6Al–4V in simulated body fluid, pH 4, 37  C. The right figure shows a magnified
single transient for Ti–6Al–4V

depend on the fretting regime and on the prevailing electrochemical conditions
[51, 52]. It is also interesting that no mechanical damage of the Ti–6Al–4V alloy
surface could be detected when the contact partner was poly-methyl-methacrylate
(PMMA). In this case, also the alloy corrosion was only slightly enhanced by
fretting; however, the wear of the PMMA was large [53].
In considerations of wear-assisted corrosion, not only the total damage is of
relevance for the biomedical applications, also the influence of the tribological
loads on the metal ion release is of interest. For CP-Ti, only Ti cations may be
released; for alloys, of course, also oxidized species of the alloying elements.
For metals and alloys that are spontaneously passive in the environment in which
wear takes place, the metal ion release will be affected by the repassivation
behavior of the alloys. In best case, repassivation would take place almost as a
solid-state surface reaction, with as little as possible metal ion dissolution.
The repassivation rate of different alloys can vary, but another aspect is that for
alloys the metal ion release during the activation/repassivation cycles need not be
stoichiometric; instead, it might be expected that the alloying elements less stable in
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the environment will be dissolved, and alloying elements forming stable oxides
under these conditions would dissolve in a lesser manner. Preferential metal ion
release from alloys under fretting corrosion conditions has been shortly discussed in
[54]. However, systematic studies comparing the repassivation behavior of different Ti-based materials are scarce. Kolman and Scully [55] studied the repassivation
behavior of high-purity Ti and selected a, b, and b + a alloys by thin film fracture
and scratching methods in different chloride solutions: only minimal differences in
the repassivation parameters between the alloys were observed, which was
attributed to the dominance of Ti3+ production in the total anodic charge during
repassivation. Relatively few studies on the repassivation behavior of Ti alloys can
be found [56–61]. In these investigations, often a comparison between different
alloys is missing, and metal ion release modes during repassivation were not
reported.
In summary, many of the above-described studies on the electrochemical and
corrosion behavior of the Ti–Al–(V,Nb) alloys show that alloying can lead to
reduced stability of the passive state (e.g., depassivation behavior in acidic
solutions, metastable pitting activity). The electrochemical behavior reflects the
corrosion behavior of the alloying elements, in that Al and V with a limited stability
in acidic solutions and strong de-stabilization by chlorides decrease the corrosion
resistance (especially, as concerns Al), whereas Nb improves the corrosion resistance. However, purely mechanical wear behavior (without corrosion assistance)
has been reported to be better for a/b alloys than for CP-Ti, which may be related to
the microstructure and the resulting mechanical behavior of the alloys. It should
also be mentioned that for the two-phase alloys, the composition of the passive
film shows lateral variations related to the composition of the underlying phases
[62, 63]. Therefore, also a nonuniform (phase-dependent) corrosion behavior could
be expected, but very little information on phase-dependent dissolution can be
found in the literature. For Ti–6Al–4V and Ti–6Al–7b alloys, some indications of
selective dissolution of the higher Al-containing a-phase in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution
have been observed [44].

3.2

New Ti-Based Implant Alloys

Research is exploring possibilities to improve the compatibility of Ti alloys in
implants, e.g., by tailoring the elastic modulus to reach better mechanical biocompatibility, or by reducing the presence of “critical” alloying elements such as
aluminum to decrease the risk of release of toxic elements by corrosion. Recent
overviews on some of these developments are given in [8, 64, 65]. Interesting from
corrosion point of view are alloys, which contain only valve metals as alloying
elements: as all valve metals form very stable oxide layers, stable passivity with
very little metal ion release is expected for such alloys. In this chapter, as an
example we discuss the behavior of two alloys: Ti–13Nb–13Zr [66] and
Ti–29Nb–13Ta–4.6Zr [67]. These alloys show a homogeneous b-phase structure,
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which leads to a lower elastic modulus, nearer to the modulus of cortical bone than,
for instance, in the case of the alloy Ti–6Al–4V; hence, these materials are of
interest especially for orthopedic applications. Moreover, the alloying elements are
not only chosen by corrosion considerations (metals forming stable oxides), but
they are also considered to be biocompatible, similarly to Ti.
The corrosion behavior of the Ti–13Nb–13Zr alloy in different heat treatments,
in comparison to CP-Ti and other Ti-based biomedical implant alloys, has been
studied in Ringer’s solution and in 5 M HCl simulating occluded cell environments
[68]. In Ringer’s solution, all alloys studied were spontaneously passive, showing
similar low passive current densities. However, in deaerated 5 M HCl, significant
differences between the alloys were observed, and only the Ti–13Nb–13Zr alloy in
its diffusion-hardened state showed spontaneous passivity; this was attributed to the
presence of a thick thermal oxide layer on the diffusion-hardened material, and
therefore is not only a consequence of the alloy composition. Generally, the
addition of Nb and Zr (and lack of Al) in Ti was discussed as beneficial for a
high corrosion resistance and improved passivity of the Ti–13Nb–13Zr alloy in
comparison to other alloys studied. The effect of the microstructure, adjusted by
heat treating from single b-phase to a/b-phase alloys, depended on the alloy
composition: the corrosion behavior was inferior with alloying containing Al
where the partitioning of the alloying elements led to Al-rich a-phase (this phase
being less stable).
The excellent corrosion behavior of the Ti–13Nb–13Zr alloys in different types
of simulated body fluids has been confirmed by a number of authors (see, e.g., [69]
and references therein). It is hardly surprising that an alloy with such a composition
is highly passive in many environments, considering that all alloying elements
show a large range of stable passivity. Only few authors have studied the
tribocorrosion behavior of this alloy in comparison to other alloys; the overall
degradation behavior when both corrosion and wear processes take place was
found to be lowest for the Ti–13Nb–13Zr alloy and highest for the Ti–6Al–4V
alloy (Ti–6Al–7Nb was somewhat better) [70]. Regarding pure corrosion and pure
mechanical wear, the Ti–13Nb–13Zr alloy showed the best performance from the
three alloys studied.
Also, for the b-alloy Ti–29Nb–13Ta–4.6Zr, an excellent corrosion behavior,
both in Ringer’s solution and in 0.5% HCl solution, has been reported [71].
The corrosion and fatigue behavior is influenced by heat treatments: the corrosion
behavior in different conditions was always superior to the Ti–6Al–4V alloy, but
the fatigue strength of this b-alloy can be significantly lower than that of
Ti–6Al–4V. However, with specific heat treatments, the fatigue limit almost
reaches the values of Ti–6Al–4V. Even though a significant amount of studies
have been conducted on the mechanical behavior of this novel alloy, the corrosion
behavior has not been studied in great detail at all.
In summary, novel alloys containing only valve metals as alloying elements
show a very promising combination of excellent corrosion performance and
optimized mechanical properties. Here we only described the behavior of two
alloys; other alloys containing purely valve metals have also been found to exhibit
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excellent behavior. For instance, for Ti–Ta alloys (0–70% Ta) it has been
demonstrated that the corrosion resistance increases with additions of Ta, the
wear resistance of the Ti–Ta alloys was better than that of the alloy Ti–6Al–4V,
and all Ti–Ta were noncytotoxic, similar to pure Ti [72]. The corrosion behavior of
the novel alloys has, however, been studied in less detail than for the classic implant
alloys. The corrosion behavior in general is higher than for the classic Ti–Al–(V,Nb)
alloys, which can be attributed to the absence of alloying elements that show
limited stability of the passive film (e.g., Al). In addition, even in wear-assisted
corrosion processes, which typically lead to increased metal ion release from
passive metals, less concerns arise as the alloys only contain noncytotoxic
elements.

4 Influence of the Biological Environment on the Degradation
Behavior of Ti-Based Alloys
The biomedical application brings new challenges for the degradation behavior of
materials, in view of wear, corrosion, and tribocorrosion. Apart from implant
design-related aspects (to be shortly discussed later in this chapter), the slightly
increased temperature (37 C), the specific chemical environment of the body fluids,
biomolecules, and living cells can all have important effects on the degradation
modes and rates. Due to the very complex nature of the interactions between
material surfaces and the biological environment (also due to the high dynamics
of the “living” interface), many open questions exist in this field. In this chapter,
only selected significant findings are summarized. For more information the reader
is referred to the review articles in [38, 73–78].
It was already mentioned previously in this chapter that the environment temperature plays a critical role for occurrence of crevice corrosion of Ti and Ti alloys. The
critical temperature for crevice corrosion is mostly assessed in the range of 70 C.
However, even the physiological temperature of 37 C can change the degradation
behavior as compared with room temperature. For instance, for the Ti–6Al–4V
alloy, in contrast to CP-Ti, an increase of the temperature from room temperature
to 37 C has been shown to lead to slightly increased passive dissolution rate in
neutral physiological saline solutions (as evaluated from EIS measurements) [38,
79]. For more aggressive acidic solutions, the temperature effect is even more
crucial in that at higher temperature less acidic solutions can lead to surface activation; also, in this case the effect is more significant for the Ti–6Al–4V alloy than for
CP-Ti [38]. Temperature increase has also been shown to have a very significant
effect on the metastable pitting activity of CP-Ti and the Ti–6Al–4V alloy [33]. It is
noteworthy that at 37 C, the frequency of pit nucleation did not decay to zero with
time, and therefore in a long-term exposure, even such small activation/
repassivation events could cumulatively contribute significantly to metal ion
release. Apart from influencing the passive dissolution behavior, the increase of
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the temperature to 37 C has been found to influence the adsorption of Ca2+ and PO43ions on the surface of passive Ti or Ti alloys; EIS monitoring of the electrochemical
interface indicated fast changes in the electrochemical interface (observed as
changes in the interfacial capacitance) in the presence of these ions at 37 C, but
such effects were not observed at 23 or 25 C [79, 80]. Clearly, in order to evaluate
the chemical, electrochemical, and degradation behavior of Ti alloys properly,
experiments should be carried out at the physiological temperature of 37 C.
The specific chemistry of inorganic simulated body fluids, in comparison to
simple NaCl solutions of a physiological concentration, can significantly change
the corrosion behavior of Ti and Ti alloys. As mentioned earlier, Ca and phosphate
ions present in the (simulated) body fluids modify the surface of Ti and Ti-based
alloys [81–88]. As the solubility of the various calcium phosphates depends on the
concentration of the ions in solution, as well as on the alkalinity and the temperature
[89], different types of surface layers have been reported (i.e., variations in thickness, surface coverage, Ca/P ratio, etc.). By a prolonged exposure to the biological or
simulated body environment, typical observations report an increase in the Ca/P
ratio in the surface layer as a function of time, leading to the presence of hydroxyapatite on the surface. A combination of real-time quartz crystal microbalance
measurements with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy on nucleation and growth of
calcium phosphate on Ti indicates that hydroxyapatite deposits most likely form via
transformation of precursor phases, such as octacalcium phosphate [90]. Different
types of surface pretreatments can very significantly influence the calcium phosphate precipitation; a review of CaP-based coatings on titanium is given in [91].
In spite of the many observations that a spontaneous modification of Ti alloy
surfaces takes place in the presence of calcium and phosphate ions, the influence of
the inorganic ions in simulated body solution on the corrosion behavior has been
less widely studied; a reason for this could be that a common consensus is that
Ti-based alloys are “highly corrosion resistant,” and therefore small changes in the
passivity seem not highly relevant. It may be nevertheless interesting to approach
this spontaneous surface modification from point of view of influencing the passive
behavior. It has been reported that the presence of calcium phosphate on titanium
surfaces decreases the corrosion resistance as compared with the behavior in pure
saline solutions, both in terms of the general passive behavior and the passivity
breakdown at high anodic potentials [82]. In contrast to this, formation of a calcium
phosphate deposit has been shown to decrease the cathodic current densities and
increase the corrosion resistance of Ti at the open-circuit potential [92]. In the same
study, at high anodic potentials (above 2.6 V), the deposit layer led to decreased
anodic current densities; however, the passive current densities were not significantly influenced by the presence of the deposit layer on the surface. The origin of
the opposite findings is difficult to deduce, as the experimental approaches are quite
different in those studies. Another study reports that in simulated body fluids the
spontaneous formation of the CaP layer on top of the passive film hinders the native
aging of the passive film, which takes place in pure NaCl solutions. In NaCl, a
significant increase of the protectiveness of the passive film can be observed as
a function of exposure time (determined by EIS) [93]. Even though the
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protectiveness of the passive film is very high also in the presence of calcium and
phosphate ions in the solution, such experiments nevertheless indicate higher
passive dissolution rates (i.e., higher metal ion release) for Ti exposed to simulated
body fluids as compared with a simple saline solution. Furthermore, the influence of
P and Ca ions on the repassivation behavior has been investigated, and retardation
of repassivation by their presence was observed [94]. These findings indicate that
the formation of a P- and Ca-containing precipitate layer on the passive Ti surface is
not only of relevance to the biological performance, but it can influence the passive
behavior of titanium as well. Even though the picture on the exact mechanisms is
not quite clear (partially due to strong variations in the experimental approaches
used, e.g., the type of simulated body solution), it therefore seems important to
study the corrosion behavior of Ti in the presence of the inorganic ions of the body
fluids, instead of in simple saline solutions. In contrast to thin CaP adsorbate layers
formed on Ti spontaneously upon exposure to (simulated) body solutions, thick
hydroxyapatite coatings can be prepared on Ti surface by many methods. Such
thick coatings, of course, act as an additional barrier and reduce the degradation
rate. This can be of relevance for metal ion release by dissolution, but such coatings
can strongly influence the tribocorrosion behavior as well.
Body fluids not only contain inorganic components, but in addition a variety of
biomolecules and living cells. Also, the effects of proteins and cells on the degradation behavior have been investigated; however, in this field (due to its complex
nature), many open questions exist on the exact mechanisms. Also, there is some
controversy between the findings of different studies.
The influence of proteins on the corrosion behavior has not been unambiguously
clarified, especially as concerns detailed mechanisms. In principle, a protein
adsorption layer could act as an additional barrier between the metal surface and
the surroundings, hence inhibiting corrosion. On the other hand, proteins may
complex metal cations and thus accelerate dissolution. In the case of wear or
wear-assisted corrosion reactions, proteins can act as lubricants on the surface.
The approaches used to explore protein effects on metals vary largely, in that either
serum addition (containing many proteins) or addition of single proteins (most
frequently, albumin, being the most abundant protein in the blood) has been
studied. Generalized statements on the effects of proteins on biometal surfaces
are not possible, as the behavior depends on the protein and metal in question. For
instance, it has been shown that for Al and Ti (being highly passive), proteins
(albumin and fibrinogen) showed a negligible effect on corrosion, whereas for
transition metals a notable increase of corrosion was observed, the effect being
dependent on the metal [95]. The findings were explained by the tendency of
transition metals to form stable complexes with potential ligands, such as proteins.
In contrast to this early study which showed no influence of proteins on the
corrosion rate of Ti, another study reported an increase of the Ti corrosion rate by
addition of calf serum to saline solution [96]. However, no effect was found for the
Ti–6Al–4V alloy. The serum effect on corrosion was found to depend on
the surface condition (e.g., ground samples or HNO3 passivated surfaces). Therefore, the different observations in different studies could stem not only from
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different approaches to study protein effects (serum vs. single proteins), but also
from differences in the surface chemistry of the Ti samples. It has also been
reported that proteins have a beneficial effect on the corrosion behavior of Ti, as
long as the surface is in the passive state, but in case of film breakdown proteins
were reported to have an adverse effect on the corrosion behavior [82]. Both
albumin and fibrinogen have been shown to significantly inhibit the cathodic
reduction reaction on Ti, but the corrosion rate at the open-circuit potential was
not significantly affected, which was explained by the chelating effect of proteins
on the anodic dissolution rate [92]. The inhibition of the cathodic reactions by a
protein adsorption layer was explained to be due to blocking of the cathodically
active reactions sites and/or blocking of the transport of dissolved oxygen to the
electrode surface. This is similar to the discussion in a very recent study, indicating
that BSA and fetal bovine serum (FBS) adsorption to Ti surface act as a diffusive
barrier to oxygen [97]. The modification of the electrochemical properties of Ti
surface by protein adsorption at cathodic potentials, but not under anodic polarization, has been reported by other authors too [98]. The barrier effects were greater for
serum than for BSA. A comparison of protein effects on corrosion of different
Ti-based implant alloys indicated an improvement of the corrosion resistance of
the Ti–6Al–4V by addition of serum to PBS, whereas serum addition reduced
the corrosion resistance of Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–6Al–7Nb [99].
This short overview on the influence of proteins on the corrosion behavior of Ti
alloys demonstrates that the behavior has not been unambiguously elucidated. Even
more complex are findings in studies on the effects of inorganic ions of simulated
body fluids, amino acids, and proteins on the repassivation behavior of activated Ti
surfaces [100]. It could be demonstrated that proteins accelerated repassivation, but
some amino acids retarded it. However, the dominant factors in a complex electrolyte combining the different single parameters could not be determined. The
influence of proteins on the fretting-corrosion behavior of Ti–6Al–4V has also
been explored [101]; the fretting wear was not affected by the presence of collagen
or albumin in buffered saline solutions. A small lubricating effect of collagen was
observed at cathodic potentials. Moreover, in agreement with previous studies
described earlier, the authors observed the proteins to act as cathodic inhibitors.
In summary, protein adsorption on Ti-based alloy surfaces can modify the passive
corrosion behavior, has mostly been reported to influence the electrochemical
properties only at cathodic potentials, and has also been reported to influence
formation of CaP deposits on Ti surfaces [88]. However, protein effects on dissolution of Ti-based materials seem to be less prominent than the effects of proteins on
the dissolution behavior of some other metals and alloys.
The corrosion behavior of implant metals in the presence of cells has been
reviewed in [74]. Similar to what was discussed earlier on protein adsorption effects
on metals corrosion, different types of effects for the corrosion behavior could be
expected when cells adhere on surfaces: the cell layer could act as a physical
barrier, blocking the surface and hence bringing an additional resistance to the
surface. Moreover, cell metabolism products could influence the surface reactions.
For instance, macrophages can generate active oxygen species (e.g., O2), and
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these active oxygen species can lead to increased metal release from titanium, in the
absence of wear and fretting [102]. Another study reports a reduction of metal ion
release from Ti–6Al–4V in the presence of mouse macrophages [103]. In that case,
reactive chemical species generated by the macrophages were found to lead to
enhancement of the surface oxides [104], hence reducing corrosion. Electrochemical experiments in the presence of cell adhesion layers on Ti surfaces have been
carried out [105–107], indicating that cell adhesion layers retard diffusion through
the biomolecule adsorption layer due to the generation of the extracellular matrix
[105, 106]. A decrease in the cathodic current densities and, consequently, a
negative shift of the open-circuit potential, was also observed. The resistivity of
the Ti surface/cell layer interface (measured by EIS) was found to increase with
time, together with the increase of cell coverage of the surface [107]. Additionally,
changes of the surface composition of Ti upon culturing murine fibroblasts have
been observed [108]. The CaP precipitation layer was influenced by the cells and, in
addition, precipitation of sulfur as S or S2 was detected. The latter finding
indicates that the presence of the cell layer on the surface renders reducing
conditions at the Ti surface/cell layer interface, leading to the reduction of sulfates
from the surroundings. Further indications of such conditions on passivity of Ti
were not discussed in that publication, but clearly such a situation could be of high
relevance for metal ion release modes. In addition, pH decrease in the intracell layer
on stainless steel and Ti specimens has been measured and found to be caused by
corrosion reactions as well as chemicals generated by cells [109]. Cell adhesion
layers on the surface, similarly to protein adsorption layers, therefore form an
occluded cell type of a situation on the alloy surface, and hence limit mass transport
between the metal surface and its surroundings. Therefore, “cell-induced crevice
corrosion effects” may be an additional factor to be considered when regarding the
behavior of materials in a biological environment.
As already mentioned earlier, reactive chemical species may be generated in cell
metabolism reactions. For Ti alloys in the biological environment, special concern
has been given to the role of H2O2 generated in biological reactions in enhanced
metal ion release [110–113]. Figure 2.6 shows an example of H2O2-induced
dissolution of Ti. In this experiment, in situ X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) measurements were carried out on thin-film Ti samples under
anodic polarization, and dissolution was monitored by determining the edge height
of the spectra as a function of time (explanation on XANES studies can be found in
[114]). The results of this and other experiments indicate that dissolution of Ti
in the presence of H2O2 in the solution does not depend on pH or the anion type
studied (as long as the potential is below the pitting potential of Ti), but the
dissolution rate strongly increases with increasing potential. In addition to effects
on Ti dissolution, the modification of the passive film by hydrogen peroxide by
formation of an outer porous oxide layer has been brought into connection to the
well-known high osseointegration property of Ti surfaces [112]. The effects of
hydrogen peroxide were found to be significantly more dominant on CP-Ti than on
the Ti–6Al–4V alloy [113]. Moreover, reactive oxygen species may form in the
cathodic oxygen reduction reaction, and these species may influence the viability of
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Fig. 2.6 Dissolution of
thin-film Ti samples at 1 V
SCE in different 0.1 M
solutions containing 0.5 M
H2O2

the surrounding cells [115]. Therefore, a cascade of interactions between the Ti
surface and the biological environment is onset. How far peroxide formation in the
cathodic reduction reaction is part of the origin of the recently observed reduction in
spreading and viability of cells cultured on cathodically polarized Ti surfaces still
remains a question to be elucidated [116].

5 Implant Design-Related Degradation Issues
Biomedical implants often are of a modular design, combining different materials in
the design. Therefore, possible galvanic corrosion effects resulting from different
nobility of the materials involved should be considered. In most cases, however, the
metallic materials used are passive. Hence, galvanic coupling will not significantly
change the dissolution rate of the less noble metal, as the dissolution rate is
controlled by the passive film. Also, passive surfaces in many cases are less efficient
cathodes than oxide-free metals, due to slower kinetics of the cathodic reactions on
many oxide-covered surfaces. Coupling of more noble passive metals (e.g., Ti
alloys) together with low-grade stainless steels could lead to polarization of the
stainless steel surface above the pitting potential and, hence, be deleterious for the
performance. However, examples can be found in the literature where coupling of
stainless steel together with a Ti alloy in spinal implants led to insignificant galvanic
corrosion [117], as the pitting corrosion resistance of the specific steel was sufficiently high in the body environment. Actually, in most reported cases, Ti is the
more noble partner of a dissimilar metal couple. For instance, coupling of CP-Ti
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with carbon fiber reinforced polyetheretherketone (CFRP) (as a candidate for bone
fixation material) led neither to galvanic corrosion nor to crevice corrosion effects on
Ti in simulated body fluid. This is in contrast to stainless steel, which was more
susceptible to localized corrosion and coupling effects [118]. Similarly, coupling of
Zr-2.5Nb with the Ti–6Al–4V alloy in neutral Ringer’s solution indicated that the Zr
alloy was the less noble material [119]. Based on thermodynamic and kinetic
considerations, it has also been concluded that, in general, coupling of Ti–6Al–4V
with Co-28Cr-6Mo or with carbon electrodes should not lead to any detrimental
changes in the corrosion behavior due to galvanic effects [120].
Even though body fluids are buffered, pH variations are possible. For instance,
upon implantation, the pH of the tissue in the vicinity of the implant may decrease
to values below the natural pH of 7.4, and then recover within weeks. As discussed
earlier in this chapter, acidification of the surroundings typically increases the
passive dissolution rate. Local acidification in the vicinity of Ti-based hip implants
has been measured [40, 121]. As clinical experience demonstrates, Ti-based stems
should not be cemented [40, 122, 123]; failures could be due to crevice corrosion
initiated between the implant surface and the bone cement. On the other hand,
cementation also affects micromotions at the implant surface/bone interface, and
hence plays a role in the occurrence of fretting corrosion. It should be pointed out
that in vivo failures on titanium alloy hip stems have also been reported for
uncemented implants (see, e.g., [124]). Generally, design of load-bearing implants
strongly affects the biomechanics of the system, and hence all degradation modes
involving wear or stresses. Moreover, it should be considered that, in vivo, the
implant surface is experiencing different hydrodynamic conditions (e.g., blood
flow) than often used for laboratory testing; hence, mass transport controlled
reactions may take place with considerably different rates than expected.

6 Concluding Remarks
As discussed in this chapter, the degradation of biomaterials in the biological environment is a complex process that depends on all materials parameters (e.g., chemical
composition, microstructure), environment parameters (e.g., chemistry, temperature),
as well as the construction (e.g., presence of crevices). For materials in biomedical
applications, the situation is often more complex than in “classical” engineering
applications, in that the biological environment of the host is a highly dynamic system.
In the field of surface engineering of biomaterials, a very impressive amount of
research is being carried out. Many different types of surface modification
approaches on Ti-based materials have been, or are being developed, to optimize
the surface compatibility of implants. These approaches range from morphological,
to chemical, to biological functionalization of the surface. Of course, all surface
modifications may change not only the biological performance (e.g., cell adhesion
or tissue integration), but can also influence the degradation behavior of the
materials.
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Finally, even though today’s Ti-based alloys generally show very good performance, novel alloys are being developed. These include novel compositions of
alloys as well as alloys with modified microstructures. For instance, interesting
from the point of view of changing the mechanical properties of alloys without
changing the chemical composition, are ultrafine grained or nanocrystalline alloys,
achieved with advanced processing such as severe plastic deformation. However, it
is not sufficient to exploit the enhanced mechanical strength of small grain size
materials, but instead the effects of the small grain size on the degradation behavior
are of high significance for the safe application. Details of the corrosion behavior of
nanograined or ultrafine grained materials, however, have been far less studied than
effects of the small grain size on the mechanical properties.
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Chapter 3

Degradation of Dental Implants
Takao Hanawa

Abstract In this chapter, the degradation of dental implants is discussed. First, the
dental implant system and the biological environment surrounding it are explained.
Hydroxyapatite coating layer is sometimes fractured, causing loosening and infection, as discussed too. To understand biodegradation of dental implants, general
properties and electrochemical properties must be understood. The passive surface
oxide film on titanium and the reconstruction of the passive film are significant to
understand an electrochemical degradation or corrosion of titanium. On the other
hand, the release of metallic ions from titanium and the behavior of the released
ions govern the biological reaction or toxicity. Of course, the contamination of
implant surface is important to determine the tissue compatibility. The fracture
of dental implants is also discussed. Finally, biofilm formation on dental implant,
inducing infection, is explained.

1 Introduction
A dental implant is an artificial tooth root used in dentistry to support restorations
that resemble a tooth or group of teeth: dental prostheses, including crowns,
implant-supported bridges, or dentures. Virtually all dental implants placed today
are root-form endosseous implants. The majority of dental implants currently
available are shaped like small screws, with either tapered or parallel sides, as
shown in Fig. 3.1. A typical implant consists of a titanium (Ti) screw with a
roughened or smooth surface. The majority of dental implants are made of commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti), which is available in four grades, depending upon
the amount of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and iron contained. Ti alloy with 6 wt%
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Fig. 3.1 Dental implant

aluminum (Al) and 4 wt% vanadium (V), Ti–6Al–4V alloy, is believed to offer
similar osseointegration levels as CP-Ti. Today, most implants are still made out of
CP-Ti, but some implant systems are fabricated from the Ti–6Al–4V alloy. The
difference in periodontal tissues around a natural tooth and around a dental implant
is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The implant directly contacts alveolar bone and junctional
epithelium. Therefore, hard tissue compatibility (bone formation or bone bonding)
for the fixation, and soft tissue compatibility (sealing cell adhesion) for the inhibition of bacterial invasion, are required. Implant surfaces may be modified by plasma
spraying of hydroxyapatite (HA), anodizing (micro-arc oxidation), etching, or
blasting to increase the surface area and the integration potential of the implant
[1]. Currently, HA is also used for fixture base. Some current research in dental
implantology is focusing on the use of ceramic materials such as zirconia (ZrO2).
Zirconia is the dioxide of zirconium, a metal close to titanium in the periodic table.
However, the surface properties of zirconium are different from those of Ti [2], as
described later. Although generally having the same shape as Ti implants, zirconia,
which has been used successfully for orthopedic surgery for a number of years, has
the advantage of being more cosmetically esthetic owing to its bright tooth-like
color [3]. However, long-term clinical data are necessary before one-piece zirconia
implants can be recommended for daily practice [4].
As expected from the above dental implant structure, the “degradation of dental
implants” contains comprehensive meanings. From the viewpoint of mechanical
behavior, a design based on the mechanical properties and manufacturing processes
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Fig. 3.2 Difference in periodontal tissue between natural tooth and dental implant

allows to prevent fatigue and fracture; thus fracture of Ti implants hardly occurs in
vivo, with the exception of the recent thin implants. In dental implants, wear is also
little during the implantation. On the other hand, HA coating on Ti is sometimes not
perfect and fails in vivo. From electrochemistry viewpoint, the surface oxide film on
Ti is microscopically unstable and changes its composition during implantation,
which influences the tissue compatibility. The electrochemical properties, especially passivity, should be understood when discussing ion release from titanium
materials in the human body. Yet, the durability of most surface-modified implants
is unclear, while the success cases are actively demonstrated. In addition, little
information on the fracture of zirconia implants has been accumulated. Therefore,
degradation of the surface-modified surface and zirconia implants could not be
discussed at present.
Implant failure has been associated with factors such as poor bone quality,
insufficient bone volume, implant instability, and unfavorable implant loading.
Infection and host responses may also be important factors in dental implant
failure. Therefore, the fracture and infection inducing implant failure are briefly
explained.

2 The Biological Environment
As summarized in Table 3.1, the concentrations of chloride ions in serum and
interstitial fluid are 113 and 117 mEq L–1, respectively, which is 1/3 of the
concentration in brine. Thus, a severe corrosive environment is established for
metallic materials. Body fluids contain various amino acids and proteins that
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Table 3.1 Electrolyte
concentrations per 1 L
water (mEq)
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Extracellular fluid
Species

Serum

Interstitial

Intracellular fluid

Na+
K+
Ca2+
Mg2+
Cl
HPO42
SO42
HCO3
Organic acid
Protein

152
5
5
3
133
2
1
27
6
16

143
4
5
3
117
2
1
27
6
2

14
157
–
26
–
113 (PO43)
–
10
–
74

influence metal corrosion [5, 6]. In addition, the concentration of dissolved oxygen
in venous blood is 1/4 that in air, and in intercellular fluids represents 1/80–1/4
that in air [7], thus accelerating the corrosion of metallic materials. Changes in the
pH of body fluids are small because the fluids are buffered solutions; hence the pH
usually remains between 7.0 and 7.35 [7]. The pH of the hard tissue into which a
material is implanted decreases to approximately 5.2 and then recovers to 7.4
within 2 weeks [8].

3 Failure of Hydroxyapatite Coating Layer
The most important reason for the surface modification of Ti is the improvement of
hard-tissue compatibility through the formation of a HA film. Currently, plasma
spraying of HA on metallic materials is widely used to form the HA layer—which is
the nucleus for active bone formation and conductivity. In the case of plasmasprayed HA, however, the HA–Ti interface or HA itself may fracture under
relatively low stress because of the low interface bonding strength and low toughness of the sprayed layer itself [9]. The solubility of ceramics increases as their
crystallinity decreases. The crystallinity of coated HA is an important factor
because crystallinity governs solubility in the human body. The crystallinity of a
thin film formed with ion beam is low, thus its solubility is high. A poorly
crystalline film on Ti dissolves rapidly when the Ti is implanted into a human
body. Thus, heat treatment of HA films is necessary to increase their crystallinity
and reduce their solubility [9, 10]. Calcium ions are implanted during the mixing
process to induce strong bonding between the HA film and the Ti substrate, with
implanted calcium ions serving as binders [11]. HA and calcium phosphate coatings
with radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering have been applied [12, 13].
Electrochemical treatments have been evaluated in an attempt to form HA layers
on Ti [14, 15]. For example, carbonate-containing HA with a desirable morphology
such as plate, needle, or particle can be precipitated on a Ti substrate, which is
sometimes heated to obtain a better coating layer [16, 17]. b-TCP has also been
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coated cathodically on Ti, for immobilization of collagen [18]. Low-voltage
alternating current has been reported to be effective in precipitating calcium
phosphate on Ti [19]. This technique can be useful for the treatment of thin wires
and fibers without the dissolution of Ti. HA can also be electrodeposited with pulse
current [20]. Nano-grained calcium phosphate can be electrochemically deposited
on Ti using acidic electrolytes [21]. The coating layer contains dicalcium phosphate
dihydrate (55–85 nm in grain size), with a small amount of HA (20–25 nm); the
content of HA increases with the increase of the current density [22]. An electrochemical method for producing nanocrystalline HA coatings on Ti surface has been
reported [23, 24]. Also, HA has been coated by dynamic voltage during electrophoretic deposition [25]. Electrocrystallization of octacalcium phosphate (OCP) and
HA on CP-Ti and Ti–6Al–4V alloy has also been applied with much success
[26, 27]. The goal of these coatings is to achieve rapid bone conduction. Unfortunately, the durability of the coated HA is often questionable.

4 General Properties of Titanium and Its Alloys
4.1

CP-Ti

Pure Ti is composed of hcp crystals (a phase) at ambient temperatures, but becomes
composed of bcc crystals (b phase) at temperatures higher than 882 C. Real pure Ti
does not exist, because Ti easily dissolves oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen, and
contains them as impurities. Ti containing these impurities is described as CP-Ti.
CP-Ti is classified into four grades, according to its impurity content and mechanical properties (Table 3.2). The higher the grade number, the higher the impurity
content, tensile strength, and proof strength (offset yield stress), and the lower the
elongation (Fig. 3.3). In other words, CP-Ti is a type of alloy, from the viewpoint of
the definition of an alloy and the general effects of alloying. CP-Ti is used for
maxillofacial prosthetic plates, sternal wire, dental implants, dental restoratives,
and dental denture bases. Sometimes, CP-Ti containing more impurities than grade
4 displays almost the same strength as Ti alloys, and since the tensile strength
greatly increases with cold working, bone screws that are exposed to high loads are
sometimes made of CP-Ti.
The attractive properties of Ti as an implant material are related to the thermodynamically active titanium element, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The biocompatibility of
titanium is associated with the formation of an insoluble oxide film, which imparts
sufficiently high corrosion resistance in biological systems [28]. As widely known,
the corrosion resistance is usually obtained by a surface oxide. A passive film forms
rapidly on titanium in water. However, the biocompatibility, e.g., in terms of
toxicity and allergy, has become of great interest in recent years due to the rapidly
growing interest in implants and restorative materials. In the case of allergy, it is
proposed that the allergy by titanium could not be detected so far because of the
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Table 3.2 Compositions and mechanical properties of commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti)
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Element
Fe
O
N
H
C
Ti

Composition (wt.%)
<0.15
<0.2
<0.18
<0.25
<0.03
<0.03
<0.0125
<0.0125
<0.1
<0.1
Balance
Balance
Mechanical properties

Tensile strength (MPa)
0.2 % proof strength (MPa)
Elongation (%)
Young’s modulus (GPa)

275–412
170
>27
114

343–510
275
>23

<0.25
<0.35
<0.05
<0.0125
<0.1
Balance

<0.3
<0.45
<0.05
<0.0125
<0.1
Balance

481–618
380
>18

>550
>440
>15

Fig. 3.3 Effect of impurity content on mechanical properties of titanium

short history of titanium as a biomaterial. In contrast, it is proposed that titanium is
inert in biological systems and is an allergy-free material. One way or another, it
is necessary that the titanium ions released from materials combine with
biomolecules in order to demonstrate toxicity and allergy. Discussion on the basis
of the physicochemical (thermodynamic and electrochemical) theory is needed to
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Fig. 3.4 Properties of titanium induced by thermodynamic activity of titanium

determine whether or not the release of titanium ions, or corrosion of titanium in its
narrow sense, occurs in biological systems.
In spite of the passivity of titanium, several researches have revealed that a
significantly larger amount of titanium is detected in biological systems when
titanium materials are implanted without abrasion, compared to controls in water
[29–34]. Therefore, the passivity of titanium in biological systems may occur under
a specific mechanism, which is different from that in water. What is this specific
mechanism? The possible dissolution mechanisms of metal ions will be considered
later in this chapter.
In addition, the behavior of titanium ions released into a bio-liquid is also
important. As mentioned earlier, titanium ions cause various physiological
hindrances if the ions combine with biomolecules. The chemical state of titanium
ions in bio-liquid and the possibility of combination with biomolecules will be
discussed from the electrochemistry viewpoint.

4.2

Ti Alloys

Ti alloys at ambient temperatures are categorized as a, a+b, or b type alloys,
according to the quantities and types of their alloying elements. Many kinds of
alloys have been developed (Table 3.3), but Ti–6Al–4V (a+b alloy) is still the most
common one in medical use. This alloy shows good workability, heat treatment
ability, and weldability, as well as high corrosion resistance, high strength, and
good biocompatibility. The extra-low interstitials (ELI) grade, containing small
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Table 3.3 Standard titanium alloys
Composition (wt.%)
Type
Ti–3Al–2.5V
a+b
Ti–5Al–2.5Fe
a+b
Ti–6Al–4V
a+b
Ti–6Al–4V ELI
a+b
Ti–6Al–7Nb
a+b
Ti–15Mo
b
Ti–13Nb–13Zr
b
Ti–12Mo–6Zr–2Fe
b
Ti–45Nb
b
Ti–35Nb–7Zr–5Ta
b
Ti–55.8Ni
Intermetallic compound

UNS
R56320
–
R56400
R56401
R56700
R58150
R58130
R58120
R58450
R58350
–

ASTM
ASTM B 348
–
ASTM F 1472
ASTM F 136
ASTM F 1295
ASTM F 2066
ASTM F 1713
ASTM F 1813
AMS 4982
–
ASTM F 2063

ISO
–
ISO 5832-10
ISO 5832-3
ISO 5832-3
ISO 5832-11
–
–
–
–
–
–

amounts of interstitial impurities (oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen) is used
for biomedical applications. The Ti–6Al–4V ELI alloy shows great toughness,
because the impurities decrease the fatigue strength with the notch effect. ELI
alloy is used for bone fixation plates and the stems of artificial hip joints.
Ti–6Al–4V alloy has an extremely high 0.2% offset yield strength of 895 MPa,
which is much larger than that of stainless steel and Co–Cr–Mo alloys, making
plastic deformation difficult even under large load.
The Ti–6Al–7Nb (niobium) alloy [35] has been developed as a replacement for
the Ti–6Al–4V alloy. It is mainly used in Europe, because the V contained in the
Ti–6Al–4V shows strong toxicity, although there are no reports of accidents when
using implants made of Ti–6Al–4V. The Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy has been formed by
substituting the V with Nb of the same atomic concentration. Its corrosion resistance and safety are improved compared to Ti–6Al–4V.

5 Electrochemical Properties of Titanium
Ti (clean surface without surface oxide) readily reacts with water and is passivated
even at ambient temperature when contacting water [36, 37]. The partial pressure of
oxygen in biological systems is about one fourth that in air, thus the dissolved
oxygen is deficient in bio-liquids. In the case of metallic titanium, the passivation in
water is independent of dissolved oxygen because the reaction with H2O is preferential [38]. Titanium is passivated in water at ambient conditions due to oxidation
with water, as follows [39]:
Ti þ 2H2 O $ TiO2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e

(3.1)

The Nernst equation for this reaction at standard conditions yields
Erev ¼ 1:072  0:0591 pH

(3.2)
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Fig. 3.5 Potential–pH
diagram of titanium in water

In acidic solutions, a possible cathodic reaction in water is
2Hþ þ 2e $ H2

(3.3)

For which the Nernst equation yields
E ¼ 0:0591 pH  0:0295 log PH2

(3.4)

Therefore, titanium is passive in aqueous solution, i.e., it is in the “passivity”
area in the Pourbaix diagram (pH-potential diagram), Fig. 3.5. The surface oxide on
titanium is electrochemically stable. It is necessary that the potential shifts to the
corrosion area on the higher potential side or to the Ti2+ or Ti3+ stable areas on
the lower potential side in Fig. 3.5 in order to destroy the surface oxide. The dashed
line H in this figure shows the equilibrium potential of the hydrogen evolution
reaction. The surface oxide film on Ti could not be removed electrochemically, by
cathodic sweep of potential, because hydrogen evolution occurs preferentially.
On the other hand, a relatively high potential must be applied, entering the corrosion area, in order for corrosion to occur. However, it is unlikely to achieve such a
high potential in biological systems.
The pH should remain below 3 for the destruction of the surface film and
the release of titanium ions. Assuming that the concentration of titanium ion is
[Ti2+] ¼ 1  10–6 mol L–1, the stable limit of pH is given as follows [40]:
pH ¼ 8:4Erev  2:75

(3.5)

Equation (3.5) indicates that titanium is passive when the redox potential is more
noble than 0.3 V at pH ¼ 0. Titanium is corroded in alkaline solutions at pH
13–14, which hardly occurs in biological systems. The surface oxide film will be
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regenerated unless the material is exposed to pH and potential values that are
sufficient for the destruction of passivity, no matter how the surface oxide film
was temporarily destroyed.

6 The Passive Surface Oxide Film on Titanium
Except in reducing environments, corrosion processes cause a reaction film to form
on metallic materials. Passive film is such a reaction film, which is of particular
significance for corrosion protection. When the solubility is extremely low and
pores are absent, the adhesion of film—which is formed in an aqueous solution—to
the substrate will be strong. The film then becomes a corrosion resistant or passive
film. Passive films are about 1–5 nm thick and are transparent. Due to the tremendously fast rate at which they are formed, passive films readily become
amorphous. For example, the film on a titanium metal substrate can be formed in
30 ms. This can be estimated from the current transient of titanium at 1 V vs. SCE
after exposing the metal surface, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Since amorphous films hardly
contain grain boundaries and structural defects, they are usually corrosion resistant.

Fig. 3.6 Time transient of anodic current of titanium in Hanks’ solution under the 1 V charge
versus a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). Anodic current is generated with the dissolution and
repassivation of titanium
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Fig. 3.7 Decomposition of Ti 2p XPS spectrum obtained from titanium abraded and immersed for
300 s in water into eight peaks (2p3/2 and 2p1/2 electron peaks in four valences). Numbers with
arrows are valence numbers

However, corrosion resistance decreases with crystallization. Fortunately, passive
films contain water molecules that promote and maintain amorphousness.
When titanium is polished in de-ionized water and analyzed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), the Ti 2p spectrum obtained from the titanium gives
four doublets, which correspond to the valences Ti0, Ti2+, Ti3+, and Ti4+, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.7. A distinct Ti0 peak for the metallic state is observed,
which accounts for a very thin surface oxide film, i.e., thinner than a few
nanometers. Ti4+ (TiO2), Ti3+ (Ti2O3), and Ti2+ (TiO) are also detected. Though
Ti2+ oxide exists in the surface oxide film, Ti2+ formation is always thermodynamically less favorable than Ti3+ formation at the surface. In the same specimen, O 1s
spectrum is observed, as shown in Fig. 3.8. The surface oxide contains hydroxide or
hydroxyl group (OH–) and water. The surface film on titanium consists mainly of
amorphous, or low-crystalline and non-stoichiometric TiO2, and the film stands
firm against chloride ions.
Since a considerable portion of oxidized titanium remains as Ti2+ and Ti3+ in the
surface film, the oxidation process might proceed to the end just at the uppermost
part of the surface film. As shown in Fig. 3.9, the proportion of Ti4+ among titanium
cations in the film decreases with the increase of photoelectron take-off angle [38],
indicating that more Ti4+ exists near the outer layer in the film. Based on the takeoff angle dependence of [OH–]/[O2–] in Fig. 3.9, oxygen atoms in the hydroxyl
group are mainly located in the outer part of the surface film. This means that
dehydration proceeds inside the surface film.
The thickness of the film is about 2 nm just after polishing and about 5 nm at 1
week after polishing. The thickness of the surface oxide film increases according to
a logarithmic rule, which is common to the initial growth of oxide films on metallic
materials.
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Fig. 3.8 Decomposition of O 1s XPS spectrum obtained from titanium abraded and immersed for
300 s in water into three peaks

Fig. 3.9 The ratio of the proportion of the concentration of OH to that of O2, [OH]/[O2] and
proportion of cationic fraction of Ti4+ among titanium species, in surface oxide film on titanium
polished in water plotted against the average effective escape depth of photoelectrons for angleresolved XPS measurements. Lambda (l) is the average escape depth of O 1s and Ti 2p3/2
photoelectrons, and the effective escape depth is the escape depth times sin (take-off-angle). The
values at small take-off angle of photoelectron or effective escape depth of photoelectron represent
outer region information and those larger ones represent inner region information
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The film on Ti–6Al–4V alloy is almost the same as that on pure titanium, but
contains a small amount of aluminum oxide [41, 42]. In other words, the surface
oxide film on Ti–6Al–4V is TiO2 containing small amounts of Al2O3, hydroxyl
groups, and bound water. Vanadium contained in the alloy is not detected in the
oxide film after the alloy is polished.
The Ti–56Ni shape-memory alloy is covered by TiO2-based oxide, with minimal
amounts of nickel in both the oxide and metallic states [41, 42]. The film on
Ti–56Ni is TiO2 containing small amounts of metallic nickel, NiO, hydroxyl
groups, and bound water.
In the case of Ti–Zr alloy, the surface oxide film consists of titanium and
zirconium oxides [43]. The relative concentration ratio of Ti-to-Zr in the film is
almost the same as that in the alloy. In the surface oxide film, Ti and Zr are
uniformly distributed along the depth. The thickness of the film increases with
the increase of Zr content. The chemical state of Zr is more stable than that of Ti in
the film.

7 Reconstruction of Passive Films
Reactions between the surfaces of metallic materials and living tissues are the initial
events, which occur when the materials are implanted into the human body. Tissue
compatibility is governed by the reactions in the initial stage. In this regard, the
surface properties of materials are important. The composition of the surface oxide
film changes even though the film is macroscopically stable. Passive surfaces exist
simultaneously in contact with electrolytes, undergoing a continuous process of
partial dissolution and re-precipitation from the microscopic viewpoint [36]. Therefore, the surface composition should change according to the environment. Due to
abrasion against bone and other materials, the surface oxide film might be scratched
and destroyed during insertion and implantation into living tissues. Fretting corrosion also leads to film destruction. Fortunately, the surface oxide is immediately
regenerated in a biological environment where biofluid surrounds the metallic
material. However, the composition and properties of the oxide film regenerated
in a biological environment may be different from those in water.
Calcium, phosphorus, and sulfur are incorporated into the surface film of titanium
after it is surgically implanted into the human jaw [44]. Calcium phosphates are
formed on titanium and its alloys by immersion in Hanks’ solution and other
solutions [41–43, 45, 46], resulting in the preferential adsorption of phosphate ions
[47, 48]. Hydrated phosphate ions are adsorbed by a hydrated titanium oxide surface
during the release of protons. Calcium ions are adsorbed by phosphate ions being
adsorbed on a titanium surface, with calcium phosphate being formed eventually.
In this regard, when titanium is immersed in Hanks’ solution containing albumin, a
nonuniform and porous apatite-containing albumin is formed [49]. The above
phenomena are characteristic of titanium and its alloys [42].
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Fig. 3.10 Both calcium and phosphate ions attract to Ti surface, while only phosphate ion can be
incorporated by Zr surface

The surface oxide film on Ti is not completely oxidized and is relatively
reactive, while that on Zr is stably oxidized; that on Zr is more passive and
protective than that on Ti. Neither calcium nor phosphate stably exists alone on
Ti; stable, protective calcium phosphate is formed on Ti in biological environments. On the other hand, calcium is never incorporated on Zr, while zirconium
phosphate formed on Zr is highly stable and establishes a protective layer; therefore, no calcium reacts with the layer, as shown in Fig. 3.10. Surface oxide films as
passive films on Ti and Zr are nearly amorphous and are different from crystallized
titanium oxide and zirconium oxide bulk ceramics with regard to their chemical
properties [2]. Recently, zirconia has been used for dental implants, and its hard
tissue compatibility has been claimed to be the same as that of Ti. This, however, is
not the case. Zirconia is a bioinert ceramic, thus no chemical reaction in living
tissues is expected.

8 Metallic Ion Release from Titanium
Trace metal elements in human body are sometimes originated from biomaterials
implanted in the body, although they are usually originated from food and water.
Metal ions are released from metallic biomaterials, such as dental implants in the
body. The released metal ions might cause various phenomena: transportation,
metabolism, accumulation in organs, allergy, and carcinoma. If a large amount of
metal ions are released, it could be generally harmful for human health. Release of
metal ions from metallic materials in vivo should be understood when discussing
the safety and biocompatibility of the materials. Since the release of metal ions
depends on electrochemical rules, many efforts have been made to electrochemically analyze biomaterials in simulated body fluids.
According to the theory of passivity, metallic biomaterials in aqueous solutions
are systems in which active and passive surfaces exist simultaneously in contact
with an electrolyte [36]. Therefore, it is now thought that the surface oxide film on
the materials undergoes a process of partial dissolution and re-precipitation in
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aqueous solutions. If the dissolution rate is larger than the re-precipitation rate,
metal ions are gradually released. This process is “anodic dissolution” in a narrow
sense. If the potential of a material changes in the anodic direction, the anodic
dissolution rate increases. Metal ions release from the remaining surface oxide film
is relatively slow in vivo because the change in the potential of a material in vivo is
usually small.
The dissolution rate of the film is accelerated by amino acids and proteins [5, 6].
When pure metal powders are immersed in saline, with or without serum albumin or
fibrinogen, molybdenum, copper, cobalt, and nickel ions are released, but titanium
is not released and is not influenced by proteins [50]. In the case of Ti–6Al–4V,
titanium and aluminum ions are released in Hanks’ solution with 2% EDTA, while
titanium, aluminum, and vanadium ions are released in Hanks’ solution with
0.05 M sodium citrate [51]. Ti–Ni alloy initially releases more nickel than stainless
steel immersed in medium with osteoblast or fibrinogen, but after 2 days the amount
released decreases [52]. Fretting corrosion depends on (the charge of) proteins;
preferential dissolution of nickel increases in the presence of proteins [5]. Consequently, metal ions are released in rabbit in the absence of wear and are detected in
tissues around materials, as well as in serum and urine [34]. The cause of metal ion
release is possibly biomolecules containing proteins. Although the mechanism of
acceleration of metal ions release in the presence of amino acids and proteins is not
elucidated, imbalance between partial dissolution and re-precipitation in oxide
films may accelerate the ions release.
When a material is implanted, it is recognized as a foreign body by immunological processes and macrophages (Mfs) adhered to the surface of the material [53].
Mf generates active oxygen species without response to particles that can be
phagocytosed. An intracellular dismutation of O2 catalyzed by superoxide
dismutase (SOD) produces H2O2, which has a much longer lifetime and higher
permeability against cell membrane than O2: H2O2 reaches the surface where Mf
has adhered. The titanium surface is hyperoxidized by H2O2 [54, 55] that may
induce the release of titanium ions. H2O2 reacts with the surface oxide of titanium
according to the following equation [55]:
Ti4þ þ H2 O2 ! Ti5þ þ OH þ OH

(3.6)

where * represents radical. Dissolution of Ti with active oxygen generated by Mf is
elucidated [56]. In other words, when Ti implants are inserted and macrophage
accumulates generate active oxygen, Ti implant always dissolve by inflammation
after operation. Active oxygen species produced by Mf that phagocytose HDPE
particles induce ion release from titanium in vitro, as shown in Fig. 3.11.
On the other hand, major causes of titanium release were surgical handling in
implantation and wear and/or fretting during experiment for 48 weeks [57]. Titanium was also released in the absence of wear. No morphological abnormality was
observed in the tissue around the implant by biopsy at postoperation week 48.
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Fig. 3.11 Titanium ion
concentration in culture
medium in which titanium
disk and macrophage are
incubated. (a) No addition,
(b) addition of high density
polyethylene powder (HDP),
(c) addition of
HDP + antioxidant enzyme

9 Behavior of Released Metal Ions
Metal ions released into the human body do not always damage it. The partner for
combination with metal ion is very important (Fig. 3.12). Every molecule has a
chance to combine with the ion. An ion is active and immediately reacts with water
molecules or inorganic anions depending on the number and size (weight) of the
molecules. For example, titanium ion is very active and readily reacts with
hydroxyl radicals and anions, forming oxide and salt in body fluid, indicating that
the possibility of combination with biomolecules is low. However, the reaction of
titanium ion with biomolecules may occur, even if it has a slight chance. Zirconium,
niobium, and tantalum ions belong to the titanium-type ions. These elements are
expected to be promising components to improve the safety of titanium alloys. On
the other hand, inactive ions, e.g., of nickel and copper, do not immediately
combine with water molecules and inorganic anions, and survive in the ionic
state for relatively long time. Therefore, these ions have higher chance to combine
with biomolecules and reveal toxicity. In the case of titanium alloy, other component elements in the alloy, such as nickel, exist as ions for long time. Therefore,
when toxicity of metallic biomaterials is discussed, the following factors must be
considered: (1) corrosion resistance of the material, (2) ions released by corrosion
and wear, (3) activity of the released ion, and (4) toxicity of the ion itself.
No biomolecule contains Ti, Zr, Nb, and tantalum (Ta) atoms, to the best of the
author’s knowledge. On the process of evolution of life, these atoms have not been
incorporated into biomolecules. In other words, these elements could not survive in
primitive ocean as ions. This indicates the difficulty of the combination of these
ions with biomolecules.
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Fig. 3.12 Behavior of metallic ions released in body fluids and their toxicity

10

Contamination

The shelf life of implantable materials has rarely been addressed. The stability of
osteoconductivity of titanium has been examined [58]. Rat bone marrow-derived
osteoblasts were cultured on new titanium disks (immediately after acid etching),
3-day-old disks (stored after acid etching for 3 days in dark ambient conditions),
2-week-old disks, and 4-week-old disks. Protein adsorption capacity and osteoblast
migration, attachment, spreading, proliferation, and mineralization decreased substantially on old titanium surfaces, in an age-dependent manner. When the 4-weekold implants were placed into rat femurs, the biomechanical strength of the
bone–titanium integration was less than half that for newly processed implants at
the early healing stage. More than 90% of the new implant surface was covered by
newly generated bone, compared to 58% for 4-week–old implants. This timedependent biological degradation was also found for machined and sandblasted
titanium surfaces and was associated with progressive accumulation of hydrocarbon on titanium surfaces. The new surface could attract osteoblasts even under a
protein-free condition, but its high bioactivity was abrogated by masking the
surface with anions. These results uncover an aging-like, time-dependent biological
degradation of titanium surfaces, from bioactive to bioinert.

11

Fracture

Osseointegrated threaded Ti screw-type implants rarely lose integration after the
first year of clinical function. Implant failure can occur for other reasons, with
implant fracture being one of the major reasons for late failure. This has been
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determined by a prospective evaluation of 4,937 implants [59]. All observed
fractures occurred with CP-Ti, 3.75 mm in diameter, threaded implants, and
prosthetic or abutment screw loosening preceded implant fracture for the majority
of the implants. On the other hand, metal fatigue and biomechanical overload [60]
and hydrogen embrittlement following hydrogen absorption [61] cause fracture of
implants. The identification of only one main failure mechanism is not possible
since the failure of dental implants can be attributed to several factors related to the
material, the fixation process, and the acceptor quality, as well as to the operational
conditions [62]. As explained earlier, the mechanism of implant fracture is often not
certain, and only few systematic investigations have been performed in this regard.

12

Biofilm Formation and Infection

Bacterial factor is one of the causes of implant failures. Three major etiologies
might have been implicated in the failure processes: impaired healing ability of the
host bone site, disruption of a weak bone-to-implant interface after abutment
connection, and infection in situations with complicated surgery [63]. An overview
of the literature associated with common peri-implant microbiology and an assessment as to whether bacteria associated with periodontitis exert a possible risk for
peri-implant tissue breakdown has been provided [64]. A critical examination of the
literature on the colonization of the peri-implant environment and its impact on
clinically significant infections in the context of a comparison with the microbial
etiology of periodontitis has also been provided [65]. Some implants fail as a result
of infection, but the frequency of failure by infection or any other cause is unknown.
The main histologic features of peri-implantists consisted of the presence of a bone
sequestrum near the implant, many bacteria present on the implant surface, and the
inflammatory infiltrate (macrophages, lymphocytes, and plasma cell) nearby [66].
There are neither standardized antibiotic prophylactic regimens for dental implant
placement nor universally accepted treatment for peri-implantists. The treatment of
infected implants is difficult and usually requires removal [67].
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Chapter 4

In Vivo Aging and Corrosion Aspects
of Dental Implants
Spiros Zinelis, Theodore Eliades, and William A. Brantley

Abstract The modern endosseous dental implants are made by Ti thanks to its
biocompatibility, corrosion resistance, and adequate mechanical properties of this
material. Additionally Ti is characterized by osseoinductive properties providing
increased fixation with the adjacent human bone. Despite the beneficial properties
of Ti over the previously used stainless steel dental implants, the Ti implants are not
free of problems and failure of dental implants is a great concern in everyday
clinical practice. This chapter offers fundamental information for the current status
of Ti implants in dental surgery providing also a picture for the failure mechanisms
based on current clinical data. The text also deals with the corrosion aspect of Ti
under clinical conditions and galvanic phenomena that may be triggered by the
presence of implant-retained superstructures made of precious and base alloys or
other metallic materials which are used in restorative dentistry.

1 Introduction
Modern endosseous dental implants are increasingly used in restorative dentistry
for a variety of clinical treatments. Implants function as transmucosal structures to
support crowns [1], fixed partial dentures [2], complete removable dentures [3], and
complete arch superstructures [4]. Implant dentistry significantly broaden the
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Fig. 4.1 The number of operations and implants placed from 1998 till 2007 in Finland, as
provided by the Finland National Agency for Medicine [6]. Image is redrawn from the 2007 report

treatment options of proving alternative clinical treatment plans as well as new
solutions to edentulous patients. In the past 2 decades, the number of dental implant
procedures has increased steadily worldwide. It is estimated that this number is
above one million dental implantations per annum [5]. Figure 4.1 shows this trend
according to the database of the Finland National Agency for Medicine [6].
Although the modern implants are solely made of Ti and its alloys, in the past a
variety of materials were used for their fabrication, including different alloys,
ceramics, and polymers [7]. Although a variety of polymers have been tested in
the past, they have been finally abandoned due to adverse immunologic reactions,
inferior mechanical properties, and lack of adhesion with living tissues [8, 9].
Ceramic materials are still represented in the dental market with a few commercially available products made of stabilized tetragonal ZrO2 [10].
Dental implants are currently manufactured by Ti and its alloys due to their
superior biocompatibility [11], enhanced corrosion resistance, and lower modulus of
elasticity when compared to conventional cobalt-based alloys and stainless steels.
Figure 4.2 shows a dental implant made of commercially pure (CP) Ti. In dental
implants, the roughened surface resembling the root portion in contact with bone is
readily distinguished from the well-polished area of the cervical collar where
gingival tissue is attached. Ti is also favorable for these applications due to its
osseoinductive properties [12–14]. Bone response is related to direct bone-implant
contact without an intervening connective tissue layer. This is what is known as
osseointegration [5, 15, 16], which was discovered accidentally by Branemark and
his associates in 1969 when they noticed that a metallic piece of Ti embedded in a
rabbit bone became firmly connected and hard to remove. After 1 year, the periimplant bone remained without any indication of inflammation while soft tissue had
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Fig. 4.2 Left: Dental implant. The treated region shows a more dull appearance due to surface
roughening. Right: Backscattered electron image taken in topographic mode of the treated region
after surface roughening

developed an attachment to the metallic surface, and bone to the Ti [17]. The first
dental implant system was introduced in the market in 1971, and since then it is
estimated that about 80 different manufactures provide 220 implant brands [18, 19].
The osseointegration property of Ti and its alloys has been appended to the
surface layer of Ti oxide. Starting from this point, a priority in the research field is
surface modification to positively modulate the host-implant tissue response,
accelerating the osseointegration of dental implants and decreasing the healing
time. To achieve this goal, numerous surface engineering methods such as grit
blasting, acid etching, anodization, and others have been applied to modify
dental implant topography and chemistry [5, 20]. It is worth noting that many
manufactures perform a combination of grit blasting and acid etching for surface
roughening. Figure 4.3 shows secondary electron images from commercially available products prepared by grit blasting, acid etching, and anodization; a great
difference is evident in surface morphology.
Despite the intense research in the field, the precise role of surface topography
and chemistry on the initial stages in dental implants osseointegration remains
uncovered, leaving biomaterials scientists without rationale guidelines for implant
surface design [5, 20]. On the other hand, it is widely accepted among scientists and
clinicians that the current scientific literature does not provide any clear evidence
for the superiority of one surface treatment over the others [15, 21].
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Fig. 4.3 Surface morphology of Ti dental implants prepared by three different surface roughening
techniques. Left: grit blasting, center: acid etching, right: anodization. Scale bar ¼ 100 mm

2 In Vivo Aging and Failure Rate of Dental Implants
Criteria for successful integration of dental implants were initially described in
1978 by the NIH, and later by Albrektsson et al. [22] and Smith and Zarb [23].
Currently, a lack of mobility is of crucial importance, as loosening is the most often
cited factor for implant removal [6]. The rest criteria are the radiographic evidence
of minimal bone loss, absence of pain, gingival inflammation, damage to
surrounding tissues, and nerve damage, as well as non-satisfactory prosthetic
rehabilitation. Following the records of failure causes of dental implants, it is
profound that implants fail mainly by two causes. The first one is loss of implant
fixation (loosening), and the other is infection. All other causes (e.g., implants
position, external trauma, fracture of implant, and other uncategorized reasons)
have limiting effect, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4 Causes of implant removal from 2003 to 2007, according to the database of the Finland
National Agency for Medicine. Loosening and infection are the predominant factors for implant
failure under clinical conditions [6]

Bone surrounding an osseointegrated dental implant responds to strain by
remodeling. This process of bone resorption and formation at the same time allows
replacement of existing bone, which ideally will be firmly anchored through
osseointegration on dental implant. In general, a crucial factor for the clinical
success of an implant is the manner in which stresses are transferred to the
surrounding bone. Although the precise mechanism is not fully understood, it is
widely accepted that there is an adaptive remodeling response of the adjacent bone
[24]. Overloading can cause bone resorption while underloading of the bone may
lead to atrophy and bone loss. This phenomenon, commonly known as “stress
shielding,” has been related to the elastic moduli and is dependent on flexibility
differences between the implant material and natural bone [25]. Based on the above
approach, any reduction in the modulus of elasticity (stiffness) of the metallic
implant is expected to enhance stress distribution to the adjacent bone tissues,
thus minimizing the effect of stress shielding, and eventually increasing the longevity of the prosthetic device. The currently used a-phase commercially pure (CP)
Ti and a + b dual phase alloys such as Ti–6Al–4V, Ti–6Al–7Nb, and
Ti–5Al–2.5Fe have almost half the Young’s modulus compared to conventional
cobalt–chromium (Co–Cr) and stainless steel (SS) alloys. The latter are now
obsolete in dental implantology. However, the Young’s modulus of these materials
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Fig. 4.5 Elastic modulus values of alloys used for implant manufacturing compared to crestal
bone

is too high with respect to that of natural bone (e.g., 20 GPa for cortical bone), as
shown in Fig. 4.5.
Although the mismatch with bone is significantly decreased with the use of Ti
and its alloys, recent studies based on long-term clinical experience indicate that
extensive load transfer from the artificial implant to the adjacent remodeling bone
results in bone resorption, and eventually—loosening of the prosthetic device
[26–30]. Previous clinical studies have shown a mean marginal bone loss around
prosthetic implants, up to 2 mm (Fig. 4.6, left) in the first 6 months after prosthetic
restoration [31–36].
The aforementioned crestal bone loss has been appended to the overloading of
adjacent hard tissues [37–39], resulting in bone resorption and, finally, to implant
loosening, which is the more important reason for fixation loss and implant failure
[6]. Based on current clinical data acquired from the Finland National Agency for
Medicine [6], the failure rate of dental implants due to loosening is estimated at
about 50% (Fig. 4.4).
Infection is the second important factor contributing to the failure of dental
implants, although to date no single microorganism has been associated with
infection of any commercially available implant system [40]. In general, periimplantitis is considered an inflammatory process which adversely affects the
surrounding tissues of an osseointegrated implant, resulting in bone loss [41].
Signs of a failing dental implant are identified during clinical and radiographic
inspection, and the diagnosis made resembles periodontitis [42]. To avoid infection
during placement of dental implants, a few published guidelines are available,
advising that the surgical field should be isolated and free of contamination [43].
Although such a requirement is difficult to be achieved in oral cavity during
operation, it has been elucidated that contamination from patient’s saliva does not
prevent success [44]. Furthermore, the implant placement under controlled
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Fig. 4.6 Average crestal bone change versus time after implantation [36]

operating theater conditions did not illustrate significant differences in
osseointegration success rates compared to those placed to less environmentally
controlled dental school clinic [45] implying that the operative environment has not
such a critical effect on the success of dental implants compared to implant
placement in other body sites.

3 The Corrosion Aspect
Metallic structures in the mouth are constantly exposed to the corrosive attack of
the oral environment and, thus, high corrosion resistance is very important for
biomedical application of metallic materials. In vivo corrosion and ionic release
might have adverse biological consequences due to toxicity of certain metallic
elements that are contained in metallic biomaterials. Ti and its alloys (Ti–6Al–4V,
Ti–6Al–7Nb, etc.) demonstrate high corrosion resistance and till today have been
used for a variety of dental applications such as cast dental prosthetic restorations
[46], orthodontic brackets and archwires [47], and endodontic files [48]. Although
the aforementioned materials have been extensively used in biomedical implants
production, they are not free of problems. Ti alloys containing Al and/or V have
been lately accused of causing health problems, because of the cytotoxicity of Al
and V. Previous studies have pointed out that V causes cytotoxic effects and
adverse tissue reactions, while Al is associated with potential neurological
disorders [49–54]. In light of these concerns, the manufacturers have adopted
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commercially pure Ti (grade II or grade IV) for the production of dental implants.
Although the biocompatibility and the corrosion resistance of Ti is well accepted by
the scientific community, its placement in the mouth could trigger galvanic corrosion due to coupling with other metallic structures previously placed in the patient’s
mouth. Namely, the Ti implant could be galvanically coupled with a variety of
different metallic materials such as Au–Pt, Pd–Ag, Ni–Cr, Co–Cr, Ni–Ti, and
different grades of stainless steels used for orthodontic purposes. Especially,
Ni–Cr and Co–Cr are the materials of choice for the production of implant-retained
superstructures. Some superstructures are currently made of cast Ti and prepared by
Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) to improve press fit, but this method enriches
the Ti surface with Cu [55] and might trigger galvanic phenomena and possible ions
release [56]. Despite the experimental work on this aspect, the laboratory results
unfortunately cannot be directly extrapolated in clinical practice due to various
limitations. In first place, the intraoral corrosion behavior of metallic biomaterials is
not described by the direct contact of a surface with electrolyte, but through the
biofilm which has been developed after placement of the structure in the biological
environment. Thus, experimental results are only indicative of the electrochemical
behavior of metallic structures. Fortunately, previous studies on this matter, despite
using different electrolytes (e.g., artificial saliva), yielded similar ranking of metallic biomaterials with the following order of decreasing corrosion resistance
[57–59]: high gold alloys > low gold alloys > Ag-based alloys > Pb-based alloys
> Ti > Ni–Cr alloys > Co–Cr alloys > amalgams. This means that Ti undergoes
accelerated corrosion in the presence of precious alloys, and in contrast causes
accelerated corrosion of base metals and amalgams. Certainly, to minimize galvanic effects Ti should be coupled with alloys as close as possible to it in the
galvanic series, for example Ag-based alloys and Ni–Cr alloys, while coupling with
amalgam or high gold alloys should be avoided from corrosion standpoint.
Implant dentistry has attracted much research, as many fundamental aspects
remain puzzling to both clinicians and scientists. Loosening of implants remains the
predominant failure cause. This phenomenon is controlled by biomechanical
factors. Hence, the next breakthrough may be associated not with surface modification for rapid osseointegration, but with the design, selection, and production of
the material itself.
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Chapter 5

Biodegradable Metals
Frank Witte and Amir Eliezer

Abstract Temporary implants based on controlled corrosion of metals are currently
investigated as biodegradable metals. Intended corrosion of implants is a paradigmchanging approach in biomaterial sciences. This chapter will provide a comprehensive overview on historic approaches to biodegradable metals and will discuss
current research and challenges in this novel field of biomaterial sciences.

1 Introduction to Biodegradable Metals
In the history of metals in surgical fixation of fractured bones and wound closure,
most metals have been used as permanent implant materials and were selected on a
trial and error basis. The basic idea of the temporary use of metal implants is reported
by the Romans who used metal clips for the adaptations of skin [1]. Various metals
have been used in the beginning of osteosynthesis, such as gold, silver, platinum,
copper, lead, and iron [1]. Since then, however, these metals have been rejected for
surgical use due to diverse reasons. Gold and platinum were desirable from a
corrosion resistance standpoint, but were very expensive and suffered from poor
mechanical properties, while lead was rejected due to its toxicity. Silver and iron
were generally considered suitable biomaterials [1]. However, pure silver was
mechanically insufficient for osteosynthesis, but its antibacterial effect has been
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already appreciated. There have been some controversial discussions on the biocompatibility of iron since metallosis has been observed after implantation of iron
implants. Metallosis is a local destruction of soft and hard tissue based on
mechanical–biological, electro-energetic, and chemical-toxic effects of metal
implants [1]. Metallosis is also occasionally observed as an infiltration of
periprosthetic soft tissues and bone by metallic debris resulting from wear of joint
arthroplasties. Metallosis is often associated with significant osteolysis. Therefore,
the identification of metallosis is an indication for revision surgery [2]. These
clinical observations have led to the paradigm that metal implants should be
generally corrosion resistant.
However, some early and also recent findings have proven that implants made of
magnesium-based and iron-based materials may be suitable as temporary
biomaterials which degrade in vivo by corrosion [3–6]. In fact, this is a paradigmbreaking approach to a new class of temporary implants — biodegradable metals.
The basic concept of biodegradable metals is to compose the metals of elements
which can be cleared from the body by physiological pathways and which do not
exceed the toxicity limits during the corrosion process.
Research interest is rapidly growing in magnesium-based alloys for medical
applications. However, in the words of the author of Ecclesiastes, “there is nothing
new under the sun” [7]. The first time that magnesium was mentioned as a
biodegradable implant material was in 1878, in a report about absorbable ligature
for the closure of bleeding vessels [8], while pure iron had been used as implants
even before. The first studies on degradable metals in the musculoskeletal field
were published at the beginning of the last century based on the experiences with
osteosynthesis implants made of magnesium alloys [6]. At that time, no attention
was paid to metal allergies because of more severe surgical complications at that
time, such as infection or implant failure. Skin sensitizing reactions to metal
implants were reported more often after the introduction of aseptic surgery and
less corrosive osteosynthesis materials, such as stainless steel, and are clinically
still apparent in 10–15% of all implanted metals [9]. However, biodegradable
magnesium alloys have shown no skin sensitizing potential in animal experiments
[9]. The advantage of biodegradable metals over existing biodegradable materials
such as polymers, ceramics, or bioactive glasses in load-bearing applications is a
higher tensile strength and a Young’s modulus that is closer to bone (Table 5.1).
These facts provide enough evidence to investigate selected metallic biomaterials
as temporary implant materials.

1.1

Brief History

Today, pure metals are used as biomaterials in some selected applications such as
silver coatings for antibacterial surface properties, copper for contraceptive coils,
CP-Ti for dental applications, and Pt electrodes, e.g., in cardiovascular applications.
Recently, magnesium, iron, and tungsten have been investigated as biomaterials for

5 Biodegradable Metals
Table 5.1 Mechanical properties of implant materials
Young’s
Density
modulus (GPa)
Material
(g/cm3)
Surgical steel (X2CrNiMo18164) 8.0
193
Surgical titanium (TiAl6V4)
4.43
100–110
Cortical bone
1.7–2.0
3–30
DL-PLA (DL-polylactide)
1.24
1.9
Magnesium alloy AZ9E, casted
1.81
45
Magnesium alloy Mg10Gd, casted N/A
44
Magnesium alloy RS66, rapidN/A
45
solidified, extruded
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Tensile
strength (MPa)
585
930–1,140
80–150
29
240
131
400

Elongation
(%)
55
8–15
3–4
5.0
3.0
2.5
23.5

temporary implants [3–5, 10]. Magnesium is the most extensively investigated
element, especially for cardiovascular stent applications and musculoskeletal fixative devices. Tungsten has been investigated as a cardiovascular coil to close
persistent postnatal shunts in animal experiments [10]. More promising, but still
in the experimental stage, are iron-based cardiovascular devices, especially stents.
After magnesium was first mentioned as an absorbable implant material for the
closure of bleeding vessels in 1878 [8], it was used as fast absorbable wound closure
and fixatures of fractured bone in the early twentieth century [6, 11]. Payr,
Chlumpsky, and Lespinasse used magnesium for anastomosis of blood vessels
and intestines. Payr used magnesium tubes for vessel and nerve suture, as well as
for tiny arrows to treat hemangioma [6]. Andrews and Seelig used magnesium for
ligature of blood vessels, and as a surgical suture material. Even though Seelig
obtained large amounts of hydrogen cavities while using pure magnesium implants,
he could not detect any negative systemic effects [11]. In musculoskeletal surgery,
pure magnesium was first used by Lambotte in 1906 as fracture fixation plates [12].
He observed a fast degradation of the magnesium plate within 8 days when he
combined the magnesium plate with steel screws. This was the first indication that
magnesium implants degrade in vivo by a corrosion process.

1.2

Basic Concepts of Biodegradation

The control and adaptation of the implant degradation rate are crucial, since the
resorption capacity of the tissue is limited. Moreover, the local physiology of
the implant environment determines the maximal degradation rate of a temporary
implant.
There are many reasons that contribute to the corrosion of metals when implants
are placed inside the human body. For magnesium corrosion, the most critical factor
seems to be the local pH, while iron corrosion seems to be mainly dependent on the
local oxygen concentration. After surgery, the pH surrounding the implant is
reduced to a value between 5.3 and 5.6, typically due to the trauma of surgery.
This process may accelerate initial magnesium corrosion, while infectious
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microorganisms and crevices formed between components can reduce the local
oxygen concentration. The main challenge in iron implants is to accelerate corrosion, while magnesium corrosion is generally very fast in vivo. An option to design
appropriate magnesium alloys is to slow down the initial implant corrosion by
appropriate alloying, microstructure design, processing, and/or an additional coating. However, it has to be kept in mind that the corrosion rate will be further
reduced in vivo after implantation due to adherent proteins and inorganic salts such
as calcium phosphates, which stabilize the corrosion layer [3, 13]. Based on this
theory, a magnesium implant with an initially reduced corrosion rate could finally
lead to an arresting corrosion process in vivo. Thus, the right balance of a reduced
corrosion rate and an assured complete corrosion in vivo will create a useful
biodegradable magnesium implant; otherwise, parts of the implant may persist
locally and will act as long-term biomaterials.

1.2.1

Corrosion In Vitro and In Vivo

The interdependence of corrosion and the human body is of most interest in this
field. However, direct electrochemical testing in humans ranges from difficult
(in the mouth) to virtually impossible (e.g., for orthopedic devices) because of
ethical, safety, legal, and regulatory considerations [14]. Consequently, much effort
has been devoted to identify alternative environments which simulate the corrosion
conditions in vivo. A possible alternative is testing under cell culture conditions, but
they are less related to real-life conditions than tests in laboratory animals. The
experimental parameters that simulate the corrosion in vitro are not fully known.
Thus, the existing in vitro corrosion test system always needs to be adapted to the
corresponding in vivo application.
The physiological temperature of 37 C is an important factor influencing in vivo
electrochemical behavior [13]. Dissolved salts, particularly chlorides, are probably
the most influential components for implant corrosion in vivo [14]. Also gases
dissolved in body fluids play an important role in implant alloy corrosion. Oxygen
is one of the most important physiological gases; its partial pressure varies widely
within the body from about 2.67  102 to 1.33  104 Pa [14]. Thus, an implant
surface can be in contact with anatomical environments of widely different pO2,
creating the possibility to develop different aeration cells [14]. Carbon dioxide is
another gas that can be important for in vivo corrosion, because of its influence on
the pH value [14]. While the pH is usually homeostatically regulated at about pH
7.4, it may fall below 4.5 at the sites of inflammation, for a period of hours, or
longer if acute inflammation processes convert into chronic inflammation [14].
These initial pH changes after surgery or during inflammation are especially critical
for the corrosion resistance of magnesium implants.
The role played by proteins regarding corrosion in vivo is one of the most
important aspects of the unique environment within the body, and can cause
differences between the corrosion behavior in laboratory, chloride-containing
environments, and in vivo [13–15]. Especially for magnesium corrosion, the
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influence of albumin and other serum proteins on the formation of a corrosion
protective film has been investigated [16–19]. In general, from the moment an
implant is inserted into the body, it becomes covered with a layer of adsorbed
proteins [20]. The properties of this layer change with time, because (1) both
thermodynamic and kinetic factors are involved in protein adsorption [21] and (2)
the adjacent cells are actively involved in protein synthesis [22]. The effects of
proteins on metal corrosion are complex and may increase or decrease the corrosion
rate [22]. The in vivo environment is characterized by dynamic, constantly changing chemical and physiological processes, mechanical loading patterns, and bioelectric potentials [14]. There is certainly more than one standardized in vivo
environment. However, in current biodegradable research, no considerable attention has been devoted to the interaction between mechanical loading and corrosion
phenomena yet. However, corrosion fatigue and stress corrosion cracking (SCC)
are actual force patterns in vivo that may increase the corrosion rate, while the
mechanical integrity of the biomaterial is temporarily maintained [14]. Special
attention has to be given to the implant design, which can alter the corrosion
performance of alloys in vivo. Localized corrosion could occur, for example,
between screws and plates for crevice corrosion, or with parts in relative motion
for fretting corrosion, or both [14, 23].

1.2.2

Methods to Measure Corrosion In Vivo

The elemental components of biodegradable magnesium alloys (Mg, Al, Li, Zn, rare
earth elements) have been investigated by various analytical methods in histological
sections, bone, tissue, and body fluids [24]. However, the application of these
methods for trace and ultra trace analysis in small sample volumes is typically
hampered by the detection limits of the elemental concentration in physiological
liquids and tissues. Current detection limits are given in serum (<1 mg/L to about
1 mg/L), and in liver and bone (<1 mg/kg up to about 500 mg/kg) [24]. Further
limitations are caused by time-consuming sample preparation (AES, OES, ICP-MS),
access to appropriate methods (NAA, synchrotron-based methods), lack of sufficient
lateral resolution for solid sample analysis (GD-OES), or challenging interferences
during the measuring process (AAS, AES, ICP-MS, XRF) (Table 5.2) [24].
Magnesium corrosion can be determined in vivo using microtomography.
In particular, synchrotron-based microtomography (SRmCT) is a non-destructive
method with a high density and high spatial resolution. Furthermore, elementspecific SRmCT can determine the spatial distribution of the alloying elements
during in vivo corrosion [25]. The remaining non-corroded metal volume as well as
the surface morphology can be determined in three dimensions non-destructively
on a micrometer scale using SRmCT. The reduction of the metallic implant volume
can be converted into a corrosion rate by using a modification of the ASTM G31-72,
2004 eq. (5.1) for weight loss measurements:
CR ¼

W
;
Atr

(5.1)
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Table 5.2 Explanation of abbreviations
AAS
Atomic absorption spectroscopy
AES
Atomic emission spectroscopy
GD-OES
Glow-discharge optical emission spectroscopy
ICP-MS
Mass spectrometry with inductively coupled plasma
NAA
Neutron activation analysis
XRD
X-ray diffraction
XRF
X-ray fluorescence analysis

where CR (mm per year) is the corrosion rate, W (g) is the weight loss of the metal
or alloy, A (mm2) is the initial surface area exposed to corrosion, r (g/mm3) is the
standard density of the metal or alloy, and t (365 days ¼ 1 year) is the time of
immersion. Herein, the weight loss will be substituted by the reduction in volume
(DV) multiplied by the standard density (r) resulting in eq. (5.2):
CR ¼

DV
;
At

(5.2)

where DV (mm3) is the reduction in implant volume that is equal to the remaining
metal volume subtracted from the initial metal implant volume. This method
provides a general corrosion rate of the implanted metal. A better analysis of the
local corrosion can be obtained if the corrosion rates are calculated based on the
pitting depth [26].

2 Magnesium-Based Biodegradable Metals
In general, magnesium and its alloys are light metals and provide a density of about
1.74 g/cm3, which is 1.6 times less dense than aluminum, and 4.5 times less dense
than steel [24]. The fracture toughness of magnesium is higher than ceramic
biomaterials such as hydroxyapatite, while the elastic modulus and compressive
yield strength of magnesium are closer to those of natural bone than other commonly used metallic osteosynthesis materials (Table 5.1). Furthermore, magnesium
has a low corrosion resistance, which is due to its electrochemical standard potential of Eo ¼ 2.363 V vs. SHE, or alternatively Eo ¼ 2.159 V vs. SHE if
magnesium oxides or magnesium hydroxides are formed. According to Pourbaix,
these potentials may be shifted if the Mg ions are complexed in the corrosion layer.
It is obvious that magnesium carbonates and phosphates are formed during Mg
corrosion under cell culture conditions and has been detected in a complex corrosion layer in vivo. Thus, complexed Mg is truly changing the local potential and
promotes local pitting in vivo. However, detailed Mg corrosion processes remain
currently uncovered in vivo. If exposed to air, the surface of magnesium is
passivated by a growing thin gray layer of magnesium hydroxide, which reduces
further by chemical reactions. Magnesium hydroxides are slightly soluble in water;
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however, severe corrosion occurs in saline media, as well as in the human body,
where high chloride ion concentrations of about 150 mM are present. Magnesium
hydroxide accumulates on the underlying magnesium matrix as a corrosion protective layer in water, but when the chloride concentration in the corrosive environment rises above 30 mM [27], magnesium hydroxide starts to convert into highly
soluble magnesium chloride. Therefore, severe pitting corrosion can be observed on
magnesium alloys in vivo [3, 15, 28]. Importantly, magnesium corrosion is relatively insensitive to various oxygen concentrations around implants in different
anatomical locations. The overall corrosion reaction of magnesium in aqueous
environments is given as follows:
MgðsÞ þ 2H2 OðaqÞ Ð MgðOHÞ2ðsÞ þ H2ðgÞ

(5.3)

This overall reaction may include the following partial reactions:
MgðsÞ Ð Mg2þ ðaqÞ þ 2e

2.1

ðanodic reactionÞ

(5.4)

2 H2 OðaqÞ þ 2 e Ð H2ðgÞ þ 2OH ðaqÞ

ðcathodic reactionÞ

(5.5)

Mg2þ ðaqÞ þ 2OH ðaqÞ Ð MgðOHÞ2ðsÞ

ðproduct formationÞ

(5.6)

Physiological and Toxicological Aspects

During the corrosion process, a mass of magnesium ions is released from the
magnesium implant, which can be eliminated from the body very rapidly via the
blood serum and the kidneys [24]. Magnesium can also be stored in muscle (39% of
total Mg) or bone (60%), which are the natural storages of the 21–35 g of elemental
magnesium of an average adult person who weighs about 70 kg [24]. The level of
magnesium in the extracellular fluid is kept constant at levels between 0.7 and
1.05 mM. While serum magnesium levels exceeding 1.05 mM can lead to muscular
paralysis, hypotension, and respiratory distress, cardiac arrest occurs only for
severely high serum levels of 6–7 mM. However, magnesium is essential to
human metabolism and is the fourth most abundant cation in the human body.
Furthermore, magnesium is also a co-factor for many enzymes, and stabilizes the
structures of DNA and RNA.

2.2

Evolution of Hydrogen During In Vivo Corrosion

In magnesium and its alloys, impurities and cathode sites with a low hydrogen
overpotential facilitate hydrogen evolution [29], thus causing substantial galvanic
corrosion and potential local gas cavities in vivo. However, there are contradicting
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reports on the occurrence of gas cavities after magnesium implantation.
Gas cavities have been observed after subcutaneous implantation while intravasal
application showed no local gas accumulation. An explanation for this observation
may be based on the diffusion and solubility coefficient of hydrogen in biological
tissues, which has been widely reviewed [30]. The solubility of hydrogen in tissues
is influenced by the content of lipids, proteins, and salinity, but in fat and oils, the
solubility seems to be approximately independent of temperature in the physiological range [30, 31]. Not only viscosity but also different tissue components and
structures like lipids, proteins, and glycosaminoglycans influence the numeric value
of the hydrogen diffusion coefficient [30, 32]. Depending on the experimental
configuration, the diffusion coefficient may be underestimated in both stagnant
and flowing media due to a boundary layer formation, which increases the effective
diffusion distance [30]. This finding may be important for intravascular magnesium
applications. Correlating the hydrogen diffusion coefficients from various
biological media having fractional water contents from about 68% to 100%, it is
found that the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen increases exponentially with the
increasing water fraction of the tissue [32]. The tissue water content increases from
adipose tissue to skin, and from bone to muscles, in animals and humans [24]. This
can explain why different corrosion rates and gas cavities were observed for
magnesium alloys in different anatomical implantation sites [3, 28, 33, 34]. In an
animal study with rats, it was shown that the adsorption of hydrogen gas from
subcutaneous gas pockets was limited by the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in
the tissue; the overall hydrogen adsorption rate was determined as 0.954 mL per
hour [31]. Thus, the local blood flow and the water content of the tissue surrounding
the implant are important parameters, which need to be considered in designing
biodegradable magnesium alloys with an appropriate corrosion rate. Concomitantly, it can be assumed that local hydrogen cavities occur when more hydrogen
is produced per time interval than can be dissolved in the surrounding tissue, or
diffuse from the implant surface into the extracellular medium, which is renewed
depending on the local blood flow. This means that magnesium alloys are corroding
in vivo with an appropriate corrosion rate when no local gas cavities are observed
during the implantation period in a specific anatomical site.

2.3

Recent Research and Product Development

Magnesium has been intensively investigated as a biodegradable material in
cardiovascular application for some years. The German company Biotronik is
producing an absorbable magnesium stent (AMS-1) that has been already used in
several clinical trials covering peripheral and coronary indications [35, 36]. However, despite the good clinical results, Biotronik is still improving its magnesium
stent (AMS-2) by prolonged mechanical stability, improved stent design, modified
alloy, and enhanced surface passivity (Fig. 5.1). A further aim of Biotronik is the
reduction of neointima hyperplasia by creating a drug-eluting biodegradable
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Fig. 5.1 Following preliminary clinical trials, the absorbable metal stent (AMS-1) has been
improved in regard to alloy composition, mechanical stability, and design, resulting in the
AMS-2 stent. With kind permission from Biotronik AG

Fig. 5.2 The first magnesium-based implants, such as this prototype of an interference screw,
have been produced for musculoskeletal applications. With kind permission from AAP
Biomaterials GmbH

magnesium stent (AMS-3, DREAMS). Following the first successful attempts to
control the corrosion rate of magnesium implants in vivo, the industrial attention
to biodegradable magnesium in musculoskeletal applications is rising. The first
prototypes of magnesium implants have already been produced (Fig. 5.2). However, although the first biodegradable prototypes have been developed and some
basic knowledge has been summarized in reviews [6, 24, 37–41], there are still
several open questions about the corrosion process in vivo and the local
tissue–material interaction.
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Fig. 5.3 Following the steps in this flowchart may help to select the appropriate magnesium alloy
for the intended implant application. Modified diagram from [24]

2.3.1

How to Control Corrosion In Vivo?

Magnesium corrosion in vivo can be controlled by alloying, processing, and coating. The first empirical approach in biodegradable stent development has been
successfully leading to magnesium alloys containing rare earth elements. However,
a more systematic approach is needed. For the use in humans, the authors of this
chapter recommend to use aluminum-free magnesium alloy systems, while
aluminum-containing Mg alloys may be used for research purposes, e.g., to investigate the corrosion protective effect of specific coatings by measuring the release
of aluminum. As indicated in Fig. 5.3, it seems to be of major importance that an
interdisciplinary team of researchers designs the magnesium alloy and the production process according to the intended application, reviews available data from the
literature, and performs a critical analysis of the methods (Fig. 5.3).

3 Iron-Based Biodegradable Metals
The degradation of iron–manganese based implants has been lately described
by research groups [42–44]. These groups suggested that immediately after immersion in the test solution, the iron alloy will be oxidized to metal ions in anodic spots,
following eqs. (5.7) and (5.8). The electrons from the anodic reaction will
be consumed by a corresponding cathodic reaction and the reduction of dissolved
oxygen, following eq. (5.9). These reactions should occur randomly over the
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entire surface where potential differences exist, e.g., at grain boundaries and at the
interface between different phases.
Fe ! Fe2þ þ 2e

(5.7)

Mn ! Mn2þ þ 2e

(5.8)

2H2 O þ O2 þ 4e ! 4OH

(5.9)

The released metal ions should then react with the hydroxyl ion (OH–) released
from the cathodic reaction, forming insoluble hydroxides according to eqs. (5.10)
and (5.11). Since iron is usually the main component of the implant alloy, the
equations hereafter are written for iron only.
2Fe2þ þ 4OH ! 2FeðOHÞ2 or 2FeO  2H2 O
4FeðOHÞ2 þ O2 þ 2H2 O ! 4FeðOHÞ3 or 2Fe2 O3  6H2 O

(5.10)
(5.11)

The corroded surface layer of iron alloys normally consists of FeO·nH2O (black)
at the bottom, Fe3O4·nH2O (black) in the middle, and Fe2O3·nH2O (red-brown)
on the top [45]. Continuing corrosion is driven by chloride ions from the solution
which can penetrate the inconsistent hydroxide layers on the samples. The formed
metal chloride can then be hydrolyzed by water, forming hydroxide, and free
acid (eq. 5.12) which lowers the pH in the pits while the bulk solution remains
neutral. This autocatalytic reaction leads to the formation of wide and deep pits [46].
Fe2þ þ 2Cl ! FeCl2 þ H2 O ! FeðOHÞ2 þ HCl

(5.12)

As the degradation process continues, a new layer enriched with calcium and
phosphorus is agglomerating in physiological environments over the previously
formed flat degradation layer and slows down the underlying corrosion process.

3.1

Physiological and Toxicological Aspects

Iron is an essential trace element in the human body and, due to its high toxic
potential, its pathways are heavily regulated in mammals. Iron in its Fe2+ state
can only be absorbed in the intestine. Iron in its Fe3+ state needs to be reduced
before it can be absorbed. There are several other metals and ligands (e.g., oxalic
acid), which form less soluble iron complexes, and thus inhibit the iron absorption.
Iron in its Fe3+ state is transported by the protein transferrin. In human blood,
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approximately 70% of iron is bound to hemoglobin; the rest is bound to myoglobin,
or is stored as ferritin or hemosiderin. Most of the iron released from the degradation of
hemoglobin and myoglobin will be reused, and only a small portion of ~10% will be
excreted via feces, urine, or sweat. Hemoglobin contains Fe2+ and forms an unstable,
reversible bond with oxygen in the erythrocytes (oxyhemoglobin) and appears
bright red, while the oxygen-unloaded form appears purple-blue and is called
desoxyhemoglobin. If the iron in the hemoglobin is oxidized (Fe3+), ferrihemoglobin
(methemoglobin) is formed, which cannot bind oxygen. In erythrocytes, the
methemoglobin reductase reactivates hemoglobin (Fe3+ ! Fe2+). Otherwise, methemoglobin will be enzymatically degraded and eliminated from the body.
Since iron is usually bound to proteins and highly regulated in mammals, there
are several known iron storage diseases. Most of them are based on genetic defects
and result in the pathological storage of iron in liver, heart, skin, endocrine organs, and
the reticuloendothelial system. If the natural storage capacity of free iron is exceeded
and transferrin cannot bind any more iron, then iron causes oxidative stress, which
leads to cell and tissue damage, and the excess iron will be pathologically stored in
heart, liver, and endocrine organs. In this case, free iron ions harm cells by forming
reactive free radicals, e.g., hydroxyl radicals, which have a very strong oxidation
capacity. The hydroxyl radical reacts with organic molecules on the cell membrane
and starts a lipid-peroxidation process, which finally leads to cell death.
Thus, for biodegradable iron implants it is most important that the local storage
capacity and the amount of iron that is released per time interval do not exceed the
local and general transport and storage capacities. Moreover, iron implants may
need to be applied only in individuals without any iron-related disease. However,
the slow degradation of an iron stent that weighs ~40 mg will unlikely cause
system toxicity, taking into account the high iron load of normal blood (about
447 mg/L) [47].

3.2

Recent Research and Product Development

Iron-based implants have been developed mainly for cardiovascular stent
applications. Initial implantation of iron stents into the descending aorta of New
Zealand White Rabbits was performed by Peuster et al. [5]. The long-term biocompatibility of iron stents was evaluated in the descending aorta of minipigs and
showed similarity in the amount of neointimal proliferation between iron and 321L
stainless steel stents, without any sign of iron-related toxicology, e.g., due to
corrosion products [48]. Iron stents assessed in coronary arteries of juvenile domestic pigs performed similar to Co–Cr stents [49]. The ions released by iron stent
corrosion have been shown to reduce vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation
[50]. These studies seem to suggest the safety of iron stents, although most authors
are demanding a faster degradation rate. Schinhammer et al. [44, 51] provide design
strategies to enhance the corrosion rates compared to pure iron while keeping
suitable strength and ductility.
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How to Accelerate Corrosion In Vivo?

Manganese was used as an alloying element to enhance the degradation of Fe–Mn
alloys. It was shown that the formed corrosion product consisted of biocompatible
metal hydroxides and calcium phosphates. Furthermore, the austenite (g) phase
formed in these Fe–Mn alloys reduced the magnetic susceptibility compared to
316L stainless steel, which provided an enhanced compatibility with the magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) [47, 52]. Other design strategies to achieve an enhanced
corrosion rate using the (Fe,Mn)–Pd system have been introduced by Schinhammer
et al. [44]. Moreover, electroforming is a novel technique for fabrication of near-net
shaped Fe-based stents in situ [52]. Pure Fe-foils produced by electroforming
showed higher corrosion rates and exhibited a fine microstructure with small grains
and a high volume fraction of the grain boundaries. Another strategy is to create
microstructural defects and strong preferred texture, which initiates corrosion. Both
strategies can be produced by electroforming [52]. The mechanical properties of
these Fe-foils include 18% elongation after annealing of 550 C for 1 h, and a
decreased UTS of 292 MPa [52]. Thus, the corrosion rate of future iron-based
implants may be enhanced by further alloy design and the innovative production
routes. However, the biocompatibility and efficiency of larger iron-based implants
still needs to be proven in vivo.
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Chapter 6

Degradable and Bioactive Synthetic Composite
Scaffolds for Bone Tissue Engineering
A.R. Boccaccini, X. Chatzistavrou, J.J. Blaker, and S.N. Nazhat

Abstract There is significant information and knowledge acquired in the last years
on the fabrication, characterisation, and application of bioactive composite
scaffolds based on combinations of biodegradable polymers and inorganic fillers
intended for bone tissue engineering. Of particular importance is the complete
understanding of the degradation behaviour of these scaffolds in order to assess
the effects of pore structure, scaffold geometry, permeability, and the influence of
bioactive fillers on the scaffold mechanical properties and biological performance.
The present chapter examines the development of such bioactive and biodegradable
scaffolds discussing their mechanical properties and degradation behaviour.
A general background on biodegradable polymers with focus on the fabrication
and properties of scaffolds made from polyesters is included, followed by a
complete overview of the development of scaffolds based on biodegradable
polymer/bioactive glass composites. The general degradation behaviour of
composite polymer/inorganic phase scaffolds is presented and a specific example
is discussed, e.g. poly(D,L lactide) (PDLLA)/bioactive glass composite, based on
recent results on a long-term (600 days) degradation study in simulated body fluid.
Remaining areas of research in this field are indicated, highlighting the need for
appropriate characterisation techniques coupled with predictive analytical models
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and the requirement for accurate characterisation of the interface between the
polymer matrix and the inorganic fillers in order to ascertain the scaffold
degradation behaviour in vitro and in vivo.

1 Introduction
Tissue engineering (TE) is a discipline based on principles of biology, medicine,
and engineering aiming at the development of functional constructs comprising
cells, biologically active molecules, and biomaterials in the form of porous
substrates, scaffolds, or hydrogels to regenerate living tissue where loss or damage
has occurred due to injury or disease [1]. The scientific challenge in tissue engineering requires understanding cell behaviour, including cell mass transport
requirements, and the physiological environment, e.g. the extracellular matrix
(ECM), in conjunction with the development of optimal scaffolds, which are
usually porous and biodegradable and act as temporary three-dimensional (3D)
templates for cell adhesion, proliferation, migration, and ultimately support the
formation of new tissue [2]. The structure and properties of these scaffolds are
related to the type of tissue concerned and the required mechanical competence for
the actual in vivo application [2, 3].
The degradation behaviour of porous scaffolds plays an important role in the
process of formation of new tissue because cell viability, proliferation, and host
tissue response are affected [4, 5]. Once implanted in the body, a porous scaffold
should maintain its mechanical properties and sufficient structural integrity until the
cells adapt to deposit their own ECM. After the scaffold has provided this
supporting function, it should completely degrade and be absorbed by the body,
ideally leaving no material residuals. In this regard, the optimal in vivo degradation
rate should be similar or slightly lower than the rate of tissue formation.
Eventually, the three-dimensional space occupied by the porous scaffold is replaced
by newly formed tissue.
In the case of bone tissue engineering, the interplay of scaffold porosity,
(time-dependant) mechanical properties, and in vitro and in vivo degradability is
key to the success of the scaffold-based TE approach. In this context, porosity is an
important parameter defining the properties and suitability of scaffolds for the
intended TE applications [6]. For example, scaffolds with higher porosity
(>80%) have been shown to promote more tissue ingrowth and neo-tissue formation [7], while the interconnection between macropores (opening size, density, and
pathway) is important for cellular activity and bone tissue formation. In addition,
scaffolds with suitably open pore structures favour cell and tissue penetration,
blood vessel growth, and new bone formation [8].
Synthetic biodegradable polymers are the most widely considered materials for
the development of tissue engineering scaffolds. In particular polyesters, such as
poly(lactic-acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic-acid) (PGA), and their copolymer poly
(lactid-co-glycolic-acid) (PLGA), have been investigated extensively for the
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regeneration of numerous tissues [9–17]. In several applications, particularly in
bone TE, these polymers are combined with inorganic particles or fibres, as fillers
or coatings, to develop bioactive composite scaffolds [18, 19]. The present
chapter will examine the development of such bioactive and biodegradable
scaffolds for bone tissue engineering, focusing on aspects of their mechanical
properties and degradation behaviour in vitro and in vivo. The chapter is organised
in the following manner. Section 2 includes general background on biodegradable
polymers with focus on the fabrication and properties of scaffolds made from
polyesters. Section 3 presents a complete overview of the composite approach to
bone tissue engineering, including the development of biodegradable polymer/
bioactive glass scaffolds, while Section 4 discusses the degradation of composite
polymer/inorganic phase scaffolds. As a case in point, we discuss recent results on
a long-term (600 days) degradation study in simulated body fluid of poly(D, Llactide) (PDLLA)/bioactive glass scaffolds which are being developed for bone
tissue engineering.

2 Biodegradable Synthetic Polymer Scaffolds
2.1

General Aspects

Certain biodegradable polymers offer the advantage of being able to be
eliminated from the body after fulfilling their intended purpose. As mentioned
earlier, highly relevant biodegradable polymers in tissue engineering applications
are aliphatic polyesters, such as the family of poly(–hydroxy esters) including
PLA, PGA, their copolymers (PLGA), polycaprolactone (PCL), polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) [20], polyethylene oxide (PEO), and blends thereof. These
biodegradable polymers are of interest because of their biocompatibility and
biodegradability, their safety for clinical use, e.g. as suture materials, and the
versatility that they offer for producing highly porous scaffolds with different
geometries to meet the needs of specific tissue engineering applications [7–20].
The degradation of aliphatic polyesters occurs mainly by hydrolysis, and it is
therefore anticipated that the degradation behaviour will not vary from patient to
patient [21]. The degradation rate of scaffolds made of aliphatic polyesters can be
modulated over a wide range by tailoring the composition, molecular weight, end
groups, geometry, and pore wall thickness of the scaffold [9, 22]. Possible risks
such as toxicity, immunogenicity, and favouring of infections are lower for
synthetic polymers such as PLA, PGA, and PLGA with constituent monomeric
units having a well known and simple structure.
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Fabrication of Biodegradable Polymer Scaffolds

A multitude of methods are available for the fabrication of porous scaffolds from
biodegradable polymers, as comprehensively discussed in the literature [23, 24],
including solid free form fabrication techniques (e.g. fused deposition modelling,
3D printing, selective laser sintering), templating techniques, porogen removal, and
gas blowing techniques. A conventional method that has been widely used is
solvent-casting/particulate leaching [25]. However, this technique has limited control over pore shape and inter-pore connectivity. Porous structures can also be
introduced via phase separation routes, with or without additional porogens. A
common approach to produce highly porous scaffolds is thermally induced phase
separation (TIPS) [26, 27]. Whereby, a polymer-solvent solution is frozen to induce
solvent crystallisation. Separation of the polymer and solvent occurs followed by
removal of the solvent. Monolithic structures and porous spheres with controlled
structures can be formed using these routes [28]. The porous structure is controlled
by the polymer-to-solvent ratio, solvent choice, freeze temperature, freezing rate,
thermal transfer, and freezing direction.
Phase separation can be used in combination with other scaffold fabrication
techniques such as porogen leaching and solid freeform fabrication. These combined techniques provide better control on the resultant porous architectures and
enable the development of hierarchical structures with pore sizes in the macro-,
micro-, and nanometric scales [29, 30]. The hierarchical pore structure can be
tailored to mimic the natural ECM more closely and, thus, it can enhance tissue
regeneration. A typical pore structure of a PDLLA scaffold fabricated by TIPS is
shown in Fig. 6.1a [31]. Tubular pores, evident from the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image (Fig. 6.1a), are due to the preferential solvent crystallisation (or
freezing direction). Figure 6.1b [32] shows the pore walls of a PDLLA TIPS
scaffold in the as-fabricated condition; the thickness is seen to vary from ~1 to
10 mm at junctions of the pore walls.
The phase separation and particle leaching methods have been combined to
generate macroporous and nanofibrous 3D polymer scaffolds [33–35]. PLA matrices exhibiting macropores have been prepared by combining phase separation and
porogen leaching techniques using PLLA tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution with
sugar or salt particles of desired sizes [33]. In order to prepare scaffolds with predesigned pore structures, the porogen components were arranged in the desired
architecture using pre-determined assemblies. Some examples of porogen used are
uniaxially oriented and orthogonal sugar fibres, helicoidal sugar fibre assembly, and
multi-layer sugar disc and particle combinations [34]. Scaffolds developed by this
technique exhibit high (interconnected) porosities (>90% porous). The macropore
size is determined by the porogen particle size while the interfibre distance was
dictated by the concentration of the polymer solution [34]. The sugar fibre diameter
is controlled by the phase-separation temperature, solvent used, and processing
variables [35]. Recently, combined TIPS and ice microsphere porogen/templating
has been used to line pore walls with bacterial cellulose nanofibrils, imparting
nanotopology at the scaffold surface [36].
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Fig. 6.1 SEM images
of PDLLA scaffolds
fabricated by TIPS.
(a) Low-magnification image
showing oriented
macroporosity [31],
(b) high-magnification image
showing the walls of pores
[32] (images reproduced with
permission of Elsevier, TBC)

2.3

Biodegradability

Biodegradable polyester degradation occurs by uptake of water followed by hydrolysis
of the ester bonds. This section will not present a detailed discussion of the
mechanisms of degradation of polyesters, as this topic has been treated comprehensively in the literature (see, for example, [37, 38]). Only aspects of biodegradability
related to the application of the materials in tissue engineering are included. Many
factors affect the degradation kinetics of these types of polymer scaffolds, such as
chemical composition and structure, processing history, molar mass (Mw), polydispersity (Mw/Mn), environmental conditions, crystallinity, device size, morphology
(e.g. porosity) and chain orientation, distribution of chemically reactive compounds
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within the matrix, additives [26, 39–41], presence of original monomers and
oligomers, overall hydrophilicity, and environmental conditions (medium, temperature, and pH) [9–18]. Autocatalysis is often associated with scaffolds produced from
aliphatic polyesters. Thick samples of these polymers (>100 mm) exhibit heterogeneous degradation, i.e. faster degradation inside than at the exterior of the specimens
[26, 41]. Heterogeneous degradation may be related to two phenomena (1) easier
diffusion of soluble oligomers from the surface into the external medium than from
inside, and (2) neutralisation of carboxylic end-groups located at the surface by the
external buffer solution (in vitro or in vivo). These two mechanisms contribute to
reducing the acidity at the surface whereas, in the bulk, degradation rate is enhanced
by autocatalysis due to carboxylic end groups. The hydrolysis of amorphous
polymers, e.g. PDLLA, is faster than that of partially crystalline polymers due to
the lack of crystalline regions and, thus, enhanced water uptake. In general, the
amount of absorbed water depends on diffusion coefficients of chain fragments
within the polymer matrix, temperature, buffering capacity, pH, ionic strength,
additions in the matrix, additions to the medium, and processing history. Different
aliphatic polyesters therefore exhibit very different degradation kinetics in aqueous
solutions. PGA, for example, is a stronger acid and is more hydrophilic than PLA,
which is more hydrophobic due to its methyl groups. The human body contains
highly regulated mechanisms for removing monomeric components of lactic and
glycolic acids. Based on these favourable properties, PLA and PGA are used in
numerous biomedical products, such as degradable sutures and fixation plates, which
have approval by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Moreover, PLA and
PGA are readily fabricated into porous structures (scaffolds) [9–17], and their
degradation rates and physical and mechanical properties are adjustable over a
wide range by using various molecular weights and copolymers [42]. As a disadvantage, the degradation of some of these polymers has been associated with inflammatory response, due to the abrupt release of acidic degradation products caused by
autocatalysis [43]. Autocatalysis can be counteracted by increasing surface area and
reducing pore walls thickness, and by incorporating degradable inorganic fillers, e.g.
forming composites, as discussed further below.
It is known that stereochemistry influences the final properties of polyesters.
PLA composed of L-lactic repeating units can take >5 years to completely degrade,
whereas amorphous PLA (PDLLA) has been reported to degrade faster, in some
instances ~1 year [44], and PCL can take several years to degrade in vivo [3, 45].
The composition of chains (i.e. contents in L-LA and D-LA and/or GA units)
determines the degradation rate of PLGA polymers. It has been found that blends
containing the greatest amount of PGA degrade faster [46]. In general, the initial
degree of crystallinity of polyesters affects the rate of hydrolytic degradation as
crystal segments reduce water permeation in the matrix. Of particular significance
for applications in tissue engineering, it has been suggested that debris and crystalline by-products [43], as well as acid degradation products of PLA, PGA, PCL, and
their copolymers may be implicated in adverse tissue reactions [3, 47, 48].
In the typical degradation process of polyesters, polymer molecular weight is
found to decrease exponentially over the entire degradation process, indicating
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almost simultaneous degradation on the surface and in the interior of the materials
[49]. However, the degradation rate of a porous scaffold is slower than that of a
solid block polymer with the same formulation [50], because the acidic degradation
products accumulated in the bulk of solid block polymers are difficult to release,
causing an autocatalytic effect. However, if the thickness or diameter of the solid
block polymer is close to the wall thickness of the porous scaffold, its degradation
rate will be similar to that of the porous scaffold [51].

3 Bioactive and Biodegradable Composite Scaffolds
3.1

General Aspects

The combination of degradable polymers and inorganic bioactive particles
represents an attractive approach to achieve scaffolds with suitable mechanical
and biological properties for bone tissue engineering [18, 19, 52]. The challenge
here is forming the aforementioned complex interconnected pore structure with the
addition of inorganic phases, which are generally >2 times denser than the polymer, and to disperse the reinforcement adequately. The scaffold surface
characteristics (e.g. chemistry and topography) must also be tuned as they determine the suitability of the scaffold for cell attachment and proliferation.
Totally synthetic biodegradable polymer/inorganic bioactive phase composites
are particularly interesting as bone tissue engineering scaffold systems due to their
flexibility in processing and scope for tailoring structural properties, bioactive
behaviour, and biodegradation kinetics. Within this family of composites, those
based on polyesters with addition of inorganic bioactive phases such as hydroxyapatite (HA) or bioactive glasses, in the form of particles or fibres, are increasingly
being considered [18, 19, 52–54]. In designing these composites, the particulate
bioactive phase can be incorporated either as a filler or coating (or both) into the
biodegradable polymer matrix. Early developments were based on HA or calcium
phosphate particulates in PLA [55], but more recently work has concentrated on
bioactive glasses as the added inorganic phase [18].

3.2

The Composites Approach to Tissue Engineering Scaffolds

There are several reasons to combine biodegradable polymers and bioactive inorganic materials for bone tissue engineering, as listed in Table 6.1 and discussed in
this section. Being similar to the major inorganic component of natural bone, the
addition of HA induces osteoconductivity while the polymer component provides
the continuous structure and design flexibility to achieve the high porosity and
surface area necessary for anchorage-dependent cells such as bone cells to adhere
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Table 6.1 Reasons for combining biodegradable polymers and inorganic bioactive materials for
bone tissue engineering scaffolds [18]
A (nanoscale) inorganic bioactive phase . . .
Will improve osteoconductivity of a scaffold, enabling the formation of hydroxyapatite (HA) on
the surface and a site for bone regrowth
Might be used to control the degradation rate of the polymer and to counteract its acidic
degradation
Enhances mechanical properties of the scaffold (composites approach)
Possesses the ability to simulate the surface and/or chemical properties of bone

and differentiate. By standard blending and phase separation techniques,
polymer/HA composite scaffolds have been developed with improved mechanical
properties and osteoconductivity [56]. These HA-containing scaffolds exhibit
improved osteoblastic cell seeding ability and significantly enhanced expression
of osteocalcin and other relevant proteins over plain polymer scaffolds. Moreover,
bone tissue formation throughout the scaffold has been demonstrated [57]. It was
also found that the presence of nanoscale HA particles in a composite scaffold has
the ability to promote more effectively apatite deposition in comparison to conventional composite scaffolds, and therefore greater amounts of apatite particles are
formed on nanocomposite scaffolds [30]. The addition of bioactive silicate glass
particles to a biodegradable polymer has primarily the same goal, i.e. to impart bone
bonding ability to the scaffold [18, 45, 52]. It is well known that bioactive glasses
develop a carbonated hydroxyapatite surface layer in contact with relevant body
fluids, which is pivotal in developing the strong bond to bone [58]. Certain silicate
glasses belong to the group of Class A bioactive materials which are characterised
by both osteoconduction (i.e. growth of bone at the implant surface) and
osteoinduction (i.e. activation and recruitment of osteoprogenitor cells by the
material itself, stimulating bone growth) [58–60]. Moreover, in silicate bioactive
glasses, such as 45S5 Bioglass®, surface reactions induce the release and exchange
of critical concentrations of soluble Si, Ca, P, and Na ions, which lead to favourable
intracellular and extracellular responses to promote rapid bone formation [61].
Previous work has indicated also the angiogenic potential of bioactive glasses
[62], confirming that these materials are suitable candidates for incorporation into
polymer matrices for bone tissue engineering. In this context, the bioactivity
induced by bioactive inclusions in biodegradable polymers can be controlled by
the volume fraction, size, and shape of the inclusions: increased volume fraction
and higher surface area to volume ratio of inclusions, as well as incorporation of
nanoscale particles, favour higher bioactivity [18, 63].
The incorporation of basic compounds like bioactive silicate glasses or calcium
phosphate ceramics in polyester scaffolds has been also suggested as a means to
stabilise the pH of the environment surrounding the polymer and to control its
degradation rate [43]. This effect is achieved by allowing rapid exchange of protons
in water while the scaffold is degrading. For example, the addition of 45S5
Bioglass® (of composition in wt.%: 45 SiO2, 24.5 Na2O, 24.5 CaO, and 6 P2O5
[58]) has been shown to increase water absorption compared to neat PDLLA [26, 64]
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and PLGA [65] foams. Thus, an additional reason for the development of polyester/
bioactive glass composites is the possibility of changing and controlling the scaffold
degradation kinetics [18, 54, 66, 67].
The use of composites also has advantages in terms of tailoring mechanical
properties. While polymers can be processed into complex shapes and structures,
they do not usually provide strong bonding to bone and are too weak and flexible.
They are therefore unable to meet, in several cases, the mechanical demands
associated with applications in bone engineering. On the other hand, bioactive
ceramics and glasses are brittle and exhibit poor fracture resistance, being therefore
at a disadvantage as scaffold materials when used on their own. However, combination of polymers and inorganic phases leads to composite materials with
improved mechanical properties (e.g. stiffness, compression strength), exploiting
the “composites approach” [68], i.e. incorporating stiffer and strong inorganic
particles or fibres in the softer and flexible polymer matrix. The development of
composites offers in this regard an extra degree of flexibility in that composite
properties can be tailored to suit the mechanical and physiological demands by
controlling not only the pore structure of the polymer matrix, but also the volume
fraction, local arrangement, orientation, and shape of the reinforcing inorganic
phase [18, 69]. In general, two types of reinforcements can be used for composite
scaffolds: fibres and particles. It is known that increased volume fraction and higher
surface area to volume ratio of inclusions favour bioactivity [18]. Incorporation of
fibres instead of particles is being also investigated [70]. A drawback of fibres is that
they are not readily available (e.g. in bioactive silicate or calcium phosphate
compositions), and fibre-containing scaffolds are more difficult to manufacture
than scaffolds incorporating particles. The mechanical properties of highly porous
scaffolds are influenced by the reinforcement shape and size, the distribution of the
reinforcement in the matrix, and the reinforcement-matrix interfacial bonding.
However, due to extremely high porosity of scaffolds (>90%), the mechanical
properties are dominated by porosity, including parameters such as pore volume,
size, shape, orientation, and connectivity. Regarding scaffold mechanical properties
in comparison to human bone, in general porous polymer/inorganic filler composite
scaffolds exhibit insufficient mechanical integrity [18]. According to composites
theory [68], efficient load transfer at the filler/matrix interface must be achieved for
the reinforcements to strengthen and stiffen the matrix. Thus, the quality of the
interfacial bonding between the two phases (filler and matrix) is a key requirement.
As discussed elsewhere [18], the mechanical strength of most of today’s available
porous polymer/bioactive glass composite scaffolds is insufficient for direct bone
substitution because they are at least one order of magnitude weaker than natural
cancellous bone, and orders of magnitude weaker than cortical bone. Insufficient
particle–matrix bonding strength may be a possible reason for this behaviour.
Thus, key issues have been identified which must be further investigated to effectively improve the mechanical properties of biodegradable polyesters by adding
inorganic particles as fillers. These include (1) improvement of the interfacial
bonding; (2) achievement of a proper, homogeneous dispersion of the individual
particles in the matrix; (3) confining the reinforcement phase to the polymer matrix
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such that the stiff phase is not situated within the pores (voids), providing little
reinforcement, and (4) techniques to align staggered and aligned reinforcement
phases of high aspect ratios in an effort to realise truly hierarchical composites [71].
This last issue can be tackled by suitable particle surface functionalisation and use
of nanoparticles, as reviewed recently [63].
To conclude this section, it should be pointed out that numerous studies have
been carried out to investigate the cellular response to inorganic particle-containing
biodegradable polymer composites in vitro and in vivo. A previous review has
summarised relevant studies focusing on the cellular interactions within polyester/
bioactive glass composites [72].

3.3

Fabrication Techniques of Porous Degradable
and Bioactive Composites

Many studies have been carried out in the last 10 years in the field of
biodegradable and bioactive composite scaffolds for bone tissue engineering.
Material combinations, bioactive properties, degradation characteristics, in vitro and
in vivo behaviour, and mechanical properties have been investigated [18, 19, 72–76].
Numerous techniques have been used for the preparation of porous biodegradable and bioactive composite scaffolds, including TIPS, compression moulding and
particulate leaching, gas foaming, sintering of composite microspheres, and solid
free form fabrication [18, 19, 23, 24, 73]. Table 6.2 gives an overview of typical
composites incorporating bioactive glass particles (micro- and nano-sized)
fabricated by different methods. It is observed that TIPS has been one of the most
popular methods used for developing polyester/BG composite scaffolds [73].
These scaffolds are highly porous, with anisotropic tubular morphology and high
pore interconnectivity. Figure 6.2a,b shows SEM micrographs of a TIPS derived
PDLLA/10wt.% Bioglass® scaffold in sections parallel and perpendicular to the
pore longitudinal direction [31]. The pore structure is identical to that of neat
PDLLA foams (Fig. 6.1a). The microporosity of TIPS-produced foams, as well as
pore morphology, mechanical properties, bioactivity, and degradation rate, can be
controlled by changing the polymer concentration in solution, volume fraction of
the reinforcing phase, quenching temperature, and the polymer and solvent used
[18, 65]. The technique has been adapted to produce porous composite spheres,
which may be viewed as an inverse template to bone, and the pore structure
between the spheres forms the continuous space for new bone deposition.
Interestingly, these spheres shrink as they degrade, and ultimately their initially
well-defined radially orientated pore structure transforms into blister-like pores due
to autocatalysis [76].
The pore volume of scaffolds made by TIPS decreases with addition of
Bioglass® particles (40 wt.%), with little change observed in the overall pore
morphology. TIPS-fabricated PDLLA foams, with or without Bioglass® additions,
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Table 6.2 Overview of studies performed on bioactive glass containing composite scaffolds for
bone tissue engineering
Fabrication
Bioactive
Particle
technique/
glass
wt.%
size
Matrix
process
References
45S5 m-BG
5, 29, 40
<40 mm
PDLLA
Co-extrusion +
[77]
compaction;
TIPS
45S5 m-BG
4.8, 28.6
5–20 mm
PDLLA
TIPS
[78]
45S5 m-BG
10
<5 mm
P(3HB)
ST/PL
[79]
45S5 n-BG
10
30 nm
P(3HB)
ST/PL
[79]
S53P4 m-BG 20, 50
90–315 mm
P(CL/DLLA)
ST/PL
[53]
S53P4 m-BG 30
<45 mm
P(CL/DLLA)
ST/PL
[80]
45S5 m-BG
10, 30
<40 mm
PLGA
Microsphere
[59]
emulsification
45S5 m-BG
10
4 mm
PDLG
TIPS
[76]
45S5 m-BG
25, 50
50–63 mm
PLA
Freeze extraction [81]
technique
45S5 m-BG
5, 40
>90 mm
PDLLA
Solvent casting
[74]
45S5 m-BG
10, 25, 50
<5 mm
PDLLA
TIPS
[64]
45S5 m-BG
10, 25, 50
<5 mm
PLGA
TIPS
[64]
45S5 m-BG
5, 10, 40
<5 mm
PDLLA
TIPS
[26]
45S5 m-BG
5, 40
<5 mm
PDLLA
TIPS
[82]
45S5 m-BG
10, 25, 50
<5 mm
PLGA
TIPS
[65]
45S5 m-BG
25
<40 mm
PLGA
Solvent casting
[52]
45S5 m-BG
20
<5 mm
P(3HB)
Solvent casting
[83]
45S5 n-BG
10, 20
29 nm
P(3HB)
Solvent casting
[20]
45S5 m-BG
10, 20, 30
<5 mm
P(3HB)
Solvent casting
[84]
45S5 n-BG
10, 20, 30
30–50 nm
P(3HB)
Solvent casting
[84]
45S5 m-BG
5, 30
5 mm
PDLLA
TIPS
[85]
45S5 m-BG
5, 30
5 mm
PDLLA
TIPS
[86]
PDLLA, poly(D, L lactide); P(3HB), poly(3-hydroxybutyrate); P(CL/DLLA), poly(e-caprolactone/
D, L-lactide); PLGA, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PDLG, poly(D, L-lactide-co-glycolide); PLA,
poly(L-lactide); S53P4, 53 wt.% SiO2, 23 wt.% Na2O, 20 wt.% CaO, 4 wt.% P2O5; m-BG, microsized bioactive glass; n-BG, nano-sized bioactive glass. ST/PL, sugar template/particulate
leaching; TIPS, thermally induced phase separation (adapted from [73])

have been shown to exhibit mechanical anisotropy which is related to the TIPSinduced pore architecture (Fig. 6.1a) [41, 65]. However, the inclusion of stiff
inorganic bioactive phases was seen to give only slight improvement in the Young’s
modulus and compression strength of scaffolds [78]. Maquet et al. [64] have
reported highly porous (porosity >90%) PDLLA and PLGA scaffolds, containing
50 wt.% Bioglass®, which exhibit compressive moduli of about 21 MPa and
26 MPa, respectively, i.e. 1.5–2.5 times higher than those for the pure polymer
scaffolds.
Microsphere sintering is an alternative technique for producing 3D composites
of bioactive glass and degradable polymers [52]. Composite PLGA-Bioglass®
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Fig. 6.2 SEM micrographs
showing the pore structure
of a TIPS-derived PDLLA/
10 wt.% Bioglass® scaffold,
in sections (a) parallel, and
(b) perpendicular to the
longitudinal pore direction
[31] (reproduced with
permission of Elsevier, TBC)

microspheres obtained through a double emulsion (water-in-oil-in-water) technique
were used, and interconnected porous structures were obtained by sintering the
microspheres. The average porosity was, however, relatively low (40%), with pore
diameters of 90 mm. These mechanical properties were close to those of cancellous
bone. The composites were bioactive and were seen to support the adhesion, growth,
and mineralisation of human osteoblast-like cells in vitro. Porous PLGA microspheres
produced via TIPS have also been investigated in vivo in adult Wistar rats [87].
CO2 gas-foaming procedures have been used to create silica/PDLLA composites
[77] with relatively low porosities (40–55%). Moreover, composites incorporating
calcium phosphate particles [79] or phosphate-based glasses [88] and exhibiting
variable and graded porosity have been produced by gas foaming methods.
Such composites can be fine-tuned to meet the specific requirements of the host site.
Biodegradable polyester matrix composites containing silicate phases other than 45S5
Bioglass® have been also investigated, for example PDLLA with wollastonite [80].
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4 Degradation of Composite Polymer/Inorganic Phase Scaffolds
4.1

General Aspects

The degradation behaviour of composite polymer/inorganic phase scaffolds has
been investigated in relation to the application of the scaffolds in bone tissue
engineering [18]. This section will concentrate on the family of polyester
(e.g. PDLLA) composites incorporating bioactive glass as inclusion phase. Degradation in both phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and simulated body fluid (SBF) is
considered. In vitro studies in PBS at 37 C have shown that addition of Bioglass®
to PDLLA foams increased water absorption and weight loss in comparison to pure
polymer foams in the early stages of degradation (~1 week); the massive weight
loss is associated with glass particle dissolution, erosion, and particle loss [26, 64].
The molecular weight was found to decrease less in the composite foams, which can
be explained by the effect of the dissolution of alkaline ions from the Bioglass®,
providing a pH buffering effect, facilitating water ingress and diffusion thus
allowing a more pronounced surface erosion mechanism to occur. In early
experiments, the degradation behaviour was investigated up to relatively short
periods of time, e.g. 16 weeks. It was found that both PDLLA/Bioglass®
composites and neat PDLLA foams retained the structural integrities until the end
of the experiment (16 weeks) and that the degradation was still in the early stages
[28]. There is a lack of in-depth understanding regarding the long-term in vitro
characterisation of this type of biodegradable composites, specifically regarding the
long-term effect of the incorporation of inorganic bioactive phases on degradation
and ion release kinetics of highly porous systems. As a starting point to remedy this
lack of knowledge and reliable data, in the following section we summarise recently
published experimental data [32] about the long-term degradation (600 days) of
PDLLA/Bioglass® foams, presenting results relevant for the application of the
scaffolds in bone tissue engineering.

4.2

4.2.1

Case In Point: PDLLA/Bioglass® Scaffolds:
Long-Term Degradation Study
Relevance of the Study and Experimental Approach

For the intended application of Bioglass®-filled poly(a-hydroxyester) composite
scaffolds in bone tissue engineering, it is essential that the scaffold degradation
behaviour is such that the pore structure is maintained during cell infiltration and
tissue growth, in addition to maintaining sufficient structural integrity in vivo.
Scaffold degradation is a key determinant of its performance, as the degradation
rate will affect cell viability and host tissue response. It has been reported
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that long-lasting implants based on poly(a-hydroxesters) can lead to delayed
inflammatory response at implantation sites, due to fibrous encapsulation and
abrupt release of acidic degradation products [12]. In general, the scaffold degradation rate can be tuned by altering the composition and porosity of the scaffold
structure. In addition, the hypothesis that the presence of Bioglass® inclusions
alters the degradation kinetics of poly(a-hydroxyesters) by preventing or retarding
autocatalysis has been investigated, as mentioned earlier and discussed in the
literature [32].
The long-term degradation of porous poly(a-hydroxyester) scaffolds and the
effect of glycolide content (fabricated by compression moulding and particulate
leaching) have been reported [9, 82]. Several studies investigating degradation
behaviour of related scaffolds are available, including low Mw PDLLA foams
modified by poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(PDLLA) [83] and bioactive
glass-filled PLGA of varying matrix compositions (fabricated by high-pressure
CO2 processing) [84]. In this section, results of a recent study [32] of the
long-term degradation (to 600 days) and in vitro compressive mechanical behaviour
of PDLLA/Bioglass® composite scaffolds are summarised. In vitro studies were
conducted dynamically in SBF, whereby the fluid was exchanged at selected time
points to better represent the in vivo environment.
In the investigated composites, Bioglass® particles had an average particle size
of ~5 mm, surface area of 2.7 m2 g 1, and were of irregular shape. PDLLA foams of
93–94% porosity, filled with 5 and 30 wt.% Bioglass®, referred to as 5BG and
30BG, respectively, were produced by TIPS, as described in the literature [64]. SBF
was prepared following the protocol introduced by Kokubo et al. and investigated
previously [20]. Foams were immersed individually in SBF, for various periods up
to 600 days. It is vital in any degradation study to infiltrate the entire scaffold with
fluid; vacuum infiltration methods have been described to this aim [32]. Samples
were evaluated in terms of morphological variation, weight change, thermal
properties, molecular weight change, and mechanical properties in the wet and
dry states, with respect to degradation time [32].

4.2.2

Long-Term Degradation of PDLLA/Bioglass® Composites:
Structural Changes

By using the immersion apparatus schemed in Fig. 6.3 [32], complete soaking of
the scaffolds with negligible effect to the pore structure was achieved. This is
essential for the correct determination of the degradation behaviour, because the
foams must be completely wetted, devoid of gas entrapments persisting in the
pores; the entire scaffold is then in contact with the SBF solution for accurate
measurements. Typical results of weight loss as a function of immersion time in
SBF are shown in Fig. 6.4. The mass of the PDLLA scaffolds remained relatively
constant for the duration of the study, losing ~9% at 365 days, which increased to
~50% at 600 days. In contrast, scaffolds with Bioglass® inclusions exhibited a
rapid weight loss during the first 24 h of incubation (e.g. 12  3% for BG30
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Fig. 6.3 Schematic diagram of the immersion set-up used to fully expose the interior of the
relatively hydrophobic foam scaffold to simulated body fluid; for more details, see [32]

foams). At 600 days, the weight loss was ~30%. This is consistent with previous
findings: [26, 64] composite foams have a tendency to exhibit rapid then stable
weight loss profiles, due to particle loss, particle dissolution, and erosion of the
scaffold due to weaknesses in the matrix, possibly caused by particle
agglomerations and handling. In these PDLLA/Bioglass® scaffolds, early weight
loss occurred, but significant weight loss and erosion were apparent by 600 days,
even for neat PDLLA foams.
The dimensional stability of scaffolds was also investigated [32]; it was shown
that little change in the height of the scaffolds during the first 70 days occurred.
However, scaffolds underwent significant change in dimensions at 365 days, with
values of volume reduction of ~70% and height reduction to ~90% [32]. Images of
the foams at 600 days are shown in Fig. 6.5: scaffolds appeared whiter once dried
(than in their initial, as-fabricated state), and were difficult to handle; they had
undergone shrinkage and distortion. The action of water absorption and subsequent
plasticisation of the matrix was discussed [32], and the effect was explained
considering that the terminal functions, carboxylic acid, on chains of PDLLA
facilitate the penetration of water [84]. The influence of water reduces the glass
transition temperature (Tg) by up to 12  C [85], and it was found that the number
and weight average molecular weight values of scaffolds decreased exponentially
with time throughout the degradation period [32]. The results are in agreement with
the findings of Orava et al. [83] and Maquet et al. [26].
SEM observations revealed that the scaffolds’ pore structure did not change
significantly up to 365 days of immersion in SBF. At 600 days immersion in SBF,
the foams were markedly distorted and the porous structure severely altered
(Fig. 6.6). The blisters appeared to have originated at the thickest sections of the
pore walls, the pore structure collapsed, and it was distorted at the micro-level; this
high distortion and blockage of macropores was found not to be affected by
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Fig. 6.4 Weight loss of PDLLA, 5BG, and 30BG TIPS foams as a function of immersion time in
SBF. The lines are used as guide to the eye [32]

Bioglass® content [32]. The relatively thin wall sections (<1–10 mm) of the TIPSproduced foams (e.g. Fig. 6.1b) may retard the onset of autocatalysis, which has
been shown to manifest itself in the form of blisters and voids, accompanied by
sudden mass loss in these types of materials. Voids appear to nucleate from the
thickest polymer sections in these porous scaffolds, which is also evident in the
literature for PLGA [5, 9] and for PLGA/bioactive glass scaffolds [65].
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Fig. 6.5 Photograph of PDLLA/Bioglass® scaffolds that have been immersed in SBF for 600
days, post-drying. The scaffolds are in an advanced state of degradation. Distortion of shape and
loss of sample mass are more apparent for the neat PDLLA samples (4 scaffolds per sample type
are shown) [32] (reproduced with permission of Elsevier, TBC)

Fig. 6.6 SEM micrographs of PDLLA/Bioglass® foam (5 wt.% Bioglass®) after 600 days in SBF
in transverse section. The fracture surface indicates embrittlement, the sample fractured on
handling, and cutting for SEM imaging (as shown at high magnification, inset) [32] (reproduced
with permission of Elsevier, TBC)
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Long-Term Degradation of PDLLA/Bioglass® Composites:
Mechanical Properties

The assessment of the changes in mechanical properties upon degradation in SBF
was made by normalising the measured properties for wet and degraded foams to
those of the dry foams at time point zero. The results are summarised in Fig. 6.7a, b
[32] for normalised compressive modulus and yield strengths, respectively.
The yield strength of wet samples decreased by a factor of ~0.5 in comparison to
dry samples. This reduction could indicate plasticisation of the matrix and detachment of Bioglass® particles. In the wet state, the mechanical properties were
maintained up to 70 days in SBF. The mechanical properties were seen to be
most drastically reduced for the 30BG foams, which may be due to the effect of
Bioglass® particle loss. Finally, the importance of testing scaffolds in in vitro
conditions is emphasised, because the effect of water plasticising the polymer and
the testing temperature (37  C) may contribute to reduction in the mechanical
properties.
Thus, in the investigated PDLLA/Bioglass® composites, the degradation process seems to proceed in three main stages: [32] (1) the quasi-stable stage, where
water absorption and plasticisation occur together with weight loss due to
Bioglass® particle loss and dissolution, (2) a second stage of slight increase in
the wet mechanical properties and moderate decrease in dimensions, with
properties remaining moderately constant until the onset of significant weight
loss, and (3) a stage of increased weight loss, distortion of the pore structure,
formation of blisters, and embrittlement of the scaffold. PDLLA/Bioglass®
scaffolds may be considered for non-load bearing applications in tissue engineering
[72–75, 86]. The healing process of bone critical size defects should take 12–16
weeks, and degradation is likely to progress faster in vivo than in vitro [54]. This is
due to enzymatic degradation in conjunction with dynamic loading that the scaffold
may undergo in vivo, thus causing further erosion and loss of structural integrity.
For this application, Bioglass® particles impart bioactivity to the material, but
appear less relevant in altering the long-term degradation behaviour of the porous
scaffold. In fact, the presence of Bioglass® particles could detrimentally affect the
mechanical properties in high-porosity scaffolds if the Bioglass®/PDLLA
interfaces are not optimised, as mentioned earlier and discussed in the literature
[18].

5 Conclusions
Biodegradable polymer/inorganic phase scaffolds are an important class of
materials for bone tissue engineering. While a significant amount of data and
knowledge has been generated in the last 10–15 years, and the application of the
scaffolds both in vitro and in vivo has been successfully explored, there are
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Fig. 6.7 (a) Compressive modulus taken from the initial linear portion of the stress vs. strain
curve for PDLLA/Bioglass® foams as a function of immersion time in SBF and condition (wet vs.
dry), normalised to the modulus of the as-made dry foams; (b) compressive yield strength of foams
as a function of immersion time in SBF and condition (wet vs. dry), normalised to the yield
strength of the as-made dry foams [32]. (The lines connecting the data points are added as aid for
the eye)
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challenges leading to the optimisation of these materials. The further understanding
of the degradation behaviour is mandatory in order to assess the effects of pore
structure, scaffolds geometry, fluid flow, and the influence of the bioactive additions
on the time-dependant mechanical properties and biological performance.
The information gained in those investigations is significant for assessing the
applications of the scaffolds in bone tissue engineering, as scaffolds should not
only have sufficient mechanical properties to enable handling, implantation (and, in
some cases, cell culture), but also they should show adequate resistance to
time-dependent mechanical forces exerted in vivo. Further development of appropriate characterisation techniques coupled with predictive analytical models is
required. Additionally, the characterisation of the interface between the polymer
matrix and the inorganic fillers needs increased attention considering that interfacial
properties affect not only the overall mechanical properties but also the degradation
kinetics of scaffolds. In this regard, studies of degradation in PBS and SBF must be
complemented with similar (long-term) investigations in relevant media including
proteins, e.g. in cell culture medium, to assess the effect of biomolecules on the
degradation kinetics and time-dependant surface properties of these materials.
Long-term degradation studies, as the one described in this chapter for
PDLLA/Bioglass® foams, will have to be undertaken to any system that is being
proposed for application in bone tissue engineering. Moreover, more focus on in vivo
studies is inevitable, and there is need for more research on the application of
scaffolds in realistic biological systems. Due to the extra functionalities of bioactive
glasses, e.g. in terms of osteogenesis and angiogenesis, composite scaffolds based on
bioactive glass/biodegradable polymers will continue to take a prominent role in the
field. In this context, the use of bioactive glass and glass-ceramic nanoparticles and
nanofibres, in combination with bioresorbable polymers, as reviewed recently [63],
should lead to improved mechanical and biological performance, enhancing proliferation, angiogenic and osteogenic properties, as well as adding extra functionalities
to the base scaffold. However, possible cytotoxicity issues associated with the
presence of nanoparticles in a biodegradable matrix will have to be comprehensively
investigated.
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Chapter 7

Biodegradation of Calcium Phosphate
Cement Composites
F.C.J. van de Watering, J.J.J.P. van den Beucken, R.P. Felix Lanao,
J.G.C. Wolke, and J.A. Jansen

Abstract Calcium phosphate cements represent a good candidate material to use
as bone graft to fill up bone defects, in the field of dental, orthopedic, or reconstructive surgery, because of their biocompatible and osteoconductive properties.
A disadvantage of such cements, however, is the poor biodegradation that is
required for the replacement by bone tissue. The biodegradation of the cement
depends on different factors, including cement properties (e.g., chemical composition, setting reaction, porosity, crystallinity, and particle size of the calcium
phosphate compounds) and the patient (e.g., medical condition and implantation
site). Small alterations to these factors substantially affect the degradation rate of
the cement and thus the formation of new bone. In this chapter, different factors that
influence the biodegradation of calcium phosphate cements are discussed.
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FGF
HA
hBMSCs
MCPM
OCP
pHA
PLGA
PMMA
PTMC
pVEGF165
Runx2
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VEGF
TGF
a-TCP
b-TCP
mCT
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Fibroblast growth factor
Hydroxyapatite
Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells
Monocalcium phosphate monohydrate
Octacalcium phosphate
Precipitated hydroxyapatite
Poly(D,L-lactic-co glycolic acid)
Polymethylmethacrylate
Poly(trimethylene carbonate)
Plasmid encoding vascular endothelial growth factor(165)
Runt-related transcription factor 2
Sodiumdodecyl sulfate
Tetracalcium phosphate
Vascular endothelial growth factor
Transforming growth factor
a-Tricalcium phosphate
b-Tricalcium phosphate
Microcomputed tomography

1 Introduction
Annually, more than 1 million patients are treated worldwide for skeletal complications
in the fields of orthopedic surgery, plastic and reconstructive surgery, dental
implantology, maxillofacial surgery, and neurosurgery. These bone defects can be
caused by congenital skeletal abnormalities, trauma, oncologic surgery, and failures
of physiologic osteosynthesis.
A good bone graft has four main characteristics: it is (1) bioactive, which leads to
the ability to bond to bone tissue without the intervention of fibrous tissue, (2)
osteoconductive, thus able to guide bone tissue growth along the surface and into
pores, (3) osteoinductive, i.e., capable of inducing differentiation of pluripotent
stem cells into bone-forming osteoprogenitor cells, and (4) it stimulates osteogenesis, i.e., formation of bone by osteoblastic cells within the graft.
The use of autologous bone grafts is the gold standard in treating bone defects.
Different donor sites are available depending on the application. For example, free
vascularized bone flaps can be harvested from the radial forearm, fibula, iliac crest,
and scapula, and for nonvascularized bone autografts donor bone can be obtained
from the iliac crest, rib, distal radius, and olecranon [1]. Despite the advantageous
clinical efficacy of autologous bone, transplantation with autologous bone grafts
has also several drawbacks: low availability of transplantable tissue, donor site
morbidity, and rapid depletion of the osteogenic capacity of the graft [2, 3].
Besides autologous bone graft, other treatment modalities can be used, such as
allografts (i.e., human cadaveric bone obtained via the bone bank). Allografts are
associated with many complications, including risk of viral transmission, bacterial
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Table 7.1 Abbreviations of CaP compounds with corresponding chemical formula and Ca/P ratio
Abbreviation Name
Formula
Ca/P ratio
ACP
Amorphous calcium
–
1.25 < x < 1.55
phosphate
1.50 < x < 1.67
BCP
Biphasic calcium phosphate Ca3(PO4)2 + Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2
CA
Carbonated apatite, dahlite Ca5(PO5,CO3)3
1.67
Ca10x(HPO4)x(PO4)6(OH)2x 1.50< x < 1.67
CDHA
Calcium deficient
hydroxyapatite
1.00
DCPA
Dicalcium phosphate
CaHPO4
anhydrous, Monetite
1.00
DCPD
Dicalcium phosphate
CaHPO4·2H2O
dihydrate, Brushite
1.67
HA
Hydroxyapatite
Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2
MCPM
Monocalcium phosphate
Ca(H2PO4)2·H2O
0.50
monohydrate
1.33
OCP
Octacalcium phosphate
Ca8H2(PO4)6·5H2O
pHA
Precipitated hydroxyapatite Ca10x(HPO4)x(PO4)6x(OH)2x 1.50< x < 1.67
1.50
a-TCP
a-Tricalcium phosphate
a-Ca3(PO4)2
1.50
b-TCP
b-Tricalcium phosphate
b-Ca3(PO4)2
2.00
TTCP
Tetracalcium phosphate
CaO·Ca3(PO4)2

infections, malignancy, toxins, and systemic disorders like rheumatoid arthritis and
autoimmune diseases and are therefore not frequently used [4, 5].
An alternative for autologous grafts and allografts are the synthetic biomaterials.
In the last decade, different materials have been described, including bioactive
glass, polymers, and calcium phosphate (CaP) based ceramics or cements [6].
Synthetic biomaterials can be used as a scaffold or carrier material in the field of
tissue engineering. The aim of bone tissue engineering research is to develop a
functional bone substitute to regenerate damaged or lost bone tissue. The general
approach in tissue engineering is to develop a material composed of one or a
combination of (1) a scaffold and/or carrier such as CaP-based ceramics, (2)
biological compounds (growth factors and/or bioactive molecules), and (3) cells.
CaP-based materials are of major interest in the bone regenerative therapies
because they show a similar biological composition as natural bone mineral.
In addition, they are nontoxic, biocompatible, and allow direct bone bonding
without intervening soft tissue layers. CaP-based materials can be prepared in the
form of granules, blocks, or cements.
CaP ceramics can be classified according to the crystal phase, e.g., hydroxyapatite (HA), b-tricalcium phosphate (b-TCP), biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP),
amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP), carbonated apatite (CA), and calcium deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA). A list of abbreviations of CaP crystals with chemical
formula and Ca/P ratio is given in Table 7.1 [7].
CaP ceramics have a compressive strength (300–900 MPa) and tensile strength
(40–300 MPa) similar or higher than those of cortical bone. However, due to the
lack of elasticity the material is very brittle and therefore not suitable for
load-bearing applications. Other disadvantages of CaP ceramics are their low
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degradation rate [7] and relatively poor handling properties. CaP ceramics are
available in a fixed form and, therefore, the material is difficult to shape into the
dimensions of the bone defect. These negative properties of CaP ceramics might
be improved by using CaP cements (CaPCs).

2 Calcium Phosphate Cements
CPCs consist of a powder phase of calcium and phosphate salts, which after mixing
with an aqueous solution will form an injectable paste at body temperature. The
advantage of using CaPC as a bone substitute material is that it has a similar
chemical composition, the same calcium and phosphate ions ratio as the mineral
phase of bone. In addition, the cement paste can be directly injected in bone defects,
which leads to less invasive and a faster surgery (Fig. 7.1) as compared to ceramic
bone substitutes that have to be shaped to the defect dimensions during operations,
which is more labor intensive [8–10].
Self-setting CPC was first described by Brown and Chow (1986) and
consisted of only CaP compounds [i.e., tetracalcium phosphate monoxide (TTCP)
and dicalcium phosphate dehydrate (DCPD)]. Their study aimed at the
development of slurries for remineralizing carious lesions. Studies on the reaction

Fig. 7.1 CPC injection in a femoral condyle defect in a rabbit. (a) Femoral condyle defect, (b)
injection of the CPC, (c) CPC after in situ setting
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Table 7.2 Details of currently available commercially available calcium phosphate cements
Compression
strength
(MPa)

Cement

Constituents

End product

Setting time

Biobon
(a-BSM)®
Biopex®

ACP, DCPD

Poorly crystalline,
HA, Ca/P ¼ 1.45
HA

15–20 min
(37 C)
8 min

12
80

50–60%
micro
Micro

HA, Ca/P ¼ 1.67

36

Micro

Calcium deficient CA
Ca/P ¼ 1.53

10–15 min
(37 C)
2–4 min
(37 C)

60–70

44% micro

HA, Ca/P ¼ 1.64

40 min

20

50% micro

Brushite (DCPD)

12 min

3

Micro

HA

(37 C)

22

Micro

Dahlite (CA)
Ca/P ¼ 1.67

12 h

28–55

Very low

Bone sourceTM
Calcibon®

Cementek®
ChronOS
inject®

MimixTM
Norian-SRS®

75% a-TCP, 18%
TTCP, 5%
DCPD 2% HA
TTCP, DCPD
61% a-TCP,
26% DCPA,
10% CaCO3
3% pHA
a-TCP, TTCP, Ca
(OH)2
44% b-TCP,
21 % MCPM,
31% b-TCP
granules, 5%
MgHPO4·3H2O
a-TCP, TTCP,
Citric acid
MCPM, a-TCP,
CaCO3

Porosity

of TTCP + DCPD to hydroxyapatite (HA) resulted in the finding that some of the
aqueous pastes harden in time. This inadvertent discovery resulted in a new type of
self-hardening cements consisting only of CaP [8].
In general, it has been demonstrated that different CPC compositions are nontoxic, biocompatible, and osteoconductive [8–10] in different animal models,
for example in dogs [11, 12], goats [13, 14], and rabbits [15]. Multiple studies
have reported that a temporal increase of newly formed bone can be seen in
different CPC [9, 14, 16], indicating that CPC are promising candidates for bone
regeneration.
Several CPC formulations have been approved by the Federal Drug Administration for clinical use. Examples of these commercially available CPC are
BoneSource™, Cementek®, and Calcibon®. In Table 7.2, a list of commercially
available CPC is given [7].

2.1

Composition of Calcium Phosphate Cements

Since the study of Brown and Chow, many different formulations have been
studied, with variable success. In general, all different types of CPC can be divided
into two groups according to their setting product: apatite cements that have
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HA, CA, or CDHA as end product, and brushite cements that set in DCPD.
In contact with body fluids, brushite cements will eventually transform into
apatite. The wide variety of CPC are all a mixture of different CaP compounds
(Table 7.1) [7].
There are two different categories of CaP: (1) CaP obtained at low temperature
via precipitation from an aqueous solution, and (2) CaP obtained at high
temperatures by a thermal reaction. The most common CaP compounds are
described in more detail below, starting with the low temperature CaP
(DCPD and precipitated hydroxyapatite), followed by the high temperature CPC
(b-tricalcium phosphate, a-tri tricalcium phosphate, and HA).
DCPD (CaHPO4·2H2O) is the most easily synthesized CaP compound. DCPD is
biocompatible, biodegradable, and osteoconductive, and can be converted into
dicalcium phosphate (pH < 6), octacalcium phosphate (pH  6–7), or precipitated
hydroxyapatite (pHA; pH > 7). It is observed that DCPD can convert in vivo into
either pHA [17], or it will be degraded and replaced by bone. When large amounts
of DCPD are converted into pHA in vivo, a severe inflammatory response can be
observed due to the large amounts of acid that are released during this reaction [18].
pHA (Ca10x(HPO4)x(PO4)6x(OH)2x) is obtained via precipitation in an aqueous
solution above a pH of 7. The formed crystals are poorly crystalline and have
dimensions of several nanometers. The specific surface area of pHA is very large
(typically around 25–100 m2/g). It is therefore similar to the apatite form found in
natural bone, although bone mineral contains impurities, including carbonate and
magnesium. pHA can have different Ca/P molar ratios ranging from 1.50 to 1.67
[19], and even outside this range [20]. All commercially available CPC have pHA
as a compound.
b-tricalcium phosphate (b-TCP; b-Ca3(PO4)2) is obtained via thermal treatment
above 650 C. The production of b-TCP can occur after (a) mixing of equimolar
amounts of DCPD and pHA and subsequent calcinations; or (b) calcinations of pHA
(Ca/P ratio 1.50). The degradation of b-TCP occurs via cell-mediated processes
including osteoclastic activity [21].
a-tricalcium phosphate (a-TCP; a-Ca3(PO4)2) is obtained by heating b-TCP above
1,100 C and quenching it to prevent the reverse transformation [18, 22]. a-TCP has
the same chemical composition as b-TCP, but differs in crystallographic structure.
The difference in crystallinity makes a-TCP much more soluble than b-TCP. It is
readily transformed into pHA in an aqueous solution. Due to this property and its
biocompatibility and biodegradability, a-TCP is used as the major component of
apatitic CPC [21].
Hydroxyapatite (HA; Ca5(PO4)3OH) is highly crystalline and the most stable form
of CaP in an aqueous environment. HA is the most biocompatible CaP because it
resembles the naturally occurring phase of bone mineral. HA can be found in teeth
and bones within the human body. Due to its stability, the biodegradation rate of
HA is slow: it is estimated to degrade in the range of decades [18, 21].
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Setting Reaction of CPC

As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, CPC consist of a mixture of powder and an aqueous
solution that, upon mixing, sets by entanglement of the crystals. For clinical
application, a certain initial and final setting time of the CPC is required.
These setting times are related to the absence of indentation marks from Gillmore
needles (Ø 2.12 mm, 113.4 g for initial setting; Ø 1.06 mm, 453.6 g for final setting)
on the cement surface. The clinical meaning of the final setting time relates to the
time necessary to set the cement sufficiently so it can be touched without damaging
it. For clinical application, it means that after mixing, the cement must be applied
before the initial setting time, and that the wound needs to be closed after the final
setting time.
Other methods to predict the two setting times are via the Vicat needles method
[23], by time after which no disintegration occurs after immersion in water [24],
ultrasonically [25], oscillating rheometry [26], or via isothermal differential scanning calorimetry [27]. The first three methods are mostly used because these are
cheap and easy to handle, although incorporating some observatory-related
subjectivity. These drawbacks are solved by the other methods, which are, however,
more complex and expensive to use.
The setting reaction of the CPC controls not only the hardening time and other
setting properties, but also determines the nature of the cement products.
Therefore, the hardening of the cement influences the physical and biological
properties of the hardened cement [8].
Cement setting reactions of the different CaP compounds are quite similar.
The driving force of the setting reaction of all CPC is the solubility of the reactants
and products. Solubility is normally described as the property of a solid to dissolve
in a certain volume of solution. The solubility of CaP can change when the
pH changes.
To understand the solubility of different CaP compounds, and hence the setting
reaction, a solubility phase diagram can be used to gain information regarding the
basic principles concerning the solid-solution equilibrium. In a solubility phase
diagram, isotherms visualize the solubility of a salt, expressed as the total calcium
and total phosphate concentrations of the saturated solution as a function of pH
[8]. In a two-dimensional solubility phase diagram, a salt is less soluble when the
isotherm lies below that of another salt. In an acidic surrounding, the solubility of
the different CaP compounds does not vary much. In contrast, in a neutral
surrounding the solubility of the CaP compounds is more widely spread. In case
of tissue damage (accidental or by surgical intervention), the surroundings of
the wound become slightly more acidic; thus the solubility of the compounds
might be influenced; however, in time the environment will neutralize. As
visualized in Fig. 7.2, HA is the most stable (least soluble) CaP compound at
neutral pH. Therefore, most neutral pH CPC formulations would be forced to
precipitate into HA or another closely related apatitic phase, such as CDHA or
carbonated HA.
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Fig. 7.2 Solubility phase
diagram of different CaP
compounds in a
two-dimensional graph

The setting reactions of CPC can be divided into three types:
1. Cement hardening as a result of reactions among CaP compounds.
A wide variety of CaP compounds can be used to prepare CPC (see Table 7.1).
All reactions of CaP compounds that occur in an aqueous solution are via
a dissolution/re-precipitation. For example, when the highly soluble TTCP
and DCPA are mixed in an aqueous solution to form a CPC paste, dissolution
of TTCP and DCPA leads to a solution that is highly supersaturated with
respect to HA. The supersaturated solution will precipitate in HA. In
dissolution/re-precipitation reactions, the Ca/P molar ratio is equal for the initial
and final CPC. Another example of such a reaction is a-TCP, which transforms
precipitated hydroxyapatite after contact with an aqueous solution:
3a  Ca3 ðPO4 Þ2 þ H2 O ! Ca9 ðPO4 Þ5 ðHPO4 ÞOH

(7.1)

2. Hardening of the cement as a result of a reaction between calcium and a
carboxylic acid.
CaP compound powders mixed with carboxylic acids can rapidly form CaP
complexes as well as relatively insoluble and often amorphous Ca-carboxylate
compounds. These acids include glycolic, citric, tartaric, malonic, malic,
succinic, and maleic acids. The hardening reaction continues until a more stable
final product is formed. The end product can be HA, DCPD, or DCPA [8, 28, 29].
3. Cement hardening as a result of a reaction between CaP and an aqueous polymer
solution.
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Some CaP compounds, especially the more alkaline phases such as TTCP and
HA, can react with aqueous solutions of polymers [30]. Examples of such polymer
solutions are poly(acrylic)acid [31, 32] and poly(methyl vinyl ether-maleic acid)
[33, 34]. The addition of water-soluble polymers to CPC results in a rapid setting
reaction. The more basic TTCP will induce the neutralization reaction, resulting
in cross-linking of the polymers [31]. This reaction is a result of acid–base
reactions between the carboxyl groups of the polymer and the alkaline CaP [8].

2.3

CPC Biodegradability

The replacement of a biomaterial by living bone is preferred because this avoids
potential complications later on, such as inflammation, stiffness, pain, and bacterial
seeding. To obtain replacement of bone, new bone formation and resorption of the
material, e.g., biodegradation of the material, are required. The rate of material
degradation and newly formed bone should optimally be in perfect balance to
maintain mechanical stability (integrity of the ceramic scaffold) and allow a
gradual takeover of mechanical strength by newly formed bone tissue.
Biodegradation of CaP-based material can occur via two processes, namely (1)
extracellular liquid dissolution, and (2) disintegration into small particles that can
be intracellularly digested or transported to other adjacent tissues. The first process
depends on the solubility product of the formed CaP biomaterial, while the second
process is mainly dependent on the solubility product of the connecting agents of
the powder particles after crystallization [35].
The biodegradation of the material is dependent on different factors, including
the final product of the cement setting. For example, apatite is a more stable
compound, and therefore the degradation rate is slower as compared to brushite
[36]. Due to the slower degradation rate, the material has a relatively good mechanical stability, albeit insufficient for load-bearing applications. On the other hand, a
less stable compound like brushite leads to a faster biodegradation. In addition, the
CaP chemical composition itself can influence the material degradation. This is
exemplified by an approach in which calcium sulfate (CS) was added to CPC,
composed of TTCP and DCPA. Although biocompatible, CS is less suitable for
bone substitution because of its rapid resorption. Interestingly, a mixture of CS,
TTCP, and DCPA leads to a good biocompatibility and enhanced degradability and
bone ingrowth as compared to CPC consisting of only TTCP and DCPA [37].
In addition, the chemical composition of the CPC plays also a role in the active
resorption of the cement. For example, it has been reported that a cement produced
by a mixture of sodium calcium phosphate, Na3Ca6(PO4)5, tetracalcium phosphate
and b-tricalcium phosphate powder, and malic acid or citric acid has a different
relationship regarding the number of osteoclasts on the cement [28]. Since osteoclastic activity can be a marker for the evaluation of bioresorbability, it was
suggested that cement mixed with malic acid is more promising for bone substitution in an active manner than cement mixed with citric acid.
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Also, the patient plays an important role in material degradation. Depending on
the patient’s age, sex, and general metabolic health condition, the speed of degradation can be different. In addition, the implantation site influences scaffold
biodegradation and bone formation in the vicinity of the scaffold. For example,
ceramic material placed in a femoral or cranial defect will be exposed to different
environments, including differences in biomechanical loading, surrounding tissue,
and blood/nutrient supply. Besides the environment, the origin of the bone tissue
(long bone formation (femur) is endochondral, while cranial bone formation is
intramembranous) may play a role in degradation and bone formation due to
distinctive signaling properties [38].
Other factors involved in the biodegradability are porosity of the material,
crystallinity (crystal size, crystal perfection, and grain size), particle size of the
CaP powder, and liquid/powder ratio [35, 39, 40]. These factors influence each
other and are influenced by the chemical composition of the material. For example,
CaP compounds that transform into relatively highly crystalline hydroxyapatite
after hydration will be essentially nonresorbable in vivo [35].

3 CPC Porosity
CPC contains an intrinsic high nano/sub-micron-sized porosity. Several
parameters, including particle size of the powder phase [39] and liquid/powder
ratio [40], can affect the creation of this type of porosity and, hence, material
degradation, and consequently allow bone ingrowth.
Nanoporosity is an important parameter to be controlled in CPC materials because
it enables fluid flow within the material and can affect protein adsorption. In contrast to
nano/sub-micron-sized porosity, macroporosity enables tissue ingrowth and is the key
factor for CPC degradation and its substitution by new bone tissue.

3.1

Macroporosity

Macropores have been built into biomedical materials since the early 1970s [41, 42].
Resorbability of a material is an important clinical property; it is preferred that the
CPC will degrade in a short period of time parallel to new bone tissue formation.
Pores of a suitable diameter and an adequate interconnectivity are essential for bone
tissue ingrowth and for enhancing CPC degradation. Debates about the adequate
pore size for bone replacement materials are still ongoing. Researchers have
suggested that a pore size larger than 100 mm is sufficient for tissue ingrowth [43,
44], whereas other investigations conclude that larger pores (up to 500 mm) have to
be preferred [45]. Although highly porous materials will lead to a faster degradation,
an adequate balance between degradation and structural integrity should be found.
Figure 7.3 gives an overview of typical porous 3D structures.
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Fig. 7.3 mCT images of composite discs with different CPC/biodegradable polymer ratio after
burning out the polymer component. A higher amount of biodegradable polymer leads to an
increase in porosity of the scaffold material. Bar represents 1 mm

3.2

Porosity Calculations

Several geometrical methods have been described to quantify porosity.
A commonly used approach to calculate porosity is the use of optical methods,
such as X-rays or microscopic techniques. With these methods, the pore area can
be distinguished from the material area. Furthermore, a direct method for porosity
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determination consists of determining the bulk volume of the porous sample and
subsequently determines the volume of the material with no pores. The pore
volume will then be obtained by the subtraction of the material volume from
the total volume.
Two procedures based on water volume can also be employed. In the first
approach, the sample is immersed in a fluid that wets the pores under vacuum.
The pore volume will be calculated by subtracting the volume of water left after the
imbibitions from the total volume of the fluid. Second, a water saturation method
can be used. The pore volume is here calculated from the weight of the saturated
sample minus the weight of the dry sample.
Mercury intrusion porosimetry is based on the premise that a non-wetting liquid
(mercury) will only intrude capillaries under pressure. After mercury is forced to go
through the material, the total porosity is determined from the total volume
intruded.
Last, the gas expansion method can be used. Shortly, a sample of known volume
is placed in a close container of known volume and connected to another container
with known volume. A valve connected to both containers is opened, and some of
the gas passes from the first container to the second. The volume of pores can be
calculated by a formula, which takes into account the pressure and the volume
values during this process.
The major drawback of most of these techniques is that they are sample
destructive. The most suitable method to determine porosity is often chosen
depending on the CPC of interest, the pore size, pore distribution, and the
characteristics of the porogen agent.

3.3

Interconnectivity

Besides bone ingrowth in the cement pores, interconnectivity is a key factor for new
tissue formation within the cement. When the pores form an interconnected network, cellular and vascular penetration will be favored, ensuring new tissue
formation in all void areas of the implanted material. Furthermore, variations in
interconnectivity will lead to modifications in the architecture and mechanical
properties of the CPC. A suitable balance between pore size, pore volume,
interconnectivity, and structural integrity is a major issue in the development of
CPC-based bone substitution materials.
Mercury intrusion porosimetry, X-ray imaging techniques such as
microcomputed tomography (mCT) analysis, or scanning electron microscopy are
commonly employed techniques, not only for pore architecture determination
as described before, but also as interconnectivity indicators. However, these
methods present several drawbacks. For example, mercury intrusion porosimetry
cannot detect isolated pores in the scaffold, only the pores of the interconnected
network.
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Besides, mCT, though it presents the advantage of being a nondestructive
technique, cannot consistently discriminate small pore sizes in CPC constructs.
In addition, due to the similarity of the chemical composition of CaP cement and
natural bone, it is very difficult to distinguish between both materials when using
this technique. In order to improve its radiopacity, and therefore improve the X-ray
measurements resolution, radiopacifiers have been included in CaP formulations
[46]. Furthermore, scanning electron microscope provides high-resolution surface
imaging, but its use is limited to two-dimensional measurements, and the results are
merely qualitative. Currently, there is a need for more consistent, reproducible, and
standardized methods to measure and compare interconnectivity of CPC samples.

3.4

Enhancement of Macroporosity

In general, the degradation rate of plain CPC is limited (Fig. 7.4). For a better bone
regeneration, different methods have been used to induce macroporosity in CPC,
such as inclusion of water-soluble additives, biodegradable polymeric
microspheres, foam-forming agents, and fabrication of scaffolds by additive
manufacturing technologies.

3.4.1

Water-Soluble Additives

The inclusion of water-soluble additives in CPC is a common approach to induce
macroporosity. Also known as the particle leaching technique, it is often used to
create porosity in other bone substitute materials such as preset ceramics or
polymeric scaffolds. Saccharides such as sucrose, pectin, chitosan, or mannitol as
well as the salts sodium chloride and sodium phosphate are water-soluble
compounds to generate macroporosity in CPC.
Sucrose is a disaccharide derived from glucose and fructose. Sucrose crystals of
specific sizes have been included in CPC, and macroporosity is generated after
dissolution of the crystals during incubation of the samples in aqueous media [47].
A more novel technique is the creation of microspheres from a saccharide.
Pectin is a water-soluble polysaccharide that, in the form of microspheres, has
been recently introduced in CPC to create round pores after degradation [48].
Chitosan is a linear polysaccharide; it has been processed in the form of fibers
which have been embedded within CPC in order to enhance its mechanical
properties in an early stage and to generate porosity after the fiber degradation
[49]. Mannitol is a biocompatible monosaccharide alcohol often used in biomedical
applications. This polyol presents an appropriate solubility to be employed as CPC
porogen [50].
Several salts have been used to induce porosity in CPC, such as sodium chloride
crystals [51]. Similarly to when saccharides are employed, porosity is generated
after the salt is leached out from the CPC in an aqueous environment.
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Fig. 7.4 Histological sections of a femoral condyle of a rat injected with plain CPC or CPC with
biodegradable polymer, after 4 and 12 weeks of implantation time. In the plain CPC implant,
degradation and bone ingrowth is limited and restricted to the edges of the defect. In contrast, CPC
with biodegradable polymer shows an increase in implant degradation and bone ingrowth from
4 weeks implantation onwards. Methylene blue and basic fuchsin staining. Bar represents 500 mm

A different approach using a salt as a porogen consists of embedding frozen sodium
phosphate particles and CaP powder; while the cement is setting, the
sodium phosphate particles will melt generating porosity simultaneously to
the hardening process [52].

3.4.2

Biodegradable Polymers

Approximately 30% of bone is composed of organic compounds, of which 90–95%
is collagen. Consequently, natural polymers are being widely studied in relation to
bone tissue engineering. Collagen presents a slow degradation rate, which makes it
unsuitable as porosity inductor for CPC. In contrast, gelatin is a natural enzymatically degradable polymer derived from collagen with a faster degradation rate. For
these reasons, gelatin has been used in the form of microspheres to generate
macroporosity in CPC after its degradation [53–55].
Besides natural polymers, there is a wide range of synthetic polymers that
can be used to induce macroporosity in CPC. The synthetic polymers poly
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(epsilon-caprolactone) and poly(l-lactic acid) have been used as fibers to
enhance resistance of CaP materials in a first stage and porosity after polymer
degradation [56].
Poly(DL-lactic-co glycolic acid) (PLGA) is employed for the production of
microspheres to be embedded in CPC material and generate porosity after polymer
hydrolytic degradation [57–59]. In Fig. 7.5, an overview of PLGA inclusion and
degradation in CPC is shown.
In addition, the enzymatically degradable poly(trimethylene carbonate) (PTMC)
has been processed also in the form of microspheres and introduced in CPC,
generating interconnected macroporosity and minimal inflammatory response
[60, 61]. In Fig. 7.5, an overview of PTMC inclusion and degradation in CPC
is shown.

3.4.3

Foam-Forming Agents

A different approach to enhance porosity in CPC is to combine it with an agent that,
by foaming, will generate gas bubbles that will lead to the generation of pores.
Hydrogen peroxide bubbling [62], or the creation of CO2 bubbles from sodium
bicarbonate during the cement setting [63, 64], are examples of foam-forming
methods to generate porosity.
Acetic and citric acids have been investigated as porogens by the gas-foaming
technique. The final cement presents good injectable properties and higher
porosity when combined with citric acid [65]. Furthermore, citric acid has also
been used in combination with sodium bicarbonate as effervescent agents to
generate porosity [66].
A similar technique is to mix the cement paste with a foam obtained previously
from a foaming agent. A foam from the natural protein albumin has been used in this
approach, generating macroporous scaffolds with promising in vivo results [67–69].
Following this procedure, no potentially toxic gas is liberated after implantation of
the cement, since the foam is generated before mixing it with the cement paste.

3.4.4

Additive Manufacturing Techniques

Rapid prototyping is an advanced manufacturing technique that allows the
automatic construction of physical objects using additive manufacturing technology. Using this concept, CPC scaffolds with highly controlled internal pore
architectures have been obtained [70, 71]. Stereolithography is another additive
manufacturing process which has been applied for CaP scaffold fabrication with a
controlled internal channel architecture [72]. However, a major drawback of these
techniques is that the scaffolds have to be fabricated prior to implantation in the
body, meaning that this approach is not suitable for injectable and/or minimally
invasive procedures.
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Fig. 7.5 CPC/PLGA, CPC/gelatin, and CPC/PTMC samples. The different characteristics of the
polymers lead to differences in material degradation of the CPC
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Surfactants

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) [73] has been applied within CPC because of its
air-entrapping properties. Similar to other surfactants, SDS presents a low surface
tension. Air bubbles are incorporated during the mixing of the powder and the
liquid component of the cement. These bubbles become covered by a sheath of
SDS molecules, creating macroporosity after the CPC solidification. Alternatively, cetyltrimethyl ammonium is a surfactant that has been applied as CPC
porosity inducer [74].

3.4.6

Combinations

Finally, it has to be mentioned that, in several studies, more combinations of the
previously mentioned methods have been investigated to generate porosity in CPC.
For example, CO2 foaming has been used to induce porosity in combination with
PLGA-microparticles embedded in CPC for the creation of secondary porosity at a
later time point [75]. Furthermore, mannitol crystals have been used to generate
early macroporosity in combination with slower resorbable chitosan fibers that will
improve the mechanical properties of the cement at initial time points, but subsequently will degrade, enhancing the already generated macroporosity after mannitol
dissolution [76, 77].

4 CPC as a (Drug) Delivery System
Besides the role as a bone substitute, CPC can be used as a carrier for local and
controlled drug release. This makes the material very attractive because it enables
(a) directed bone healing, and (b) treatment of the potential disease underlying the
bone defect. Examples of skeletal diseases to treat are bone tumors, osteoporosis, or
osteomyelitis [78].
Several aspects need to be considered regarding the incorporation of drugs to
CPC. First of all, it needs to be verified that the setting reaction and hardening
mechanisms and physicochemical properties do not alter after the addition of drugs.
Second, the drug release kinetics in vitro needs to be characterized, e.g., by in vitro
release experiments with radioiodinated drugs of interest [79]. Subsequently, a
release profile is obtained by measuring in time the remaining activity in a
gamma counter. This needs to be followed by an assessment of the in vivo efficacy
of the drug delivery carrier [79], after which the clinical use must be evaluated [78].
The efficacy needs to be analyzed because the activity of the drugs and/or bioactive
molecule might be lost due to the chemical reactions during cement setting, and
therefore the drug and/or bioactive molecule will have no clinical effect [80, 81].
The incorporation of the drugs or other bioactive molecules can be in the liquid
phase [82] and/or powder phase [83] of the CPC.
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The Release Profile of a Drug

The release of drugs from the carrier depends on (a) the drug solubility, (b) the
interaction (e.g., type of bonding) between the drugs and the material, and (c) the
degradation characteristics of the carrier.
In general, CPC are nondegradable, or at least the rate of the material degradation is much lower than the rate of drug liberation. Thus, the initial diffusion
coefficient of the CPC depends on the porosity and microstructural parameter of
the material, as can be described in the adapted Higuchi’s law [78, 84].

Mt ¼ AM0

D0 s
Csð2C0  eCs Þt
t

1=2
:

(7.2)

In the adapted Higuchi’s law, Mt is the amount of drug released in time (t); M0 is
the total amount of drugs incorporated; A is the surface area of the carrier; D is the
diffusion coefficient of the drug in the carrier; Cs is the solubility of the drugs; and
C0 is the initial concentration of the drug in the matrix [78]. In later stages (after
60% of the drug is released), the release pattern is proportional to time, followed by
stabilization of the release depending on the increased concentrations in the
environment.

4.2

Loading Growth Factors and/or Bioactive Molecules

As mentioned before in Sect. 3.4, CPC degradation is slow and can be increased by
the incorporation of macroporosity to CPC via polymer microparticle addition
[53, 59, 63, 85, 86]. If the porosity of the material increases in time, then the release
profile of the drugs will not only be dependent on the diffusion through the material.
Increasing the porosity is therefore not only beneficial for the material degradation,
but also for the release profile of incorporated drugs.
Another advantage of the inclusion of polymers is that these polymers can serve as
a carrier system to obtain a more sustained release of drugs and/or bioactive
molecules. For example, the sustained release of rhBMP-2 is tightly controlled and
self-limiting via the combination of different signal transducing and inhibiting
proteins [87]. It is shown that a sustained release of rhBMP-2 from PLGAmicroparticles resulted in more and faster bone formation in rabbit calvarial defects
as compared to immediate release of rhBMP-2 [88]. In addition, other CPC carrier
systems based on different polymeric microparticles such as gelatin [89] or the natural
occurring pectin have demonstrated to be beneficial for the retention of drugs [48].
The drugs and/or bioactive molecules can be either absorbed on the surface of
the microparticle after microparticle fabrication or entrapped in the microparticles
during the microparticle fabrication. Different types of molecules can be loaded
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or entrapped in the microparticles, including antibiotics, anti-inflammatory drugs
[90, 91], and growth factors [92–95]. In addition, these delivery systems can be
used to deliver non-proteinaceous compounds (e.g., genes [96, 97]) and even cells
[98]. Drugs and/or bioactive molecules incorporated in CPC (either directly or via
the incorporation of polymeric microparticles) that are known to induce bone
formation are described in more detail below.

4.3

Growth Factors Delivery

Bone healing is a complex physiological process that is initiated and controlled by
growth factors, such as members of the transforming growth factor (TGF) superfamily, which includes TGF-b that plays a significant role in the repair of skin and
bone [92], as well as Bone Morphogenetic Proteins (e.g., BMP-2), which play an
important regulatory role in many steps of bone morphogenesis [93]. BMPs seem to
play an important role in increasing the material degradation and bone forming
capacity of CPC. For example, it has been reported that addition of BMP-2 to the
PLGA-microparticles in CPC composites placed in a rat critical sized cranial defect
model significantly increases the degradation and the bone forming capacity of the
material as compared with plain CaP/PLGA cement composites, from 4-weeks
implantation period onwards (Fig. 7.6) [94]. Another study reported that injectable
rhBMP-2/CPC stimulated bone formation and blood vessel ingrowth after 2 months
in vertebroplasty, as compared to rhBMP-2 /polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
bone substitute [99]. In addition, an effect of rhBMP-2 has been observed in an
equine model, where surgically osteotomies and ostectomies of the accessory
metatarsal bones were induced. The rhBMP-2/CPC increased early bone formation
as compared to nontreated bone defects [100].
Another example of a growth factor used to induce material degradation and
bone formation is TGF-b. It have been demonstrated that addition of TGF-b to CPC
within the liquid component is released in a bioactive form and still capable of
stimulating the differentiation of preosteoblastic cells in vitro [101] and results
in vivo in an increased bone formation when implanted in 5-mm rat cranial defects
[95]. However, depending on the loading of the TGF-b and the chemical composition, different results may be obtained. For example, addition of TGF-b to gelatin
microparticles in CPC composites significantly accelerated implant degradation,
and only a tendency toward increased bone ingrowth 12 weeks postoperatively as
compared to plain CaP/gelatin cement composites was observed [102].
Bone is a highly vascularized tissue, and therefore the formation of new blood
vessels, angiogenesis, is essential for bone regeneration [103]. Thus, besides an
important role for BMPs, angiogenesis stimulating factors seem to play an essential
role in bone formation.
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a potent angiogenic growth factor,
which is known to stimulate blood formation from several studies [104, 105].
The half-life time of VEGF is less than 1 h following in vivo injection [106], and
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Fig. 7.6 Histological sections of cranial defects, consisting of either (1) plain CPC, or (2) CPC
loaded with BMP-2, after 12 weeks. CPC/PLGA shows limited ingrowth of bone after 12 weeks of
implantation. In the CPC/PLGA loaded with BMP-2, more bone formation is observed. Methylene
blue and basic fuchsin staining. Bar represents 625 mm

therefore a carrier system is required to have a controlled release of the growth
factor. The method of delivery seems to influence the efficacy of VEGF.
For example, when VEGF is directly injected in vivo, poorly perfused fragile
capillaries without connection to the preexisting circulation as well as agiomas are
observed [107]. In contrast, sustained release of VEGF results in the formation of
regularly organized vasculature [108]. The CPC/polymer microsphere carrier system is a promising candidate for sustained release VEGF and has shown to promote
vascularization within these bone substitute materials [109]. In addition, local
sustained VEGF release from carrier biomaterials improved the healing of noncritical sized bone defects [110]; however, this is contradictory with another study which
reported no difference in bone formation when VEGF was released locally from a
carrier system [111]. The different VEGF release kinetics may be a result of
differences in carrier system, VEGF concentration, and animal model used.
To mimic bone healing in a more natural fashion, a combination of different
growth factors, such as angiogenic and osteogenic growth factors, may be beneficial. It is reported that dual delivery of VEGF and BMP-2 loaded on different
scaffold materials can increase both capillary density and bone formation ectopically [112], whereas it leads to more bone formation orthotopically as compared to
single delivery of BMP-2 [111]. The dual delivery of BMP-2 and fibroblast growth
factor (FGF) by a CPC carrier has also been reported to more substantially induce
new bone formation [113, 114].
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Other Products and/or Molecules

From a biological point of view as well as considering cost effectiveness, research
is focusing on either the reduction of included growth factors or the replacement of
the growth factors by less expensive, alternative molecules. Previous studies on
alternative molecules with angiogenic and osteogenic activity revealed some
agents, which effectively increased bone formation, such as statins [115], isoflavone derivates [116], copper ions [117], and TAK-778 [118]. Another alternative
might be Icariin, a flavonoid glycoside isolated from the herb Epimedium pubescen
[119]. Icariin has been reported to significantly increase bone formation after
4 weeks in a mouse calvarial defect model.
Instead of delivering bioactive molecules, it is possible to deliver cells via CaP
scaffolds [120]. In particular, the delivery of stem cells is promising because stem
cells are undifferentiated cells with the capacity to differentiate into one or more
cell types and have the ability of self-renewal [121]. In bone tissue engineering,
human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (hBMSCs) are of interest
because they have the ability to differentiate into osteoblasts, chondrocytes, and
endothelial cells [121]. The relative easy access to isolate hBMSCs, their capacity
for expansion, and the minimal immunogenic and tumorigenic hazards make these
cells an excellent cell source for dental craniofacial and orthopedic repair.
Culturing preostoblast cells on CPC composites was shown to be non-cytotoxic
and supported cell proliferation and growth [98]. However, due to pH changes and
ionic activity in the CPC setting reaction, this may result in adverse effects when
hBMSCs are seeded directly inside the CPC paste [122]. To overcome the negative
effects of the cement setting, it has been reported that cells can be encapsulated in
alginate hydrogel beads [120]. When encapsulated, the hBMSCs remained viable,
osteodifferentiated, and synthesized bone minerals. Hence, hBMSCs-encapsulating
CPC show promising results for bone tissue engineering applications [98].
In addition, the delivery of genetic material (e.g., DNA, RNA) can induce bone
formation [96]. It has been reported that adenoviral vectors can be incorporated in
synthetic CPC to provide locally effective and sustained release of genetic material
[123]. The delivery of a plasmid encoding vascular endothelial growth factor(165)
(pVEGF165) via collagen/CaP carrier resulted in vivo in an increase in bone
volume [97]. Besides the delivery of plasmids encoding growth factors, the delivery
of numerous signaling molecules involved in bone development and regeneration,
such as the transcription factors Runt-related transcription factor 2 (Runx2) and
Osterix, shows promise for the regeneration of bone in vivo [124].

5 Clinical Use of CPC Composites
Depending on its application, different types of CPC can be prepared by variations in
CaP compounds powders, the liquid phase, and additional compounds such as biodegradable polymers. These different types of CPC have promising characteristics
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(biocompatibility, injectability, moldabillity, ability to load bioactive molecules, and
osteoconductive and osteoinductive properties) for various clinical applications in the
field of dentistry and orthopedics. An overview of various (pre)clinical applications of
CPC is described below.

5.1

Dental Applications

The forces applied on a biomaterial during dental application are complex and
include bending, torsion, tension, and compression. The poor mechanical properties
of CaP are a challenge to overcome; CPC usually has diametral tensile strength
lower than 20 MPa. However, different clinical applications of CPC are studied
(e.g., the use of CPC for alveolar ridge augmentation [125], or for dental pulp
capping [126], CPC as filler around dental implants [127], and the use of CPC for
the treatment of periodontal defects [128]) in different animal models. The outcome
of the different studies is promising, although further studies to determine the
clinical value for dental applications are necessary [9].

5.2

Orthopedic Applications

To date, the best documented use of CPC in the field of orthopedics is its use in
augmentation of the tibial plateau fractures. Often after fracturing the tibial plateau,
depression of the articular fragments and instability occur, which makes surgery
necessary. A metaphyseal void outlined by crushed cancellous bone is often
observed after elevating the depressed articular fragments. Over the years, new
angle-stable plate systems and rafting techniques decreased the need to fill the void.
However, in certain cases, the void still needs to be filled to support the articular
fragments. Several clinical trials show fewer complications and better stability of
the articular fragment with the use of CPC [129, 130]. In recent years, several (pre)
clinical studies of the use of CPC at other anatomic locations have been reported;
for example, distal radius, calcaneus, proximal humerus, hip fractions, and tibial
plateau [129]. In addition, CPC are used in vertebroplasty [129]. In osteoporotic
patients, vertebral compression fractures are common and often painful.
Early findings suggest a role for CPC because of their high compression strength.

5.3

Other Applications

Loading antibiotics and/or anti-inflammatory drugs to CPC makes it a good candidate material to treat dental, periodontal, and bone infections. For instance,
dideoxy-kanamycin B [90] or vancomycin [91] impregnated CPC seems promising
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to treat (chronic) osteomyelitis. Another application for CPC may be the treatment
of the bone defect created after the removal of a musculoskeletal tumor [131]. In
addition, CPC can be loaded with chemotherapeutic agents to prevent the risk of
recurrence [132, 133].

5.4

Future Perspectives

The limitation to use CPC clinically is its limited degradation and its relatively low
mechanical strength regarding shear, bending, and tensile strength. To overcome
the limitation in material degradation, different compounds (water soluble
additives, biodegradable polymeric microspheres, foam-forming agents) can be
added to increase the porosity of the material. In addition, bioactive molecules
can be incorporated into the CPC for an increased bone regeneration.
Nevertheless, the low mechanical strength is a severe drawback for the application in load-bearing applications. However, by the inclusion of compounds to
improve the mechanical strength, such as fibers, the CPC may ultimately be used
for load-bearing applications.
When polymer/cement degradation is fully controllable, the combination of
added compounds, biodegradable polymer microparticles, and therapeutic and/or
bioactive agents to the CPC may result in the most attractive composition for the
regeneration of bone.
In addition, the injectability and moldability of the CPC are promising for less
invasive and faster surgery as compared to preset ceramic bone substitutes. At
present, the preparation of CPC is not standardized and should be optimized to
create an off-the-shelf product that is easily applicable by clinicians. A mixing
system consisting of two (or more) compartments for the liquid and powder phases
of CPC would be of interest to develop. With the automatic mixing cartridge, a
clinician can automatically mix the different compounds, after which the obtained
ceramic paste can be directly injected into the bone defect.
In conclusion, the treatment of bone defects with CPC in dental, orthopedic, and other
applications is promising. Therefore, it is likely that CPC will rapidly become the
treatment modality of choice in the armamentarium for the treatment of bone defects.
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Chapter 8

Enzyme-Promoted Degradation of Polymeric
Matrices for Controlled Drug Delivery:
Analytical Model and Numerical Simulations
Tomer Gold, Rosa Azhari, and Noah Lotan

Abstract Controlled drug delivery is one of the main avenues along which the
multibillion dollar pharmaceutical industry is concentrating its efforts today.
This emphasis is dictated by attempts to improve therapy efficiency and patient
compliance, as well as by most stringent economic constraints.
This chapter presents the design of an implantable, degradable, drug delivery
device, the function of which is controlled by the concentration and activity of a
given enzyme present at the site of implantation. Also, using an appropriately
developed analytical model, the performance of this device is assessed in terms
of its geometrical characteristics and functional parameters. The engineering
procedures thus developed provide the efficient tools required for both the rational
design and performance analysis of such devices.

1 Introduction
1.1

Background

Nowadays, the world of therapeutics undergoes profound transformations. During
the coming 5 years, a number of brand drugs—of combined market value estimated
at about $50B—will lose their patent coverage. In addition, developing new
drugs—particularly in the biopharmaceuticals class—becomes increasingly costly
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and time consuming, the pertinent estimates being some $1B and 10 years,
respectively, per drug.
Under these circumstances, intensive efforts of the pharma industry are being
invested on alternative avenues, the most promising of which are controlled delivery of already approved drugs, development of biosimilars, and drugs repositioning.
Drug delivery systems (DDSs) are therapeutic modalities aimed at achieving
efficient regimens for dosing active pharmaceutical ingredients. Various families of
biodegradable polymers have been widely suggested for use in DDSs. In the category
of polymers undergoing chemical hydrolysis in vivo, homopolyesters derived from
glycolic acid, lactic acid, hydroxybutyric acid, hydroxyvaleric acid, e-hydroxycaproic
acid, and their copolymers are most commonly applied [1–9] and are already used in
commercial products (e.g., Risperdal Consta [10]). Polyanhydrides have also been
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), leading to the use of
biodegradable wafers for the release of 1,3-Bis(2-chloroethyl)-1-nitrosourea for treatment of brain tumors [11–13]. Polyorthoesters [14] and polyphosphazenes [15] are
additional synthetic degradable polymers suggested for use in drug delivery devices.
In certain polymers, hydrolysis occurs via surface erosion [13], in which various layers
of the polymeric matrix are gradually exposed to the physiological environment, thus
resulting in a sequential degradation of the matrix. Alternatively, bulk erosion [16]
occurs when hydration of the polymer is faster than the hydrolysis rate.
Enzyme-based DDSs are also intensively considered. In stimuli-responsive devices,
the enzymes react with physiological molecules to induce changes in the system (pH,
temperature) that lead to a change in polymer properties (e.g., swelling) which, in turn,
causes the release of drug [17–21]. For example, glucose oxidase has been used in
numerous glucose-sensitive DDSs to induce a pH change in the presence of glucose,
triggering swelling in a pH-sensitive polymer that leads to the release of insulin
[20, 21]. Some other devices are based on enzyme-promoted degradation of a polymeric matrix or of a link between a polymeric carrier and a pendant drug.
The present report addresses drug delivery devices based on enzyme-promoted
degradation of polymeric matrices [22]. Enzyme-degradable matrices for drug
delivery include natural polymers such as polysaccharides [23–28], proteins and
peptides [29–33], pseudo polyamino acids [34], and synthetic polymers in which
enzyme-labile moieties (e.g., peptides) were introduced during polymer synthesis
[35–43]. Drug molecules can be conjugated to the polymeric backbone as a pendant
chain, incorporated within the polymeric backbone or polymerized into drug
chains. Drug release is achieved by enzyme-promoted hydrolysis of the pendant
bond or of the polymeric backbone.
Enzyme-promoted degradation of polymeric matrices for controlled drug delivery involves a sequence of events. First, a solution penetrates the polymeric matrix,
a wetting front is produced, which may induce matrix swelling. Subsequently, the
enzyme penetrates the wetted matrix and initiates cleavage of labile bonds in the
polymer, thus leading to the release of drug. Diffusion of the drug moieties outside
the system completes the drug delivery process.
The rational design of such systems requires appropriate analytical models that
rely on sound physical, chemical, and biochemical principles. Due to their predictive
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capabilities, such models are also highly desirable for assessing the viability of the
concepts involved and the ability of the system considered to perform as required.
Mathematical models have been developed for describing drug delivery from
various systems. Empirical as well as analytical models for diffusion, swelling, and
erosion-controlled systems have been suggested and reviewed extensively in several
publications [44–52]. Diffusion and reaction models of erosion-controlled systems
usually concentrate on ones in which bulk erosion or surface erosion proceeds by
hydrolysis. No model, yet, has been suggested for enzyme-promoted release from
drug delivery devices. On the other hand, analytical models describing the progress
of enzymatic degradation of polymers have also been developed [43, 53–58].
In our studies, reported herein, an analytical approach is developed, integrating
both the diffusion and the enzymatic degradation phenomena occurring in the drug
delivery device. Relying on this approach, we established a computational procedure that allows one to describe the performance of such devices.
In particular, this report addresses the design of a DDS containing a device
which is to be fully implanted and which will release the contained drug in a
controlled manner, following an enzymatic degradation process. Furthermore, for
the system at hand (a) an analytical model is developed that accounts for its
performance; (b) the sensitivity of this model is assessed with regard to
variations in the values of the geometrical characteristics of the device and of its
operational parameters; and (c) the ranges of realistic values acceptable for the
operational parameters involved are delineated.
It should be mentioned that polymeric matrices containing enzyme-labile
sequences are finding new applications as tissue-engineering scaffolds and also in
the design of environmentally friendly plastics [59, 60]. Therefore, the use of the
developed models can be extended into other fields.

1.2

Terminology

In order to avoid misunderstandings, the terminology employed herein considers the
DDS envisaged as encompassing both the device itself and the surrounding fluids.

2 The Drug Delivery System
The system considered is presented here in terms of the device itself, its mode of
operation, and the mass transfer characteristics affecting its performance.

2.1

The Device

The device is a box with a cross-section area “A” and length “a” (see Fig. 8.1). Except
for the end facet, with cross-section area A, all other facets of the device are
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Fig. 8.1 Geometric characteristics of the drug delivery device. “A”—The surface area of the facet
through which mass transfer occurs; “a”—Length of the device

Fig. 8.2 Schematic representation of the content of the drug delivery device. Chains of polymeric
drug [~~~(drug)n ~~~~] are tethered to the inert polymeric network [—] via covalent bonds

impermeable and do not allow the transfer of surrounding fluids from the environment
into the device, or of materials from the device outward into the environment. The
device contains an inert, nondegradable polymeric network. To this network,
linear chains of polymeric drug are covalently tethered at one of their ends
(see Fig. 8.2). Before the device is implanted, all its components are in their solid
and dry state.
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The Surrounding Fluids

The device (Sect. 8.2.1) is implanted in the body of a patient, at a location where there
are fluids around (the “surrounding fluids”). The relevant characteristic of these fluids
is that they penetrate the device and, in so doing, they trigger the drug release process.

2.3

The Drug-Releasing Enzyme

This is the critical component of the surrounding fluids. It is its hydrolytic action on
the polymeric drug chains that causes the release of free drug moieties within the
device and, subsequently, out of the device.

2.4

Mass Transfer Characteristics of the System

Mass transfer into and out of the device takes place only through the end facet of the
device of cross-section area A. The inert polymeric network allows the mass
transfer within the device to take place freely. The environment outside the device
serves as the source of the drug releasing enzyme. The enzyme-containing
surrounding fluids penetrate the device and wet its content. The environment
outside the device also serves as an “infinite sink” for the released drug.

2.5

System Operation Mode

The system operation is envisaged in terms of three main processes:
(a) Wetting of the device content: As soon as the device is implanted, surrounding
fluids start penetrating and wet the device content, also bringing with them the
drug-releasing enzyme (see Fig. 8.3).
(b) Enzymatic activity: Once in the device, the enzyme starts hydrolyzing the
polymeric drug, as indicated in eq. (8.1). As a result of this process, free drug
is produced within the device.
(c) Outward diffusion of the free drug from the device and into the surrounding fluids.
k3

R  ½Drugn þ E $ R  ½Drugn E ! R  ½Drugn1 þ Drug þ E;

(8.1)

where R is the inert, nondegradable polymeric network to which polymeric drug
chains are tethered, [Drug]n is a polymeric drug chain containing n drug moieties,
where 1  n  N, N is the number of drug moieties originally composing a
polymeric drug chain (i.e., before the device is implanted), E is the drug-releasing
enzyme, and k3 is the reaction rate constant for the elementary stage shown.
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Basic Assumptions

For modeling the performance of the system, the following assumptions are made
(see Figs. 8.3 and 8.4):
• The polymeric drug chains are linear and do not have cross-linking bonds in
between them.
• All of the polymeric drug chains initially contain the same number of residues.
• Within the device, mass transfer occurs along one dimension only, namely along
the longitudinal axis of the device.
• The surrounding fluids penetrate the device in a plug-flow mode. Hence, a
step-type wetting front is created, and its position along the device is indicated
as r(t).
• The enzyme penetration rate depends on its diffusion coefficient and temperature, as well as on the packing of the inert polymeric network and of the
polymeric drug chains. Throughout the entire drug release process, there is
essentially no significant change in these parameters. Accordingly, the enzyme
concentration is assumed to be constant and uniform in the section of the device
where it is present.
• The total enzyme concentration, CET, is constant, and this assumption is valid
both inside and outside the device.
• The enzyme hydrolyses the chains of polymeric drug by the exo-single attack
mechanism [54, 55]. Accordingly, upon encountering the free end of a polymeric drug chain, the enzyme releases only one drug moiety and, subsequently,
leaves that site.
• As a direct consequence of the assumed exo-single attack mechanism of action
of the enzyme, the effective concentration of the substrate, Ceff, is the concentration of chain ends, which is independent of the polymeric drug chain lengths.
Ceff is constant and maintains its maximal (i.e., initial) value during most of the
enzymatic degradation process. Ceff declines when polymeric drug chains
undergo complete hydrolysis. In Figs. 8.3 and 8.4, l(t) denotes the point where
Ceff begins to decline.
• As all polymeric drug chains undergo complete hydrolytic cleavage by the
enzyme, an erosion front is established at position s(t) along the device, as
shown in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4.
• For the enzymatic process considered, KM and k3 are the Michaelis–Menten
constant and reaction rate constant, respectively. These parameters are assumed
not to vary for the entire period of system operation.
• Only free drug moieties diffuse within the device and out of it. Dimers, trimers,
and larger oligomers cannot do so, as they are being covalently attached to the
inert polymeric network.
• It is also assumed that the diffusion coefficient of the free drug within the device
is constant, as long as the concentration and size of the polymeric drug chains do
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Fig. 8.3 Schematic representation of the progress of the wetting process, enzyme penetration into
the device, and the effective concentration of bonds that are actually available to the enzyme. Ceff
Panel I depicts the state of the device at t ¼ 0, while panels II, III, IV, and V are presentations of
subsequent points in time. The concentration profile depicted here is a schematic representation
only and is not the outcome of actual calculations. Shaded area represents the wetted parts of the
device. The symbols in this figure indicate: a—the endmost point of the device, i.e., the last to
be wetted; 0—the point of entrance to the device; r(t)—position of the wetting boundary; l(t)—
position where the effective substrate concentration starts to decline; s(t)—position of the
erosion front

not decrease below a predetermined threshold. When that threshold is reached, it
is considered that all the drug moieties still left in the pertinent part of the
device—both in free form and as still part of the tethered polymer chains—are
released from there at once.
• No diffusion processes take place in the dry space of the device.
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Fig. 8.4 Schematic representation of the concentration of free drug moieties in the device. Panel I
depicts the state of the device at t ¼ 0, while panels II, III, and IV are presentations of subsequent
points in time. The arrows (! and ) indicate the directions of diffusion of free drug moieties into and
out of the respective slabs. The other symbols are: a—the endmost point of the device, i.e., the last to be
wetted; 0—the point of entrance to the device; r(t)—position of the wetting boundary; l(t)—position
where the concentration of free drug moieties is at its maximum; s(t)—position of the erosion front

2.7

Analysis of the System Performance

In order to analyze the performance of the system, the content of the device was
divided along the “a” dimension into infinitesimal slices (i.e., slabs), of thickness
Dx. Each of these slabs is considered to be homogeneous, meaning that, within a
given slab, there is no concentration gradient for any of the components contained.
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The analysis performed accounts for the following stages:
1. Wetting of the device by the enzyme-containing fluid: Once the device is
implanted, surrounding fluids containing the enzyme start crossing the permeable facet of the device and the dry content of the latter is being wetted. The wet
space behind the wetting front at position r(t) allows the enzyme to diffuse into it
and to act on the polymeric drug chains.
2. Enzymic degradation of the polymeric drug: This process begins as soon as the
polymeric drug is wetted by the enzyme-containing fluids. Consequently, in
each slab of the device the enzymatic hydrolysis starts at a different point
in time, according to the advancement of the wetting front.
One can now consider the concentration profile, Ceff, of bonds that are effectively available to the enzyme, at a particular point in time. As depicted in Figs. 8.3
and 8.4, the wetted parts of the device can be divided into two domains—a domain
in which Ceff is constant, and one in which the value of Ceff declines. l(t) denotes the
point where Ceff begins to decline. We note that, in the space between positions r(t)
and l(t), the value of Ceff is constant, and at its original (i.e., maximal) value
(Ceff)max, even though in this domain the enzyme is present and active. This is
due to the fact that the enzyme acts by the exo-single attack mechanism, i.e., by
hydrolyzing a drug monomer from the polymeric chain ends only, and the concentration of these ends does not change throughout the degradation process. Ceff
declines when polymeric drug chains undergo complete hydrolysis, reducing the
number of chain ends in the system.
3. Changes in the concentration of free drug in the device: Once released by the
enzymatic cleavage, the free drug moieties diffuse between the slabs, as dictated
by the concentration gradient formed. The position of the erosion front, s(t),
defines the location where the entire polymeric drug has been hydrolyzed and,
hence, the concentration of the latter is zero. Therefore, at both the wetting front,
at position r(t), and at the erosion front, at position s(t), the concentration of free
drug is zero. On the other hand, a complex picture emerges for the concentration
of free drug, C1, within the device (see Fig. 8.4). This is due to two processes
occurring concomitantly, namely the hydrolytic cleavage at the end of the
polymeric drug chains and the diffusion of the liberated drug moieties out of
the device. Consequently, at any given point in time, the concentration C1 will
exhibit a maximal value, (C1)max. The location of this point will be identical to
the position in which Ceff and reaction duration are maximal, i.e., point l(t).
According to the local gradient of free drug concentration, the molecules
present between the wetting front, at position r(t), and the position of highest free
drug concentration, at position l(t), will diffuse towards the wetting front, into
the device, where its concentration is lower.
Also, according to the local gradient of free drug concentration, the molecules
present between the erosion front, s(t), and the position of highest free drug
concentration, at l(t), will diffuse towards the degradation front, i.e., in the opposite
direction, out of the device. Thus, throughout the operation of the system, diffusion
of free drug occurs in both directions, into and out of the device.
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Figures 8.3 and 8.4 contain schematic representations of the sequence of events
following the implantation of the device. These figures summarize the relationship
between penetration of the surrounding fluids and the contained enzyme on the one
hand, and the formation and release of free drug moieties, on the other hand. It can
be seen that, in the device, there are two distinctive domains, namely:
(a) Between the positions r(t) and l(t):
– The effective concentration of polymeric drug chain ends available to
enzyme attack, Ceff, is constant, and at its maximal (i.e., initial) value
– Since Ceff is constant, the rate of production of free drug moieties is also
constant
– The direction of diffusion of free drug moieties is into the slab
(b) Between the positions l(t) and s(t):
– The effective concentration of polymeric drug chain ends available to
enzyme attack, Ceff, decreases and becomes zero at position s(t)
– Due to the decrease in Ceff, the rate of production of free drug moieties also
decreases
– The direction of diffusion of free drug moieties is out of the slab
In spite of these differences, the two domains have a common characteristic,
namely in both of them the total enzyme concentration, CET, is the same and constant.

3 Analytical Model
Based on the assumptions in Sect. 8.2, an analytical model was devised for
describing the concomitant enzymatic hydrolysis of the polymeric drug and the
diffusion of the active drug monomers produced by the enzymatic reaction.
As mentioned earlier, the device in the model is divided into slices of thickness
Dx and a mass balance on the monomeric residues (drug) in each slice
(see also Fig. 8.5), thus obtaining
dm1 dmin dmp dmout
¼
þ

;
dt
dt
dt
dt

(8.2)

where m1 is the amount of free drug moieties in the slab, min is the amount of free
drug moieties diffusing into in the slab, mout is the amount of free drug moieties
diffusing out of the slab, and mp is the amount of free drug moieties produced within
the slab. The pertinent boundary conditions are:
At position x ¼ r(t) and for t > 0: m1 ¼ 0
At position x ¼ s(t) and for t > 0: m1 ¼ 0
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Fig. 8.5 Mass balance on free drug moieties in the device. The concentration profile depicted here
is a schematic representation only and is not the outcome of actual calculations. The symbols in
this figure indicate: a—the endmost point of the device, i.e., the last to be wetted; 0—the point of
entrance to the device; Dx—the thickness of a slab in the device; min, m0 in—amount of free drug
diffusing into slabs of thickness Dx. The associated arrows indicate the directions of mass transfer;
mout, m0 out—amount of free drug diffusing out of slabs of thickness Dx. The associated arrows
indicate the directions of mass transfer; mp, m0 p—amount of free drug produced in slabs of
thickness; Dx; r(t)—position of the wetting boundary; l(t)—position where the concentration of
free drug moieties is at its maximum; s(t)—position of the erosion front

Dividing the mass by the volume of one slab yields eq. (8.3), which describes the
change in concentration of drug in the slab:
dC1
¼
dt



dC1
dt







dC1
dC1
þ

:
dt P
dt out
in

(8.3)

The pertinent boundary conditions are:
At position x ¼ r(t) and for t > 0: C1 ¼ 0
At position x ¼ s(t) and for t > 0: C1 ¼ 0
The diffusion of drug moieties through the slice boundaries can be described by
Fick’s second law, using eq. (8.4):
@C1
@ 2 C1
¼D
:
@t
@x2

(8.4)

Production of monomeric drug units is performed in an exo-type enzymatic
hydrolysis of the polymeric drug and is assumed to follow the Michaelis–Menten
mechanism, as described in eq. (8.1). It is also assumed that the kinetic constants of
the hydrolysis are not dependent on the number of moieties in the polymeric drug
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and remain constant throughout the reaction. Therefore, as we have previously
shown [53, 54], the rate of production of monomeric residues is described by
eq. (8.5).


dC1
dt


¼
p

k3
Ceff CE ;
KM

(8.5)

where C1 is the concentration of monomeric residues, KM is the Michaelis–Menten
constant, k3 is a rate constant defined in eq. (8.1), CE is the concentration of free
enzyme, and dt is the time interval.
As discussed earlier, the effective concentration of substrate (Ceff, available
bonds for enzymatic hydrolysis) is equal to the concentration of polymeric drug
chains in the slice (eq. 8.6).
Ceff ¼

N
X

Cj ;

(8.6)

j¼1

where Cj is the concentration of a polymeric drug chain containing j residues, and
N is the initial number of residues in each polymeric drug chain.
Hence, the rate of production of monomeric residues can be described by
eq. (8.7):


N
X
dC1
k3
¼
CE
Cj :
dt p KM
j¼1

(8.7)

The free enzyme concentration is dependent upon the available number of
polymeric chain substrates and can be calculated from a mass balance on the
enzyme in the slice (eq. 8.8):
CET ¼ CE þ CES ;

(8.8)

where CET is the concentration of all enzyme forms in the slice, and CES is the
concentration of enzyme–polymeric drug complexes.
Assuming a steady-state concentration for the enzyme–substrate complexes and
summing up all the possible enzyme–polymeric drug complexes, the concentration
of free enzyme is described by eq. (8.9) [53, 54]:
CE ¼

1
KM

CET
1þ

N
P

!;
Cj

j¼1

where CET is the total enzyme concentration in the slice.

(8.9)
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Substituting eqs. (8.4), (8.7), and (8.9) into eq. (8.3), the change in concentration
of the drug residue, due to monomer drug production and diffusion, can be
described by eq. (8.10):

dC1
¼
dt



@ C1
D
@x2
2



k3 CET

Cj

j¼1

þ
in

N
P

KM þ

N
P

Cj



@ 2 C1
 D 2
@x


:

(8.10)

out

j¼1

It should be noted that the product k3  CET is actually vmax, the maximal
velocity of the enzymatic reaction.
The concentration of polymer drug chains of any length, j, changes as these
chains are degraded by enzymatic attack or produced when a longer chain
(containing j + 1 residues) undergoes enzymatic degradation. Hence, the concentration Cj can be described by eq. (8.11) which takes into consideration the inert gel
effect and is based on a previously published model [53, 54]:
dCj
k3 CET Cj
k3 CET Cjþ1
¼
þ
N
N
P
P
dt
KM þ Ci KM þ Ci
i¼1

N  j>1:

(8.11)

i¼1

The final analytical model comprises of a set of N differential equations, N  1
equations describing the concentration of drug oligomers in the slice (eq. 8.11), and
one mass balance equation (eq. 8.10), combining drug production and diffusion.
This set of equations is solved numerically, as described in Sect. 8.4, to yield the
time course of drug release from the system.

4 Numerical Solution
The numerical solution of the analytical model outlined earlier was carried out
using two main numerical methods: Euler numerical integration [61] and the Smith
method [62], which was further developed by Crank [63] to cover diffusion
phenomena. Using the superposition assumption, the equation was solved, step by
step, using a MATLAB program. In the first step, each of the phenomena (diffusion
and biopolymer hydrolytic degradation) was carried out separately, and then a
combined solution was offered. The basic set of parameters used in solving the
equations is listed in Table 8.1. Unless otherwise stated, the values in Table 8.1
were the ones used for the simulation process.
In the numerical simulation, the enzymatic hydrolysis of the polymeric drug
chains in a slab is considered to continue as long as their concentration exceeds a
given threshold, e. When the polymeric drug chains’ concentration falls below the
set value for e, all the remaining drug moieties, both free and within the polymeric
drug chains, are considered as released from the system at once.
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Table 8.1 Values of parameters used in the numerical simulations
Value
Parameter
20
Initial number of drug moieties in a polymeric drug chain, N (dimensionless)
25
Initial concentration of polymeric drug chains in the device, C0 (mM)
5
Maximal reaction rate of the process delineated in eq. (8.10), vmax (mM/min)
60
Michaelis–Menten constant for the process delineated in eq. (8.5), KM (mM)
0.12
Total enzyme concentration in the system, CET (Units/mL)
5
Integration step, Dt (min)
0.025
Thickness of a slab in the device, Dx (cm)
Penetration rate of surrounding fluids into the device, r (cm/min)
5  10–5
Diffusion coefficient of the free drug moiety, D (cm2/min)
2.22  10–5
1
Device length, a (cm)
0.5
Cross-section area of the device, A (cm2)
–10
1  10
Limiting concentration of polymeric chains, below which the drug moieties still
contained are released from the device at once, e (mM)

5 Results of Numerical Simulation
5.1

Kinetics of Drug Release

The kinetics of drug release from the system was calculated by numerical solution
of eq. (8.6), using the parameters given in Table 8.1. As shown in Fig. 8.6, the
release profile is comprised of two linear release rates. After 4 days of constant
release, an increase in the release rate is observed. The enhanced rate is maintained
until the total amount of residues in the system (250 mmol) is released.
To check the stability of the numerical solution, the sensitivity of the procedure
to the size of the integration intervals (Dx and Dt) was investigated. As given in
Table 8.2, the solution is stable in the range of 1–6 min integration steps. Further
reduction of the interval results in no convergence of the numerical solution.
The procedure is more sensitive to the size of the slab (Dx). Reducing the size of
the interval means that the number of slabs in the device is increased. As given in
Table 8.3, when this integration interval was increased, in the range of
0.025–0.25 cm, the calculated amount of drug released due to diffusion was
reduced, indicating a reduced accuracy of the simulation. The remainder of the
drug is considered to be released in a “burst” that occurs when the concentration of
polymer drug chains reaches a value which is lower than e. The “burst” release is
minimized when the integration interval is reduced. Division of the device to 40
slabs was used for further simulations.
The effect of enzyme characteristics was studied using the numerical simulations.
As shown in Fig. 8.7, as the maximal reaction rate vmax decreases, the time for
complete release from the device increases. The release profile contains a long period
of an almost linear drug release rate, but there is a point (easily detected for the lowest
vmax), where a change in the releasing rate is detected. This changing point can be
correlated to the progress of the erosion front, as shown in Fig. 8.8, and is probably
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Fig. 8.6 Kinetics of drug release from the device. Parameters used for numerical simulation are
listed in Table 8.1

Table 8.2 Time for complete drug release from the
device for various time integration intervals (Dt)
Time step,
Number of
Complete drug release
Dt (min)
iterations
from the device (days)
1
25,774
17.9
2
12,880
17.9
4
6,433
17.9
6
4,285
17.9
NCa
8
NCa
a
NC No convergence of the numerical solution was
achieved

Table 8.3 Drug released by diffusion for various Dx
values. Dt ¼ 5 min
Slice size,
Number of slices
Drug released
Dx (cm)
in the device
by diffusion (%)
0.025
40
96
0.05
20
96
0.1
10
92
0.25
4
91
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Fig. 8.7 Effect of enzyme characteristics on the time course of drug release from the device.
Other parameters used for numerical simulation are listed in Table 8.1

Fig. 8.8 Cumulative fraction of drug released from the device and progress of the erosion front
(i.e., position s(t)). All the calculations were performed using vmax ¼ 0.05 mM/min. Other
parameters used for numerical simulation are listed in Table 8.1
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Fig. 8.9 Effect of vmax on the duration of complete release of the drug from the device. Parameters
used for numerical simulation are listed in Table 8.1

due to the “burst” release which occurs when the polymer concentration is lower
than e. The maximal velocity of the reaction, vmax, can change due to changes in
either enzyme concentrations (CET) or enzyme kinetic parameters (k3).
The time to full release of the drug from the device (Fig. 8.9) is reaching an
asymptotic value as vmax is increased. This is probably due to the fact that above a
certain rate of production of drug moieties, the diffusion rate will be more significant. Thus, an increase in the degradation rate will shorten the time for complete
release only until the point where diffusion becomes the rate limiting step.

6 Conclusions
An implantable system, capable of releasing a contained drug in a controlled
manner, was designed. The system is based on a polymeric drug immobilized
within an inert polymeric framework. The controlling element that affects the
drug release rate is the status of the surrounding physiological environment, as
expressed by the level of activity of a specific enzyme, capable of hydrolyzing free
drug moieties from the polymeric chain.
In order to assess the performance of the drug releasing system, an analytical
model was developed. The model takes into account enzyme-promoted degradation
of the polymeric drug as well as mass transfer of free drug in the device. Using the
analytical model and extensive numerical simulations, it could be shown that the
drug release rate is sensitive to the enzyme characteristics, mostly the enzyme
concentration and kinetic parameters. Thus, using enzyme-promoted degradation,
drug release devices which are sensitive to changes in the physiological environment can be designed.
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Degradation of Bioceramics
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Abstract After roughly 100 years of controlled clinical use, the in vivo and in
vitro degradation mechanisms of ceramic materials are still largely unknown. In
bioinert ceramics such as alumina and zirconia used in orthopedics, crack propagation mechanisms are well known, but their interactions with other degradation
mechanisms (low-temperature degradation, shocks, wear, dissolution, etc.) and
the in vivo environment remain to be firmly established. In bioactive ceramics
like calcium phosphates and bioactive glasses, dissolution–precipitation processes
play a major role on both degradation of the implant and biological efficiency.
Even without the ambition to be exhaustive, it is the purpose of this chapter to
present the degradation mechanisms of ceramic implants, both inert and bioactive,
and the interactions between them and with their environment.
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1 Introduction
Ceramics have been used as biomaterials for millennia: “artificial nacre teeth” have
been found in 4,000 years old Mayan skulls [1] (nacre is a natural composite
consisting of 95–98 wt% of calcium carbonate—aragonite, the “ceramic” phase).
The controlled, clinical implantation of bioceramics started late eighteenth century
in dentals with porcelain crowns and late nineteenth in orthopedics [bone filling
with gypsum (calcium sulfate dihydrate)] [2]. More and more “technical” ceramics
became available for medical purpose in the twentieth century [3]: in particular,
tricalcium phosphate (TCP) was first proposed in 1920 as a bioresorbable substance
to fill bone gaps, and (not before 1965) the first strong and tough alumina (Al2O3)
material dedicated to hip joints was patented [4]. Synthetic calcium phosphate
(CaP) ceramics (together with calcium and/or phosphorus containing ceramics
and glasses) and zirconia (ZrO2) were then proposed as alternatives to TCP and
alumina, respectively. However, after roughly 100 years of controlled clinical use,
the in vivo and in vitro degradation mechanisms of ceramic materials are still
largely unknown. Crack propagation mechanisms are well known, but their
interactions with other degradation mechanisms (low-temperature degradation,
shocks, wear, dissolution–reprecipitation, etc.) and the in vivo environment remain
to be firmly established. Even without the ambition to be exhaustive, it is the
purpose of this chapter to present the degradation mechanisms of ceramic implants,
both inert and bioactive, and the interactions between them and with the
environment.

2 Degradation of Structural Ceramics in Orthopedics
2.1
2.1.1

A Short Introduction on Zirconia Ceramics
Different Phases of Zirconia

The use of zirconia ceramics for orthopedic implants derives from the exceptional
mechanical properties of this family of ceramics: high strength and high toughness.
In particular, yttria-stabilized zirconia ceramics present the highest strength (tensile
strength up to 1,200 MPa) and toughness (up to 6 MPa m1/2) of all single-phase
oxide ceramics. These properties are a consequence of the phase transformation
toughening mechanism that is particular to zirconia ceramics, and that we will
expose below. Indeed, the evolution from one metastable, tetragonal polymorph to
the stable monoclinic one explains both the phase transformation toughening
mechanism responsible for the high mechanical properties of zirconia and its
sensitivity to low-temperature degradation (aging).
From high temperature to low temperature, pure zirconia exists under three
stable phases: cubic (between the melting point, 2,680 C and 2,370 C), tetragonal
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Fig. 9.1 Crystallographic structures of zirconia. From left to right: monoclinic, tetragonal and
cubic

(down to 1,170 C), and monoclinic (the room-temperature stable phase).
The monoclinic phase can be described in the P21/c space group, with the Zr
atoms in sevenfold coordination with the O-sublattice (eightfold in the CaF2
structure). The tetragonal phase presents a distorted calcium fluorite structure
(P42/nmc). The cubic phase is a calcium fluorite type structure (face centered
cubic, Fm3m), with the O atoms displaced from the (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) position toward
a higher z (around 0.28), which may be due to the tendency of the Zr atoms to form
a sevenfold coordination [5]. The three unit cells are illustrated in Fig. 9.1.
The processing of zirconia ceramics by sintering involves temperatures up
to 1,500 C, temperatures at which the tetragonal phase is stable. Upon cooling to
room temperature, pure zirconia transforms to its monoclinic stable phase.
The ~5% volume increases accompanying the tetragonal to monoclinic (t–m)
transformation inevitably lead to extensive cracking and ruin of the pure zirconia
pieces. Thus, pure zirconia can retain neither tetragonal nor cubic phase at room
temperature and is never used alone for structural applications. Doping zirconia
with a few percent of other oxides (the most used ones being Y2O3 and CeO2)
allows the retention of an intact body after sintering, at room temperature.

2.1.2

Stabilization of Tetragonal Zirconia

Zirconia ceramics can be stabilized under two different forms:
• Partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) are obtained with low solubility stabilizers
(such as MgO and CaO) and are precipitated systems with tetragonal or monoclinic precipitates inside a cubic matrix. Magnesia partially stabilized zirconia
(Mg-PSZ) was the first zirconia introduced in orthopedics, but was abandoned
due to modest strength and fracture toughness.
• If the solubility of the stabilizer (Y2O3, CeO2) is high, a solid solution forms at
high temperature and is retained upon cooling. Zirconia is then called TZP, for
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tetragonal zirconia polycrystal. Today, only 3Y-TZP (stabilized with 3 mol%
Y2O3) is used in clinical application. 3Y-TZP is composed of metastable tetragonal grains with a few cubic grains, in accordance with the Y2O3–ZrO2 phase
diagram at sintering temperature (the exact cubic–tetragonal phase partitioning
depends on the sintering thermal cycle).
The mechanism of stabilization of the tetragonal phase is still under discussion.
Some authors point out an easier ordering of the anions when the cation lattice is
disordered, which would allow the zirconia lattice to achieve a more stable state and
thus remain cubic or tetragonal after cooling. Others suggest that the change in the
electronic charge balance allows the cubic or tetragonal structure to survive [5].
The roles of the oxygen vacancies and of the internal stresses due to the differences in
ionic radii are also evoked. The most extensive work published on this topic [6, 7]
explains the stabilization by a decrease of the “oxygen overcrowding” around the
zirconium cations.
The stability of the different zirconia phases may be shown in a metastable phase
diagram [8] that plots the transformation temperature T0 t–m (for tetragonal-tomonoclinic transformation) versus the stabilizer content. These diagrams are called
metastable, because they are valid for compositions that are out of equilibrium
(for example, they give the T0 t–m temperature of a tetragonal zirconia containing
3 mol% Y2O3, whereas the stable phase distribution with 3 mol% Y2O3 is a mix of
yttrium-rich cubic phase and yttrium-poor tetragonal phase).

2.2
2.2.1

Slow Crack Growth and Delayed Fracture
Corrosion-Assisted Crack Propagation

Slow crack growth (SCG, also called Subcritical Crack Growth) is a phenomenon
by which a crack can propagate in a material even below the critical stress
intensity factor (crack propagation below KIC). It involves speeds between 10–12
and 10–2 m s1. It was first observed in glass by Grenet [9] at the beginning of the
twentieth century. Orowan [10] later evidenced the key role of water in
the propagation: having observed that the strength of glass is three times lower
in air than in vacuum, he proposed that corrosive molecules (such as water)
accumulate (adsorb) at the crack tip and provoke a large decrease of the surface
energy of the material (thus, easier crack propagation). He proposed also that the
diffusion rate of water to the crack tip can limit the crack velocity. Later works
showed that, for given material and environment, there is a unique relationship
between the crack velocity and the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. The
sensitivity of a material to SCG is thus represented in a graph showing the crack
velocity versus either the stress intensity factor (V–KI diagram) or the energy
release rate (V–GI diagram).
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A model of corrosion-assisted cracking (derived from Charles’ model [11]) was
proposed by Wiederhorn [12] and Lawn [13] to describe the crack propagation in
glass. It readily applies to zirconia and alumina ceramics, whose ionic component
of the chemical bonds is close to the one of glass. This model supposes two serial
phenomena: first the transport of the corrosive species (water) to the crack tip
(reaction site) and then a chemical reaction between water and ceramic (leading to a
rupture of the chemical bonds in the ceramic). This reaction can be summarized as
follows (eq. 9.1):
HOH þ MOM’ ! MOH þ HOM’;

(9.1)

where M is a metallic or nonmetallic ion of the ceramic: Si for glass, Zr, Y, or Al for
yttria-stabilized zirconia or alumina. Note that the specific presence of water is not
mandatory: any other polar molecule (more precisely containing a pair of free
electrons versus a proton donor site) can react in the same way (the case of
ammonia and hydrazine).
In terms of Griffith criterion [14], crack propagation will occur when the applied
energy release rate is higher than the surface energy of the ceramic: G  2g.
However, the surface energy mentioned here is the solid–gas interfacial energy,
thus depending on the environment.
The competition between transport and reaction explains the presence of three
propagation stages (Fig. 9.2). Stage I corresponds to crack velocities controlled by
the reaction speed between water and the ceramic bonds. In stage II, the reaction
speed is higher than the transport speed of the corrosive molecules to the
reaction site: transport is the limiting phenomenon. In stage III, the applied KI is
high enough to provoke fracture without water corrosion assistance: the crack
propagation occurs in vacuum conditions. Stages I and II are serial processes:
first transport, then reaction, and the slower process controls the propagation.
Stages I and II on one side, and stage III on the other side, occur in parallel
(at high KI, rupture of the bonds can occur in both vacuum and with the assistance
of water); thus the fastest phenomenon controls the crack propagation.
One of the most critical points of this analysis is the existence of a crack
propagation threshold, KI0, below which no crack propagation can occur.
The threshold obviously depends on the material and on the environment
(chemical composition, temperature, etc.). If no toughening mechanism is present,
K2

KI0 is related to the surface energy g by the relation: g ¼ EI0 ; where E is the
Young’s modulus of the material. Although it has been much debated, the existence of the threshold makes no doubt in zirconia [15] and has even been proven
theoretically in silica by ab initio calculations [16]. Through the surface energy, it
depends strongly on the environment: for example, in zirconia g is around 25 J m2
in water, but 31 J m2 in air [17]. Figure 9.3 shows that not only the threshold, but
also the whole V–KI curve is sensitive to the environment, which can be also
deduced from the equations that give the crack propagation speed in the different
stages [18]:
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Fig. 9.2 Slow crack growth in 3Y-TZP zirconia with different grain sizes
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Fig. 9.3 The effect of environment on slow crack growth of zirconia (from Chevalier et al. [8])
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where E0I and E0III are activation energies for the fracture of ceramic bonds
(respectively in water and in vacuum), n0 is the fundamental reaction frequency
(n0 ¼ kT/h, with h and k being Planck’s and Boltzmann’s constants, respectively),
G* the mechanical energy that is due to the stresses at the crack tip, a0 a
characteristic bond separation, aI and aIII the activation areas, g and gS the fracture
surface energy (in the presence of water molecules and in vacuum, respectively),
E is the Young’s modulus, pE the water pressure, M the mass of water molecules,
and l the crack-opening displacement. Note that the crack velocity in stage II is
almost constant versus KI, and mainly depends on the stiffness of the studied
material.
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Toughening Mechanisms

In both zirconia and alumina, this analysis is complicated by the existence of
toughening mechanisms: mainly phase transformation toughening in the case of
zirconia and crack bridging in the case of alumina. The effect of toughening
mechanisms can be described using a “modified” Griffith criterion: crack propagation occurs if G  2g + Rf(c,G), where Rf(c,G) is the resistance to crack
propagation due to the toughening mechanism that depends both on the crack
length (c) and on the applied energy release rate. Alumina and zirconia present
two very different cases; indeed in zirconia, phase transformation toughening is
almost independent of c, but proportional to G. Conversely, in alumina, crack
bridging is almost independent of G, but strongly depends on c, giving rise to
R-curve effects (toughening increases with increasing crack length).

Phase Transformation Toughening
It is not the objective of this chapter to treat extensively phase transformation
toughening, since an almost exhaustive view of this topic can be found in Green
book [5].
This toughening mechanism allows zirconia to be one of the toughest oxide
ceramics. It occurs when, around a propagating crack, the stresses are high enough
to destabilize the tetragonal phase. The tetragonal-to-monoclinic phase transformation then occurs. McMeeking and Evans [19] developed a model in the 1980s, in
which this transformation superposes a shielding stress intensity factor KIsh, which
means that the real stress intensity factor at the crack tip (KItip) is smaller than the
one applied by external loads:
KItip ¼ KI  KIsh :

(9.3)

Theoretical models [19] and experimental results [20] show that increasing the
applied KI increases the size of the transformed zone, thus shielding KI, which leads
to Eqs. (9.4a) and (9.4b):
KIsh ¼ Csh KI

(9.4a)

pﬃﬃﬃ
E ð 1 þ nÞ
T 0:214 3
Csh ¼ c
Vf e
;
sm ð 1  n Þ
12p

(9.4b)

with:

where E is the Young’s modulus, n the Poisson ratio, Vf the volume fraction of
transformable particles, eT the dilatation strain associated to the transformation
of one particle, and scm the critical local stress that triggers the t–m transformation.
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Hence, Csh depends directly on scm , which itself depends directly on the
temperature (and mainly on the difference between room temperature and temperature T0 (t–m) of the metastable transformation line).
Phase transformation toughening and its dependence on materials parameters are
illustrated in Fig. 9.2 that summarizes the V–KI curves of zirconia ceramics with
different thermal treatments, thus with different stabilities (i.e., different T0 t–m
temperatures) [15]. These curves show an increase with grain size of the KI
necessary for a given crack propagation speed. Increase of the grain size was
obtained only through thermal treatment and thus is associated with phase
partitioning and depletion of Y out of the tetragonal phase. Thus, higher grain
size means less stable tetragonal grains, smaller scm, and more phase transformation
toughening. Plotting the crack velocity versus the KI/KI0 ratio brings all the curves
back to a single, “master” curve, intrinsic to zirconia, illustrating Eq. (9.4a).

Toughening by Crack Bridging
This mechanism is more specific to coarse-grained ceramics [21–23]. In orthopedics, it can be found mainly in alumina ceramics. Coarse-grained alumina shows an
R-curve behavior which is characterized by an increase in crack resistance with
crack extension. It was demonstrated experimentally [24, 25] that this effect is
caused by crack surface interactions in the crack wake. R-curve behavior arises
because additional energy is required besides that needed at the crack tip to
propagate the crack by simple stress corrosion mechanism. The additional energy
is required to overcome the tractions of interlocking grains and pullout or the
restraining faces of unbroken ligaments in the wake of the crack. Different studies
have shown the influence of an R-curve behavior on SCG in ceramics by a shift
towards higher stress intensity factor values with crack extension [26, 27]. Fett et al.
[28] have even shown that a crack velocity decrease could be observed at the
beginning of the crack propagation of small macrocracks in alumina.
R-curve behavior gives rise to very specific artifacts on the V–KI curves: the
measured curves depend very strongly on the way they are measured. This is
explained as follows: at the beginning of the crack propagation test, the crack is
short and the toughening by crack bridging is small. At the end of the crack
propagation, the crack is necessary longer and the toughening is more important.
This means that the V–KI curves are shifted toward higher KI at the end of the test.
When tests involve decreasing crack propagation velocities (for example, double
torsion tests in the relaxation mode), the foot of the curve is shifted to higher KI and
the curve is much steeper than it would be without toughening, with in particular
higher values of crack propagation threshold KI0. On the contrary, when tests
involve increasing crack propagation velocities, the top of the V–KI curve is shifted
to higher KI, and the curve is dilated. In both cases, intrinsic V–KI–Tip curves must
be obtained by subtracting the R-curve effect from the experimental curve [29]
(KI–Tip designating the real stress intensity factor at the crack tip).
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Low-Temperature Degradation of Zirconia-Containing
Implants

Low-temperature degradation is a mode of degradation specific to zirconia
ceramics and composites, especially metastable, tetragonal zirconia.

2.3.1

Tetragonal-to-Monoclinic Phase Transformation
and Low-Temperature Degradation

In tetragonal zirconia polycrystals, since tetragonal grains are metastable, bringing
them enough energy can provoke their transformation to the stable state, i.e., the
monoclinic phase. The t–m phase transformation in 3Y-TZP is martensitic in
nature. As a consequence, crystallographic correspondences exist between the
parent (tetragonal) and the product (monoclinic) phase, and can be described by
habit planes and directions (shape strain) [30]. The t–m transformation is
accompanied by shear strain (amplitude of ~0.16) and volume expansion
(around 0.05).
The energy necessary for t–m transformation can be brought into the system
either as mechanical energy (for example, at the tip of a propagating crack, as
shown in the Sect. 2.2), or as chemical energy (for example, by water molecules
adsorbed at the surface). Hydrothermal aging of zirconia (also called
Low-Temperature Degradation, LTD) is directly related to the latter case: the
presence of water in the environment of zirconia pieces triggers the t–m transformation of some grains on the surface.
It has to be mentioned that LTD is more important for zirconia stabilized by
trivalent ions such as yttrium: indeed, trivalent cations in the network of tetravalent
zirconium ions necessitate the presence of oxygen vacancies for charge compensation. During LTD, water-derived species diffuse through the network of
oxygen vacancies [31] and occupy the vacancies. This results in ionic
rearrangements—thus internal stresses—around the vacancies that can trigger the
t–m transformation. The first grains to transform are the less stable ones
(for example, the ones with lower yttrium content) and whose crystallographic
orientation allows the whole volume change to be relaxed through a surface uplift:
this is the case of the grains with their c-axis perpendicular to the surface [8, 32].
The transformation of such grains does not give rise to residual stresses, but to
roughening of the surface. However, with a slight disorientation, given the stiffness
and lack of plasticity of zirconia ceramics, the mechanical stresses arising from
such a large volume increase are not entirely relaxed through a surface uplift: most
of the time surface uplift is accompanied by microcracking and residual stresses in
the neighboring zones. Neighboring zones then also transform under the combined
actions of stresses and water. The surface is thus progressively transformed into
monoclinic phase, following nucleation and growth kinetics. Then, the microcracks
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allow the access of water in deeper and deeper layer of the material, allowing the
transformed layer to progress into the bulk.
Different parameters control the kinetics of low-temperature degradation.
The most important ones are probably residual stresses and yttria content
(or more generally stabilizing oxide content). Both parameters are directly related
to the stability of the tetragonal phase: the more yttria, the higher stability, whereas
residual stresses (especially tensile residual stresses) decrease the stability.
Parameters that influence the above-mentioned ones have an indirect influence on
aging. The presence of the cubic phase is detrimental to aging (cubic grains pump
yttria from tetragonal ones, leaving them less stable). A large grain size is also
detrimental (it often results from high sintering temperature that enables fast
diffusion of yttria and an in-homogeneous repartition of stabilizer). On the other
hand, compressive residual stresses (such as the ones left on zirconia after strong
grinding) prevent aging, as well as the presence of glass phase, or the presence of
high amount of stabilizer. One can almost completely suppress LTD by stabilizing
zirconia by tetravalent cations [33] (such as Ce4+) or by a mix of trivalent and
pentavalent cations [34] (such as a combination of Y3+ and Ta5+).

2.3.2

Impact of Aging on the Durability of Implants

LTD was first described by Kobayashi in 1980 [35], in a paper that showed that the
t–m transformation could take place on the surface of zirconia pieces at 250 C, and
results in a decrease of the mechanical properties. Since the first reports dealt with
temperatures significantly higher than body temperature, LTD was first considered
as negligible at 37 C. However, it was soon to be discovered that aging is a
thermally activated phenomenon: accelerated tests [36] correlated with in vivo
observations [37] made apparent that LTD cannot be neglected during the lifetime
of an orthopedic implant. Indeed, this phenomenon may be involved in at least two
sequences of the lifetime of an implant: during sterilization and during in vivo
residence.
The first alerts of the possible effect of aging on zirconia prostheses came from
the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA). In 1997, the FDA issued a warning
cautioning the surgeons against the use of steam sterilization on zirconia implants
[38]: this procedure was proven to roughen the surface and provoke increased wear
of polyethylene cups. More important, recent clinical studies showed an increased
wear rate of polyethylene cups wearing against zirconia head as compared to
alumina heads [39]. This was later correlated to the expected kinetics of LTD at
37 C [40]. This increased wear rate due to LTD resulted in increased risks of
aseptic loosening of the hip prostheses, thus shorter lifetime.
In both previous cases, surface roughening is the most visible result of t–m phase
transformation. However, aging may give rise to other problems, mainly related to
fracture of the ceramic. Indeed, LTD results in microcracking of the aged surface
and the microcracked area may act as potentially critical defects. This was
illustrated, for example, in a paper by Lamghari et al. [41] who showed that long
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aging times (100 h at 131 C) lead to a slight decrease of the strength
(930–900 MPa) of 3Y-TZP, while the Weibull modulus increased (due to the fact
that the critical defect was no longer intrinsic to the ceramic pieces, but related to
the thickness of the microcracked surface layer). This decrease of the mechanical
strength because of aging was dramatically put in evidence in 2001, when several
hundreds of zirconia Prozyr® hip heads fractured in vivo around 2 years after
implantation [42–44]. It was then shown that a slight decrease in the density of
the heads (although the density was way above the legal threshold) was sufficient to
make the residual porosity percolative, and to allow access of water inside the
material, where aging took place [40].
However, this mechanism (decrease of the mechanical properties due to LTD)
must not be considered as a general one. In some cases, the t–m transformation
occurring during aging can put the surface in compression, thus increasing the
apparent strength [45]. This might be valid for short aging times, while
the transformed area is not yet microcracked. As soon as microcracking appears,
one can expect a decrease of the strength and of the lifetime. Thus, short aging of
zirconia ceramics must not be considered as an easy way to increase their strength.
The impact of aging on implants’ lifetime has been evaluated by some simple
calculations based on two hypotheses: the surface monoclinic layer thickness is
proportional to the aging time, and this microcracked layer is assimilated to a defect
(the thickness of the layer being the size of the defect). Under these assumptions,
with growth rates of the monoclinic layer taken from the literature [36], one may
calculate that the lifetime of a zirconia piece falls to a few years or a few tens of
years [40], even under mechanical solicitations well below the crack propagation
threshold (and for which no crack propagation should ever occur). In fact, in this
case the defects grow because of aging, until they reach a size sufficient for crack
propagation to occur. Once this stage is reached, the failure of the zirconia piece
occurs by SCG in a matter of days or weeks.

2.3.3

Aging Assessment and Relevance of Accelerated Tests

Different techniques to assess LTD are currently in use. Some focus on the
“definition” of aging: since LTD is a phase transformation, techniques able to
detect phase changes are employed [such as X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) or Raman
Scattering (RS)]. Others focus on the morphological changes of the material:
quantification of the surface roughening or thickness of the microcracked layer
[Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Optical interferometry, Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM)]. Finally, some techniques evaluate the evolution of the
mechanical properties, with the aim of quantifying the degradation due to aging.
Note that because LTD may introduce compressive surface stresses, aging is not
always accompanied by a loss of strength, at least during the earliest stages. In our
opinion, XRD and RS are the most convenient techniques to determine aging
kinetics. Since these tests are nondestructive, kinetics can be measured on only
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one sample. In these cases, aging is characterized by the proportion of monoclinic
phase, given by the expressions:
Vm ¼

1:311  Xm
1 þ 0:311  Xm

(9.5a)

with
Xm ¼

m
m
I111
þ I111
m
I111

m þ It
þ I111
101

(9.5b)

f
for XRD, where Ihkl
is the intensity of the peak of the (hkl) plane of the phase f
[46, 47], or by

Rm ¼

m
I181

þ

m
m
I181
þ I192
t
t
þ 0:97 I148
þ I264

m
I192

(9.5c)

f
for RS, where Ixyz
is the intensity of the band at the subscript attributed to the
phase f [48].
As mentioned before, aging is a thermally activated phenomenon (at least,
between room temperature and 200 C for 3Y-TZP). Therefore, knowing the
aging kinetics at different temperatures, one can extrapolate the kinetics at room
or body temperature. Indeed, aging kinetics measured by XRD can be expressed by
Mehl–Avrami–Johnson laws:

fm ¼ 1  expððb  tÞn Þ:

(9.6a)

In this expression, t is the time, f is the monoclinic fraction (the degree of aging is
assimilated to f), fm is the maximum possible monoclinic fraction (equals to the
initial tetragonal fraction), n is an exponent (between 1 and 4, but constant versus
temperature for a given material), and b is a thermally activated coefficient:


Q
b ¼ b0  exp 
;
RT

(9.6b)

where b0 is a constant, T is the absolute temperature, R the ideal gas constant, and Q
is the activation energy. Plotting ln(b) versus 1/T gives a straight line of slope Q/R,
allowing the calculation of b for either room or body temperature.
This method allows accelerated tests to determine the sensitivity of a given
material to LTD. The most used accelerated test is aging in water vapor in
autoclave. For 3Y-TZP, activation energies around 100 kJ mol–1 are generally
measured, resulting in 1 h of autoclaving at 134 C (standard sterilization temperature), corresponding to 2–3 years at 37 C. These tests can give good results: for
example, it has been shown that accelerated tests on one given batch of zirconia
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heads for hip prostheses were very predictive of the in vivo sensitivity to LTD of
zirconia heads from the same batch [40]. However, they are not predictive from one
zirconia-based material to the other: since aging kinetics depend so much on
extrinsic material properties (residual stresses, porosity, grain size, etc.), values of
b0, n, and even Q must be determined for every new material. For instance, data
obtained on 3Y-TZP from one prostheses manufacturer are not safely usable to
predict the behavior of a 3Y-TZP processed by another manufacturer (even if they
use the same powder), much less to predict the aging behavior of zirconiatoughened alumina.
Accelerated tests by autoclave are also limited by the fact that the tested material
is free from any mechanical stress. Since it has been shown that tensile stresses may
accelerate aging [49], the accuracy of the kinetics predicted from stress-free
materials might not be so good for materials in use situation, where the zirconia
component is subjected to wear, shocks, and mechanical loading. However, to our
knowledge, this has never been quantified.

2.3.4

LTD in Alumina–Zirconia Composites

Perhaps the most promising future of zirconia as a biomaterial is through its use as
reinforcement in zirconia toughened alumina (ZTA), where zirconia grains are
distributed in an alumina matrix. These composites can offer an exceptional
balance between SCG resistance and aging resistance [50, 51]. Two kinds of
composites can be found, depending on the stabilization mechanism of tetragonal
zirconia grains. Indeed, yttria can be used for stabilization (for example, in the
Biolox® Delta material). But, since the residual stresses due to the stiff alumina
matrix may stabilize the tetragonal phase, yttria is not always necessary, and
yttria-free materials exist.
When zirconia grains are stabilized by yttria, the control of the size and homogeneity of the repartition of the zirconia grains is of primary importance [52, 53].
Indeed, it has been shown that above a critical amount (~16 vol.%), geometrical
percolation of zirconia grains leads to a continuous path between zirconia particles,
making the composite sensitive to aging [51]. Below this critical amount, only the
largest zirconia grains (or the zirconia clusters in a nonhomogeneously dispersed
material) undergo aging, the smallest ones being over-stabilized by the stiff alumina matrix. LTD can thus be completely suppressed in a ZTA containing
fine-grained, well-dispersed zirconia particles below the geometrical percolation
threshold. The commercially available Biolox® Delta materials contains
Y-stabilized zirconia just above the percolation threshold, and is thus slightly
sensitive to aging without it being detrimental to their durability in the time
frame of the hip prostheses application [54–56].
On the other hand, LTD can be completely suppressed in composites with no
yttria (Fig. 9.4): in this case, since zirconia grains do not contain oxygen vacancies,
water cannot access to the grain, and LTD cannot proceed [57]. Monoclinic phase
can still be present in the material due to residual stresses (depending on amount
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Fig. 9.4 Low-temperature degradation of different zirconia ceramics and composites (from
Chevalier et al. [8])

and spatial distribution of zirconia grains), but its quantity will be constant with
time, thus it cannot affect the durability.
There is another kind of zirconia–alumina composites: alumina toughened
zirconia (ATZ) in which a major phase of zirconia contains some alumina grains
(typically, a few percent up to 20%). In these composites, “chemical” stabilization
of tetragonal zirconia is mandatory. It is currently achieved either by yttria doping
or by ceria doping. Stabilizing with ceria in such composites leads to LTD-free
materials [58], and a careful control of the microstructure can result in very high
mechanical properties (strength up to 1,400 MPa [58], toughness and crack propagation threshold around 9 and 4.5 MPa m1/2, respectively [59]).

2.4
2.4.1

Wear Degradation of Ceramics in Orthopedics
Introduction

Total hip replacement (THR) is one of the most successful surgeries in orthopedic
surgery. For the last five decades, in THR, the dysfunctional or damaged hip joint is
replaced by an artificial hip joint prosthesis. It can alleviate pain, reconstruct
function of hip joint, and improve patients’ daily living ability, thus bringing
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benefits to patients suffering from osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and hip
fractures as a result of osteoporosis or mechanical shock. However, although
implant technology and surgical technique have advanced significantly, to date an
increasing number of hip replacements fail prematurely and need to be revised. It is
reported that the aseptic loosening of implant, occurring in over 70% of cases,
is one of the most frequent reasons for the long-term limitation of prostheses [60].
Wear is considered to be the major cause of the late loosening of hip joint
prostheses and the osteolysis of the surrounding bone due to the formation of
wear debris [61–63].
Nowadays, with an increasing demand of hip joint replacements for younger and
more active patients, it is necessary to develop prostheses with higher wear resistance for longer service time [64, 65]. Metals, polyethylene, and bioinert ceramics
have been developed to be used in THR. Before they are used in vivo, it is necessary
to determine the tribological behavior of these couples of materials, for heads and
inserts. It is well known that many factors influence the tribological behaviors of hip
joint implant in vivo, including aspects deriving from implant and patients, such as
materials, load, contact pressure, and kinetics. Therefore, there is an urgent need to
understand what affects the tribological response of a prostheses material under
given tribological conditions and to experimentally rank different new developed
materials. We present here the current state of the art of tribological laboratory
evaluation of hip joint prostheses materials. The use of tribological test devices and
the influence of test parameters on the tribological behaviors of articulating surfaces
between cup and femoral head are presented and discussed.

2.4.2

The Current Situations of Hip Joint Implant

Wear usually occurs in the articulating interface of acetabular cup and femoral head
due to the relative motion during activities of daily life. The sliding between ball
head and cup generate wear debris, which will cause inflammatory tissue reactions
and subsequently lead to the osteolysis around the implant. Such osteolysis is
directly related to the loosening of the fixation that is the most frequent
short-term failure mode of the prosthetic joints. Many factors are involved in the
performances and lifetime of hip prosthesis when implanted in vivo. Next, we will
summarize the most widely studied contributing factors for hip joint replacement.

Bearing Materials
Bearing material is regarded as a very critical factor to affect the tribological
behavior of hip joint implant in wear process. Since Charnley’s hip implant was
successfully used in vivo in 1967, several types of materials have been widely
employed as hip prosthetic materials, such as polymers (e.g., ultra-high-molecularweight polyethylene, UHMWPE), metals (cobalt chromium alloy and stainless
steels), and ceramics (alumina, zirconia, and composites of these two ceramics)
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[66, 67]. At present, the most commonly used bearing couples include metal-onmetal (M/M), metal-on-UHMWPE (M/P), ceramic-on-UHMWPE (C/P), and
ceramic-on-ceramic (C/C).
M/M implant was the first bearing couple to be implanted in vivo for hip joint
replacement. However, the first generation of M/M implants had many
shortcomings in their design and quality and thus were phased out as a result of
higher loosening rates by 1975. However, the second generation of M/M, offering
better design and materials properties, was available by the end of 1980s.
Dumbleton and Manley have summarized the clinical experience of the secondgeneration M/M implants [68]. The superiority of second-generation M/M implants
in the clinical studies with regard to the implant survivorship was not established.
Indeed, there were large differences between the results obtained by laboratory
wear studies and retrieval analyses [69, 70]. Moreover, the potential harms of M/M
implant, including metal ion release, biological response, hypersensitivity, mutagenicity, and carcinogenicity, are not yet completely known [71, 72]. Therefore, M/M
implants appear not to be a satisfying candidate in hip joint replacement for
long-time implantation.
M/P implants are the most commonly used artificial joints in total hip
arthroplasty, and the most clinically successful long-term bearings, with a survivorship of over 75% at 20 years follow-up for cemented bearings [73].
They replaced the first-generation M/M bearing couple because of their lower
frictional torques. The success of total hip joint arthroplasty in the past 30 years
is mainly due to the introduction of UHMWPE as a bearing surface, which
possesses notably high abrasion resistance, low friction, high impact strength,
excellent toughness, low density, ease of fabrication, biocompatibility, and
biostability [74]. However, in recent years, there has been a great number of
literatures reports on the osteolysis and loosening of the prosthesis due to the
wear particles from UHMWPE [75]. It can be found that there is a direct relationship between the presence of macrophages and giant cells in the tissues
surrounding the implant, and UHMWPE wear debris [76]. Some retrieval studies
have verified a correlation between the number of macrophages and the volume of
UHMWPE debris. The size range of UHMWPE debris is about 0.1–1 mm, which
lies in the size range able to trigger biological activity [77]. The key problem for
M/P bearing is to reduce the volume of UHMWPE wear debris, which is the base to
slow down the osteolysis and loosening, and thus expand the lifetime of hip
prosthesis.
C/C bearings have been introduced in hip joint replacement in order to prevent
the osteolysis from UHMWPE wear debris and expanding the lifetime of hip
prosthesis due to the high wear resistance and bioinertness. There has been
increased interest in the development and use of low wearing alternative bearing
surfaces such as alumina ceramic-on-ceramic hip prostheses. The first use of Al2O3
C/C bearing in THR was reported in 1970 [78]. In in vitro wear screening test, the
wear rate of alumina/alumina ceramic bearing is reported to be 4,000 times lower
than that of M/P bearing [79]. In in vitro hip joint wear simulator test, the wear rate
of alumina/alumina hip prostheses is in the order of 0.01–0.1 mm3/million cycles
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[80, 81]. However, these in vitro wear rates are far lower than those obtained in
vivo, typically 1–5 mm3 per year [82]. Even in vivo, the wear rate of C/C is much
lower than that of M/M or M/P bearings. Therefore, alumina/alumina bearing is of
great potential as hip prosthetic materials when considering wear rate and
biological properties. Implanted from the 1980s to around 2002, zirconia ceramics
(ZrO2) were generally believed to possess better wear resistance than Al2O3.
However, LTD of zirconia might lead to a reduction of fracture toughness and an
increase of roughness in the presence of water [83]. C/C prostheses may lead to
stiffness of walking and specific wear damage [84]. A major disadvantage of
ceramics is their susceptibility to brittle fracture, which is perhaps the most
dangerous failure mode found in THA. The top priorities for C/C bearing are to
prevent the fracture and further improve the reliability.
C/P bearing is a hard-on-soft bearing adopted to further reduce the amount of
polyethylene wear debris. However, many complications of C/P bearing were
found, including osteolysis, loosening, dislocation, and component failure.
Catastrophic acetabular component failure involves the fracture of the ceramic
femoral head and wear-through of the polyethylene liner [85]. Some reports that
studied the wear rates have demonstrated that C/P components exhibit superior
wear characteristics to metal–polyethylene [86]. However, it is difficult to compare
individual studies because of differences in patient activity, surgical technique,
component sizes, component positioning, and component materials. Most in vivo
studies have demonstrated lower linear wear rates (0.03 mm per year after wearing
in, compared to 0.07 mm per year with standard metal-on-polyethylene), offering
the prospect of increased polyethylene longevity and a decreased potential for
osteolytic response.

Mechanics
The contact force has an important influence on the tribological behaviors of hip
prosthesis and is also the most widely investigated factor in THA. During the most
frequent activities of daily life, there are several kinds of gait patterns, such as
walking, going upstairs and downstairs, which must result in various hip contact
forces to hip joint head. Thus, it is significant to know the real contact pressure of
hip joint implant in vivo for design and materials selection of hip prosthesis. In hip
mechanics, the average contact force is 238% BW (percent of body weight) for
walking, 251% BW for upstairs climbing, and 260% BW for going downstairs.
Therefore, an appropriate contact force can be applied in in vitro wear tests
according to the real range of contact force. Similarly, peak contact pressure is
diverse in different kinds of gait patterns: it goes from 3.26 MPa for walking, to
5.71 MPa for going upstairs (and 3.77 MPa for going downstairs). These data
provide useful evidences for in vitro wear tests and design of hip prosthesis. So,
in pin-on-disk or flat-on-flat wear tests, the contact pressure is set in the range of
1–10 MPa.
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Kinetics
THR is a very complex mechanical–biological system when working in vivo. It can
be simplified as a ball-in-socket joint with three degrees of freedom (DOF):
flexion–extension (FE), abduction–adduction (AA), and internal–external rotation
(IER). It is reported that the amplitudes are 23 for FE, 5 for AA, and 7.5
for IER in given wave forms during normal gait [87].
In order to ensure the safety of hip prosthesis in vivo, the movement is
recommended to be minimized as far as possible. In in vitro wear test, the velocity
of sliding is usually reported to be less than 1.5 m s–1 in pin-on-disk motion. In wear
simulators, the angular range of movements of the femoral head is carried out by
use of DOF in kinematics motion. Various DOF have been reproduced in different
hip simulators, including single-axis, two-axis, and three-axis movement [88].

Synovial Lubricant
It is reported that most artificial joints at best are lubricated by mixed lubrication.
Thus, it is known that wear takes place throughout the life of the prosthesis. The
synovial fluid (SF) of natural joints normally acts as a biological lubricant as well as
a biochemical pool through which nutrients and regulatory cytokines traverse. SF
contains many molecules that provide low-friction and low-wear properties to
articulating cartilage surfaces. It has been found that four components of SF
(albumin, hyaluronic acid, lubricin and other polyelectrolytes, and phospholipids
multilayers) are critical to the tribological performance of hip joint replacement.
They play important roles to protect the hip interface, increase the viscosity, or
modify the boundary lubricant regime [89–91]. Mishina and Kojima adopted a pinon-disk wear test to determine the effect of human serum albumin on the friction
and wear of different bearing surfaces [92]. The results showed that protein
adsorption leads to differences in the hydrophilicity of the prostheses materials,
changes of lubricant regime, and finally influence its friction and wear behaviors.
However, it is still an unsolved problem due to the complication of in vivo
conditions. In addition, the effects of SF also depend on the load condition and
hip prosthesis.

2.4.3

Classification of Wear

As mentioned before, wear of the articulated surface is the main factor to limit the
lifetime of hip prosthesis due to the aseptic loosening by wear particles.
Defining the wear mechanism of hip prosthesis is very important and helpful in
preventing its recurrence. The wear mechanisms of the contact between the ball and
the cup in hip implants in vivo mainly include adhesion, abrasion, and fatigue.
Adhesion involves bonding of the surfaces when they are pressed together under
load. Sufficient relative motion results in material being pulled away from one or
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more surfaces, usually from the weaker material. Abrasion is a mechanical process
wherein asperities on the harder surface cut and plow through the softer surface,
resulting in removal of material. When local stresses exceed the fatigue strength of
a material, it would fail after a certain number of loading cycles, releasing material
from the surface. One or more of these classical mechanisms of wear may be
operating on the prosthesis, and prosthesis may function in several wear modes
over its in vivo service life.

2.4.4

Tribological Evaluation Tests

The aim of the tribological study of hip prosthetic materials is the development of
bearing couples that minimize wear and friction in order to improve the long-term
performance of hip joint prostheses.

Wear Screening Tests
In order to get a quick evaluation of the hip prosthesis materials, simple wear tests are
developed to obtain the basic data like friction coefficient and wear rate in vitro. It is a
kind of method to quickly examine the material properties by using simplified test
devices. The wear rate, friction coefficient, and wear mechanism of hip prosthetic
materials can be obtained by such wear screening tests. After that, the availability of
prosthetic materials according to these data can be speculated. The commonly used
wear test devices are pin-on-disk, pin-on-flat, and ring-on-disk. Usually, the pin
sample can be replaced by ball sample. Reciprocating pin-on-disk wear test is the
only test recommended by the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) for
evaluating polymeric bearing materials for THA [93]. However, the wear screening
tests have inevitable shortcomings due to the simplified wear mode. It is different
from the real wear conditions of hip joint prosthesis in vivo. There are many factors
involved in this difference, including contact forces, contact pressure, motion,
velocity, and so on. However, the advantages of wear screening tests are the short
experimental period and easy to use aspects. Therefore, they are still widely used to
obtain the basic materials properties in vitro.

Wear Simulators
Wear simulators are developed to simulate the real condition in vivo, with complex
load profile, velocity, kinetics, and positions. They are closer to the real environment of hip prosthesis in human body than wear screening tests. Therefore, they can
provide very useful and valuable data about the wear behaviors of the hip prosthesis
in dry or lubricated conditions, under static or dynamic conditions. However, the
most important shortcoming of wear simulator is the long period and expensive
cost. That is why, recently, more and more studies are related to numerical
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simulation. Liu et al. [94] have developed a computational wear simulation of
metal-on-metal hip resurfacing replacements. The computational prediction of the
volumetric wear and the wear geometry shows close agreement with that of the
simulator tests. It is believed that finite element modeling (FEM) will become a
practical method to predict the wear behaviors of hip joint prosthesis in vivo with
the development of the simulation techniques.

2.4.5

Conclusions

As the best successful arthroplasty surgery, THA have brought many benefits for
patients to function on the damaged hip joint. With developments of materials and
techniques, the materials and design of hip prosthesis have gained great process.
The lifetime of the current hip prosthesis is usually 15–20 years, before the need for
a painful, dangerous, and expensive revision surgery. Therefore, longer lifetime
(>20 years) is needed. Many hip prosthetic materials are developed for THA.
One critical step is to evaluate these materials or hip prosthesis in vitro to predict
the wear behavior when implanted in vivo. Various devices have been adopted to
investigate the wear behavior in vitro by simulating the condition in vivo.
However, up to now, no ideal device or parameters are completely satisfying due
to the complexities in the hip joint.

2.5

Degradation by Shock Degradation in Ceramic–Ceramic
Couples for Artificial Hip Joints

Ceramic–ceramic couples have been implanted as hip joints since the 1970s.
The first implantation was carried out by Boutin et al. [95–98]. As was mentioned
in the previous section, these materials are characterized by very low wear rates in
common tribological investigations, i.e., hip simulator. These experiments are as
close as possible to the ISO 14242 [99]. Moreover, due to the progress in
manufacturing alumina, the measured wear rates of C/C have been decreasing
since the first implanted systems. Since the 1990s, the fractures of C/C bearings
are scarce, 0.004% for femoral heads [100]. The complications for this typical
bearing are: unanticipated bearing fractures and bearing noise (squeaking and
clicking) [64]. Moreover, loosening of alumina sockets can occur due to elastic
mismatch between ceramic materials and bone or sealing cement, or due to
metallic debris generated by degradation of the femoral stem [101]. This kind of
degradation is due to the impingement (contact) between the femoral neck of the
stem and the cup and/or metal back. It is due to extreme positions reached by
the prosthesis during gait, for example positions needed to exit from a car.
This phenomenon could accelerate some specific degradation of the alloys
composing the femoral stem [101].
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Fig. 9.5 Anatomical scheme of a hip joint

Nevertheless, the main mechanism of shock-related degradation originates from
the microseparation between head and cup [102]. Indeed, during arthroplasty, the
round ligament (that joins the femoral head and the acetabulum) is necessarily
sectioned, and the orbicular fibers (around the joint) and articular capsule [103] are
damaged, Fig. 9.5 [104, 105]. Thus, during everyday movements with a hip
prosthesis, the contact between cup and head is not always maintained. This
microseparation involves shocks during gait, at heel-ground contact. This typical
phenomenon will degrade the head–cup assembly in ceramics (Fig. 9.6). Indeed,
the ceramic materials are brittle, and if the elastic limit is reached, the material
could be broken. Moreover, local degradation can be involved by microseparation.

2.5.1

Analysis of Explants: Specifications for Lab Tests

Ceramic implants were implanted as hip joint since the 1970s. The study of
retrieved ceramic explants has shown particular degradation patterns. Nevelos
et al. investigated alumina–alumina artificial hip joint: 11 explants were analyzed
and exhibited wear stripes with roughness of approximately 200 nm, to compare to
the 20 nm measured on pristine alumina surface [82]. These values and the wear
patterns were confirmed by other works [106, 107]. Thus, the point is to reproduce
in vitro this typical stripe wear. Interesting investigations revealed discrepancies
between in vivo (explants) and in vitro tests. Indeed, tests from hip walking
simulator (conditions close to ISO standard 14242) show no significant degradation
of ceramic hip implants [108]. As mentioned before, since the round ligament and
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Fig. 9.6 Hip prosthesis. The head–cup assembly is made of ceramics

Fig. 9.7 Contact load during usual gait and the specific signal related to shock

orbicularis zone are damaged during surgery [103], a microseparation might occur
during gait. It is worth noting that, at the heel-ground contact, the normal load
applied in the joint can go up to 7 times the usual body weight (usually when
walking down stairs [109, 110]), at the beginning of the gait cycle [111] (Fig. 9.7).
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Fig. 9.8 Shock testing device for ceramic head and cup assembly. (a) Shock device. (b) Head and
mechanical assembly, bold line represents the container of the bovine serum. (c) Wear stripes
related to the shocks tests

All these conditions involve a shock between the head and the cup of the prosthesis.
Thus, implementing microseparation in hip simulator allowed to closely reproduce
in vitro the degradation patterns observed in vivo [102, 112].
To summarize, the experimental conditions necessary to reproduce the degradation patterns are:
– Microseparation between head and cup (3.3 mm maximum [113]).
– Applied normal load, a minima of seven times the body weight, i.e., 7 kN for a
patient weighing 100 kg and 9 kN for a patient weighing 130 kg.
– Test medium as close as possible to the physiological liquid, i.e., bovine serum.
– Test duration up to 15 million cycles (representing 15 years of usual service life
of hip implant), or up to failure of the implants.

2.5.2

Specific Shock Tests: Experimental Results

Based on the previous section, a specific device (Quiri™) was manufactured for
testing the ceramic materials to shocks. Figure 9.8a, b show the mechanical
assembly, with head and the cup inclined at 45 . Figure 9.8c shows the upper and
lower wear stripes obtained after test.
In this study, 32 mm alumina heads were exposed to shocks in air or in calf
serum (at T ¼ 36  2 C according to ISO standard 14242-1, changed weekly to
avoid protein degradation); a standard value of 1.3 mm for the microseparation was
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Table 9.1 Test conditions and results for the failure of ceramic head–cup assemblies, 32 mm in
diameter
Materials
Alumina head and cup
Tests conditions
Dry
Force/frequency
9 kN/2 Hz
Microseparation
1.3 mm
Number of cycles
245,000  43,000
The number of cycles is related to the failure of the cup

Wet (calf serum)

>800,000

Fig. 9.9 (a) Damaged cup failed in dry conditions. (b) SEM image of the failed cup

applied (distance between head and cup along a radius), at either 1.5 or 2 Hz
frequency, for 800,000 cycles or until implant failure; loading of 9 kN, and duration
of shock of about 30 ms, red peak in Fig. 9.7. The results of the shock tests are
presented in Table 9.1.
From Table 9.1, it is clear that the presence of calf serum attenuates the shock
severity: no failure of ceramic cup in calf serum was noted (although the presence
of high amount of water in the serum might have made the ceramic more sensitive
to SCG). In vivo, the joint is not always lubricated: since the synovial sac disappears
during surgery, the lubrication of the prosthesis could be alternative. Consequently,
studying both behaviors of tests conditions (with or without lubrication) is close to
the probable actual lubrication.
Figure 9.9a shows a failed cup (dry shock conditions). The failure occurs at the
lower rim of the cup. Three cups were broken at the same location in dry conditions.
Figure 9.9b shows a SEM image of fracture after failure. It is worth noting that both
intragranular and intergranular fractures occur. This fact is related to severe embrittlement because the intragranular fracture occurs with high level of fracture energy.
This kind of fracture does not occur during usual friction tests on the hip simulator.
One should pay attention to the wear stripe generated during these tests.
This typical wear is specific to shock-related degradations. It does not occur on a
usual hip simulator. Figure 9.10 presents the 3D roughness of alumina head.
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Fig. 9.10 Average roughness, Ra, in different zones of the head after shock test

The roughness was obtained by AFM (Digital Instruments, multimode AFM, Si3N4
tips, stiffness of 0.12 N m1). The analyzed area by AFM was 40  40 mm2. Five
measurements were carried out in both unworn and worn surfaces. The raw data were
filtered by a filter order 1 in order to remove the tilting of the samples. These results
show that wear stripes are related to significant degradation in comparison with the
pristine surface of alumina. These measurements are in accordance with the previous
ones proposed by Nevelos et al. [82].
As a conclusion, the shock testing device presented in this study allows
reproducing the in vivo degradation, wear stripes, and 3D roughness. The wear
measurements will be described in the next section.

2.5.3

Wear Rate Due to Shock Degradation: Methodology Assessment

Measurements of wear volume were also conducted on samples after shock tests, so
as to assess different methods of wear volume measurement. The weight loss of the
ceramic head was investigated, as well as the wear volume obtained from 3D
profilometry, and the results were compared to results from the literature. This
kind of measurements is a key point for validating the shock tests. Table 9.2 is
divided into two parts [99, 108, 114, 115]: the first is related to the experimental
results from the shock device described in this paper, the second is the comparison
with bibliographical results.
The results of both methods (weight loss and the 3D profilometry) are similar,
with an error of approximately 25%. The measured wear volumes may differ
slightly, depending on the measurement methodology, but the orders of magnitude
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Table 9.2 Wear volume generated in shock tests and the comparison with results from
bibliography
Wear volume mm3/million cycles
Weight loss
Profilometer
% Error
Test 1
0.29
No measurement
–
Test 2
0.19
0.15
21.2
Test 3
0.31
0.2
34.6
Stewart et al. [113] 0.2–1.84, with microseparation
Tipper et al. [98]
1.24–1.74, with microseparation
Essner et al. [114] 0.02–0.08, without microseparation
Walter et al. [108] 0.7 per year from explants (1 year could correspond to 1 million of cycles)
wearweight loss wearprofilometer
 100. The profilometer used: Veeco
The error is defined as % Error ¼
wearweightloss
NT 9100

are the same. The comparison with results from the literature shows that shock tests
are also relevant to characterize wear behavior: the wear volumes are in the same
range as those extracted from works where microseparation was imposed. It is
worth noting that the wear volume reported by Stewart et al. and by Tipper et al.
is related to a device combining microseparation, not specifically controlled, and
friction (same kinematics as a hip simulator). Thus, one may suggest that combining shock and friction should promote wear of prosthetic elements.
On the other hand, results from hip simulator (Essner et al. [108]) do not fit well
with the specific wear due to shock. This shows that hip simulator without
microseparation is not the right mechanical device for testing ceramic materials
for hip joint. Microseparation is a key point for testing ceramic material, with
results as close as possible to the ones obtained in vivo. One might even suggest that
the typical device for testing the ceramic hip implant should be a shock device with
applied microseparation and friction. To check the relevance of the combined test,
different couples of materials (C/P, C/C, M/P, M/M) should be investigated.
Finally, where zirconia-based ceramics are concerned, aging (LTD) combined
with shock–friction should be added in the test protocol. Especially, ZTA is more
and more investigated for hip implants, and the effect of aging should be
characterized in more depth for studying the service life of this material.

2.5.4

Conclusion

Shock is a relevant degradation mechanism of ceramic assemblies dedicated to hip
implant. This artificial joint is promising because of lowest wear rate in comparison
with other systems such as M/P, etc. However, damages on ceramic implants during
everyday life might not be negligible. Wear mechanisms are not exclusively due to
friction: we show that in vitro degradation produced by shock (experimental device
with microseparation) is close to degradation patterns observed on retrieved
explants, contrary to basic friction tests. Roughness and wear rate from in vitro
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tests are in accordance with explants. The service lifetime of ceramic implants is
principally related to the shock degradation.
New trends in ceramic materials are under investigation. Developments in
ceramic bearings are leading to new material formulations such as ZTA. This
new hybrid material couple is now proposed by different companies (Depuy,
Zimmer, etc.).
Finally, one may suggest that some investigations have to be carried out on the
biocompatibility of alumina or composite grains removed from the ceramic during
the shocks. It is worth noting that no deleterious or biological reactions have been
highlighted for alumina and zirconia grains [116]. Moreover, in vivo tests with cells
show no significant signs of inflammation. This shows that ceramic wear debris
might not be as deleterious as polyethylene wear debris.

3 Implants of Bioactive and Resorbable Ceramics
3.1
3.1.1

General Description of Bioactive and Resorbable Ceramics
Context

The previous sections of this chapter focused on ceramic implants made of
so-called bioinert ceramics, with typical examples of zirconia, alumina, and
zirconia–alumina composites. These materials are often associated with the “first
generation” of bioceramics, developed since the 1960s. They have been chosen for
their biocompatibility and also to limit the interaction with the body. They are still
widely used for applications demanding high mechanical properties (toughness,
hardness, wear, and fatigue resistance), such as hip and knee prosthesis.
Interaction with living tissue always leads to the formation of a non-adherent soft
tissue interface around the implant, even if it can be very thin, as in the case of
ceramic hip heads. Such an interface might be partly responsible for the long-term
possible degradation.
Some clinical applications demanding a strong interface between the implant
and the body need other biomaterials, as for bone defect treatment and for
the fixation of prosthesis (for example, femoral stems and dental implants with
the application of coatings). In the case of bone substitution, conventional
approaches involve bone grafting, with patient autograft, human donor (allograft),
or animal bone (xenograft). The limited availability of natural bone, the increase of
clinical risk associated with a second operation site, and the possible disease
transmission limit the applicability of bone grafting. Bioactive ceramics have
been largely developed to elicit a favorable response of the living tissues, and
especially to form a mechanically strong bond with calcified tissues, such as bone
and teeth. Such ceramics can also resorb in the body with time, leading to the
formation of natural bone. This ability has the interest of improving the long-term
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implant survivability as compared to bioinert ceramics. Many literature reviews
have been published on such bioceramics [117–121], commercially available since
the 1980s and often referred to as the “second generation” of bioceramics.
These materials must be biocompatible, i.e., non-cytotoxic, and also avoid the
release of particle during degradation.
Since the end of the twentieth century, a “third generation” of bioceramics is
being developed more specifically to induce an enhanced bioactivity, an ability to
deliver biological agents and to favor rapid tissue regeneration. The materials
associated with this need are usually based on the bioactive materials of the second
generation in the form of highly porous scaffolds. Such structures possess
interconnected macro-pores (easy access for cells) and microporosity that increases
the specific surface, accelerates the degradation processes, but also provides the
cells with attachment sites. Scaffolds can also be seeded with cells, hormones, or
growth factors, or may be a vector for drug delivery. The objective is to shift from
tissue replacement to tissue regeneration [122] by combining engineering materials,
living cells, and biochemical factors. Such an approach is often called Tissue
Engineering [123].
We will focus in this part of the chapter on implants made of bioactive and
resorbable ceramics. Some commercially available bone substitute materials are
described in [117]. Composite scaffolds and CaP cements, as well as dental
restoration parts, are described comprehensively in other chapters in this book
and will therefore not be discussed in detail herein.

3.1.2

Bioactive and Resorbable Ceramics

History
Attempts to fill bone defect started with bone transplantation in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, followed by the use of man-made ceramics: calcium sulfate in
the late nineteenth century, and Tri Calcium Phosphate (TCP) in 1920. The clinical
use of so-called bioinert ceramics started in the 1960s [124]. After these initial
attempts, the first success to develop a bioactive material able to form a strong bond
with bone is the discovery of Bioglass® by Hench in 1969 [125], based on the
hypothesis that an implant forming a hydroxyapatite (HAp) layer in vivo may not be
rejected by the body. The formation of this surface layer has been confirmed in vivo
and in vitro for nearly all bioactive ceramics. Hydroxyapatite, a hydrated calcium
phosphate, is known for a long time as being the mineral component of natural
bone. Bone mineral is in fact a heterogeneous material in constant evolution in the
human body through a remodeling process. It can be defined as a poorly crystallized
carbonated hydroxyapatite (CHA). Its chemical composition also varies, but can be
represented as similar to hydroxyapatite: Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, with possible calcium
substitution (e.g., potassium and sodium) and variable amounts of HPO4 and CO3 in
substitution of the phosphate.
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Fig. 9.11 Schematic diagram representing the events which take place at the interface between
bioactive ceramics and the surrounding biological environment. (1) Dissolution of the ceramic,
(2) precipitation from solution, (3) ion exchange and structural arrangement of the interface,
(4) interdiffusion from the surface layer into the bioceramic, (5) solution-mediated effect on
cellular activity, (6) deposition of either the mineral phase (a) or the organic phase (b) without
integration into the bioceramic, (7) deposition with integration into the bioceramic, (8) chemotaxis
to the bioceramic surface, (9) cell attachment and proliferation, (10) cell differentiation, (11) extracellular matrix formation. Reprinted with permission from [126]

Bioactivity: Bond with Bone
A bioactive material is defined as a material that elicits a specific biological
response at its interface, which results in the formation of a bond between the
tissue and that material [119]. For bioceramics, bioactivity is often characterized in
terms of bone bonding ability through the formation of an apatite layer at their
surface. The mechanisms underlying the apatite layer formation are described by
different models, Hench’s [119] and Ducheyne’s [126] being the most cited.
They have common steps, with initial chemical reaction at the surface of the
bioceramic leading to the precipitation of an apatitic layer, followed by cellular
interactions with this layer (see Fig. 9.11). Proteins adsorption is likely to occur
rapidly on the ceramics surface and may have an influence of the first stages.
Some differences are noted between bioceramics, as will be discussed below.
To ensure such bone bonding ability, several physicochemical parameters are
noted as important: the presence of functional groups at the surface such as Si–OH
or Zr–OH, the presence of soluble silica, the presence of negative surface charge
and of nanostructured or rough surface, etc [122]. As an example, the release
of soluble silica stimulates stem cells differentiation, cells proliferation and
division, production of growth factors, and extracellular matrix proteins. This
enhances bioactivity and has been proven effective in the case of bioglasses.
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All bioactive ceramics are considered as osteoconductive (defined as the apparent growth of bone tissue “along” an implant’s surface). Some of them are also
reputed osteoinductive, meaning that the material stimulates bone formation even
in non-osseous sites. This phenomenon has not yet been fully understood, but the
presence of nanostructured rough surface is also postulated to have an important
role in cell differentiation and in new bone formation [127]. The ability of
bioceramics to concentrate bone growth factors circulating in the biological fluids
is also supposed to favor osteoinductivity.

Characterization of Bioactivity
In vivo bioactivity can be characterized by a single parameter, the IB factor, directly
linked to the time t0.5bb required to achieve more than 50% of the implant surface
with t0.5bb expressed in days.
bonded to bone after in vivo implantation: IB ¼ t100
0:5bb
Experimental values for bioceramics range from 0 for bioinert ceramics (alumina),
2.3 for HA, 3.2 for apatite wollastonite glass ceramic (A–W), and above 8 for some
bioactive glasses. This factor is mainly used for bioglasses (Fig. 11 in [119]),
showing different bioactivity domains depending on their SiO2 content.
In vitro study of the bioactivity of ceramics is usually carried out in a solution, socalled simulated body fluid (SBF), with ion concentrations nearly equal to those of
the human blood plasma. This method has been initially developed by Kokubo and
co-workers in the beginning of the 1990s [128]. Nearly all the current bioceramics
clinically used for bone grafts show the formation of an apatite-like layer on their
surface when immersed in SBF. Correlation of kinetics of bone formation in vivo
and apatite layer forming ability in vitro in SBF showed satisfactory tendencies for
Bioglass®, glass ceramics and HAp [129], and for TCP, apatite–wollastonite (A–W)
glass ceramics, bioactive glasses (BG), HAp, and mixture of HAp and TCP [130].
Typical immersion times for apatite formation in vitro in SBF are 1 day for BG, 5–7
days for A–W, 14 days for b-TCP, and 28 days for HAp. In some cases, in vitro
test in SBF and in vivo implantation lead to contrary results, for example in the case
of highly resorbable ceramics, such as b-TCP and calcite that do not show apatite
formation in vitro but can bond to bone in vivo.
This in vitro method to characterize bioactivity is now generalized (ISO standard
23317), but is currently still in debate [131]. The SBF solution is supersaturated
with respect to apatite; it is therefore difficult to prepare and is very sensitive to the
presence of impurities or surface defects that can act as nuclei for apatite crystallization. It also does not contain any proteins found in human plasma, which may act
as crystal growth inhibitors [132, 133] and that tend to favor the formation of
amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP), and not crystalline HAp [134]. Parameters
such as the volume ratio of ceramic-to-SBF, the specific surface area of the tested
material, the static or dynamic (shaking or circulation) conditions during test, etc.
have a large influence on the results, especially in the case of powders or for
bioceramics with high solubility. However, an in vitro method to simulate the in
vivo bonding ability is of great interest.
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Fig. 9.12 Bioactivity spectrum for various bioceramic implants. (A) Relative rate of bioactivity,
and (B) time dependence of formation of bone bonding at an implant surface (A: 45S5 Bioglass®,
B: KGS Ceravital, C: 55S4.3 Bioglass®, D: A–W glass–ceramic, E: HAp, F: KGX Ceravital,
G: Al2O3–Si3N4). Reprinted with permission from [119]

Resorbable Ceramics
A resorbable biomaterial is designed to degrade gradually over a period of time and
to be replaced by the natural host tissue. A highly resorbable material will tend to
aid bone formation, thus recent developments tend to focus on such materials
(see Fig. 9.12).
The mechanisms of resorption of bioceramics in vivo are related to both physicochemical processes (with dissolution and precipitation stages) and cellular processes,
as noted for bioactivity mechanisms. The cell-mediated resorption refers to the action
of osteoclasts involved in the natural resorption of bone, and of inflammatory
multinucleated giant cells formed by the fusion of macrophages, which degrades
the material by phagocytosis. HA and TCP are more quickly resorbed in the bone than
under the skin due to the specific action of osteoclasts. The properties of the
bioceramics, such as the rate of solubility, can affect the cell action. Materials with
high solubility (calcium sulfate, some CaPs) release a high amount of Ca ions that
may cause the detachment of osteoclasts from the material surface. In that case,
resorption of implants is mainly controlled by chemical dissolution.
Understanding of the chemical resorption of bioceramics in vivo requires
consideration of three different aspects [135]: the solubility of the material in the
human body, the kinetics of the dissolution, since dissolution is not necessary
observed even if is possible thermodynamically, and the precipitation of another
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compound. The composition (Ca/P ratio for CaPs) and the structure of ceramics
logically influence their solubility and dissolution rate. From the work of Driessen
[136], it is known that the phase that controls the solubility in living bone is
octacalcium phosphate (OCP), Ca8H2(PO4)6·5H2O. This means that phases that
are more soluble than OCP tend to dissolve in physiological conditions, whereas
less soluble phases can be dissolved only through cell-meditated mechanisms.
Cell action is supposed to induce a local decrease of the pH, which favors the
dissolution of calcium phosphates and carbonates. Ceramics more soluble than
OCP in physiological conditions are sometimes referred to as “biosoluble,” whereas
ceramics less soluble are referred to as “bioresorbable.” Protein adsorption can
affect the dissolution and precipitation steps and can act as a precipitation inhibitor,
like some trace elements in the ceramic, such as soluble magnesium. It is also
known that geometrical factors can affect the solubility of materials, e.g., crystal
size and surface area. The difference in resorption time between sintered hydroxyapatite and calcium phosphate cements is mainly attributed to the difference in
crystal size, around the micrometer for HAp and at the nanometer range for CaP
cements. The role played by porosity amount and morphology in resorption is
logical at first order and explains in part the development of scaffolds to ensure
rapid interaction with the body and possible resorption.

Resorbable and Bioactive Ceramics
Bioactive implants need to have a controlled dissolution rate: lower in the case of a
coating on metal prosthesis, to ensure a long-term bond between bone and the
metal, and higher for bone substitution. The resorption process has indeed a strong
dependence on structural factors (porosity, specific surface, etc.), and even low
solubility materials such as synthetic HAp can show resorption in vivo when in the
form of tiny particles or scaffolds. The concepts of resorbable and bioactive
ceramics have then converged in the last years [137]. Both properties are needed
for good integration in the human body and for long-term stability of implants, as
noted in the case of middle ear bone implants (see Fig. 9.13).
The principal classes of bioactive and resorbable ceramics developed and
clinically used in the last two decades are: calcium sulfate, sintered HAp, b-TCP,
HAp/TCP ceramics, BG, and A–W glass ceramics. In the following section, a short
description of the bioceramics currently used in clinical applications is presented.

3.2
3.2.1

Different Families of Resorbable and Bioactive Ceramics
Calcium Sulfate [138]

This material is one of the first used for synthetic bone grafts (since the end of the
nineteenth century). It is made of gypsum, a hydrated calcium sulfate CaSO4·2H2O,
largely used in the construction industry. It can be used as a self-setting cement
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Fig. 9.13 Survivability comparison of bioinert implants. Class B bioactive implants (synthetic
HAp) and class A bioactive glass implants (45S5) used to replace middle-ear bones. Class A and
Class B refer to osteoproductive and osteoconductive bioceramics. Osteoproduction occurs when
the material shows enhanced osteoblast activity and corresponds to IB > 8 (mainly, bioactive
glasses). Reprinted with permission from [119]

(mixing calcium sulfate hemihydrate with water), or in the solid form. The mechanical properties of calcium sulfate (CaS) are controlled by the amount of porosity,
usually ranging from 20 to 60 vol.%, with a typical compressive strength varying
from 1 to 20 MPa. In biomedical applications, the highest densities and strengths
are often required, thus the hemihydrate used to produce CaS is in the a-form.
CaS also shows a high sensitivity to the presence of liquid phase, with a 50%
reduction of the mechanical strength.

Bioactivity
The bioactivity has been seldom characterized in vitro; the few studies in SBF have
demonstrated the ability of CaS to precipitate CaP [139]. The important and rapid
release of calcium ions is supposed to help osteoblast differentiation.

Resorption
It is the most rapidly dissolving bioceramic, with a classical in vivo resorption
rate of several weeks. Indeed, different resorption rates can be noted, from 3 to
8 weeks, depending on the porosity level of the material and the implantation site.
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The resorption mechanism in vivo seems to be more related to chemical
dissolution than to cell-mediated resorption with giant cells or osteoclasts.

Clinical Applications
The use of CaS has been constant during the twentieth century, and developments
are still being made, mainly for filling bone defect in non-load-bearing areas
(mandible, maxilla, craniofacial, in the form of self-setting cement or pellets),
and as a barrier material [138]. Peltier’s work in 1959 concluded that CaS is a
biocompatible material that can be used to prevent fibrous tissue formation in bone
defects. It is unambiguously admitted that no inflammatory reactions are associated
with the use of calcium sulfate. It is currently used for periodontal defects and
extraction sockets.
Some authors state from clinical applications that CaS may have
pseudo-antiseptic properties, i.e., less infection than other materials. This is possibly related to the presence of sulfate ions or to a local pH drop around the implant
due to the rapid dissolution of CaS.

Limits
The relative poor mechanical properties and fast resorption in vivo of CaS limit its
use to some applications: large defect are not always filled with bone after resorption, as compared to the high clinical success for small defects [140]. Treatment of
periodontal defects is usually successful, but bone graft of lumbar spinal fusion has
failed with CaS [141] due to a too high resorption rate.

Recent Developments
New implants based on CaS are developed to improve its mechanical resistance and
lower its resorption rate. This is done with biphasic composites with a secondary
phase that dissolves slowly, such as HAp, BG, or CaP, in order to form a 3D support
for bone growth after CaS resorption.

3.2.2

Calcium Phosphate Ceramics

CaPs represent a family of materials with a wide range of chemical compositions
(see Table 9.3 [142]). The main advantage in the use of these materials is their
similarity in composition to the mineral phase of bone and teeth, which ensures
good compatibility in vivo. The first clinical application of TCP was in 1920, and of
HAp in 1951, but the development of CaPs for clinical application really started in
the 1980s.

Calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA)e

Compound
Monocalcium phosphate monohydrate (MCPM)
Monocalcium phosphate anhydrous (MCPA)
Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD),
mineral brushite
Dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCPA),
mineral monetite
Octacalcium phosphate (OCP)
a-Tricalcium phosphate (a-TCP)
b-Tricalcium phosphate (b-TCP)
Amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP)
~85.1

96.6
25.5
28.9
b

Ca8(HPO4)2(PO4)4·5H2O
a-Ca3(PO4)2
b-Ca3(PO4)2
CaXHY(PO4)z·nH2O
N ¼ 3–4.5: 15–20% H2O
Ca10x(HPO4)x(PO4)6x·(OH)2xf
(0 < x < 1)
Ca10 (PO4)6(OH)2
Ca10 (PO4)6F2
Ca4 (PO4)2O

~0.0094

~0.0081
~0.0025
~0.0005
b

~0.048

6.90

CaHPO4

Formula
Ca(H2PO4)2·H2O
Ca(H2PO4)2
CaHPO4· 2H2O

Solubility at
25  C, g L1
~18
~17
~0.088

Solubility at
25  C, log (Ks)
1.14
1.14
6.59

Hydroxyapatite (HA or HAp)
116.8
~0.0003
120.0
~0.0002
Fluorapatite (FA or FAp)
38–44
~0.0007
Tetracalcium phosphate (TTCP or TetCP),
mineral hilgenstockite
Reprinted from Dorozhkin [142]
a
These compounds cannot be precipitated from aqueous solutions
b
Cannot be measured precisely
c
Stable at temperature above 1,000  C
d
Always metastable
e
Occasionally, CDHA is named as precipitated HAp
f
In the case x ¼ 1 (the boundary condition with Ca/P ¼ 1.5), the chemical formula of CDHA looks as follows: Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5(OH)

1.67
1.67
2.0

1.5–1.67

1.33
1.5
1.5
1.2–2.2

1

Ca/P molar
ratio
0.5
0.5
1

Table 9.3 Existing calcium orthophosphates and their major properties

9.5–12
7–12
a

6.5–9.5

5.5–7.0
a
a
~5–12

c

pH stability
range in aqueous
solutions at 25  C
0.0–2.0
c
2.0–6.0
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CaPs can be found as ceramics or as injectable cements [143] made of a mixture
of CaP powders that harden when mixed with water. Calcium phosphate cements
(CaPC) would not be described in detail here, as they are the subject of another
chapter in this book.
It has to be noted that CaP ceramics with a Ca/P atomic ratio less than 1 are not
suitable for implantation due to their high solubility and acidity. Tetracalcium
phosphate (TTCP) with the highest Ca/P ratio, on the other hand, shows a too
high basicity for implantation. Thus, clinically used CaP bioceramics are mainly
HAp, b-TCP, and a mixture of these two components, named biphasic calcium
phosphate (BCaP). OCP, also implanted, is considered as a CaP cement and will be
discussed in the chapter of this book related to cements.
These materials have shown a very good biocompatibility: no cell toxicity, no
fibrous tissue around the implants, and no inflammation even after long implantation times. This systemic biocompatibility of CaP is related to their chemical
composition, only calcium and phosphorous ions participating in normal metabolic
process. Some cases of inflammation after implantation in vivo have been reported,
but are possibly related to other causes rather than the material itself (e.g., edge of
implants, migration of granules due to a lack of mechanical stability, etc.).
The main families of CaP ceramics are presented below.

Hydroxyapatite [144]
Hydroxyapatite (HAp) used as a biomaterial can have a synthetic or a natural origin.
Its chemical composition at stoichiometry is: Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. Possible substitution in the structure of either calcium or phosphate will affect its microstructure, its
chemical and thermal stability. Natural HAp, obtained from animal bones, has more
minor constituents, and its composition is usually described as carbonated apatite
(CHAp). Synthetic HAp can be elaborated using different methods: sintering,
solid-state reactions, sol–gel, plasma spraying, precipitation from solution, electrochemical deposition, etc.

Bioactivity
The mechanism of apatite formation on synthetic HAp has been documented [145],
even if it is less frequently described than for bioactive glasses. It is a four-stage
process, with accumulation of Ca2+ ions close to the negatively charge HAp
surface, then the deposition of a calcium-rich amorphous CaP layer. As the calcium
ions accumulate, the surface becomes positively charged and reacts with phosphate
ions of the solution, forming a calcium-deficient CaP layer. This amorphous layer
can then be transformed into a more stable bone-like apatite that will help cellular
proliferation and differentiation to form native bone tissue. The time to crystallize
an apatite layer at the surface of HAp is, however, relatively important, typically
after 28 days of immersion in SBF.
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Cellular response of HAp has also been reported with osteoblasts, osteoclasts,
and odontoblasts. The acidic condition produced by osteoclasts may help local
dissolution of HAp, thus promoting the precipitation of apatite layer. It is also
shown that carbonate-substituted HAp has a better stimulation influence on cells
than the synthetic HAp. An enhanced cell proliferation and differentiation is also
noted on porous HAp as compared to dense HAp, a common feature observed on
different bioceramics.
Resorbablility
The ability of HAp to resorb in vivo is usually lower than other bioceramics.
Stoichiometric crystalline HAp has a very low solubility, and no resorption after
several years of implantation in vivo is commonly noted [146]. However, poorly
crystalline HAp with a high specific surface area can show high levels of
calcium and phosphate release. In vivo resorption of HAp scaffolds and thin
powders has also been noted [142]. Cell-mediated dissolution mechanisms
exist, with a small amount of phagocytized HAp observed after in vivo
implantation.
Clinical Applications of HAp
• Dense HAp implants have been developed for spinal fusion, craniomaxillofacial reconstruction, and fracture treatments in the 1980s and 1990s.
• HAp granules are used as fillers in bone defect. A study on 6 mm holes drilled in
rabbit condyles [129] showed the importance to have small granules, i.e., small
spaces between granules, to ensure bonding with newly formed bone.
• Coatings: HAp is largely used as a coating on titanium implants to combine the
high strength of metal and the bioactivity of HAp. The analysis of the composition of HAp coatings from plasma sprayed techniques reveals the presence of a
composite structure with HAp, ACP, and traces of TCP [147].
Limits
HAp implants have been largely developed since the 1970s. Many of them are
currently limited by a relatively low bioactivity. Recent developments aim at
increasing the bioactivity of HAp, e.g., as Si-substituted HA, based on the
recognized role of silicon ions in stimulating cellular activity and enhancing apatite
formation (see Sect. 3.2.3).
Dense HAp implants have also limited mechanical properties for load-bearing
applications: the fracture toughness of HAp is approximately 1 MPa m1/2.
To improve both mechanical properties and bioactivity, dense A–W glass–ceramic
implants have been developed and will be presented in a following part.
The nearly non-resorbable behavior of dense HAp leads to a limited survivability of implants in time. The use of HAp dense cone to replace roots of extracted
teeth to preserve the edentulous alveolar ridge of denture wearers results in less than
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50% survivability after 5 years. One can also mention the potential inflammation
risk due to the release of non-resorbable HAp particles after a long implantation
time in vivo.
TCP
TCP is one of the oldest synthetic biomaterials; it is still a common material for
implants with a high resorption rate, as compared to HAp. b-TCP is most widely
used for ceramic implants; other TCP forms are present as components in CaP
cements and as coatings on metal prostheses [148].
Bioactivity
The ability of b-TCP to form an apatite layer on its surface is still debated, with in
some cases a poor ability and in others no formation of apatite in vitro and in vivo
[130]. The reason for its relatively low bioactive behavior is the poor nucleation
ability of apatite on b-TCP. As for CaS, the in vitro testing conditions are supposed
to have an influence on the ability to precipitate apatite on this highly resorbable
ceramic.
Cellular cultures have been largely carried out on b-TCP. It is considered as noncytotoxic, but few cases of osteoblast death have been noted, maybe related to the
presence of small particles after erosion. Studies with osteoclasts and bone marrow
cells show good interaction with b-TCP, favoring cellular activity. In some cases,
an absence of cellular activity was observed, possibly related to a release of ions
and an alkaline surface reaction.
The tendency to show contradictory results in bioactivity and cellular culture
tests can be partly explained by the limited characterization of samples, since
differences in composition, crystallization, grain size, or surface properties are
possible and can largely affect the results.
Resorption
The resorption rate for b-TCP is much higher than for HAp, and it is related to its
high solubility in physiological fluids [149]. Cell-mediated resorption has also been
put forward for b-TCP, through two different mechanisms: degradation by
osteoclasts, especially for dense materials, and phagocytosis by giant cells, favored
in the case of porous materials with a higher solubility, more prone to the release of
particles.
Clinical Applications
b-TCP is used when high resorbability is needed for non-load-bearing applications,
mainly as bone substitutes for the treatment of defect after tooth extraction, sinus
reconstruction, etc. The implants are usually transformed into bone, starting from
the surface to the bulk.
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The in vitro resorption time is usually several months. After 9–12 months of
implantation in human mandible, and for sinus floor augmentation, 50–75% of the
implanted b-TCP is resorbed, the highest resorption rate being noted for the most
porous implants [150]. After 24 months in round defects (5 mm diameter, 4 mm
height) in the mandible of dogs, b-TCP particles are completely resorbed [151].

Recent Developments
Recent developments involve mainly high-purity b-TCP with a homogeneous
solubility to prevent premature separation of microparticles that may induce
inflammatory response [134]. Ion-substituted TCP, mainly with Mg, Sr, and Zn,
are also developed to tailor the resorption rate of TCP in vivo.

HA-TCP Composites [152]
These composites, also named biphasic calcium phosphates (BCaP), are made of a
mixture of HAp and b-TCP, mainly to control both the resorption rate in vivo and
the bioactivity by controlling the HAp-to-TCP ratio. These composites are obtained
from a thermal treatment above 700 C of calcium deficient apatite, i.e., with a Ca/P
ratio lower than 1.67, the stoichiometric ratio for HAp.

Resorption
The resorption rate in vivo largely depends on the particle size and to a lesser extent
to the HAp/TCP ratio: BCP granules of 40–80 mm diameter are totally resorbed
after 3 months of implantation in dog mandible whereas 200–300 mm particles are
still present in the same conditions of implantation. Particles less than 10 mm are
even faster resorbed but may trigger signs of inflammation.

Applications
The applications are mainly focused on bone substitution in dentistry (prevention of
bone resorption, sinus lift augmentation) and orthopedics (inserts for cage fusion in
cervical spine arthrodesis).

Recent Developments
Attempts are made to associate BCaP granules to a polymer or to a resorbable
cement to form an injectable bone substitute.
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Bioactive Glasses

The idea of developing a synthetic material that will quickly bond to bone
originated from the numerous amputations in the Vietnam War. These were due
to the lack of available material, non-rejected by the human body at that time, as
mainly metal and plastic implants were available. The development of a specific
glass composition that leads to the formation of a HAp layer in physiological
conditions was done by Hench in 1969, using calcium and phosphorous oxides.
The 45S5 composition (45 mol% SiO2, 24.5 mol% Na2O and CaO, 6 mol% P2O5) is
known as being the most bioactive material, in terms of speed of an apatite layer
formation in SBF.

Bioactivity
The mechanism of bioactivity for Bioglass® has been largely described in the
literature. Hench has proposed five chemical reaction stages at the surface of
bioactive glass immersed in SBF:
1. Exchange of alkaline ions (Na+, Ca2+) with the H+ and H3O+ from the solution,
causing hydrolysis of silica that creates silanol, with an increase of the pH by
hydroxyl release.
2. Attack of the silica glass network, with loss of soluble silica and continued
formation of silanol.
3. Condensation of silanol groups into a silica-rich layer on the Bioglass® surface.
4. Migration of a Ca2+ and PO43– through the silica surface to form a CaO–P2O rich
surface on top of the SiO2 layer.
5. Crystallization of this film as it incorporates OH– and CO32– ions from the
solution to form a CHAp layer.
These initial stages are followed by six stages involving cellular interaction,
respectively: adsorption of biological moieties, action of macrophages, stem cells
attachment, stem cells differentiation, matrix generation, and crystallization.
The high bioactivity of Bioglass® is associated with the release of calcium and
silicon ions, elements shown as favoring the activation of the cell cycle of osteogenic precursor cells, and controlling cell differentiation [153]. In vitro cell culture
tests of Bioglass® with osteoblasts from patients aged 50–70 have confirmed the
activation of several gene families that stimulate proliferation and differentiation of
mature osteoblast phenotype.
High bioactivity of Bioglass® has also been confirmed in vivo as compared to
A–W glass ceramic and sintered HAp [129], the rate of bone regeneration being
linked to the rate of dissolution of soluble Si and Ca ions in the corresponding
biomaterials (see Fig. 9.14). For very short times of implantation, within the first
week, a quicker bone formation on Bioglass® particles has also been noted as
compared to A–W and HAp.
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Fig. 9.14 Quantitative comparison of percentage of bone growth into the bone defect, from 1 to
24 weeks, due to 45S Bioglass®, A–W glass–ceramic and sintered HAp particles of 100–300 mm in
diameter. Reprinted from [129]

Resorption
In vivo implantations of Bioglass® have shown its capacity of resorption. In a
clinical case, the resorption of 300 mm diameter granules implanted for sinus
floor elevation is noted, with a relative left volume of BG particles from the biopsies
varying from 29% after 4 months to 15% at 6 months, and 8% at 15 months [154],
with an associated graduated bone ingrowth. The BG particles appear to resorb after
1–2 years of implantation, with no signs of osteoclastic activity, such as resorption
cavities. The authors therefore suggest that chemical dissolution is the main mechanism for BG resorption.

Clinical Applications
The first clinical use of Bioglass® dates from the 1980s, with two applications: the
replacement of bone from the middle ear (see Fig. 9.14) and a device to provide a
more stable ridge for denture construction after tooth extraction. These applications
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showed a higher clinical success than other solutions. For ear, nose, and throat
surgery, the ability of Bioglass® to bond with soft tissue is an important advantage,
as well as its ability to be drilled or machined.
Since the middle 1990s, Bioglass® particles are available in the market for the
treatment of periodontal disease in infrabony defect and of frontal sinusitis.
Long-term (9 years) study of the use of BG particles for sinus obliteration shows
a clear bone formation and no inflammatory response. Several studies suggest a
possible antibacterial effect of the BG, related to the increase of pH close to the BG
implants, as OH– ions are released in aqueous solutions. BG plates are also used for
the treatment of orbital and cranial defects, with promising results.

Recent Developments
Bioactive glasses can currently be elaborated using a sol–gel approach at ambient
temperature. These glasses show a higher reaction rate in vitro due to higher
nanoporosity content and greater concentration of silanols at their surface. Bioactive glasses containing more than 80% of SiO2 are then possible, as compared to
55% for the traditional glass elaboration method.
Another development in progress is the modification of the bioactivity of glasses
through thermal treatments. Such treatments may cause partial or total crystallization, reducing the bioactivity and the release of alkaline ions. This is a possible way
to tailor the bioactivity of bioglass-derived materials [155, 156].

3.2.4

Apatite–Wollastonite (A–W) Glass–Ceramic [157]

Glass ceramics are made of a mixture of a glassy phase and crystalline precipitates.
Different bioactive glass ceramics exist; the most widely used clinically is A–W.
It is made of precipitates of apatite and wollastonite (CaO·SiO2) in a
MgO–CaO–SiO2–P2O5 glass and has been developed in Japan after the observation
of a clinical case. In 1981, HAp granules were used for a giant tumor treatment in
the right ilium of a young patient. This material lead to a complete gap filling with
good bone bonding, but it took one entire year to ensure a complete filling.
This experience led to the development of a biomaterial with higher bioactivity
than HAp and better mechanical properties to be used in case of applied loads in the
body.
The material is usually fully dense (but can be made porous), machinable, with
crystalline phases in the form of nanometer apatite and fibrous wollastonite that
reinforce the glass by a composite effect. Its mechanical properties are well above
dense HAp and Bioglass®, especially for bending strength and fracture toughness,
close to 2 MPa m1/2.
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Bioactivity
Dense and porous A–W glass–ceramic exhibits a good bond with bone after
implantation, with a quicker recovery compared to HAp.
In SBF, calcium and silicate ions are dissolved from the glassy phase and
wollastonite, whereas phosphate is supposed to come from the SBF itself, allowing
the formation of an apatite layer at the surface. It is expected that osteogenic cells
can proliferate and differentiate on such a layer, then producing collagen and
apatite. Hydrated silica at the surface of the glass possibly helps nucleation of
apatite crystals.
A difference compared to Bioglass® is the absence of a silica gel layer on which
the apatite layer forms. The good bond with bone of A–W glass–ceramic is
attributed to the absence of this supposedly weak layer.

Resorption
Dense A–W shows nearly no resorption after several years. However, it has been
shown that porous A–W partially resorbs after 12 weeks in a rabbit’s tibia.
This confirms the structural influence (shape, porosity) on the resorbability of
bioceramics.

Clinical Applications
A–W implants are mostly load-bearing implants in combination with structural
plates and screws for vertebral prostheses (nearly 3,000 cases treated in Japan since
1983), inter-vertebral spacers for lumbar spine and cervical spine (more than 1,000
cases for each application), and implants to treat giant bone tumors in load-bearing
parts of long bones. Coating of metallic prostheses has also been developed using
A–W glass–ceramic. No serious complications, such as loosening, inflammation, or
fracture of the prosthesis, have been noted.

3.3

Conclusion

Implants made of bioactive and resorbable ceramics, often called “second generation” bioceramics, bring a clear improvement in survivability as compared to
“bioinert” ceramics for non-load-bearing applications. No major problem in the
clinical use of bioactive and resorbable ceramics implants have been noted, and
they are both biocompatible and osteoconductive.
A large range of bioceramics are now available in the market for implants
design, with different bone-bonding ability and resorption rate. The mechanisms
of resorption and bioactivity are governed by chemical (dissolution, precipitation),
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physical (porosity, specific surface), and cell-mediated processes. They can be
tailored by controlling implant geometry (granules, dense blocks, etc.) and material
nature, porosity, grain size, level of crystallinity, etc.
The resorption kinetics in vivo of these ceramics can be globally ranked as
follow: CaS > b-TCP > BG > A–W > HAp. The bone-bonding capacity evaluated
in vivo and in vitro gives the following general ranking: BG > A–W > HAp.
Depending on the application, different implants are possible:
– For applications demanding significant service load, such as vertebras prosthesis
in combination with structural plate sand screws, nearly non-resorbable ceramics
can be used (A–W glass–ceramic, for example). A strong bond with bone is
required, with good inherent mechanical properties of implants. However, the
mechanical properties of dense bioactive ceramics are usually 5–7 times lower
than “bioinert” ceramics used for hip or knee prostheses.
– For nonbearing applications, such as cancellous bone substitute, implants with a
resorption rate compatible with kinetics of tissue regeneration are preferred.
CaS, b-TCP, HAp/b-TCP, and BG can be used.
In the case of Bioglass®, the positive influence on cellular activity and gene
activation properties has been demonstrated. Bioglass® implants are also found to
have a better tolerance with time in vivo.
The long-term survivability of implants is a key issue, especially when taking
into account the aging world population. Bioactive surface alone does not
bring directly long-term survivability of implants. Possible mismatch in elastic
properties, presence of wear debris, and limited tissue remodeling can limit the
durability of implants. Bioactive and resorbable implants still lack self-repair,
maintenance of blood supply, and auto-adaptation [122].
New developments to increase the survivability of implants focus on the control
of cellular interaction. This can be done by developing highly porous scaffolds,
seeded before implantation with progenitor cells or growth factors (tissue engineering). New bioceramics can also be designed to stimulate the local tissue repair
(tissue regeneration). Ion substitution in bioglasses is one of the trends currently
being explored [158].

4 Concluding Remarks
This chapter highlights an important idea: knowledge on in vivo degradation
mechanisms of ceramics is very difficult to extract from knowledge of degradation
mechanisms in vitro. This is due to the strong interactions between the different
degradation mechanisms that occur concurrently in vivo. Two examples follow.
For bioinert, structural ceramics such as alumina, zirconia and their composites,
auto-accelerating mechanisms can be seen: shocks increase wear, that triggers lowtemperature degradation, that increases wear, and so on, until the defects created
this way are large enough for SCG to proceed. For bioactive, degradable ceramics,
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the desired degradation (or dissolution) is difficult to control due to very important
interactions with cells (e.g., osteoclasts).
Separately, each of these degradation phenomena can be reproduced and
accelerated in laboratory more or less easily. However, combined degradation
mechanisms are much more difficult to reproduce, and a strong effort of the
scientific community should be devoted to this kind of study.
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Chapter 10

Fundamentals of Tribology and the Use
of Ferrography and Bio-Ferrography
for Monitoring the Degradation of Natural
and Artificial Joints
Noam Eliaz and Keren Hakshur

Abstract Here, we summarize the principles of tribology and demonstrate the
importance of wear particle analysis in condition monitoring. The principles of
Ferrography, a technique that was originally developed for condition monitoring of
engineering systems, are explained. A new modification of this technique, known as
Bio-Ferrography, is reviewed and its application in magnetic isolation of target
cells or tissues is demonstrated. Routes for magnetic labeling of biological matter
and synthetic polymers are also presented. The hip and knee natural joints are
discussed, along with osteoarthritis—their most common noninflammatory disorder. The use of Ferrography and Bio-Ferrography for isolating bone and cartilage
particles from the synovial fluids in osteoarthritic joints is reviewed. Artificial joints
and the use of Ferrography and Bio-Ferrography for monitoring their wear, either
during the development stage or during service, are also reviewed. The concept of
soft bearing materials is presented.

1 Fundamentals of Tribology
Tribology is the science and technology concerned with the friction, lubrication,
and wear of contacting surfaces that move relative to each other [1–3]. The three
elements of tribology are shortly summarized in Sects. 1.1–1.3.
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Friction

Friction is the resisting force tangential to the interface between two bodies when,
under the action of an external force, one body moves or tends to move relative to
the surface of the other. One may distinguish between different types of friction,
e.g., static and dynamic (kinetic). The coefficient of friction, m, is a dimensionless
ratio of the friction force, F, between two bodies to the normal force, N, pressing
these bodies together. When two surfaces are in contact with each other, the load is
carried by many high points, or asperities, on the surfaces. During sliding, the total
tangential force required to shear these asperity junctions is usually high, causing
unacceptable friction, wear, and surface damage. To reduce the frictional force,
thus allowing easier sliding, a lubricant is deliberately introduced to separate the
asperities either totally or partially [1–3].

1.2

Lubrication

A lubricant is added at the sliding interface in order to reduce friction and wear,
and to carry away heat and debris generated during the sliding process. The two
basic geometries for lubricated surfaces are conformal and counterformal
(Fig. 10.1). In conformal bearings, surfaces are usually separated by a thick oil
or gas film generated hydrodynamically by the surface velocities, or
hydrostatically by an externally pressurized lubricant. These surfaces usually
operate in the regime of thick-film hydrodynamic or hydrostatic lubrication.
Lubrication performance can be predicted readily from analyses based on the
Reynolds equation. In counterformal bearings, on the other hand, lubrication
takes place in an extremely small concentrated area known as the Hertzian
conjunction, the film thickness is very thin (of the same order of the surface
roughness), and lubricant pressure is very high. Lubricant performance is affected
strongly by the elastic deformation of the bearing surface. The lubricant film
thickness and pressure and their distribution in the conjunction can be determined
by elastohydrodynamic theories. Roughness effects are particularly important in
counterformal contacts because the majority of these contacts operate in mixed
lubrication [1–3].
Let us define briefly several types of lubrication. Lubrication that involves the
use of a solid substance in the form of powder or thin film to reduce friction and
wear is called solid lubrication (or dry-film lubrication). Examples of solid
lubricants include graphite and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2). In contrast, the
use of liquid or gas lubricants is known as fluid-film lubrication [1–3].
There are three major lubrication regimes. Full-film lubrication (or thick-film
lubrication) is the ideal tribological condition. In this regime, the mating surfaces
are completely separated by a relatively thick film of lubricant, thus the effect of
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Fig. 10.1 Geometry of
conformal and counterformal
contacts. Reproduced after [1]

asperities is not noticeable. In thin-film lubrication (or mixed lubrication), on the
other hand, there is incomplete separation of the mating surfaces by the lubricant
film. This regime occurs when the load is sufficiently high, the temperature is
sufficiently high, or the speed is sufficiently low to significantly reduce lubricant
viscosity. Consequently, the tallest asperities of the mating surfaces will protrude
through the film and occasionally come in contact. Under thin-film conditions, the
coefficient of friction is often 10–100 times greater than under thick-film
conditions, and wear is no longer negligible. In the most severe lubrication
regime, the entire load is carried by surface asperities rather than by the lubricant,
which is only molecularly thin. Thus, the properties of the bulk fluid lubricant
become insignificant. This condition is known as boundary lubrication [1–3].
There are three major lubrication modes for full-film lubrication. In hydrostatic lubrication, the lubricant is supplied under sufficient external pressure;
thus, it is maintained where it would otherwise be squeezed out. In hydrodynamic
lubrication, the shape and relative motion of the sliding surfaces causes the
formation of a fluid film that has sufficient pressure to separate the surfaces.
Such bearings might wear when started or stopped because of breakdown of the
lubricant film. In elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL), the load is high enough
for the surfaces to elastically deform during the hydrodynamic action. As the
load-bearing area increases, the viscous resistance of the lubricant becomes
capable of supporting the load at the prevailing pressure, temperature, and rate
of shear.
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Wear

Wear is a process in which a solid surface is damaged due to relative motion
between that surface and a contacting body or medium; this process generally
involves progressive loss of material. Wear rate is the rate of material removal or
dimensional change due to wear per unit of exposure parameter—for example,
quantity of material removed (mass, volume, thickness) in unit distance of sliding
or unit time. Wear resistance is the resistance of a body to removal of material by
wear processes. It is commonly expressed as the reciprocal of wear rate [1–3].
Wear can be categorized according to its level of severeness. Normal wear
means loss of material within the design limits expected for the specific intended
application. Mild wear is a form of wear characterized by the removal of material in
very small fragments. Severe wear is a form of wear characterized by removal of
material in relatively large fragments [1–3].
There are different wear mechanisms, which are briefly defined below. Abrasive
wear (or, abrasion or cutting wear) refers to the removal of material from a surface
when hard particles or protuberances are forced against and moving along this
surface. Such hard particles may be loose or may be part of another surface in
contact with the surface being abraded. When the abrasive slides along the surface,
the process is called two-body wear. In contrast, when the abrasive is caught between
one surface and another, the process is called three-body wear. Two-body wear
typically involves a significantly higher mass loss compared to three-body wear for a
given load and path length of wear. Scoring is a severe form of wear characterized by
the formation of extensive grooves and scratches in the direction of sliding [1–3].
Erosion (or, erosive wear) denotes destruction of materials by the abrasive
action of moving fluids, usually accelerated by the presence of solid particles
carried with the fluid. Erosion in which the relative motion of particles is nearly
parallel to the solid surface is called abrasive erosion. Erosion in which the relative
motion of the solid particles is nearly normal to the solid surface is called
impingement erosion, or impact erosion. Erosion–corrosion refers to a conjoint
action involving corrosion and erosion in the presence of a corrosive medium [1–3].
In a broader sense, corrosive wear denotes a wear process in which chemical or
electrochemical reaction with the environment predominates. The combined effects
of wear and corrosion can result in total material losses that are much greater than
the additive effects of each process taken alone, which indicates synergism between
the two processes. Sometimes, the term electrocorrosive wear is used to denote
wear of a solid surface which is accelerated by the presence of a corrosion-inducing
electrical potential across the contact interface. Oxidative wear is a type of wear
resulting from the sliding action between two metallic components that generates
oxide films on the metal surfaces. These oxide films prevent the formation of a
metallic bond between the sliding surfaces, resulting in fine wear debris and
mild wear [1–3].
Adhesive wear denotes removal or displacement of material from a surface by the
solid-phase welding together and subsequent shearing of minute areas of two
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surfaces that slide across each other under pressure. Scuffing is a form of adhesive
wear that produces superficial scratches or a high polish on the rubbing surfaces.
It is observed most often on inadequately lubricated parts. Seizure denotes the
stopping of relative motion as a result of interfacial friction. Galling is a severe
form of scuffing associated with gross damage to the surfaces or failure [1–3].
Thermal wear denotes removal of material due to softening, melting, or evaporation
during sliding or rolling. Cavitation is defined as the repeated nucleation, growth,
and violent collapse of cavities or bubbles in a liquid. In general, it originates from a
decrease in the static pressure in the liquid [1–3].
Fatigue wear refers to removal of particles detached by fatigue arising from cyclic
stress variations [1–3]. Surface fatigue wear, also known as contact fatigue, is
common in bearings, gears, and rolling parts under loads. This failure mechanism is
associated with Hertzian contact (shear) stresses that are maximal at the subsurface.
Therefore, cracks are initiated at the subsurface and propagate toward the outer
surface. The final stage is removal of a particle from the material [4]. The term
rolling-contact wear is often used to indicate that the surface fatigue wear results
from rolling contact.
Fretting is a small-amplitude oscillatory motion, usually tangential, between
contacting surfaces. The movement is usually the result of external vibration, but
in many cases it is the consequence of one of the members of the contact being
subjected to a cyclic stress (that is, fatigue), which gives rise to another and usually
more damaging aspect of fretting, namely the early initiation of fatigue cracks. This
is termed fretting fatigue or contact fatigue. If particles of wear debris are generated,
then the term fretting wear is sometimes used [1–3]. Fretting increases the tensile
stress as well as the shear stress at the contact interface and generates flaws, which
lead to premature crack nucleation. Furthermore, fretting fatigue results in a drastic
reduction (by a factor of 2) in the fatigue endurance limit and orders of magnitude
decrease in fatigue lifetime from that seen under pure axial cyclic loading alone. The
generation of multiple cracks is a feature of fretting fatigue failures [5]. Fretting
corrosion is a form of fretting in which chemical reaction predominates. The
chemical reaction products may be, or may not be, abrasive [1–3].

1.3.1

Wear Particles

The act of rupture due to wear is localized in a small volume of material, which is
removed in the form of wear particles (or, wear debris). Different types of wear result
in generation of wear particles with different shapes, sizes, surface morphologies, and
colors [1–3, 6]. A wear particle atlas was constructed [6], providing information for
the identification of various wear particle types, the description of wear modes that
generate these particles, and as a guide to the prediction of machine operating
condition based on the identified modes. Since then, several new atlases have been
published, some of which in electronic format [1–3].
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Fig. 10.2 Bichromatic microscope images of (a) rubbing, (b) cutting, and (c) fatigue wear
particles that were isolated from a lubricant on microscope slides (ferrograms) by means of
Analytical Ferrography. Reproduced after [6]

Few types of wear particles are described herein. Rubbing wear particles
(Fig. 10.2a) are typical of abrasive wear. They consist of flat platelets, typically
5 mm or smaller, although they may range up to 15 mm before their wear effect is
considered to be severe. Their thickness is 1 mm or less, and there is little or no
visible texturing of the surface. Sliding wear particles are identified by parallel
striations on their surfaces. They are generally larger than 15 mm, with a length-tothickness ratio between 5 and 30. Severe sliding wear particles sometimes show
evidence of temper colors, which may change the appearance of the particle after
heat treatment. Cutting wear particles (Fig. 10.2b) may resemble wire, drill turnings,
whittling chips, or gouged-out curls. Fatigue wear debris (Fig. 10.2c) in the form of
micro-spall, laminar, chunky, and spherical particles are removed from the metal
surface as a pit or crack opens up. Small spalls are distinguished from normal
rubbing wear by slightly greater thickness and surface texture. Fatigue chunks are
generally larger than 5 mm, with a length-to-thickness ratio of less than 5. They
usually exhibit some surface texture. Spalls are similar in appearance to chunks, but
are thinner. Spheres are caused by wear, fatigue, or contamination. Their formation
due to wear is generally associated with rolling elements. Spheres formed by wear
mechanisms are generally less than 5 mm in diameter, with very smooth surfaces.
Such spheres are often a precursor of fatigue spalling. If the diameter exceeds 5 mm,
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or if the surfaces appear rough or oxidized, the spheres were probably caused by
cavitation or contamination. Inorganic crystalline minerals that are commonly
associated with dirt and construction materials will depolarize light that has passed
through a polarizer. This phenomenon is called birefringence. Birefringent materials
usually show some degree of crystallinity. Birefringent organic crystalline
materials include certain plastics, wood, Teflon, and cotton. These materials will
generally char or lose birefringence upon heating to 345 C [1–3].

2 The Bathtub Curve and Condition Monitoring
Lubricated machines are usually characterized by three regimes in their wear rate
versus time (“Bathtub”) curve (Fig. 10.3): wearing-in (running-in), normal (stationary), and severe (abnormal) wear. Wearing-in occurs during the start-up stages of a
new machine and is therefore also known as “infant mortality.” During this regime,
increased normal rubbing wear occurs, forming a finished surface and a match
between opposing components. The quantity of large particles quickly increases in
this regime, but then settles to an equilibrium concentration during normal running
conditions. Machines wearing in an abnormal (i.e., wearing-out) mode will produce
unusually large amounts of particles and a particle distribution with proportionally
more large particles. The different regimes of wear, from mild to severe, are
characterized by different size particles, the most severe being associated with
particles larger than 1 mm [7, 8].

Fig. 10.3 The “Bathtub” curve, illustrating three wear regimes typically observed in lubricated
engineering systems (1) wearing-in (“infant mortality”), (2) stationary (normal) wear, and (3)
wearing-out (severe wear)
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Condition monitoring is the process of monitoring a parameter of condition in
machinery, such that a significant change is indicative of a developing failure. It is a
major element of predictive maintenance, which refers to predictive, periodic, and
planned maintenance actions taken to maintain a component within design
operating conditions and extend its life. The use of condition monitoring allows
maintenance to be scheduled, or other actions to be taken, in order to avoid the
consequences of failure, before it occurs. Condition monitoring is typically much
more cost effective than allowing the machinery to fail [4, 7].

2.1

Wear Particle Analysis

Wear particle analysis is one procedure used for condition monitoring which allows
prediction of the imminent behavior of the machine. It is a powerful procedure for
nonintrusive examination of the lubricant (e.g., oil or grease). A major advantage of
this procedure is that disassembly of the system is not required a priori.
Spectrometric oil analysis program (SOAP) is used for predictive maintenance in
many closed-loop lubricating systems. Atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) is used
to determine the concentrations of different elements in used lubricants. A hightemperature source raises atomized elements to an excited energy state, and characteristic emission lines are produced when one of the outer shell electrons is expelled
from the excited atoms. The empty electron orbit is filled by a nearby electron, which
drops into it and emits its excess energy as a photon at a specific wavelength in or near
the visible light range. The wavelength of the photon (emission line) thus identifies
the chemical element of the emitting atom. The emission energy produced by the
excited atoms passes from the source through an entrance slit to a diffraction grating,
which separates the individual emission lines for each element. An independent
photomultiplier detector circuit measures the intensity of each emission line. The
intensity values are transferred to a readout device, usually computer, for additional
processing and display results. The computer also stores the intensity results of a
series of standard calibration fluids. The standards define a calibration curve, which is
used to convert the element intensity values into parts per million (ppm) values over a
specific measurement range. Two other spectroscopic techniques in use, although to
less extent, are atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) and X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
spectroscopy. The presence of unusual concentrations of elements in the fluid sample
can indicate abnormal wear. However, spectrometric analysis is limited to particulate contamination with size of 10 mm or less (see Fig. 10.4); larger contaminations
are overlooked. Thus, the detection efficiency of spectrometric oil analysis decreases
as the wear particle size increases [4, 7].
Wear particles are often characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). In SEM, a high-energy
electron beam is focused and rastered on a solid specimen. The interaction of the
electron beam with the material yields low-energy electrons associated with inelastic scattering processes (secondary electrons, SE), electrons with energy similar to
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Fig. 10.4 Comparison between the identification capabilities of various techniques for wear
particle analysis

that of the incident beam that are associated with elastic scattering processes
(backscattered electrons, BSE), electromagnetic radiation with large wavelength
(cathodoluminescence), XRF, etc. Advantages of imaging by SEM include high
depth of field, high resolution, possibly high magnification, and three-dimensional
(3D) images. While a SE detector provides information on the topography of the
surface, a BSE detector is sensitive to the chemical composition. The energy of
each X-ray photon emitted from the sampling volume is characteristic of the
element which produced it. The EDS microanalysis system collects the X-rays,
sorts and plots them by energy, and automatically identifies and labels the elements
responsible for the peaks in this energy distribution. The EDS data are typically
compared with either known or computer-generated standards to produce a full
quantitative analysis showing the sample composition. EDS analysis is usually
possible for all elements with an atomic number greater than 5 (Boron); most
elements are detected at concentrations on the order of 0.1%.
Characterization of wear particles by SEM/EDS requires that the particles are large
enough (say, above 10 mm in depth, of course depending on the chemical composition
of the material and on operating conditions such as acceleration voltage) in order to
extract a spectrum that represents the chemistry of the particle per se (see Fig. 10.4).
The great advantage of this method is the ability to acquire the chemical composition
of each particle separately. This information can aid in identifying the origin of the
particles, i.e., from which part in the machine the particle was removed.
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The validity of any wear particle analysis depends on how well the sampling
procedure is carried out. The ideal sample is taken immediately downstream from
the lubricated surfaces. Care is taken to obtain a representative sample by
discarding any volume that may have been stagnant in the drain line. Once in the
laboratory, all samples should be brought to a uniform temperature and stirred
condition before testing. Machine maintenance records should suggest a proper
sampling frequency. Once a possible problem is detected, the sampling frequency
must be increased, until a positive determination is made on machine condition and
the action to be taken. For each lubricant parameter that is measured, a control
record is built that, after a period of time, will reveal normal operating ranges for a
given type of machine/lubricant. Unless parameter operating guidelines are known
beforehand, the program must provide enough information to set statistical
guidelines for acceptable versus abnormal parameter limits [7].

2.2

Ferrography

Ferrography is an example of condition monitoring technique, which has been
found very sensitive and successful in monitoring the wear state of engineering
systems, including in aeronautical and aerospace applications. This is a nondestructive method of capturing ferromagnetic and paramagnetic particles on a glass slide
based upon the interaction between an external magnetic field and the magnetic
moments of the particles suspended in a flow stream [9–11]. The method was
developed by Westcott et al. in the early 1970s to investigate the occurrence of
ferrous wear particles in lubricated dynamic components [12–16], and is used
either as the primary analytical method or in conjunction with spectrometric
analysis [7, 17]. In ferrographic examination, four types of Ferrographs may be
used, as described in the following subsections.

2.2.1

Direct-Reading (DR) Ferrograph

The Direct-Reading Ferrograph (Fig. 10.5) uses optical density to quantitatively
measure the concentration of wear particles in a lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid
[16, 18, 19]. A powerful magnetic-gradient field causes particle deposition into a
glass precipitator tube, in descending order of size. Light attenuation at two
locations along the path—at the entry deposit (CL, particles larger than 5 mm) and
at a point several millimeters farther down the tube (CS, particles smaller than
5 mm)—is used to quantify the relative concentration CL/CS particles. An increase
in the CL value indicates that the system has entered into an abnormal wear mode.
Values of wear particle concentration (WPC) and the percent of large particles
(PLP) are thereby derived, establishing machine wear baselines and trends in wear
condition [7]. When an abnormal wear mode is detected, Analytical Ferrography is
used for more in-depth analysis [4].
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Fig. 10.5 Scheme of a Direct-Reading Ferrograph

2.2.2

Analytical Ferrograph

In Analytical Ferrography (Fig. 10.6a–c), a ferrogram (i.e., microscope slide with
deposit of captured particles) is prepared by pumping a fluid sample (e.g., oil or
diluted grease) that contains wear particles through Teflon tubing. The pumping is
onto a specially prepared glass substrate, which is mounted above two permanent
magnets (Fig. 10.6a) and has a non-wetting barrier painted on one surface to
centrally channel the liquid (Fig. 10.6c). The magnets are separated with their
magnetic poles counterposed, so that a strong magnetic field gradient is created in
the vertical direction above an aluminum strip. Three types of forces act on the
suspended particles: magnetic, hydrodynamic (drag), and gravitational. Depending
on the size of the particles, they may behave either as saturated magnetically (small
particles) or as soft magnets (large particles). In addition to the magnetic force
tending to accelerate the particles, drag forces retard their motion. The magnet of
the ferrograph was designed to develop an extremely high gradient of magnetic
field near the magnet poles. The ferrogram is mounted at a slight angle to the
horizontal, with the entry end elevated so that the fluid flows downward towards a
waste bottle (Fig. 10.6a). Because the distance from the magnet to the substrate
is slightly greater at the entry side than at the exit side, the magnetic field strength
is weaker at the entry side, causing only the largest (magnetically affected)
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Fig. 10.6 The principles of Analytical Ferrography. (a) The magnet assembly, slide, and flow
scheme. Reproduced after [20]. (b) Tilting the slide results in deposition of wear particles with
gradual size. (c) The deposition scheme of ferrous and nonferrous particles on the ferrogram

particles to deposit. Farther down the ferrogram the progressively stronger magnetic field deposits progressively smaller particles (Fig. 10.6b). For the same
particle shape, motion downwards through the fluid as a function of size is governed
by the ratio of the particle diameter cubed to the particle diameter squared. Ferrous
particles are deposited on the ferrogram in strings perpendicular to the direction of
fluid flow. In contrast, nonferrous particles and contaminants travel downfield in a
random distribution pattern, not being oriented by the magnetic field. They often
appear between the strings of ferrous particles (Fig. 10.6c). After all the fluid in a
given sample has been run across the ferrogram, a fixer solution is run to remove
residual fluid [4, 7, 12].
After the fixer dries, the ferrogram is ready for observation under the microscope.
This is often a special microscope, equipped with both filtered-red reflected and
filtered-green transmitted light sources that may be used simultaneously (Fig. 10.7).
This lighting scheme, called bichromatic illumination, will show a metal as red and a
nonmetal as green. Chemical analysis of wear particles can be carried out by various
analytical techniques. Heat treatment of the particles on the ferrogram is another
quick, inexpensive method of identification. Heating the particles, for example, at
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Fig. 10.7 The bichromatic
microscope developed
for Analytical Ferrography

340 C for 90 s yields oxide film thicknesses that are in the range of the wavelengths
of visible light. Reflection of light off the metal surface underlying the oxide layer
produces interference effects, resulting in coloring of the particles. Different classes
of alloys exhibit predictable colors. Therefore, the prior heat history of a particle
may sometimes be apparent as temper colors or variations in color of the heat-treated
surface [4, 7].
By quantifying the ferrographic patterns (i.e., number, shape, size, and texture)
and determining the composition of different particles on the ferrogram, the origin,
mechanism, and level of wear can be determined. A wear particle atlas such as in
[6] can be used as a guide for data analysis.
Machines already subjected worldwide to ferrographic analysis include
gearboxes, bearings, diesel engines, gas turbine engines, gasoline engines, hydraulic systems, compressors, etc. Some of the relevant industries include aircraft,
naval, automotive, pulp and paper, etc. For example, Analytical Ferrography has
been applied in the Israel Air Force with great success to monitor the health of
helicopter gearboxes [7]. Figure 10.8 shows images at (the same) high magnification of two ferrograms—one from an assembly that experienced normal wear and
the other from an assembly that experienced severe wear. The difference in the
concentration of wear particles is clearly evident. Recently, the use of
DR-Ferrography and Analytical Ferrography has been extended by Levi and
Eliaz to condition monitoring of aircraft engines with an open-loop oil system [4].
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Fig. 10.8 Ferrograms from helicopter assemblies with (a) severe wear, and (b) normal wear. The
operative recommendation will be immediate disassembly or next sampling after additional 25 h
of flight, respectively

Figure 10.4 compares the detection capabilities of Analytical and DRFerrography to those of AES and EDS. It is evident that while both Analytical
Ferrography and SEM allow for determination of the shape and surface morphology
of relatively large wear particles, the former is the only suitable technique for such
an analysis of the smaller particles. This information is often necessary for determination of the wear mechanism. The number of wear particles can be determined
by Analytical Ferrography, while the density of wear particles can be determined
based on DR-Ferrography or AES. This information is required for determination
of the level of wear. The exact size of wear particles can be determined by SEM (for
fairly large particles only, due to the practical procedure by which the particles are
sampled) and Analytical Ferrography, whereas DR-Ferrography only allows to
distinguish between “large” and “small” particles. The border between these two
size classifications is marked in Fig. 10.4 by a vertical dot line. It should be recalled
that the size of wear particles is related to the level of damage. Chemical analysis is
required for determination of the origin of damage. While SEM/EDS often allows
for unambiguous identification of the material from which the worn item was made,
AES provides only the distribution of elements in the mixture (including the oil
itself and contaminants).

2.2.3

On-Line Ferrograph

The On-Line Ferrograph [21–25] is installed on the machine itself and provides
its output in electrical form, which can be analyzed to automatically initiate
protective actions. Thus, it is not necessary to draw fluid samples from the
machine, send them to the lab, and use trained operators to evaluate them. The
principle of operation is usually based on real-time cyclic separation of wear
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debris from a fluid system onto a surface-effect capacitive sensor so that relative
quantities of small (<2 mm) and large debris, which deposit near the sensor’s exit
and entry, respectively, may be determined. Whenever the accumulated debris
reaches a predetermined level, the on-line unit is automatically flushed and the
cycle repeated. The severity of wear is therefore inversely proportional to the
length of the cycle. By instrumentally measuring fluid temperature and cycle
time, the volume of fluid required to deposit that quantity of debris may be
computed when the viscosity is known. Thus, CL, CS, and WPC can be instrumentally determined and displayed [21–24]. Alternatively, the lubricating oil may
flow through a transducer coil, causing small changes in the inductance of the coil
as any metallic particles pass. The coil is used as the resonating inductance in an
oscillator, whose frequency is compared to a fixed crystal controlled oscillator in
a phase locked loop (PLL). The PLL is arranged so that it compensates automatically for any slow drift in the oscillator frequency, while transient disturbances
produced by metal particles can be detected and amplified. The direction of
the frequency shift allows discrimination between ferrous and nonferrous
particles (ferrous particles increase the inductance of the coil, while nonferrous
particles reduce it), and the signal amplitude gives a measure of debris size and
concentration [25].

2.2.4

Bio-Ferrograph (BF)

Bio-Ferrography is the most recent modification of the conventional Analytical
Ferrography. It was specifically developed to allow magnetic isolation of target
cells or tissues [26–29]. It exhibits a unique combination of strengths compared
with other techniques commonly used in biotechnology (see also Fig. 10.9),
including (1) the ability to quantify biological matter and, at the same time,
analyze its microscopic and chemical features; (2) preservation of the structure
and morphology of the captured particles, which might otherwise not be observed
if an acid dissociation step is required; (3) extremely high selectivity and sensitivity due to vertical flow; (4) a requirement for less sample manipulation relative
to conventional immunomagnetic separation techniques; (5) applicability to
any liquid sample, including whole blood; (6) samples as small as 1 mL and target
particles as small as several nanometers (depending on their composition) can
be analyzed [30]; (7) the possibility to simultaneously process up to five samples
within bracketed areas (channels) on a single slide, without cross-contamination.
The BF 2100, from Guilfoyle Inc. [26–29], is a bench-top cytometry-based
instrument (see Fig. 10.10a). It utilizes a magnetic field that has a maximal field
strength across an interpolar gap, where the collection of magnetically susceptible
particles takes place (Fig. 10.10b). Since the gradient of that field is maximal at
the edges of the gap, two parallel deposition strips—primary and secondary—are
formed, and a rectangular deposition band can be observed on the ferrogram even
by naked eye (Fig. 10.10c). Compared to the conventional Analytical
Ferrography, in Bio-Ferrography a stronger magnet is used, the flow is vertical,
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Fig. 10.9 Comparison between the characteristics of different cell/particle capturing techniques

and the ferrogram is very thin (thus, the deposition surface is close to the
interpolar gap). A very high magnetic flux density is established at the interpolar
gap, generally around 1.8 T. The vertical flow separates the vertical gravitational
force from the nearly horizontal magnetic force, so that only the latter acts to
retain magnetic particles moving downward through the flow chamber [26, 28].
This deposition scheme results in elimination of gradual deposition of particles
according to their size, while providing higher sensitivity and an ability to capture
smaller particles (with lower magnetic moment).
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Fig. 10.10 The principles of Bio-Ferrography. (a) Bio-Ferrograph 2100 (Guilfoyle, Inc.) [27, 29].
(b) The deposition scheme of captured particles on the slide [29]. (c) A bio-ferrogram with
rectangular deposition bands, with (channel 4) or without (channels 1 and 2) staining. The arrow
on the ferrogram marks the direction of flow
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Magnetic Labeling of Biological Matter and Synthetic Polymers

Magnetization does not naturally occur in biological matter and synthetic polymers,
which are diamagnetic; hence, wear particles of such origins must be magnetized
prior to any ferrographic analysis.
One approach is to use molecular magnetic labels, e.g., the paramagnetic
lanthanide erbium cations (Er3+) [31–33]. Owing to the presence of unpaired 4felectrons, these cations have exceptionally high atomic magnetic dipole moment
(9.6 mB). In addition, their high charge-to-volume ratio results in strong affinities to
some negatively charged ligands [34, 35]. The mechanism of Er3+ binding to the
cell surface is mostly ionic, with many different Er3+ binding sites, such as carboxyl
groups in glycoproteins, differing in affinity and binding capacity. Other lanthanide
binding sites are the Ca2+ receptor sites on the cell wall [31]. Cartilage binds Er3+
mainly via the carboxyl groups that are attached to glucuronic acid residues in the
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chondroitin sulfate. On the other hand, in bone the
major sites of sequestration of Er3+ are the phosphate moieties in the hydroxyapatite
mineral. Their interaction is extremely strong. The collagenous components of bone
and cartilage may also sequester Er3+, but this contribution to magnetization is
small [35]. A solution of erbium chloride (ErCl3, 10 mM) has been used for
magnetization of ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) [36–39],
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) [37–39], and polycarbonate-urethane (PCU)
[40, 41] wear particles from hip implants, as well as of bone and cartilage particles
suspended in the synovial fluids of non-arthritic and osteoarthritic human and sheep
joints [35, 37, 39, 42–50]. Yet, magnetic labeling by adsorption of the Er3+ cation
suffers from several drawbacks (1) it is a nonspecific magnetization method, thus
data analysis might be more time consuming and complicated; (2) it might interact
with different staining materials, including fluorescent antibodies and dyes (e.g.,
Alcian Blue and Alizarin Red), thus introducing background staining [42]; (3)
troublesome precipitation and background deposits might be present [45, 49].
A second approach for magnetic labeling for Ferrography and Bio-Ferrography
is that commonly known as immunomagnetic separation (IMS) [31]. In this
approach, a system of an antibody and a magnetic bead (or a magnetic colloid) is
used, causing the particles to be selectively attached to the target matter when added
to a suspension of that matter. An antibody is an immunoglobulin capable of
specific combination with the antigen that caused its production in a susceptible
animal. The small site on an antigen to which a complementary antibody may
specifically bind is called an “epitope.” Most often, monoclonal antibodies (i.e.,
homogeneous populations of antibodies that recognize a single epitope) are used for
IMS, although sometimes polyclonal antibodies are also used [31, 51–54].
Eliaz et al. have developed a method for isolating bone and cartilage wear
particles suspended in the synovial fluids of human hip, knee, and ankle joints by
specifically labeling collagens I and II with monoclonal mouse anti-human primary
antibodies coupled to goat anti-mouse IgG MACS microbeads [42, 55]. The
magnetic beads (from Miltenyi Biotec.) are 50 nm in diameter, have a Dextran
polymer shell, and are immobilized by secondary antibodies. In such experiments,
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it is very important to enable good conjugation between the target matter, primary
antibodies, and secondary antibodies that are attached to the magnetic beads by
properly selecting the test conditions (namely, incubation time, ratio between
primary and secondary antibodies, temperature, vortexing, etc.). Based on our
experience, it is recommended to first add the primary antibody to the target sample,
allow incubation for at least 1 h at room temperature, add the magnetic beads to
which a secondary antibody is attached, and then allow a second incubation for at
least 30 min at room temperature prior to ferrographic analysis [54]. Another option
is to first conjugate the primary and secondary antibodies attached to magnetic
beads, and then add this cocktail to the target sample [26, 56–59].

3 Applications of Ferrography and Bio-Ferrography in Life
Sciences and Medicine, Excluding Orthopedics
The success of the conventional Analytical Ferrography in condition monitoring of
engineering systems triggered few feasibility studies in the fields of life sciences
and medicine already in the 1980s. These included erythrocyte and white blood cell
separation [46, 60–62] and bacterial tracking [20, 61, 62]. In those studies, Er3+ was
the magnetizing agent.
Since the introduction of the Bio-Ferrograph in the late 1990s, more feasibility
studies have been carried out, some of which use antibodies coupled to magnetic
beads for magnetic labeling. Johnson et al. have used the BF to track Escherichia
coli bacteria at low concentrations in natural waters [56–59, 63–66]. Several
advantages of the BF compared to filtration were claimed: (1) higher recovery
rates (the number of visually identified bacteria was an order of magnitude higher
than the number of cfu determined from membrane filtration); (2) higher sensitivity
(as low as 20 bacteria in 1 mL water), with analytical errors ranging between 10%
and 20%; (3) selective collection of bacteria without collection of associated
mineral debris such as clays and other mineral colloids; (4) the ability to visually
identify indigenous bacterial aggregation and shape; (5) the possibility to undertake
different confirmation steps (e.g., PCR or rRNA) afterwards; (6) rapid analysis; (7)
small volumes of suspension are sufficient. Drake et al. [67] later examined whether
pathogens are present in biofilms and whether the biofilms contain higher microbial
densities compared to ships’ ballast water. Bio-Ferrography was used in combination with biochemical tests and fluorescent microscopy to isolate and characterize
low concentrations of Vibrio cholerae from the ballast water.
Bio-Ferrography has also been used to isolate rare MCF-7 breast carcinoma
cells from human peripheral leukocytes [68]. The cell mixture was labeled with
anti-epithelial membrane antigen antibody and a magnetic colloid. The recovery
of the MCF-7 cells from the original mixture ranged from 20% to 60%; the
detection limit was 10–6. BF was found sensitive, relatively inexpensive, simple,
and fairly quick (as it combines cell enrichment and immunocytology slide
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preparation in a single step, and the deposition is confined to a small area on the
slide). Another advantage was the preservation of the morphology of the cancer
cells during the experiment. In another work [69], Bio-Ferrography was applied
on samples of CD4 cells in leukocytes and murine lymphoma cells in human
peripheral blood. It was concluded that while Bio-Ferrography had good specificity with respect to cell capture, it might not be applicable to rare-event selection
due to the inability to capture all available target cells. Bio-Ferrography has also
been evaluated for capturing breast BT-20 tumor cells directly from whole blood
[70]. It was claimed that the technique was more sensitive and allowed for
identification of breast cancer at an earlier stage compared to other diagnostic
techniques common in medicine.
Ishay et al. used the BF in a study aimed at determining the role of magnetic
minerals embedded in the comb cells of Vespinae [71]. Ceilings and walls from the
same comb were crushed separately in clean glass beakers, and suspensions were
prepared from each fine powder by adding deionized water. Neither magnetizing
agents nor any other chemicals or reagents were added to the suspensions during the
capturing process. The number of particles captured on the ferrogram was higher
than in previous publications where a BF was not used.
Parkansky et al. used the BF to isolate magnetic particles from a suspension of
carbon powder in ethanol, which was produced by a pulsed arc [30]. It was found
that the magnetically separated particles included chains of ~30–50 nm diameter
spheres, and nanotubes and nanorods with lengths of 50–250 nm and diameters of
20–30 nm. In contrast, the residual particles which passed through the BF consisted
of 1 mm and larger microparticles, and nanoparticles without any definite shape.
The particles captured by Bio-Ferrography were similar in shape and dimensions to
those observed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) of
the raw powder. Although the application in [30] is not in the areas of life sciences
and medicine, it is included here because this seems to be the first time where the
high sensitivity of Bio-Ferrography in isolation of nanoparticles was demonstrated
in the literature. This may make the technique even more attractive in a variety of
novel therapeutic, sensing and diagnostic modalities in nanomedicine [72–74].

4 Synovial Joints
A natural joint (articulation) is a point of contact between bones. Synovial joints
(diarthroses) are freely movable joints. They are remarkable bearings that consist of
the following structural elements [75]:
1. Joint capsule. Forms a complete casing around the ends of the bones, thereby
binding them to each other.
2. Synovial membrane (synovium). Moist, slippery membrane that lines the inner
surface of the joint capsule and attaches to the margins of the articular
cartilage. It also secretes and removes synovial fluid (SF) from the joint
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Fig. 10.11 The repeat disaccharide of hyaluronan: –D-glucuronic acid-b-1,3-N-acetylglucosamine-b-1,4–

space, adjusting both the volume of SF and its macromolecular composition
[76]. SF is an ultra-filtrate of plasma, which has non-Newtonian properties
(i.e., its viscosity increases as the shear rate decreases) and is thixotropic (i.e.,
its viscosity decreases with time under stress) [77]. It enables efficient movement of the joint, acting as a lubricant, supplying nutrients, and removing
catabolic products. Endogenous hyaluronan (HA) is the main constituent of SF
[78]. This polysaccharide acts as a lubricant during low impact joint movement
and as a shock absorber during high impact movement [79]. It is secreted in
high concentrations in the extracellular matrix (ECM) of connective tissues,
although its highest concentration is in the SF (2.5–4.0 mg/mL in normal
joints) [76, 80]. The molecular structure of HA is shown in Fig. 10.11. The
polysaccharide chain is made of repeating disaccharide units of N-acetylglucosamine and glucuronic acid. The average molecular weight of healthy
human HA is 5,000 kDa [80, 81]. The viscosity of the SF is affected by the
length and conformation of the polymer chains, as well as by interaction
between adjacent chains [76].
3. Articular cartilage. Thin layer of hyaline cartilage covering and cushioning the
articular surfaces of bones. The deeper zones of cartilage are nourished also by
blood vessels in the subchondral bone. The ECM of normal articular cartilage is
composed mainly of water, collagens, and proteoglycans. Collagen II represents
approximately 90% of the overall content of collagen in the articular cartilage of
adults, while being present at minor concentrations in other tissues [82]. Articular cartilage acts in the natural joint as the “bearing material” and as a shock
absorber. The coefficient of friction between the articulating cartilage surfaces in
human hips or knees is ultra-low (m < 0.002 at pressures as high as 5 MPa) [83,
84]. The extremely efficient lubrication arises from the presence of a brush-like
phase of charged macromolecules at the surface of the superficial zone. This
phase forms when charged macromolecules, including lubricin and aggrecan,
cross the interface between the superficial zone and the synovial cavity as they
are secreted into the synovium from within the bulk of the cartilage [85].
4. Joint cavity. Small space between the articulating surfaces of the two bones of
the joint.
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5. Meniscus (articular disk). Pads of fibrocartilage located between the articulating
ends of bones in some diarthroses (the knee joint, for example, contains
two menisci).
6. Ligaments. Strong cords of dense, white fibrous tissue at most synovial joints.
These grow between the bones, lashing them even more firmly together.
7. Bursa. Some synovial joints contain a closed pillow-like structure called a bursa,
which is formed of synovial membrane filled with synovial fluid.
The hip and knee joints are illustrated in Fig. 10.12. The hip joint (Fig. 10.12a)
is a ball-and-socket joint. Its stability derives mainly from the shapes of the head
of the femur and of the acetabulum, the socket of the hip bone into which the
femur head fits. This joint permits multiaxial movements: flexion (decreasing the
angle between bones, e.g., by bending one on the other), extension (increasing the
angle between bones, namely stretching or straightening a part to its anatomical
position), abduction (moving a part away from the median plane of the body),
adduction (moving a part toward the median plane), rotation (pivoting a bone
on its own axis), and circumduction (moving a part so its distal end moves in
a circle) [75].
The knee joint (Fig. 10.12b) is the largest and one of the most complex and most
frequently injured joints in the body. It is both a condyloid joint (between the two
condyles of femur and between the condyle and meniscus of tibia) and a gliding
joint (between the patella and femur). The condyles of the femur articulate with the
flat upper surface of the tibia. Counteracting forces are supplied by a joint capsule,
cartilages, and numerous ligaments and muscle tendons [75].
For clarity, several terms, which are mentioned in this chapter and describe
directions and planes of the body, are hereby provided. The term “superior”
means “above” or “upper,” while “inferior” means “below” or “lower.” The
term “anterior” means “front” or “in front of,” while “posterior” means “back”
or “in back of.” The term “medial” means “toward the midline of the body,” while
“lateral” means “toward the side of the body, or away from its midline.” The term
“proximal” means “toward or nearest the trunk of the body, or nearest the point of
origin of one of its parts,” while “distal” means “away from or farthest from the
trunk or the point of origin of a body part.” All of these are directional terms. The
sagittal plane runs from front to back and divides the body or any of its parts into
right and left sides [75].
The natural synovial joint provides low wear over decades. This may be ascribed
to the development of a fluid film, predominantly in a combination of EHL and
micro-EHL (mEHL) lubrication modes [86, 87]. mEHL is a localized form of EHL,
whereby pressure perturbations cause substantial flattening of asperities at the
material’s surfaces, increasing conformity and assisting in the maintenance of a
lubricious film [88]. These two modes of full-film lubrication operate under most
conditions (high loads) in healthy joints. At low loads, on the other hand, boundary
lubrication prevails.
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Fig. 10.12 (a) Frontal section through the hip joint. (b) Sagittal section through the knee joint.
The anatomical rosettes mark the anterior (A), lateral (L), inferior (I), medial (M), posterior (P),
and superior (S) directions. Thibodeau and Patton [75], Anatomy and Physiology, copyright 1999
Mosby. This material is reproduced with permission of Elsevier
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5 Osteoarthritis (OA)
Joint disorders may be classified as noninflammatory joint disease or inflammatory
joint disease. Osteoarthritis (OA), also known as degenerative joint disease
(DJD), is the most common noninflammatory disorder of movable joints [75].
Millions of people [89] are stricken with this disease, which is associated with
biochemical and mechanical processes and is characterized by degradation and
atrophy of articular cartilage and hypertrophy of bone. If severe, the pathological
changes result in morphological changes, such as narrowing of the joint space,
subchondral bone sclerosis, formation of osteophytes and metaphyseal cysts [90].
OA is most common in weight-bearing joints, the knee joint being most affected.
The main risk factors for OA are age, obesity, joint trauma and, sometimes,
genetic abnormalities. OA is the main cause of disability of elder persons and
the major reason for total joint replacement (TJR). Its prevalence is expected to
continue increasing in the coming years [89]. The clinical symptoms of OA are
pain and functional impairment, including joint stiffness, a restricted range of
motion, tenderness to palpation, crepitus during movement, and swelling. Unfortunately, the symptoms often do not correlate well with the level of OA as
determined radiographically [91, 92]. More precise and sensitive measurements,
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT), are
still very expensive and not widely accessible. Therefore, alternative methods are
needed that can detect osteoarthritic changes in the joints at an early stage of
the disease in a reliable, sensitive, objective, quantitative, and cost-effective
manner [42, 55].
In arthritic joints the concentration and average molecular weight of HA are
lower than in healthy joints, at 0.8–2.0 mg/mL and 3,000 kDa, respectively.
Consequently, the viscosity of the SF is abnormally low, its functionality is lost,
and rubbing of the cartilage occurs. Intraarticular knee injection of exogenous HA
(a treatment also known as viscosupplementation [80]) has been suggested in order
to compensate for the reduction in the concentration of endogenous HA. It was
assumed that the exogenous HA could restore the rheological, analgesic, and antiinflammatory effects of SF, which are lost in OA [81, 90, 93]. The US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) approved exogenous HA injections in 1997, but
classified it as a device, not as a medicine. Nevertheless, numerous studies have
reported significant pain relief and a better knee function that can persist for up to
6 months due to treatment with 3–5 weekly intraarticular HA injections. As the half-life of HA is a few days, several injections are given to provide sufficient
efficacy, although some producers seek to minimize the treatment to one
injection only [55].
In OA, wear particles, such as bone and cartilage fragments, are released into the
SF of the affected joint [44, 94]. These particles may trigger the release of enzymes,
such as collagenase [44], which results in inflammation of the synovial membrane.
A variety of biomarkers have been suggested for analysis of the SF (as well as of
serum and urine) [42, 55, 90, 91, 94].
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6 Artificial Joints: Total Hip and Total Knee Arthroplasty
Joints that have been severely damaged by diseases such as OA or by injury may
be replaced surgically with artificial joints (also called prostheses) in a
procedure referred to as arthroplasty. The goals of arthroplasty are to relieve
pain and increase the range of motion. During this procedure, the ends of the
damaged bones are removed, and artificial joints made of metallic, ceramic, and
plastic components are fixed in place. Although most joints in the body can be
repaired by arthroplasty, the ones most commonly replaced are the hips, knees,
and shoulders [95]. The numbers of hip and knee replacement surgeries increased
sharply during the last decade. For example, 285,000 total hip replacements and
523,000 total knee replacements were performed in the United States alone in
2005. It is anticipated that the growth and aging of the population, together with
improved diagnosis and treatment options, will result in continuous, sharp
increase in these numbers. Projections to 2030 predict that these two procedures
will jump to 572,000 and 3.4 million, respectively [96]. Potential complications
of arthroplasty include infection, blood clots, loosening or dislocation of replacement components, and nerve injury [95].
Figure 10.13a illustrates the principles of total hip arthroplasty. While partial hip
replacement involves only the femur, total hip replacement (THR) also involves
both the acetabulum and head of the femur. For example, the damaged ball (the
upper end of the femur) may be replaced by a metal ball attached to a metal stem
fitted into the femur, and a plastic socket is implanted into the pelvis, replacing the
damaged socket. THR was revolutionized half a century ago by Sir John Charnley,
who introduced a system consisting of a stainless steel femoral stem head combined
with an UHMWPE acetabular cup. This metal-on-polyethylene (MoPE) system is
the gold standard treatment, which presently demonstrates a survival rate of 79%
after 11 years and 51–60% after 25 years, in young patients (<55 years) [97].
Failure of this implant is mostly due to aseptic loosening [98, 99], which is
associated with osteolysis and bone resorption, induced by wear particles generated
from the implant [100, 101]. The MoPE artificial joint operates in a mixed-mode
lubrication regime [102]. Abrasive and/or adhesive wear mechanisms can thus lead
to particle generation. Traditional MoPE systems have been reported to have a wear
rate of 30–100 mm3 per year [103]. Other hard-on-hard bearings, such as metal on
metal (MoM) or ceramic on ceramic (CoC), produce lower wear rates than the
conventional MoPE joint due to their hardness. The short-term clinical performance
of MoM and CoC is reported to be 0.3 and 0.01–0.1 mm3 per million cycles (Mc),
respectively [103]. Although a low wear volume is an important factor governing
the long-term clinical outcome of THR, other factors such as particle size, morphology, material chemistry, and biological response to the wear particles must also
be taken into account. MoM prostheses, for example, have not been associated with
osteolysis and demonstrate a low wear volume; however, wear particles generated
by MoM prostheses are significantly smaller than UHMWPE particles produced by
MoPE prostheses. Consequently, a higher number of metal particles is produced
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Fig. 10.13 Preparation for, components of and radiographs of total hip replacement and total knee
replacement. Tortora and Derrickson [95], Principles of Anatomy and Physiology, copyright 2009
Wiley. This material is reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc

overall (6.7  1012 – 2.5  1014 metal particles per year, compared to 5  1011
UHMWPE particles per year produced by a conventional MoPE prosthesis) [104].
Nanometer-sized metal particles have been shown to be disseminated throughout
the body—in the lymph nodes, spleen, and bone marrow [105, 106]. The high
activity of metallic nano-debris results in enhanced corrosion and release of metal
ions to the joint. Certain metal ions have been shown to induce hypersensitivity and
implant intolerance reactions [107, 108].
The use of compliant layer joints in artificial joints to promote EHL and mEHL
and to reproduce the tribological function of the joint has gained much interest in
recent years [40, 41]. Unlike rigid materials, employing a compliant hydrophilic
polymer layer in the acetabular cup could restore the natural lubrication regime of
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the natural joint (full fluid-film lubrication) to further reduce wear. PCU, for
example, has shown promising results as a candidate material for hip arthroplasty
in terms of its mechanical properties, frictional behavior, and lubrication, which are
similar to natural cartilage [87, 109–111].
Figure 10.13b illustrates the principles of total knee arthroplasty. In a total knee
replacement (TKR), the damaged cartilage is removed from the end of the femur,
proximal end of the tibia, and the back of the patella (if the latter is not badly
damaged, it may be left intact). The femur is shaped and fitted with a metal femoral
component. The tibia is reshaped and fitted with a plastic tibia component that is
cemented in place. If the back surface of the patella is badly damaged, it is replaced
with a plastic component. In contrast, in a partial knee replacement, only one side of
the knee joint is replaced. Once the damaged cartilage is removed from the end of
the femur, the femur is reshaped and a metal component is cemented in place. Then,
the damaged part from the proximal end of the tibia is removed, along with
meniscus. The tibia is reshaped and fitted with a plastic component that is cemented
into place [95].

7 The Use of Ferrography for Monitoring the Wear
of Natural Joints
The conventional Analytical Ferrography has been used in several studies to
monitor the wear of natural diarthrodial joints [35, 37, 39, 44, 45, 47–50,
112–114]. Evans et al. [39, 44] were probably the first to examine synovial fluid
aspirates and saline washings of joints. Ferrograms were made from patients who
presented a range of different arthritides. Wear particles, ranging in size from a
few micrometers to several hundred micrometers, were clearly identifiable and
fell into a limited number of discrete morphological categories. As with
machines, the size of the wear particles increased with the severity of mechanical
erosion of the articular surface. The ferrograms made from rheumatoid synovial
fluid were quite different from those made from mechanically injured joints,
indicating the diagnostic potential of ferrographic analysis of synovial fluid. In
a subsequent study, Evans et al. [45] injected saline into the knee cavity of
healthy, near healthy, and symptomatic patients (altogether: 43 patients) and
captured wear particles by the conventional Analytical Ferrography, using
ErCl3 as the magnetizing agent. Different numbers of lamellae of superficial
cartilage were found in the three healthy and near healthy patients (11–14 years
old). No concentrations of wear particles were reported in the manuscript. Nowadays, it is unlikely that Helsinki approval to draw SF, inject saline into the knee
cavity, or obtain synovial tissue from healthy donors, in order to establish a
baseline for WPC, could be obtained. The results of ferrographic analysis were
compared with the results of the arthroscopic examination of the same knees [45].
Arthroscopy is an imaging technique that is often used either as a diagnostic
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procedure or to perform joint surgery [75]. A narrow tube with lenses and a
fiber-optic light source is inserted into the joint space through a small puncture.
Isotonic saline solution is injected through a needle to expand the volume of the
synovial space, thus spreading the joint structures and making the view easier.
Thus, this technique allows the orthopedic surgeon to examine the internal
structure of a joint without the use of an extensive surgery. Evans et al. [45]
found the conventional Analytical Ferrography to be very sensitive in monitoring
articular erosion, with a resolution much greater than that of arthroscopy. This
was particularly apparent with knees suffering from a torn anterior cruciate
ligament: while arthroscopy detected no damage to the cartilaginous surfaces,
Ferrography detected a substantial level of microdamage. The higher sensitivity
of Ferrography may be related to (1) the intrinsic higher sensitivity of examination of isolated wear particles compared to examination of the bulk material, and
(2) the higher magnifications that can be used in ferrographic analysis compared
to arthroscopy (the latter is typically used at a 10 magnification). Other findings
of Evans are summarized elsewhere [35, 114]. For example, amorphous deposits
with no optical activity were identified as fragments of the synovial tissue.
Mills and Hunter [47] analyzed ferrograms that represented approximately 50
patients with knee effusions. Particles ranging in size from submicrometer to
approximately 2 mm were identified. A sample from what was considered to be a
normal knee contained two large cartilage particles, a significantly lower number
of small cartilage particles compared to symptomatic knees, and no bone
particles. While the majority of particles present in the synovial fluid could be
recovered, it was difficult to attribute a particular type of particle to a specific
category of arthritic disease. Stachowiak et al. [48–50, 112, 113] used Analytical
Ferrography, SEM, and numerical analysis to characterize the morphology of
wear particles from knee joints. In one study [112], pairs of sheep knee joints were
used. One of the joints was worn in a simulator over different periods of time
under carefully simulated physiological forces and kinematic cycles, while the
other was kept intact for comparison. Wear particles were extracted from a
synovial fluid from both the worn and unworn sheep joints and then examined
microscopically (by SEM). The shape of the particles was characterized by
boundary fractal dimension, shape factor, and convexity. It was found that subtle
changes in the shape of the particle boundary occur during the wear process. In a
subsequent study [49], particles suspended in the knee joints of 30 non-arthritic
and osteoarthritic patients were analyzed. A number of numerical descriptors
were calculated for each one of 565 particles and correlated to the degree of OA
using nonparametric tests. Significant differences were observed between the
numerical descriptors calculated for wear particles from healthy and osteoarthritic
joints. Many particles that were visible in the suspension were washed down the
slide during Ferrography and subsequently lost for analysis. Consequently, statistical analysis was not possible for the individual patient. The shape of the wear
particles was related to the distinct histological zones in articular cartilage [115].
In a third study [50], 6 sheep knee joints were worn in a joint simulator for
different periods of time. The worn joints were compared to 6 unworn (control)
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joints to determine the changes related to wear. The surface morphology of
articular cartilage was imaged using both SEM and environmental SEM
(ESEM), the latter being used to avoid fixation and artifacts resulting from it. It
was shown that morphological features previously attributed to articular cartilage
were in fact a result of the imaging technique. Permanent wear damage to the
cartilage surface was observed following even short periods of wear (e.g., 15 min/
2,313 cycles). This damage results directly from the failure of lubrication. Analysis of the numerical characteristics indicated that the particle area decreased as
wear progressed, while the boundary fractal dimension increased. In a fourth
study [48], samples of synovial fluid were collected from the knee joints of 30
non-arthritic and osteoarthritic patients during diagnostic arthroscopy for the
complaint of knee pain. SEM particle images were analyzed numerically. It was
concluded that the particle shape can be used as an indicator of the synovial joint
condition, i.e., in the diagnosis and prognosis of joint diseases. Particles obtained
from osteoarthritic joints were larger in area and length than particles obtained
from non-arthritic joints. In addition, particles obtained from non-arthritic joints
exhibited lower boundary fractal dimensions than particles obtained from
osteoarthritic joints.

8 The Use of Ferrography for Monitoring the Wear
of Artificial Joints
The conventional Analytical Ferrography has also been used in several studies to
monitor the wear of artificial joints [35, 37–39, 114]. Mears et al. [37, 38] analyzed
specimens of synovial fluid and implants that were obtained during operation from
60 patients in whom surgical revision was necessary, after implantation periods of
2–10 years. Both Ferrography and histological analysis of the synovial tissue were
employed. A bichromatic microscope and polarized light microscopy were used. It
was concluded that the number and morphology of the wear particles on the
ferrogram correlated with the rate and mechanisms of wear, as confirmed by
examination of the implant and the adjacent synovial tissue. The metallic wear
particles ranged in length from less than 0.25 mm to 1 mm for artificial joints
experiencing normal or severe wear, respectively. Wear particles from stainless
steel surgical tools were also found. PMMA particles from the bone cement were
observed and differentiated from the UHMWPE particles. The latter, most often in
the form of shredded fibers, ranged from 1 to 10 mm in diameter and up to several
hundred micrometers in length [38].
Evans [35, 39] further suggested that periodic ferrographic evaluation could
serve to monitor the performance of the implant and to prognosticate its future
performance. Such information should prove invaluable in the design of improved
prostheses with longer lifetimes and better biocompatibility.
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9 The Use of Bio-ferrography for Monitoring the Wear
of Natural Joints
The main weaknesses of the studies described in Sect. 7 are (1) the use of erbium
cations for magnetic labeling (see mechanism of binding, advantages and
drawbacks in Sect. 2.2.5); (2) the use of a conventional Analytical Ferrograph,
with its limitations (see Sect. 2.2.2 and, in comparison, Sect. 2.2.4).
The only work involving Bio-Ferrography for monitoring the wear of natural
joints has been carried out by Eliaz et al. [42, 55]. First, Eliaz et al. developed a
method for isolating bone and cartilage wear particles suspended in the synovial
fluids of human hip, knee, and ankle joints by specifically labeling collagens I and II
with monoclonal mouse anti-human primary antibodies coupled to goat anti-mouse
IgG MACS microbeads [42]. One of the control groups was magnetized by ErCl3
solution. Synovial fluid aspirates were drawn from 14 patients, either during
arthroscopy or during TJR. Several staining protocols, namely a fluorescent antibody and three dyes (Alcian Blue for cartilage, Alizarin Red and Von Kossa for
bone), were found not useful for different reasons, which are explained in [42]. To
eliminate charging effect of the nonconducting ferrogram inside the SEM, a thin
layer of copper (Cu) was sputtered on the ferrogram. Copper coating was preferred
over gold (Au) coating in order to better resolve the sulfur (S), phosphorous (P),
calcium (Ca), and magnesium (Mg) peaks in EDS analysis.
Bone is composed of inorganic (mineral) and organic constituents, the former
representing around 69 wt% of wet cortical bone. The primary inorganic constituent
of all mammalian skeletal tissues is apatite—mainly hydroxyapatite (HAp,
Ca5(PO4)3(OH)) [116, 117]. Hence, calcium (Ca) and phosphorous (P) may be
used in chemical analysis to identify bone particles (Ca/P ¼ 1.67 in stoichiometric
HAp, and around 1.60 in biological apatite) [35]. Due to its proteoglycan aggrecan
content, cartilage normally contains appreciable amounts of sulfur (S), although
these decline markedly in arthritic lesions [35, 118]. The zone of calcified cartilage
forms an important interface between cartilage and bone for transmitting force,
attaching cartilage to bone, and limiting diffusion from bone to the deeper layers of
cartilage [118]. It contains Ca and P in addition to S [35].
The determination of the origin of wear particles was based primarily on the type
of collagen they are rich in as well as on their chemical analysis, as follows:
1. Particles rich in Ca and in collagen I: subchondral bone fragments.
2. Particles rich in Ca and in collagen II: the interface between subchondral bone
and calcified cartilage. It has been suggested that the biomineralization process is
accompanied by a significant drop in the content of proteoglycans [118], which is
expected to result in a decrease in the concentration of S compared to Ca.
3. Particles rich in S and in collagen II: articular cartilage fragments.
4. Particles rich in S and in collagen I: repaired cartilage, calcified cartilage,
degenerated cartilage, synovium, or meniscus fragments (the latter is relevant
to knee joints only). These particles are referred to as “cartilaginous.”
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Fig. 10.14 Typical wear particles isolated from the synovial fluids of humans, as observed by
SEM and light microscopy. (a) Bone particles rich in collagen I (9 images), (b) cartilage particles
rich in collagen II (8 images), (c) cartilaginous particles rich in collagen I (4 images). Numbering
from top left to bottom right: images a1, a3, b1, b3, and c1 are light microscope images. All other
images are SEM images. Reprinted from [42] with permission from Elsevier

5. Particles containing neither Ca nor S (typically consisted of only Mg, P, or C):
uncertain origin. Mg-rich particles may be formed during either biochemical
dissolution of bone or selective precipitation from body fluids.
All particles were sorted into one of the five following shapes: chunky, platelet,
rod-like, fibers, or irregular shapes. In addition, quantitative image analysis was
used to characterize each particle in terms of its area A, perimeter P, length L, width
W, shape factor S.F., elongation D, and roundness R [119]. More details are
provided in [42].
Figure 10.14 shows typical SEM images of bone, cartilage, and cartilaginous
particles. Light microscope images of some of the particles are also shown. Bone
particles were mostly angular, with either crystalline or spongy appearance; the
latter may be attributed to the trabecular structure of bone. Most of them were
characterized under polarized light by high optical activity, which may be related
to their crystalline structure. The shape of cartilage wear particles may be related to
their origin within the tissue (see Fig. 10.15) [115]. For example, it is expected that
wear of the surface layer of cartilage (lamina splendens), which consists of collagen
leaves with no bridging fibrils, will generate platelet particles in patients with a
lower grade of OA [49]. Such particles exhibited low optical activity (bluish-silvery
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Fig. 10.15 The correlation between the shape of wear particles and their origin within the
cartilage tissue (i.e., the grade of OA) [49]. By permission of Oxford University Press

color) [42]. In contrast, chunky particles will be generated in patients with a higher
grade of OA from the deeper zones of cartilage, where a network of bridging fibrils
exists. During advanced stages of the disease, irregular shapes are also common [49].
The Kellgren and Lawrence (K–L) scheme [120] was used to grade the severity of
OA based on radiographs, from 0 (normal) to 4 (most severe). The average area,
maximal area, average length, and maximal length of cartilage particles was found to
increase as the level of OA increased. Ferrograms of patients that were graded as
Kellgren 4 contained a significantly higher number of cartilage wear particles. For
each grade of OA, there were always less bone particles than cartilage particles. The
number of bone particles was significantly higher in the case of Kellgren 4 than in
lower grades of OA. In the case of Kellgren 1, no bone particles were detected. The
average length and average shape factor of bone particles increased with the severity
of disease. Thus, the assessment of natural joint degradation by BF was usually
supported by clinical diagnosis. Nevertheless, in several cases the high sensitivity of
BF enabled detection of wear particles in the synovial fluid, which were not expected
based on arthroscopic evaluation. This may be explained by the higher magnification
at which the particles are observed on the ferrogram and by the higher sensitivity of
monitoring separate wear debris compared to inspection of a bulk material.
Univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that, as the level of OA
increases, bone and chunky (as well as rod-like) cartilage particles become more
prominent (Fig. 10.16). It is evident that bone particles are generated at a higher
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Fig. 10.16 Univariate ANOVA revealing the correlation between the chemical composition and
shape of wear particles captured by Bio-Ferrography and the Kellgren and Lawrence grading of
osteoarthritis. Reprinted from [42] with permission from Elsevier

grade of disease compared to cartilage particles. This is expected because at higher
grades of the disease there is less cartilage present overall, hence the contacting
surfaces are much less of cartilage on cartilage or even cartilage on bone, and much
more of bone on bone. It is also evident that chunky cartilage particles are related to
higher grades of OA compared to platelet cartilage particles, in accordance with the
three-dimensional architecture of collagen [115]. The trends for particles of uncertain origin, which are more similar to those of bone particles than to those of
cartilage, support the hypothesis that the source of Mg-rich particles is bone.
In a second study by Eliaz et al., Bio-Ferrography was used to capture magnetically
labeled cartilage and bone debris from the synovial fluids in human knees before each
of four injections of exogenous HA (Euflexxa™) [55]. The wear particles were
counted and characterized microscopically and chemically. Western Ontario and
McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC), Visual Analogue Scale
(VAS), SF-36®, and Knee Score (KS) questionnaires indicated significant pain relief
during the treatment, but suffered from inconsistency. The evaluation of joint degradation by Bio-Ferrography was found to correlate well with WOMAC assessments.
Bio-Ferrography showed a reduction in the concentration of both cartilage and bone
particles (Fig. 10.17), with a minimum after the third HA injection (Fig. 10.18).
The HA therapy was found extremely efficient for patients with low grades of OA.
It was concluded that while the exogenous HA treatment may temporarily slow the
wear rate to an extent which is beyond a placebo effect, it does not prevent the joint
degradation altogether. This seems to be the first ever study that demonstrates the use
of Bio-Ferrography in evaluating the efficacy of a drug.
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Fig. 10.17 A macroscopic view of a ferrogram of a patient, for whom the effect of HA injections
on the concentration of wear particles is significant. The direction of flow is marked by an arrow.
On channels 1 and 3 a cocktail containing anti-collagen I was run, while on channels 2 and 4 a
cocktail containing anti-collagen II was run. Before the HA treatment, the rectangular deposition
bands which contain the wear particles are clearly evident in channels 1 and 2. Reprinted from [55]
with permission from Elsevier

10

The Use of Bio-ferrography for Monitoring the Wear
of Artificial Joints

The accumulation of wear debris in the body can activate macrophages to stimulate
the production of antibodies, which attack the debris, the implant, and the
surrounding bone. This process may lead to the undesirable outcomes of osteolysis,
aseptic loosening, and subsequent failure of the implant [98, 99]. Thus, the monitoring, isolation, and characterization of wear debris generated either in vitro or
in vivo is of great importance.
Meyer et al. [36] were the first to report on the use of Bio-Ferrography for
monitoring the wear of artificial implants. UHMWPE wear debris was separated
from hip simulator’s bovine serum lubricating fluid, and a comparison was made
with conventional filtration. An enzymatic cocktail was developed and used to
clean the lubricating fluid from extraneous sugars, proteins, and lipids that might
interfere with the UHMWPE particle separation.
Elsner et al. [40, 41] subsequently used Bio-Ferrography and the aforementioned
enzymatic cocktail in order to separate and characterize wear debris from a novel
compliant polycarbonate-urethane (PCU) cushion form acetabular bearing for artificial hip joints during 20 million gait cycles in a wear simulator. This long-term test may
be considered as equivalent to 20 years of clinical use in an average patient [121, 122],
although according to few reports 10 years in vivo may be a better estimate [123].
It is important to simulate correctly the anatomical positioning, movement, and
physiological loads that occur during normal gait, even if choosing to ignore the wider
ranges of load and motion that are applied during various activities. Thus, one of the
most recent advancements in hip joint simulation is the realization of the fundamental
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b

Fig. 10.18 The concentration (particles/mL) of cartilage (a) and osseous (b) wear particles as
measured by Bio-Ferrography before and during the HA treatment. Reprinted from [55] with
permission from Elsevier
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Fig. 10.19 A physiological anatomical hip joint simulator setup (a) and load/movement settings
representative of a single load cycle, based on ISO-14242 (b). Reprinted from [40] with permission
from Elsevier

importance of multidirectional motion to reproduce the clinically relevant wear
mechanisms, wear debris, and wear magnitudes of polymer implants [124].
Figure 10.19a shows a specially designed hip simulator (AIC, Israel) [40]. This hip
joint simulator has six articulating stations, each with three independently controlled
motions: abduction–adduction, flexion–extension, and internal–external rotation, and
vertical loading programmed to full gait simulation according to ISO-14242
(Fig. 10.19b). The simulator is equipped with motion and force control systems
capable of generating the angular movements of the femoral component with an
accuracy of 3 at the maxima and minima of the motion, maintaining the magnitude
of the maxima and minima of the force cycle to a tolerance of 3% of the maximum
force value, and 1% of the cycle time.
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Soft bearing (compliant) materials that aim to reproduce the tribological
function of the natural joint are gaining popularity as an alternative concept to
conventional hard bearing materials such as polyethylene, metals, and ceramics in
artificial hip and knee joints. Soft bearing materials may reduce wear by
maintaining a fluid film between the articulating surfaces [40, 41]. The development of this fluid film is predominantly due to a combination of EHL and microelastohydrodynamic lubrication (mEHL). mEHL is a localized form of EHL,
whereby pressure perturbations cause substantial flattening of asperities at the
material’s surfaces, increasing conformity and assisting in the maintenance of a
lubricious film [40].
A commercial hip system based on a PCU acetabular liner (see Fig. 10.21a) and
CoCr femoral head (Tribofit® Hip System, AIC, Memphis TN) has been available
on the European market for several years. Few short-term follow-up reports on the
clinical outcomes of this System have demonstrated excellent clinical results, as
evident by the Harris and Oxford hip scores [125, 126].
In their first study [40], Elsner et al. measured the wear rate of the PCU bearing
coupled against a CoCr femoral head over 8 million simulated gait cycles by means
of gravimetry, filtration, and Bio-Ferrography. Bio-Ferrography was found to be
more sensitive towards the detection of wear particles compared to the conventional
filtration method and less prone to environmental fluctuations than the gravimetric
method. Magnetization of the polymer particles was done via addition of ErCl3. The
PCU demonstrated a low particle generation rate, with the majority of wear particle
mass lying above the biologically active range of polymeric particles (0.2–10 mm)
that is thought to induce osteolysis [127]. Figure 10.20 shows representative SEM
micrographs of PCU wear particles isolated by Bio-Ferrography (a–c) and filtration
(d–f). Particles were found to have elongated (a, d), globular (b, e), or lamellar (c, f)
shapes. All shapes have surface morphology similar to that of ground PCU
powder (g) [40].
In their subsequent study [41], Elsner et al. extended the study to 20 million gait
cycles. In addition, the wear rate at the back side of the PCU liner was monitored,
and the surface of the liner was characterized microscopically, aiming to evaluate
the state of the implant following service and its potential in vivo performance.
Visual inspection of the implants did not reveal any change in their appearance
(Fig. 10.21b). However, microscopic evaluation of the samples showed that the
texture of the articulating surface became smoother than that prior to testing. A very
low level of damage to the PCU implants’ articulating surface was identified at high
magnification.
Figure 10.22 shows the results in terms of cumulative mass of worn liner and
particle generation rate, as measured by gravimetry, filtration, and Bio-Ferrography.
Data is presented both for the articulating surface and for the backside surface.
Bio-Ferrography was found to be more sensitive towards particle isolation compared
to filtration, as depicted by a larger mass of wear particles captured during the initial
run-in period and a slightly higher wear rate measured during the steady state phase.
Backside wear was found to have a negligible contribution to the total wear mass.
The PCU liner showed excellent wear characteristics in terms of its low steady-state
volumetric wear rate (5.8–7.7 mm3/million cycles) and low particles generation rate
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Fig. 10.20 Representative SEM micrographs of PCU wear particles isolated by Bio-Ferrography
(a–c) and filtration (d–f). Particles have elongated (a, d), globular (b, e), or lamellar (c, f) shapes.
All shapes have surface morphology similar to that of ground PCU powder (g). Reprinted from
[40] with permission from Elsevier

(2–3  106 particles/million cycles). The former is substantially lower than that
reported for the conventional UHMWPE bearings (30–100 mm3/million cycles),
and of the same order of magnitude as new-generation highly cross-linked
UHMWPE (HXLPE) and MoM bearings (Fig. 10.23a). The latter is 5, 6, and 6–8
orders of magnitude lower than that of UHMWPE, HXLPE, and MoM bearings,
respectively (Fig. 10.23b) [41].
It should be noted that the long-term clinical performance of a THR is affected
by the volume, size, shape, and surface morphology of wear particles, as well as
by the related biological response to them. Nanometer-sized metal particles,
typical of MoM hard bearings, have been shown to be disseminated throughout
the body—in the lymph nodes, spleen, and bone marrow [105, 106]. The high
activity of metallic nano-debris results in their enhanced corrosion and release of
metal ions to the joint. Certain metal ions have been shown to induce
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Fig. 10.21 (a) Side view of a PCU acetabular liner (TriboFit® Hip System, AIC, Memphis, TN).
The liner component is fixed to the metal shell backing by snap-fit mechanism based on a ring
shaped flange. (b) Photographs of the liner component, demonstrating its appearance after 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 10, 15, and 20 million load cycles. Reprinted from [41] with permission from John Wiley and
Sons. # 2011 Orthopaedic Research Society

hypersensitivity and implant intolerance reactions [107, 108]. Wear particles
produced by UHMWPE bearings are larger and are therefore less likely to spread
throughout the body. However, the major part of UHMWPE particles mass lies
mostly in the 0.2–10 mm size range, where they have been reported to be most
active, stimulating macrophages to produce high levels of the cytokine TNF-a
[127]. In contrast, only 3.4% of the PCU wear particle mass was found to lie
within this size range, while the majority of particle mass was associated with
larger particle sizes. Another potential advantage of PCU with this respect is that,
while HXLPE and UHMWPE materials share similar values of specific biological
activity [128], a recent study has shown that PCU is less inflammatory to
periprosthetic tissue and bone, compared to HXLPE [129].
A study of functional biological activity (FBA) of HXLPE, which took into
account the wear volume and specific biological activity, has found significantly
lower FBA values compared to non-cross-linked UHMWPE, due to the reduced
wear volume found with the HXLPE material [128]. Thus, based on the combination of larger wear particles, less reactivity, and lower particle generation rate, it
was hypothesized that the osteolytic risk of PCU is lower than that of hard bearings
in THR [41].
Another long-term aspect of implants performance is their fatigue resistance.
Cross-linking of UHMWPE has been shown to increase its wear resistance, but to
decrease its fracture resistance. There is an increased concern for HXLPE not only
due to its initially lower fatigue strength compared to un-aged UHMWPE, but also
because larger head sizes with thinner PE can now be used [130]. While still
uncommon, there is growing evidence on failures of HXLPE liners in clinically
adverse events, specifically due to femoral neck impingement on the rim of an
acetabular liner [130–132]. The behavior of the PCU liner is interesting with this
respect. Its microscopic examination after 20 million cycles did not indicate on the
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Fig. 10.22 (a) Cumulative mass of worn PCU during 20 M load cycles, as determined by
gravimetrical measurements of the implants (asterisks), analysis of wear particles isolated
by filtration (open triangle—articulating surface, open circle—back-side surface), or by BioFerrography (open square—articulating surface, open diamond—back-side surface). (b) Particle
generation rate during 20 million load cycles. Data is presented as mean  standard error of the
mean. Reprinted from [41] with permission from John Wiley and Sons. # 2011 Orthopaedic
Research Society
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Fig. 10.23 Overview of typical wear particle sizes versus wear rates reported for various acetabular liners used in THR. Data is presented based on the volumetric wear rate (a) and wear particle
generation rate (b). Reprinted from [41] with permission from John Wiley and Sons. # 2011
Orthopaedic Research Society
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onset of fatigue damage, e.g., cracking or delamination, which typically occurs
following long-term loading of hard bearing materials. On the contrary, the quality
of the articulating surface improved over time in terms of the reduced measured
surface roughness. This finding could be explained by microscopic viscoelastic
rearrangement of soft segments of the polymer, which lead to polishing of the
articulating surface [41].

11

Summary

In this chapter, we first gave brief introduction to the three elements of tribology—
friction, lubrication, and wear. Wear particle analysis was shown to be useful in
determining the origin, level, and mechanism of wear in dynamic engineering
systems. The principles of a common, powerful condition monitoring technique—Ferrography—were briefly reviewed, along with those of BioFerrography—its most recent modification that was specifically developed to
allow magnetic isolation of target cells or tissues. Approaches for magnetic labeling
of biological matter and synthetic polymers were also presented. Next, the hip and
knee synovial joints were briefly discussed, along with osteoarthritis—their most
common noninflammatory disorder. During osteoarthritis, bone and cartilage
“wear” particles are released into the “lubricant”—the synovial fluid. The composition of the latter also changes and it gets depleted from hyaluronan. These
processes can be monitored by means of either Ferrography or Bio-Ferrography,
as demonstrated in this chapter. Progressive osteoarthritis often leads to total joint
replacement. Thus, hip and knee arthroplasty is summarized in this chapter too.
Unfortunately, the degradation of artificial joints in vivo (e.g., due to wear and/or
corrosion) results in accumulation of wear debris in the body, ultimately leading to
osteolysis, aseptic loosening, and implant failure. These adverse effects are affected
by the characteristics of the wear particles, for example their concentration, size,
chemical composition, shape, and surface morphology. Thus, real-time condition
monitoring of implants holds great promise. In this regard, the use of both
Ferrography and Bio-Ferrography for monitoring the wear of artificial joints was
reviewed. The concept of soft bearing materials such as polycarbonate-urethane
(PCU) was introduced, and the safer characteristics of their wear particles compared to those of conventional hard bearing materials were demonstrated, based on
long-term anatomical hip joint simulation followed by Bio-Ferrography.
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Chapter 11

Fatigue Failure of Materials for Medical Devices
M.S.K. Chong, Y.E. Teo, and S.H. Teoh

Abstract Medical devices such as joint prostheses are subjected to high stresses and
high cycle loading. Coupled with the aggressive body environment, fatigue failure is
common. A fatigue wear process causes the generation of wear debris, which invokes
acute host–tissue reactions. This chapter reviews some fundamental concepts from
mechanics to the methods of evaluation for biomaterials which would include wear
debris morphology characterisation so as to understand the host–tissue reaction to wear
debris. Case studies on hip and knee prostheses and dental restoratives are also
presented. The development of fatigue fracture resistant and wear resistant
biomaterials geared towards biocomposite systems with different phases to cope
with the conflicting properties of fatigue fracture resistance and hard, but brittle, phases
required for wear resistance and a good lubrication phase seems to provide some future
direction. The ability to engineer biomaterials that have the capability to trap/isolate
wear debris and promote easy removal of such wear debris remains a challenge.

1 Introduction
Medical implants are placed in harsh environments, where they are subject to
severe chemical stresses. On top of that, the same implants are subject to repeated
and fluctuating mechanical loads. It is a direct consequence of these cyclic loads
that the implants fail as a result of what is termed fatigue failure [1]. This chapter is
aimed at discussing the role of fatigue failure in medical implants. The first part will
cover basic fundamentals and terminologies in fatigue mechanics. Subsequently,
case studies will be covered in the second part to illustrate the role of fatigue in the
failure of some common medical implants.
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2 Fundamental Concepts
This section is primarily aimed at helping students who are unfamiliar with
mechanics and will cover the fundamental concepts involved in fatigue and fracture
mechanics.

2.1

Mechanics of Materials

Mechanics refers to the study of objects under forces. When a force is applied on a
body, it is referred to as a “load”. Such loads may be applied perpendicularly (often
referred to as “normal”) to a surface. Such normal loads may be acting to compress
(“compressive loads”) or stretch (“tensile loads”) the object. Because force is a
vector quantity, these forces are assigned directions. Accordingly, tensile forces are
typically assigned positive values, and compressive forces, negative. Forces may
also be applied in a direction parallel to a surface, whereby it is referred to as a
“shear” force. A typical example of this is friction. In real situations, objects are
likely to be subject to a combination of both. These are summarised in Fig. 11.1.
Typically, however, forces rarely act on a single point and are usually distributed
over an area. Pressure is the measure of force per unit area applied on a surface.
Similarly, in mechanics, stress is a measure of force per unit area acting on the
surface of the object or on a plane within the object. As with forces, stresses are
vector quantities and include normal and shear stresses. Many textbooks have been
written on this topic; one of them which is of particular interest is “The Science and
Design of Engineering Materials” by Schaffer et al. (2006).

a
(+ve)

b

c

(-ve)

Fig. 11.1 Schematic diagram to demonstrate (a) normal forces, (b) shear forces and (c) compressive and shear forces acting on a body
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Fig. 11.2 (a) Deformation of bodies under normal load, (b) distribution of normal stress at the
contact area, and (c) distribution of shear stress through the body

2.2

Contact Mechanics

Contact mechanics refers to the study of interactions of two bodies coming in
contact with each other. Deformations of the bodies will typically take place,
leading to alterations in stress distribution patterns, which may sometimes be
counter-intuitive and unexpected. For example, consider the case of contact
between the two spheres shown in Fig. 11.2a. Under a normal load, deformation
takes place and the initial point contact becomes an area contact.
It can be shown that the stress distribution across the contact area is elliptical
(as shown in Fig. 11.2b), with a maximum pressure, pmax, of
pmax ¼

3F
2pa2

(11.1)

occurring at the centre of the contact area, where F refers to the normal load, and a
refers to the diameter of contact area.
It can further be shown that the shear stress (t) at a depth of z below the surface is
derived by the following equation:
2

3
h


i
z
a
1
pmax
i5 
t ¼ pmax 4 1  tan1
:
ð 1 þ nÞ  h
2
a
z
1
þ
ðz=aÞ2
2 1 þ ðz=aÞ

(11.2)

It can be seen from the shear stress distribution under the surface (Fig. 11.2c)
that the maximum shear stress is experienced not at the surface, but at a depth under
the surface. This may result in the generation of subsurface cracks, which are very
difficult to detect.
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a

b

Fig. 11.3 Objects under tension (a) objects stretch and elongate under tensile stress and eventually fracture, (b) definition of crack in fracture terminology

2.3

Fracture Mechanics

Consider an object, such as a thin rubber band, being stretched. Typically, objects
placed under such tensile stress will first stretch and elongate, as seen in Fig. 11.1.
As the load is increased, the object will continue stretching, to a point at which it
breaks. The amount of stress that it can take just at the point when it breaks is
referred to as the tensile strength. On a molecular level, it can be envisioned as the
point at which all the molecular forces holding the object intact on that plane are
simultaneously broken, resulting in separation into two bodies, or “fracture”. Thus,
in a perfect object, the theoretical strength of a material should correspond to the
sum of all molecular bonds within the plane of fracture. In real life, however,
materials typically fail at conditions below this value. This is partly due to molecular defects and also because of the presence of cracks on the surface.
Figure 11.3b shows an object placed under tension with a crack. Briefly, the
presence of pre-existing cracks results in alterations in the stress distribution
profiles and concentrates stresses at the crack tip. The crack will then progress
and extend (crack propagation), leading ultimately to failure. It was deduced
experimentally that p
the
ﬃﬃﬃ tensile strength varies inversely with the square root of
the crack size, i.e. sf a ¼ C, where sf refers to the tensile strength and “a” refers to
the crack size. This is commonly referred to as the Griffith Criterion. C is a constant,
which may be theoretically derived from mechanical properties, such as stiffness
and free surface energy. The Griffith Criterion can also be rearranged to
a ¼ ðC=sf Þ2 , which now suggests that, for a fixed value of applied stress, there
will exist a critical size for cracks, beyond which the material will fail under this
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Fig. 11.4 Load experienced
by the hip joint during
normal gait

Load
STANCE

SWING

load. Hence, this can be used as a design criterion in which existing cracks in the
material cannot exceed this critical size.
To facilitate materials selection and design, the parameter “fracture toughness”
(denoted by KIC) has been developed that is related to the constant C in Griffith’s
relation. KIC is a material property indicative of the ability of a material containing a
crack to resist fractures and may be obtained from materials handbooks or data
sheets. The derivation of KIC requires in-depth discussion of thermodynamic
interactions in the crack zone and is beyond the scope of this chapter; the reader
is directed to some established books written in this field [2].

2.4

Fundamentals of Fatigue

Medical prostheses are commonly placed in positions of motion, experiencing
repetitive, alternating periods of loading and unloading. Examples include opening
and closing of heart valve, gait-associated loading and unloading on hip joints
between stance and swing phases. Materials placed under such cyclic loads may fail
at stress levels significantly lower than the rated tensile strength. The process of
progressive degeneration of a material by cyclic loading (and consequent failure) is
referred to as fatigue. A typical example of this is seen in the repeated bending and
unbending of a metal paper clip, resulting in eventual fracture. Figure 11.4 shows
the fluctuating forces experienced by the hip joint during different phases of the
gait cycle.
Shifting our focus now to the implant/host interface, we can see how the surface
substructure will influence the fatigue failure of biomaterials [3]. Figure 11.5
illustrates the surface of a metallic implant placed in a physiological environment,
under an applied load from an external body. It can be seen that there are three
distinguishable layers at the surface of the metal as a result of the load: (1) the
molecular adsorbed layer, (2) the passive oxide film and (3) the deformed layer.
The interaction of these layers with the physiological environment during the
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Fig. 11.5 Interactions at the surface of a deformed metallic material
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Fig. 11.6 Schematic illustration of surface and subsurface damage under cyclic loading from a
spherical contact body

fatigue/wear process will have crucial influence on the outcome and service life of
the medical device.
Figure 11.6 shows schematically the types of surface and subsurface damage
exhibited by different materials under a spherical indentor. Type I behaviour is
typical of materials having high fracture toughness and ductility, such as metals.
The plastic zone (where permanent deformation has taken place) with build-up of
material around the indentor is obvious. Type II behaviour shows a damage zone
beneath the indentor with little deformation and cone cracks forming near the
perimeter of the indentor. This is commonly encountered in brittle materials with
high yield strength but low fracture toughness, such as ceramics. Type III
behaviour is a mix of both and is typical of materials with moderate toughness
and yield strength. Micro-cracking is often observed in the damage zone. Numerous dental restorative materials exhibit this type of behaviour under repeated
impact loading.
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Fatigue Fracture

Fatigue fracture is the breaking up of a body into two or more components as a
result of an external cyclic force. Typically, the forces leading to this type of
fracture are well below that of the material’s tensile strength. Fatigue fractures
are progressive, often starting off as small cracks which grow to eventually fracture
the component.

What Are the Stages of Fatigue Fracture?
The three stages leading to fatigue fracture are initiation, propagation and final
rupture.
During crack initiation, submicroscopic cracks are formed at one or more
locations as a result of cyclic loading. The cyclic loads lead to distortions of the
arrangement of atoms, resulting in defects on an atomic level (commonly referred
to as dislocations). These defects accumulate under repeated loading, resulting in
the formation of a tiny crack. Although prevention of crack initiation appears an
obvious way of preventing fatigue failure from even beginning, identifying and
arresting the fatigue fracture at this stage is highly challenging. The presence of
debris and inclusions within the material may also act as a stress concentrator,
leading to higher possibility of crack initiation, and consequently, the choice of
materials with high mechanical strength and good manufacturing practices may
reduce the initiation of the fatigue process.
The propagation stage involves the growth of the microcrack into the material. It
is at this stage that defects may be identified, typically during routine checks and
non-destructive tests. It is thus crucial to understand the progression of the crack
across the cross-section. Crack propagation is highly dependent on crack geometry.
Sharp, notch-shaped cracks serve to concentrate stresses at the crack tip, leading to
the generation of a deformation zone ahead of the crack tip. If the energy
accumulated is sufficiently high, the crack will extend further and advance across
the plastic zone. Correspondingly, the crack progresses in discrete steps with each
cycle of forces applied, creating “striation” marks on the crack surface of the
component. Striation marks are observable microscopic features that form as a result
of the advancement of the crack front. Thus, striation marks are a distinguishing
hallmark of fatigue fracture and often used during failure analysis and identification.
As the fatigue crack deepens and progresses, the cross-sectional area of the
component is decreased. This continues to a point whereby the crack reaches a
critical size, beyond which the component fails or ruptures upon the application of a
single subsequent load cycle (as similarly discussed in Sect. 2.4.1). Although
progression to rupture indicates that the object has failed, the failure analyst should
pay close attention to details of the final rupture area, such as geometry and
location, as these provide valuable information on the actual stresses that the
component was subject to during its service life.
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Factors Affecting Fatigue Life
Magnitude of Stress
From the discussion of fatigue mechanism earlier, it can be seen that fracture
mechanics is highly dependent on the magnitude of the applied stress:
1. During crack initiation, sufficient stress must be applied to induce atomic
dislocations.
2. During crack propagation, the applied stress must be high enough to drive the
progression of the crack tip
3. The magnitude of the applied stress determines the size of the critical crack at
final rupture, as defined using Griffith’s criterion.
It thus follows that, for an applied cyclic load of a known magnitude, there will
be a corresponding number of cycles that the material can go through, before it fails
by fatigue. It is also conceivable, especially for fracture-resistant material, that
there will exist a minimum value of stress, below which the material will not fail,
regardless of the number of cycles it undergoes. This is referred to as the “endurance limit” of the material. This relation may be experimentally derived and plotted
in a stress versus number of cycles to failure (S–N) curve. This helps to predict the
safe life of the component or facilitate the choice of a fatigue-tolerant material.
Design Factors
Considering the central role of cracks in fatigue, much research has focused on
design to prevent crack formation. Design features such as notches, grooves, holes
and geometrical discontinuities can act as initiation sites for cracks and also stress
raisers, and are generally avoided by using smooth, rounded edges. Similarly, holes
or slots with sharp corners are always avoided in favour of tapered edges. In
addition, surface finish is critical to prevent the formation of crack initiators on
the material surface. In materials selection, ductile materials which have a lower
“notch sensitivity” are usually chosen.
Surface Treatments
Cracks are often initiated at the surface through the introduction of small scratches
during fabrication and machining. Surface treatments and modifications can be
carried out to reduce the effect of surface features and, in turn, increase the
components’ fatigue life.
A particular effective strategy is to impose residual compressive stress within a
thin outer surface layer. Residual stresses refer to stresses that remain after the
original source of stress has been removed. For example, in a process known as shot
peening, a metallic surface is impacted by small and hard particles propelled at high
speed. The surface will deform and spread in response to impact, while the bulk
material remains unchanged. The deformation is permanent and will remain even
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after the particles are removed. Consequently, these deformations place the surface
in compression and residual compressive stresses remain. Such compressive stresses
at the surface serve to nullify tensile stresses that may result in crack initiation.
Alternative surface modifications include case hardening, where steel surfaces
are exposed to carbonaceous or nitrogenous atmosphere at high temperature, to
facilitate the diffusion of carbon or nitrogen atoms into the surface molecular
layers, leading to chemical and physical changes in the “case”. A direct relation
is often seen between the outer case hardness and fatigue life.
Environmental Effects
The service environment that the material is subjected to is crucial in engineering
design, particularly for devices to be implanted into the human body due to the
highly adverse conditions in vivo. For example, fluctuating temperatures may lead
to fluctuating stresses arising from thermal expansion and contraction. A design
consideration is thus to incorporate room for unhindered expansion and contraction
at the implant site.
More crucially, medical implants are particularly susceptible to corrosion
fatigue due to the harsh chemical environment. Corrosion fatigue arises as a result
of cyclic stresses compounded with chemical attack. For example, corrosion of a
metallic surface may generate small notches (known as “pits”) which can act as
stress raisers or crack initiation sites. Corrosion also serves to exacerbate fatigue by
accelerating the crack propagation process. To reduce and prevent the occurrence
of environmental influenced fatigue, adequate material selection or introduction of
protective coatings may be necessary.

2.4.2

Fatigue Wear

A discussion on cyclic loads is incomplete without the discussion of wear. It is
useful at this point to distinguish fatigue wear from the more commonly known
abrasive wear (Fig. 11.7). Abrasive wear refers to the removal of material by the
cutting actions of hard particles on a softer surface. This can be caused by tiny,
sharp projections (known as asperities) found on the hard surface or through thirdbody wear. Third-body wear is a specific form of abrasive wear in which hard
particles are trapped between two articulating surfaces, and similarly resulting in
the removal of material.
Fatigue wear refers specifically to the removal of small fragments of the component surface as a result of cyclic loading. This results in pits or cavities formation
where the small pieces of material separate from the surface. Besides the obvious
damage and physical changes to shape and size of the implant, the defect sites act as
stress raisers and stress concentration points, leading to crack formation and fatigue
fracture. It should also be noted that the displaced wear debris contributes towards
third-body wear, and consequently, most wear scenarios involve a combination of
both fatigue and abrasive wear.
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Fig. 11.7 Schematic description of the processes of abrasive, three-body and fatigue wear

What Are the Types of Crack Origin?
Fatigue wear refers to a particular case of fatigue, where micro-sized cracks and
fractures occur on the surface. The fractured particles are displaced by the cyclic
motion and constitute wear debris. These cracks may arise in a variety of ways.

Subsurface-Origin Fatigue
In subsurface-origin fatigue, the crack originates a short distance below the surface
of the component. This is primarily due to high stress levels being concentrated at a
relatively short distance below the surface. Subsurface origins are predominantly
found where rolling motions are compounded with compressive stresses, to result in
subsurface regions of high stress. These are typically seen in engineering systems
involving rotating cams or wheels, and may be experienced in the body at the knee
or ankle joints. Other causes for this phenomenon include inclusions or impurities
present at the subsurface level, which act as stress concentrators. Repeated cyclic
loading will cause the crack to propagate and travel towards the surface of the
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component or towards other crack sites, leading ultimately to microfractures and
the dislodgment of material. In addition, the process leaves pits on the surface of the
material, which might serve as crack sites for propagation of fatigue.
Surface-Origin Fatigue
Cracks may also originate from the surface of the component, when the maximum
shear stress is experienced at the surface. In contrast to subsurface origins, surfaceorigin fatigue is predominantly experienced in systems involving a combination of
sliding and rolling actions, and is largely influenced by sliding friction and traction
forces. As a result, v-shaped cracks are initiated at the surface. As the crack expands
and deepens, the wedge-shaped debris is dislodged, leaving an arrowhead-shaped
pit pointing in the direction of rotation. Over several repeated cycles, however, the
v-shape breaks down and is often not observed in the parts after some time.
Subcase-Origin Fatigue
Cracks are often initiated in regions of inhomogeneity, and this includes the subcase
region in case-hardened materials, particularly at the interface between the case and
bulk material. Consequently, subcase origins are very similar to subsurface origins,
except that they can occur at much deeper regions depending on the heat treatment
step of the component. Hence, larger pieces of material fallout (wear debris) are
typically observed.
Cavitation Fatigue
Cavitation is a phenomenon caused by the vibration and movement in various fluids
(including blood), leading to the formation of negative-pressure “bubbles” that
implode onto the component after movement. These implosions on the material
surface exert high compressive stresses and create pits and cavities. Thus, cavitation is largely influenced by fluid flow profiles and can be reduced by facilitating
normal flow. This is achieved by increasing the smoothness of the surface and
engineering design. Material selection also plays a big part, as cavitation fatigue is
accelerated in corrosive environments (although it should be noted that cavitation
can occur even in the absence of corrosive agents).

The Host Response to Wear Debris
Besides the obvious repercussions of material loss and geometrical changes
associated with wear, wear-generated debris elicit immunological responses, with
often more catastrophic effects than the actual wear itself [4]. Wear debris
generated by implants is typically small, ranging from submicron to millimetre in
sizes. Some wear particles may accumulate in tissue and may contribute to blackening of surrounding soft tissue. The main cause for concern over wear debris,
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however, appears to be the natural defence mechanism of the body. Wear debris
inevitably trigger inflammatory and immunological response that recruit
leukocytes, macrophages and giant cells to move in on the foreign wear particles.
A series of biochemical activities occurs at this stage, including the induction of a
highly acidic, harsh environment. In general, four possible ensuing scenarios may
arise [3]:
1. Digestion of the debris and subsequent clearance of waste products by the liver
and kidney.
2. If the foreign material cannot be digested, the body will react by excreting it.
3. If the foreign matter cannot be digested or expelled, it will be encapsulated in
fibrous tissue to isolate it. This scenario may have additional implications for
anchored implants, such as orthopaedic or ear implants, where the displacement
and micromotions may have severe effects on prosthesis performance.
4. Finally, wear debris have been shown to elicit unexpected secondary host
responses. In prosthetic joints, for example, recruited macrophages participate
in osteolysis and produce inflammatory mediators which may activate
osteoclasts, resulting in massive bone loss in the surgical site.

Factors Affecting Wear
Wear System
Wear systems typically involve the relative motion of two articulating surfaces
under the application of a normal load. Wear processes are thus highly dependent
on the type of motion, which determines the manner articulating surfaces interact.
For example, human joints involve a forward–reverse motion (i.e. reciprocation),
which can result in up to fivefold increase in wear, as compared to unilateral
motions. It is the pattern of motion, however, that has a dominating effect, while
other parameters, such as speed, may have limited and indirect implications on
wear. In polymers, for example, the sliding speed of moving components may result
in local heating due to friction, and subsequent softening due to temperature
changes, that may have an indirect influence on wear.
Wear processes are also dependent on the magnitude of applied loads: increased
normal loads, for example, result in increased friction and increased wear.
Increased normal loads may also accelerate the rate at which three-body abrasive
wear takes place. Under the application of a continuous load, permanent changes in
geometry of the component may also arise due to the applied load (a phenomenon
known as creep). Such changes may also have an indirect influence on wear.
Wear Debris
Besides being a direct by-product of wear and material loss, wear debris contribute
directly by participating in third-body abrasion and accelerates the degradation
process. Thus, the shape of the debris is known to influence wear characteristics.
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It also follows that conforming surfaces that retain wear debris may be subject to
higher wear rates. Thus, the use of some ceramic coatings, such as those commonly
used in hip implants, may generate rounder wear particles and consequently reduce
wear rates.
Surface Roughness
The surface finish of the component is vital, as very rough surfaces increase the
tendency for wear. A highly polished surface results in greater conformity between
the two surfaces, increasing the contact area and correspondingly reducing the
contact stresses. In contrast, rough surfaces typically result in interlocking of
asperities, which increases the abrasive wear rate. The surface roughness can be
controlled by fabrication processes, post-treatments and the environment at which it
is being used in. It should be noted that, when used in a corrosive environment, the
material may be subjected to surface corrosion, which causes an increase in surface
roughness.
Fabrication and Post-treatments
The fabrication processes and any post-treatment can affect the wear rates of the
material as they may change the material’s bulk properties and surface roughness.
For example, when ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), a commonly used material for implant applications, is moulded between 190 and 200  C,
antioxidants may be added to improve wear resistance. On the other hand, moulding
at higher pressures may decrease the wear resistance of UHMWPE. In addition,
sterilisation of polymeric implants by gamma irradiation can also cause a decrease
in fatigue threshold and crack propagation resistance. These highlight the need to
consider the influences of secondary processes on wear properties.

3 Fatigue in a Clinical Setting
Hip, knee and dental implants as well as heart valves are examples of prostheses
that experience extensive cyclic loads. The heart valve, for example, functions as a
check valve and opens or closes to regulate the direction of blood flow. Consequently, the open–close cycle occurs some 40 million times a year, or 1.2 billion
times over the expected life span of the valve. Fatigue is thus a very real problem for
medical prostheses in service, and prosthetic heart valves have now been designed
to endure fatigue lifetimes in excess of 109 cycles in blood-analogue environments.
Damage-tolerant designs, in conjunction with the advent of modern materials, such
as pyrolytic carbon, have very effectively improved the service life of the device. In
addition, non-invasive methods of detecting and monitoring fatigue crack propagation have markedly reduced the chance of catastrophic failure. Taken together,
these measures serve to highlight how the knowledge of fatigue mechanisms can
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Fig. 11.8 Research trends in prosthesis failure (1990–2009). Data compiled from Thomson
Reuters, Web of Science 2010

apply to manage fatigue-associated problems, even under such extreme conditions.
An illustration of research trends on prostheses failure can be found in Fig. 11.8. It
can be seen that, since 1990, research interest in the failure of hip, knee and dental
implants has increased exponentially, highlighting the critical need to better understand the associated problems. The fatigue-related problems will be discussed in
the next section to help the reader appreciate and apply concepts of fatigue in the
clinical setting.

4 Case Study: Hip Prostheses
The hip prosthesis (Fig. 11.9) is the most common artificial joint in human beings.
A typical total hip replacement (THR) implant consists of a cup type acetabular
component and a femoral component whose head is designed to fit into the acetabular cup and thus enable joint articulations. The femoral stem is tapered so that it
can be fixed into a reamed medullary canal of the femur. In current designs, the
femoral head is typically a ceramic ball that can be fitted onto the stem just prior to
implantation. The acetabular component comprises a metal cup with a smooth
plastic polyethylene. This is placed into the pelvis, creating a socket for insertion
of the femoral head. Over time, the implant integrates with the surrounding bone
and effectively replaces the hip joint. Implants come in a wide range of sizes to
provide a customised match for the unique bone geometry, weight and size of each
patient.
Conventional hip implants use metals for the femoral shaft and neck. In modern
design, the head piece is separate, and typically constructed of ceramic. Steel alloys
were used in earlier designs of acetabular cups, which were found to constitute high
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Fig. 11.9 Schematic of hip prosthesis

friction as well as metallic wear particles. These were replaced by polymers in the
early 1960s, leading to the modern version employing UHMWPE cups.
It can be seen that the prostheses experiences two separate sources of cyclic
loading as the patient walks. Firstly, the hip is placed under fluctuating compressive
loads during normal gait, which translates to bending at the femoral neck. Next
cyclic shear stresses are experienced at the articular interface at the ball–socket
joint.

4.1
4.1.1

Fatigue-Related Issues of the Hip Prosthesis
Fracture

Fatigue fracture was not uncommon in early designs of hip prostheses, occurring in
up to 6% of patients. It was later recognised that these failures carried many
distinguishing signs associated with fatigue, originating from micro-defects within
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the implants arising from inadequate manufacturing techniques. With the improvement of engineering techniques, fatigue fractures have almost been eliminated by
the early 1980s. This includes the use of advanced manufacturing technology such
as hot-isostatic pressing (HIP) and forging, rather than standard casting as previously used. In particular, the use of HIP generated implants with extremely fine
microstructures, which are able to reduce the rate of crack propagation, and are thus
extremely resistant to fatigue. In addition, greater efforts were made to eliminate
impurities and inclusions, which may otherwise contribute to crack initiation.
Outside of the implant, the bone-implant surface has received considerable
attention [5]. Bone cement, typically PMMA, is commonly used as an adhesive
to bond the implant to surrounding bone. The cement, however, is itself prone to
deterioration over time, and typically results in loosening. This might lead to a
situation where there is proximal loosening of the femoral stem, with a firm distal
fixation, and resulting in a cyclic, cantilever-like action that may contribute to
fatigue stresses on the stem, as well as accelerated breakdown of surrounding bone
cement. Such loosening is directly associated with pain and immobility of the
patient. Cement-free approaches have thus been developed, where the surfaces
are coated with porous metal or polymeric materials, which promote the ingrowth
of bone. Hydroxyapatite (HAp) coatings are some of the most commonly used in
the clinic, which can serve as a base of osteogenic ingrowth and osteointegration.
Ironically, the use of porous coatings introduces notches and crack initiation sites
on the surface, particularly where the particles are strongly bonded to the underlying alloy surface. Thus, the coatings are only introduced to low-stress areas on the
implant, which can be determined through finite-element modelling and analysis.

4.1.2

Wear

Advances in the materials, designs of the prosthetic components and surgical
techniques have greatly improved the long-term mechanical fixation of components
to the skeleton. However, wear of the articulating surfaces (Fig. 11.10) and the
associated biological reactions to the wear debris subsequently emerged as the
major problems in total joint replacements that present the greatest challenge to
the long-term success of joint replacements.
While the mechanical consequences of wear can be minimised by design and
surgical techniques, the biological consequences of wear debris remain a major
unsolved problem. Even low wear rates can generate large numbers of wear
particles, which might enter the periprosthetic tissue. Many studies have shown
that the liberation of submicrometer wear particles into the tissues leads to foreignbody macrophage and giant-cell reactions, contributing to periprosthetic osteolysis.
Such bone loss may be sufficient for component loosening or even fracture.
Unfortunately, revision surgery in such cases is particularly difficult and often
requires the use of special components and massive bone grafts. In some cases,
the extent of bone loss is so massive as to preclude revision surgery altogether.
Osteolysis is thus the most common complication of total hip arthroplasties,
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Fig. 11.10 Photo of UHMWPE cup subjected to in vitro testing after 700,000 cycles. Inset shows
a close-up photograph of wear particles, measuring from submicrometre to millimetre size

occurring in 7–10 % of retrievals at 10–15 years post-operation and is always
caused by implant wear. Significant debate exists over “acceptable” clinical wear
rates, and it is generally recognised that wear rates of 30 mm3 per year are
acceptable, while rates above 150 mm3 per year are problematic.

4.1.3

Stress Shielding

While cyclic loads are associated with fatigue failure of synthetic material, the
removal of cyclic stresses from biological tissue has conversely been associated
with tissue deterioration [6]. Bony healing and osteointegration involves three steps
(1) bony ingrowth into the wound site, (2) adaptation to increased loading by
reinforcement with lameallar bone and (3) remodelling by resorption and functional
adaptation. Step (3) has been shown to critically influence the density and architecture of the healed bone, where, in accordance with Wolff’s law, bone remodels
itself to be denser and stronger when placed under increased loads. Correspondingly, when loading is removed, osteopenia takes place as the bone remodels to
become weaker, with accompanying mass loss.
Stress shielding is thus the phenomenon in which osteopenia takes place when
normal stresses are transferred from the bone to the implant. In the case of the
hip implant, this may take place in the area surrounding the femoral stem, where
the prosthesis itself serves as the main load-bearing member, and relieves the
surrounding bone from compressive stresses [5]. In some designs which incorporate a metallic backing of the acetabular cup, stress shielding may also be
experienced in the pelvic socket. Both processes result in bone loss, which may
directly lead to loosening of the implant. Due consideration must thus be paid
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to effective load transmission to the surrounding matrix. For example,
non-cemented implants are designed to have sharp edges to transfer stress and
strain to the surrounding interlocked bone, whereas cemented implants are
designed to be round, in order to reduce the peak stresses experienced in the
surrounding cement.

5 Case Study: Knee Prostheses
Improvements in knee prostheses have made knee arthroplasty operations very
successful and increasingly common in recent years. Knee arthroplasty may
involve just replacement of the damaged half of the knee (i.e. unicompartmental
knee replacement), if the arthritis is restricted to only one compartment. Similarly,
for severely damaged patella-femoral joints, a patella-femoral knee replacement
may be adequate. In the most severe cases, the whole knee joint is removed and
replaced.
The modern prosthetic knee design consists of three main components
(Fig. 11.11): a metallic femoral component, a polymeric tibial component and a
patella component. The femoral component is designed to wrap around the end of
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component

Tibial
stem
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Fig. 11.11 Schematic of a typical knee prosthesis
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the femur and has a groove which facilitates the movement of the patella smoothly
against the bone as the knee flexes. The design is contoured to allow articulation on
the corresponding surface of the tibial bearing component. The tibial component is
typically a flat metal platform with a polyethylene cushion, which has a raised
surface with a centre cam (posterior stabilised). It is anchored by a tibial stem, and
bone cement is often used to hold the component in place. Finally, the patellar
component is usually a dome-shaped piece of polyethylene shaped to resemble the
patella.
It can be seen that the prosthesis experiences three separate sources of cyclic
loading as the patient walks. Firstly, the knee is placed under fluctuating compressive loads during normal gait. Next, flexion at the knee is achieved by a mixture of
rolling and sliding. These lead to cyclic loads being experienced at two locations:
the patellar–femoral interface and the femoral–tibial interface.

5.1
5.1.1

Fatigue-Related Issues with the Knee Prosthesis
Fatigue Loosening

Fatigue fracture of the individual components is rarely seen and is largely avoided
through the use of materials with high fracture toughness, such as stainless steel or
other metallic alloys. Loosening is more common and occurs as a result of the
weakening of bond between the bone and the prosthesis over time. Mechanical
factors which cause loosening are primarily cyclic stresses brought about by everyday activities, which are transferred to bond between the prosthesis and the bone.
Thus, younger patients are more susceptible as they tend to lead more active
lifestyles which generate increased cyclic stresses. This issue is exacerbated by the
inability of the artificial knee to fully recapitulate natural motion, which results in
jarring motions which further stress the interface. To address this issue, mobilebearing designs have been developed.
Like fixed-bearing replacements, mobile-bearing knees use three components to
provide a relatively natural and even interface. The difference between them is in
the bearing surface. In a mobile-bearing knee, the femoral component and tibia tray
slide across a polyethylene insert to create a dual-surface articulation. This reduces
the restriction to natural movement, and consequently, lessens stress transmission
to the bone/prosthesis interface. Mobile-bearing knees are also designed to allow
greater rotation of the knee. By promoting natural motion, congruent contact
between femoral and tibial components and conformity between moving parts are
maximised throughout the range of knee joint movement, thus serving to reduce
wear. As with all engineering designs, however, there is a trade-off between
freedom of motion and stability. Consequently, the mobile bearing limb is subject
to a greater risk of dislocation and costs significantly more than traditional fixedbearing implants.
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Wear

Wear is the predominant cause of implant damage and failure in the total knee
implant [7]. The generated wear debris contributes towards third-body abrasion and
further accelerates removal of surface material. More important, these wear
particles are implicated in osteolysis, as discussed with the hip implants. It is an
extremely serious problem faced by patients that undergo total knee replacements,
where a common consequence of osteolysis is loosening of the knee prosthesis. In
severe cases, large sections of the patient’s skeleton can be destroyed. It is thus
unsurprising that much research focus has focused on reducing wear.
Components in the knee prosthesis are designed so that metal always articulates
against plastic, which provides smooth movement. As a consequence, the polymeric material (typically, polyethylene) is often subject to severe wear, and
UHMWPEs are often used (just as in hip implants). UHMWPE is a very tough
and impact-resistant material. It is very dense, and consequently, highly resistant to
moisture absorption and corrosion. Crucially, it has a very low coefficient of
friction, and consequently, good wear characteristics. Additional cross-linking
may be used to minimise surface orientation and improve the wear characteristics
further. Excessive cross-linking, however, has negative effects on the fracture
toughness and impact resistance of the material. This, in turn, increases the rate
of crack propagation in fatigue, and care should be taken to avoid fatigue fracture.
It should be noted that the wear process involves two articulating surfaces.
Consequently, the femoral component should be considered as well. Studies have
shown that the introduction of just a few small scratches onto the metallic surface
can drastically increase the wear rate on the UHMWPE counterface, by up to
70-fold. Despite advances in manufacturing to produce increasingly smooth mirror
finishes, implants often become scratched or damaged during service. These
scratches may arise due to (1) surgical instruments, (2) abrasion from a third
body, such as those arising from inadequately contained bone cements and
(3) surface scratching. Ceramics such as alumina, which have increased scratch
resistance, have thus been the subject of much study. Not only does this approach
reduce the rate of polyethylene wear, generated wear particles are rounder and
reduce inflammatory responses. To avoid issues associated with inherent brittleness, these ceramics are typically employed as coatings, where they are sintered
onto the underlying metallic surface.

5.1.3

Metallosis

Another major problem is metallosis [8]. In a well-performed knee replacement
with the ligaments balanced and the bone cuts accurately aligning the leg, the
polyethylene implant should last 10 to 15 years. This time period will depend in part
on the patient’s weight and level of activity. When the polyethylene implant is
completely worn out, however, contact between the metallic components occurs,
resulting in the release of metal debris within the joint and subsequent reactive
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synovitis, known as metallosis. Chronic metallosis may also contribute to osteolysis
around the implant, leading to loosening of the prosthesis. Little can be done to
prevent this, although replacing the polyethylene pad is a relatively straightforward
operation that can be preformed without changing the femoral or tibia implants, if
they are still well fixed to bone.

6 Case Study: Dental Restoratives
Dental restoratives, commonly referred to as dental fillers, are used to restore the
integrity and morphology of compromised tooth structures. Amalgam has been
the material of choice for dental restorations, but has recently faced severe controversy in use, in particular over potential mercury toxicity. Health advisories and
laws limiting the use of mercury-based amalgams have been in place in some
European countries since 1993, leading to eventual discontinuation of use. Thus,
despite the hitherto excellent clinical record of amalgams in dental reconstruction,
health concerns and aesthetic reasons have contributed to a shift towards composite
resins as dental restoratives.
Composites refer to materials comprising two or more materials, often with very
different and complementary properties. Composite resins have been developed
and researched on for dental restoration since the 1960s, and typically comprise a
tough, wear resistant resin matrix and ceramic fillers. Commonly used matrix resins
contain dimethacrylate monomers that are hardened as a result of chemical
reactions between the resin monomers (or “cured”) in situ. Thus, the mechanical
properties of the resin are largely influenced by the composition of monomers used
and the degree of curing. The cured resin serves as a rigid network surrounding the
filler materials and defines the shape of the reconstruction. The filler materials, on
the other hand, serve to improve the mechanical properties of the composite,
including increased strength, reduced polymer contraction and reduced thermal
expansion. In addition, the fillers are used to adjust colour and improve aesthetics.
Typical fillers used are made from ceramics such as quartz or borosilicate glasses.

6.1

Fatigue-Related Issues with Dental Restorations

As the teeth, together with any restorations, move in contact against each other,
wear inevitably takes place. In addition, wear results from any abrasive particles or
debris sandwiched between the teeth during the mastication process. Furthermore,
the teeth are subject to chemical attack from dietary or regurgitation acids. The
effects of these sources of wear may be described as attrition, abrasion and erosion.
Attrition refers to wear at the sites of direct contact, and manifests in the
flattening of cusp tips, with associated wear facets on the occlusal surfaces [9].
When attrition takes place at a restoration site, enamel and dentine may be
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preferentially worn away, resulting in “cupping” of the occlusal surface. In contrast
to attrition, abrasion refers to wear that takes place at non-contacting sites. It is
prevalently caused by wear with objects other than another tooth, such as in
toothbrush abrasion. Finally, erosion takes place as a result of fluid flow [10]. It
refers to surface loss resulting from softening of the tissue by acids, and eventual
rubbing off by movements of soft tissues or food slurry. These acids may be derived
from dietary sources, such as citric acid, or from regurgitative sources, such as
gastric reflux [11]. During the mastication cycle, a combination of attrition, abrasion and erosion can be seen.
Masticatory wear can be studied in two phases. In the initial phase, the teeth are
brought from the open position to a position of near contact (open phase). This is
followed by the second part of the cycle, where a force is applied to the food bolus,
and shredding of the food takes place by lateral sliding of the teeth (closed phase).
The effect of abrasive particles in the diet differs between the phases. In the open
phase, particles are suspended in the food bolus, which thus acts as a slurry. There is
free movement of the abrasive particles within the suspension, leading to abrasion
of the surface of the restored tooth. During the closed phase, the teeth are brought
close, and the abrasive particles become trapped between the surfaces. Consequently, they no longer act as a slurry but, instead, cause scratching and scoring
as a third-body abrasive during sliding of the teeth.
The wear of restorative materials can be understood by considering the relationship between sliding wear and slurry wear. Slurries tend to preferentially abrade the
softer resin material, leaving the harder filler material protruding from the surface.
During sliding contact wear, these particles may transmit the sliding force to the
surrounding matrix, resulting in microcracking at the filler/matrix interface and
eventual dislodgement of the filler. Certain composites, such as porcelain, comprise
two phases of similar hardness. Consequently, slurry wear does not cause
protrusions in these materials. However, due to the loading pattern, the material
may be vulnerable to subsurface cracking and consequent fatigue wear [12].
Considering the wear process, it follows that wear resistance of the composite
restorative may be improved by decreasing the interparticle spacing [13]. This may
reduce the effect of slurry wear, particularly if the spacing is smaller than the size of
the abrasive particles. Wear resistance may also be improved by the use of smaller
filler particles, which will result in smaller surface protrusions and reduce the extent
of filler plucking and surface degradation during sliding wear.

7 Conclusions
Numerous medical devices such as joint prostheses are subjected to high stresses and
high cycle loading. Coupled with the aggressive body environment, this might lead
to fatigue failure. A fatigue wear process causes the generation of wear debris, which
invokes acute host–tissue reactions, which tend to aggravate the fatigue problems
of the biomaterial by producing enzymes and chemicals that are highly corrosive.
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The methods of evaluation for biomaterials must include wear debris morphology
characterisation so as to understand the host-tissue reaction to wear debris and
simulate as close as possible the imposed stress–strain and environmental conditions
in vivo. The development of fatigue fracture resistant and wear resistant biomaterials
is still in its infancy. Research geared towards biocomposite systems with different
phases to cope with the conflicting properties of fatigue fracture resistance and hard,
but brittle, phases required for wear resistance and a good lubrication phase seems to
provide some future direction. The morphology of wear debris that forms must be
readily acceptable by the body. The ability to engineer biomaterials that have the
capability to trap/isolate wear debris and promote easy removal of such wear debris
remains a challenge.
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Chapter 12

Hypersensitivity to Implant Debris
Nadim J. Hallab

Abstract Total Joint Replacements (TJR) have been extremely successful over the
past 50 years, restoring mobility and function to millions of people each year.
However, over time these implants need replacing for a number of reasons, such as
infection or increasing immune reactivity to implant debris. All implant metals
degrade in vivo, and the released products biologically interact locally and systemically. Local and/or systemic immune reactivity to implant debris may become
excessive, specifically to one or more of the materials (metals) used in
the implant alloys. When this excessive reactivity to implant debris involves the
adaptive immune system where lymphocytes respond to specific stimuli it can be
characterized as a sensitivity or hypersensitivity response. Dermal hypersensitivity
reactions to metals (such as Nickel) are common and affect approximately 10–15%
of the population in USA and Europe. In its extreme form, metal sensitivity exists as
a relatively rare complication in only a few highly susceptible patients with joint
replacements (i.e., less than 1% of joint replacement recipients).
However, the role of implant-related metal sensitivity in implant performance is
likely underreported due to the scarcity of diagnostic testing. The person-dependent
mechanism(s) by which metal sensitivity occurs in some people and not others has
not been completely explored with current hypersensitivity testing techniques.
This issue is becoming increasing popular due to recent failures of metal-onmetal hips and increasing numbers of joint replacement procedures, worldwide.
Better materials and availability of appropriate immunologic testing (e.g., LTT)
will likely enhance future assessment of patients susceptible to hypersensitivity
responses.
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1 Introduction
It is surprising to learn that almost all of the >1,000,000 total joint replacements/
year that are performed in the USA are expected to eventually fail if their recipients
live long enough. This eventual failure is due to implant debris-induced inflammatory reactions [1]. This is particularly horrible for millions of elderly people who
may need a revision of their current implants in their last decades of life where the
incidence of death caused by major surgery can be as high as 13% (vs. <1% in
patients <75 years of age) [2]. Implant loosening due to debris-induced aseptic
osteolysis accounts for over 75% of all total joint arthroplasty (TJA) implant
revisions and is the predominant factor limiting the longevity of current total
joint arthroplasties; the other reasons include infection (7%), recurrent dislocation
(6%), periprosthetic fracture (5%), and surgical error (3%) [3].
Excessive biologic reactivity to implant debris can be defined as any toxicologic
or immunologic reactivity to implant debris that causes, or is in the process of
causing, implant failure prematurely, where “prematurely” is generally considered
less than 5–7 years. Particle-induced osteolysis, or “particle disease,” generally
refers to the slow process of peri-implant osteolysis, where implant loosening and
inflammation are due to implant particulate debris interacting with innate immune
system cells (i.e., tissue macrophages termed histiocytes) where modest inflammation persists for many years. This innate inflammatory response is typically
associated with the eventual failure of metal-on-polymer THAs. Excessive reactivity to implant debris, or hypersensitivity to implant debris, is slightly different and
typically involves the adaptive immune system where conditioned lymphocytes
respond to specific stimuli. The degree to which excessive innate response factors
into this hypersensitivity immune response is not known. Implant hypersensitivity
has been predominantly characterized as specific, and of the delayed type hypersensitivity (DTH) response, and has been more associated with metal-on-metal
bearing implants.
Implant surfaces are not known to cause hypersensitivity. Implant debris is the
known cause of immune responses to implants. This distinction is important,
because when debris is minimized, the chances of hypersensitivity decrease. But
what is hypersensitivity to implants? In its broadest definition hypersensitivity to
implants is any aseptic (nonbacterial) material-driven excessive immune response
that causes peri-implant pathology, such as decreased bone homeostasis or massive
local inflammation of T-cells or B-cells or macrophages. When an implant fails
prematurely (<7 years) due to an exuberant immune response to a normal (and
typically very tolerable) amount of implant debris, that is what can be categorized
as “metal-allergy,” “implant-allergy,” “implant sensitivity,” or “hypersensitivity.”
These terms have been used interchangeably in scientific studies. Implant-related
metal sensitivity has been well reported in case and group studies; however, there is
still much we do not know about this phenomenon [4–6]. All implant metals
corrode and/or wear in vivo [7, 8], and the released products (particles and ion)
interact with plasma proteins, and then with local and systemic cells including those
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of the immune system. Materials such as polymers that are less chemically promiscuous (less able to alter proteins at the molecular level) are also less likely to
activate the immune system and have not been as widely implicated in causing an
implant allergic response. Dermal hypersensitivity reactions to metals have been
reported to cause immune reactions, which most typically manifest as skin hives,
eczema, redness, and itching, affecting approximately 10–15% of the US and
Europe’s population [4, 5, 9–12]. Implant materials have been optimized over
time to eliminate materials that demonstrate adverse host responses. Some subtle
adverse responses, such as in vivo metal hypersensitivity or hypersensitivity-like
reactivity to metallic biomaterials, are difficult to characterize before and after
surgery. Hypersensitivity is caused by the debris of metallic biomaterials that
include particulate wear debris, colloidal organometallic complexes (specifically
or nonspecifically bound), free metallic ions, inorganic metal salts/oxides, and
precipitated organometallic storage forms (basically, particles and ions).
All metals begin to degrade via corrosion when in contact with their biological
environment [7, 13]. The released metal ions can activate the immune system by
forming complexes with native proteins [12, 14–16]. These metal–protein
complexes are what elicit hypersensitivity responses. Plastic (polymeric)
biomaterials used in orthopedics are not easily chemically degraded in vivo and
have not been intensely investigated or found to be involved in case or group studies
as sources of hypersensitivity-type immune responses. This is in part due to the
relatively large degradation products (>50 nm) associated with polymeric debris
in vivo, which do not readily form polymer–protein haptenic complexes with
human antibodies. However, there have been reports of immunogenic reactions
associated with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) [17], but these may be due to an
unreacted PMMA monomer which is highly toxic and can elicit an immune
response at very low levels.
Metals that are well known to cause hypersensitivity reactions are beryllium
[18], nickel [9–11, 18], cobalt [18], and chromium [18] and to a lesser degree
tantalum [19], titanium [20, 21], and vanadium [19]. The incidence of metal
sensitivity among the general US population is approximately 10–15%
(Fig. 12.1), where nickel hypersensitivity is the most prevalent (approximately
14%) [4], followed by cobalt and chromium [4, 12]. The amounts of these metals
found in medical grade alloys are presented in Table 12.1.

2 Metal Sensitivity
Hypersensitivity can take one of two central forms (1) an immediate (within
minutes) humoral response (initiated by antibody–antigen complexes of types I,
II, and III reactions), or (2) a delayed (hours to days) cell-mediated response
[22, 23]. Implant-related hypersensitivity reactions are generally associated with
delayed-type responses and have been categorized as type IV DTH.
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Fig. 12.1 A compilation of averaged incidence percentages of metal sensitivity (nickel, cobalt,
or chromium) among different groups: (1) the general population, (2) patients after receiving a
metal-containing TJA, (3) patients with metal-on-metal bearing arthroplasty, and (4) patient
populations with significant osteolysis or due to be revised. Note: Studies by Hallab et al. used
Lymphocyte Transformation Testing to measure hypersensitivity, all other used dermal patch
testing (picture courtesy of Orthopedic Analysis Inc)

Cell-mediated DTH is an adaptive immune response and is characterized by
antigen activation of sensitized T-helper lymphocytes releasing various cytokines,
which result in the recruitment and activation of macrophages. These TH-1 cells are
characterized by the cytokines they release, including interferon-g (IFN-g), tumor
necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), interleukin-1 (IL-1), and interleukin-2 (IL-2). TH-1 cells
are generally associated with responses to intracellular pathogens and autoimmune
diseases. Metal-activated T-cells in conjunction with activated antigen presenting
cells (APCs) can secrete a variety of cytokines that recruit and activate other innate
immune cells, i.e., macrophages, monocytes, and neutrophils. These cytokines
include IFN-g and TNF-b which produce a number of effects on local endothelial
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cells facilitating infiltration and release of migration inhibitory factor (MIF), which
inhibits the migration of macrophages away from the site of a DTH reaction.
Therefore, in the final phases of a DTH response there is infiltration, activation,
and eventual migration inhibition of innate immune cells such as macrophages,
controlled by adaptive immune cells (T-cells). These locally attracted and activated
macrophages have the increased ability to phagocytose, process, and present
metal–protein complexes in class II MHC complexes and IL-1, which trigger the
activation of more T cells, which in turn activates more macrophages, which
activate more T-cells, in a vicious cycle. This DTH self-perpetuation response
can create extensive tissue damage. Current research efforts to use immunosuppressive therapy in people to temporarily stop this cycle are currently underway by
us and others.
There is much about implant debris sensitivity that remains incompletely understood, including all the reactive lymphocyte subpopulations and the cellular
mechanisms of recognition and activation, as well as specific antigenic metalprotein determinants. The Langerhans cells are well characterized as the primary
antigen presenting cells (APCs) associated with skin hypersensitivity. While APCs
in the periprosthetic region include macrophages, endothelial cells, lymphocytes,
Langerhans cells, dendritic cells and, to lesser extent, parenchymal tissue cells,
tissue macrophages (histiocytes) are presumed to be the primary peri-implant
APCs. The T-cell receptor (TCR) has been widely acknowledged as involved in
metal-induced activation [24–26]. Metals have also been shown to act as both
typical antigen (such as tetanus toxin), but have also been shown to cause nontypical activation of T-cells by cross-linking receptors (e.g., VB17 of CDR1 T-cell
receptor) to create what is called “superantigen”-like enhancement of T-cell
receptor–protein contact [24, 27]. Despite reports of nontypical DTH-like metalinduced lymphocyte activation, the traditional DTH response (where there is one
clonally specific group of lymphocytes specific to a single lock-and-key type T-cell
receptor mechanism of activation) remains the dominant mechanism associated
with implant-related hypersensitivity responses [28–30].

3 Testing for Metal Sensitivity
Testing for metal allergy can be accomplished by skin testing (i.e., so-called patch
testing or intradermal testing) or by lymphocyte transformation testing (LTT).
There are commercial kits that contain some of the metals in orthopedic implants
[22, 31] (e.g., TrueTest™, Glaxo Dermatology, Research Triangle Park, NC).
However, there is concern about the applicability of skin testing to diagnose
immune responses around implants [14–16, 32, 33]. Patch testing involves antigens
(e.g., 1% aqueous nickel sulfate) in a carrier, such as petrolatum, that are placed on
dermal tissue for approximately 48–96 h after which reactions are graded on a scale
of 1 (mild or absent response) to 4 (severe red rash that can contain small encrusted
weeping blisters). One problem with this is that the immunogenic potential of
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metals on the dermis is likely quite different from the closed periprosthetic in vivo
environment. On the skin dermal Langerhans cells are the primary hypersensitivity
effector cells and around implants macrophages are the primary antigen presenting
cells, which are not nearly as efficient as Langerhans dendritic cells [23, 34]. Other
general concerns associated with patch testing include the possible induction of
hypersensitivity in a previously insensitive patient [35].
In vitro metal allergy testing, called lymphocyte proliferation testing (also
known as LTT), involves measuring the proliferative response of lymphocytes
after they are activated by an antigen. A radioactive marker is used to precisely
measure the amount of cell division over a set time period by measuring the amount
of radioactive [H3]-thymidine that is incorporated into the cellular DNA upon cell
division after 4–6 days of exposure to antigen. [3H]-thymidine uptake is measured
using liquid scintillation, and the amount of immune response (proliferation factor
or stimulation index) is calculated using measured radiation counts per minute
(cpm):
Proliferation factor ¼ ðcpm with treatmentÞ=ðcpm without treatmentÞ:
The use of proliferation testing to measure metal allergy and in the assessment of
general drug sensitivity has been well established as a method of testing in a variety
of clinical settings [36–40]. There is a growing use of LTT testing for implantrelated metal sensitivity that has been shown to have diagnostic efficacy particularly in the area of metal-on-metal implants, which have led to higher rates of metal
sensitivity responses [41–43]. Several investigations indicate that metal allergy can
be more easily detected by LTT than by dermal patch testing [41, 44, 45]. Thus,
given the growing number of studies utilizing the highly quantitative nature of LTT
testing in orthopedics it is likely better suited for the testing of implant-related
sensitivity than dermal patch testing [36–41, 46, 47].

4 Case Studies in Metal Implant-Related Metal Sensitivity
There have been many reports over the past 30 years of implants that have elicited
an allergy or sensitivity type responses. In these reports implant degradation
products have been shown to be temporally linked with specific responses such as
severe dermatitis, urticaria, vasculitis [48–53], and/or nonspecific immune suppression [54–58].
One of the first correlations of eczema reaction to metallic orthopedic implants
was made in 1966 by Foussereau and Lauggier [59], where a nickel-containing
implant was associated with hypersensitivity reactions. There have been growing
numbers of case reports over the past 40 years that link immune responses with
adverse performance of metallic cardiovascular [48, 60, 61], orthopedic [5, 49, 50,
52, 53, 62], plastic surgical [63], and dental [64–70] implants. In some cases
immunological reactions have necessitated device removal, which then results in
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stopping the immune reactions [48–53]. Some of these severe skin reactions
[48, 51, 53, 60–62, 71, 72] have been associated with the relatively more general
phenomena of metallosis (dark metallic staining of tissue due to excessive implant
debris), excessive periprosthetic fibrosis, and muscular necrosis [50, 73, 74].
In one of the earliest case studies implicating an orthopedic implant as a source
of metal sensitivity [49], a 20-year-old woman was examined for extensive rashes
on her chest and back, 5 months after she had stainless steel screws put in to treat
chronic patellar dislocation. Topical steroids helped her condition for 1 year. Then,
it worsened with further generalized dermal rashes. “Out of sheer desperation,” [49]
the stainless steel screws were removed, and in less than 72 h her eczema
completely disappeared. “The orthopedist still doubted that the steel screws could
be the cause of her dermatitis and applied a stainless steel screw to the skin of her
back. In a period of 4 h, generalized puritus and erythema developed” [49]. Metal
allergy patch testing showed reactions to nickel, nickel sulfate, and the steel screw.
This satisfies Koch’s postulate as a causative agent, that when the suspected cause is
removed the symptoms abate, and when it is returned the symptoms also return,
thus metal allergy associated with implant was solidified nearly 40 years ago as a
real phenomenon.
In another example, a 50-year-old woman suffered from persistent abdominal
pain and urticaria postoperatively following a cholecystectomy using tantalum
metal clips that could only get symptom relief after a plasma exchange, but not
with corticosteroids or antihistamines. After removal, the tantalum clips showed
visible signs of corrosion, indicating that it was likely the corrosion debris that she
was reactive to [5, 50, 52, 53, 63]. There are a number of case studies that show
similar temporal and physical evidence of immune reactivity to orthopedic implants
[12]. It is these cases of severe metal sensitivity that present the greatest problems.
There are more cases of stainless steel and cobalt alloy implant-induced immune
responses than there are to titanium alloy components [5, 12, 51–53, 61, 62, 71, 75,
76]. A case report of cobalt hypersensitivity implicated in the poor performance of
cobalt alloy plates and screws used in the fracture fixation of 45-year-old woman’s
left radius and ulna43 indicated the induction of periprosthetic fibrosis, patchy
muscular necrosis, and chronic inflammatory changes peripherally, 7 years after
implantation. However, after the implant was removed and the symptoms
(swelling) disappeared, the patient remained reactive to cobalt, as indicated by
patch testing [50].

5 Cohort Studies of Implant-Related Metal Sensitivity
Cohort studies generally indicate a correlation between the presence of a metal
implant and metal sensitivity [5, 31, 35, 77–85]. When these studies are compared
(Fig. 12.1), the incidence of metal sensitivity among patients with well-functioning
implants is approximately 25%, roughly twice as high as that of the general
population [31, 35, 76, 77, 79, 80, 84, 86, 87]. The average prevalence of metal
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sensitivity among patients with a failed or poorly functioning implant (as judged by
a variety of criteria) is approximately 60% [35, 76, 80, 86, 87], where the prevalence of metal sensitivity in people with failed or failing implants is approximately
6 times that of the general population, and approximately 2–3 times that of all
patients with well-functioning implants. It is unknown to what extent this association is reflective of a causal link between immunogenicity to implant debris and
poor implant outcome.
Cohort studies showing sensitivity to polymeric materials among patients with
well-functioning implants have not been well established, although it has been
reported [17, 88], where a 50% incidence of PMMA hypersensitivity of patients
(n ¼ 26 subjects) was associated with loose total hip prostheses using patch testing
and mononuclear cell subset analysis [17]. Other studies have refuted this, where
people with well-functioning implants showed no hypersensitivity reactions to
PMMA, as determined by patch testing (n ¼ 112 subjects) [89].
Generally, investigations of immune responses to implant debris suggest one of
three possible outcomes hypotheses (1) metal degradation products are immunogenic [26, 28, 29, 90–92], (2) metal degradation products are immunosuppressive
[93–95], or (3) metal degradation products are immunoneutral (i.e., nonbioreactive) [96, 97]. While all three possibilities have been shown to occur, the
type of reaction that will occur in any one individual is dependent on the individual,
the environment, and the type of implant.
Specific types of implants that release more metallic debris in vivo are more likely
to induce metal sensitivity. Total hip prostheses with metal-on-metal bearing surfaces
have been associated with metal sensitivity to a greater extent than similar designs
with metal-on-ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene bearing surfaces [77, 86].
New generations of metal-on-metal total hip replacement have advantages like
larger head sizes that decrease the rates of dislocation after surgery, but have greater
reports of failures attributable to excessive inflammatory reactions to metal debris
characterized as hypersensitivity-like responses. Some reports show that 76–100% of
the people with these metal-on-metal implants which have aseptic implant failures
requiring revision also have evidence of histological inflammation accompanied by
extensive lymphocyte infiltrates. This is characteristic of delayed-type hypersensitivity responses that are characterized by infiltrations of lymphocytes not normally
seen in the peri-implant tissue [98, 99]. These reports have shown that in people with
metal-on-metal bearing implant with aseptic loosening, all those being revised have
been shown to have extensive lymphocytic infiltrates around the metal debris,
indicative of unwanted adaptive immune system reactivity. The rates of sensitivity
of these people with well-performing metal-on-metal implants are shown in Fig. 12.1
and are nearly twice that of people with well-performing implants.
However, whether metal sensitivity is causal or not may be beside the point
once sensitivity has been established as a negative feedback to implant performance. It is very likely that metal-stimulated lymphocytes participate in the
pathogenesis of aseptic osteolysis given that activated lymphocytes release powerful cytokines such as IL-2, IFN-g, and RANKL (receptor-activated NF-KB ligand),
which can directly and indirectly affect bone resorption and turnover by promoting
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Fig. 12.2 The biologic reactivity of implant debris causes local immune responses primarily
mediated by macrophages, which produce reactive oxygen intermediates and pro-inflammatory
cytokines that affect a host of local cell types and induce a widening zone of soft-tissue damage
and inflammation (picture courtesy of BioEngineering Solutions Inc) [100]

osteoclast activity (bone resorption) and inhibiting osteoblast activity (bone deposition) in a disruptive set of events that result in vicious cycle of inflammation and
bone erosion, Fig. 12.2 [101].
Thus, it seems that, although metal-on-metal implants produce less overall
debris than metal-on-polymer articulations do, the rates of revision/failure of
metal-on-metal THAs may ultimately prove to be as high as metal-on-polymer
bearings, and that these failures may be entirely due to exuberant biological
responses to implant debris, be they toxic or hypersensitivity-like immune
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responses. It is likely that, if metal sensitivity could be effectively screened out
preoperatively, revision rates of metal-on-metal THAs would drop.

6 Conclusions
It is unclear whether hypersensitivity responses to metallic biomaterials affect
implant performance in other than a few highly predisposed or implant-debris
sensitized people [12, 22, 102]. It is clear that some patients experience excessive
immune reactions directly associated with implanted metallic materials [5, 49, 50,
52, 53, 62]. Metal sensitivity exists as an extreme complication in only a few highly
susceptible patients (i.e., less than 1% of joint replacement recipients), and a more
common subtle contributor to implant failure. In addition to direct immunogenic
responses, metal degradation products may mediate indirect immunologic effects
due to cell toxicity, where immune reactions are secondary to this person-dependent
toxicity responses. It is likely that implant-related metal sensitivity is underreported
due to the scarcity of diagnostic testing. The person-dependent mechanisms by
which in vivo metal sensitivity occurs in some people and not is others have not
been identified, making it difficult to know whether a known condition of metal
hypersensitivity will elicit an overaggressive immune response [22, 102]. Increasing popularity of immunologic testing will likely enhance future assessment of
patients susceptible to hypersensitivity responses. In the event of temporally related
signs of allergic response to implant placement, metal sensitivity should be considered, after infection has been ruled out. To appropriately weigh optimum treatment
of patients presenting with signs of an allergic reactions, evaluation for sensitivity
should be conducted. Removal of the device that has served its function should be
considered, since removal may alleviate the symptoms that may produce other
immune-related disorders. Patients who have allergic reactions to cheap jewelry are
more likely to have reactions to orthopedic implants. It is important to note that
there is increasing awareness of the phenomenon of metal hypersensitivity and
many surgeons now take this into account when planning which implant is optimal
for each patient. The importance of further study, diagnostic testing, and treatment
for sensitivity to implant debris is paramount, as almost 1 in 2 people will eventually require an orthopedic implant, and revision surgery over the age of 75 can
result in >13% mortality [2, 103].
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Chapter 13

Implant Infections and Infection-Resistant
Materials
Davide Campoccia, Lucio Montanaro, and Carla Renata Arciola

Abstract Infection is broadly recognized as one of the most critical and
devastating complications associated with the use of biomaterials, particularly in
orthopaedic prosthesis surgery.
The idea of combining biomaterials with antimicrobial substances for prophylaxis of infections through local delivery was first developed in dentistry and then
the combination of antibiotic cement was proposed also in orthopaedic surgery.
Various prophylaxis measures or antimicrobial treatments are analysed and their
different efficacies are considered. Different strategies in designing and using
infection-resistant and anti-infective biomaterials are presented and discussed.

1 Implant Infections and Historical Approach
to Their Prevention
The event of infection is broadly recognized as one of the most critical and
devastating complications associated with the use of biomaterials in medicine
[1–3]. Over the last decades, improvements in the practice of asepsis and perioperative prophylaxis provided only partial success in reducing the rate of implant-related
infections and, anyway, the limited achievements have been counterbalanced by the
explosive diffusion of prosthetic materials in all sectors of medicine. In particular,
the failure to obtain a total control over contamination of the surgical field, totally
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eliminating the chance of bacterial seeding on materials surfaces, and the spreading
of bacterial strains resistant to most antibiotics used in standard protocols of perioperative prophylaxis, has progressively led to an increased awareness that the tactic to
deal with this complex phenomenon should rely on multiple strategies. The attempt
to preventively interfere with and reduce the chances of bacterial seeding on
biomaterials surfaces has led to very modest advancements, mostly observable
with surgical implantation of totally internal devices. However, many other indwelling devices remain percutaneous (e.g. external orthopaedic fixation systems),
totally internal but with periodic external access (e.g. arteriovenous graft for
haemodialysis), or totally external though in contact with vulnerable mucosal
membranes (e.g. urinary catheters). Under these circumstances, the exposure to
microbial contamination is not confined just to the short time window of surgical
implantation or to the remote risk of haematogenous spreading from a distant site of
infection thereafter. The continuity of the exposure to microbial contamination and
colonization makes this type of medical devices particularly prone to infections,
which can easily turn from superficial to deep and invasive, no matter the insertion
was performed with best aseptic techniques avoiding any source of initial contamination. Perioperative prophylaxis is of no value or even not applicable in such
conditions.
General awareness of implant-related infections and their huge cost in individual, social, and economic terms has been progressively growing with the explosion
in the use of biomaterials in all medical sectors especially observed in the last
30–40 years. Nevertheless, the development of new adjuvant preventive strategies,
not based on systemic perioperative use of antibiotics, is dated very long ago.
Indeed, adaptation of clinical procedures to prevent or treat medical post-surgical
infections was introduced in surgery at a very early stage [4], even before the age of
antibiotics.
In the era preceding the discovery of microorganisms, the selection of implantable devices was at times empirically driven towards the choice of materials
intrinsically bactericidal. For instance, the use of silver-wire ligatures was practiced
before the year 1849 [5], and as early as 1855 silver was the recommended material
for indwelling catheters in gynaecology [6]. However, only by the end of the
nineteenth century, with the discovery of inhibitive and bactericidal action of
various metals [4], dressings based on silver foil found an expressed indication as
biomaterials selectively endowed with bacterio-inhibitive power and selective
action with respect to host tissue toxicity.
This debut of a dressing with claimed antiseptic properties can probably be
considered one of the earliest conscious moves in the development of bioactive
biomaterials, and a primary pioneer cultural step in the path of establishing
strategies to prevent or combat infections at a local level.
The discovery of antibiotics, substances with a highly specific activity against
prokaryotic cells, represented an important step towards the management of
infections, not just in clinical treatment but even in the perioperative prophylaxis
of postsurgical infections. In fact, first reports on perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis date back to the early 1950s [7], following a pair of decades of growing
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evidences of the efficacy of antibiotic use for clinical treatment in different infective
pathologies. The introduction of antibiotic-based prophylaxis has certainly to be
regarded as a major advancement in the fight of surgical infections and, among them,
implant-related infections, although best achievements were obtained only with
the definition of appropriate protocols of perioperative antibiotic administration.
The idea of combining biomaterials with antibiotic substances for prophylaxis of
infections through local delivery was first developed in dentistry just after the
introduction of systemic perioperative prophylaxis in surgical practice [8]. However, it took nearly 2 decades before the combination of antibiotic cement was
proposed also in orthopaedic surgery [9, 10].
Analogously to what described for acrylic cements, even the possibility of
locally eluting antibacterial drugs by means of resorbable materials was initially
explored in dentistry in a rather early phase [11, 12]. Degradable biomaterials
certainly possess great potential for local delivery as they can control the kinetics
of drug release and, at least in some cases, they can completely degrade without
leaving residual particles which could offer a lasting support for biofilm growth
(Fig. 13.1) and microbial survival in the tissues. However, despite the points of
strength behind the rational of using degradable biomaterials for in-site antibiotic
release, a number of recent papers raise doubts on the in vivo performance of
antibiotic adsorbed in natural polymers such as collagen [13, 14].
With the years, clinical use of biomaterials possessing antibacterial properties
has broadly been extended to a variety of surgical and non-surgical procedures in
different medical fields. The introduction in clinical use took place often in the
absence of a sound evidence of in vivo efficacy. Although the reasons that lead
surgeons to clinical use of local antibiotics driven by their good sense and care for
the patient are perfectly understandable, every effort should be made to have clear
epidemiological confirmations of the correctness of the medical protocols applied.
In this regard, especially in the case of devices releasing subinhibitory amounts of
antibiotics in orthopaedics, the overall benefits for the patient as well as for the
community have often been debated, appearing questionable both for the nonproved prophylactic activity in the patient and for the potential of favouring the
emergence of antibiotic-resistant strains [15].

2 A Solution Requiring More Than a Single Strategy
Large clinical studies have shown, as in the prevention of implant infections, that
the best results are achieved when antibiotic prophylaxis is given both systemically
and in the bone cement [16]. While systemic treatments act effectively to reduce
viable bacteria present in distant vascularized tissues surrounding the implant
(dispersed in the extracellular space or within host cells phagosomes), antibiotics
eluted from bioactive materials more actively interfere with the process of surface
adhesion and colonization, performing their action where needed, i.e. in
close proximity to the implant surface. Furthermore, the delivery at the site of

Fig. 13.1 The presence of a biomaterial favours bacterial adhesion and colonization. Scheme representing the complex process leading to microbial biofilm
formation starting from the initial phases of passive adsorption of bacterial cells on the biomaterial surface. Following the adhesion of the cells mediated by
receptorial proteins termed adhesins, capable to selectively bind host extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, a number of mechanisms of biofilm formation can
be actuated. Different bacterial clones can be variously endowed in their virulon with genes enabling specific mechanisms associated with bacterial
accumulation and biofilm production. At times, more than one mechanism can coexist within the same strain, being used contemporarily or in distinct phases
of cell aggregation and biofilm accumulation under the influence of cell density or of the niche and the interstitial milieu [25]
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implantation permits the diffusion of antibiotic substances even in ischemic
regions that cannot be reached by systemic therapies. Similarly, in the case of
some percutaneous external fixation devices in use in orthopaedic surgery, antiinfective surfaces have demonstrated to be capable of reducing the occurrence of
superficial infections deriving from external colonization of the implant. Interestingly, in the same model, deep infections were better prevented by systemic
antibiotics. The efficacy of various prophylactic measures is illustrated in Fig. 13.2.
Altogether, these findings strongly suggest that to adequately deal with implant
infections the approach has to rely on more than just a single strategy [2, 17].
A range of different expedients have been proposed to prevent and treat implantrelated infections, varying from systemic (e.g. systemic antibiotics, vaccines
targeting capsular components, virulence determinants, or even DNA sequences
specific of pathogens implicated in the pathogenesis of implant-related infection,
and so on) to local systems usually based on bioactive biomaterials.

3 Infection-Resistant Materials
Focussing just on the local strategies centred on biomaterials we should first
distinguish those biomaterials designed with the main scope to exert an
antibacterial effect at the site of application, from implant biomaterials that combine a specific anatomic or physiological function, that of native implant, with an
adjuvant function conferring to the device resistance to microbial colonization. The
former biomaterials can be either viscous, jelly, or solid and they are principally
aimed at locally delivering antibiotic or antibacterial drugs in wounds of surgical
and non-surgical origin at high risk of infection. In this category we may include
medicated bioactive dressings, when the application is superficial, or even
biomaterials performing also a cavity filling function, when the application is
deep and invasive. For instance, antibiotic-loaded poly-methyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) beads have been used for long time to locally treat infected tissues after
the removal for septic failure of orthopaedic implants. In light of the high risk of
recidive in these circumstances, their use was introduced to drastically abate tissue
contamination, combining systemic antibiotic therapies with local delivery. More
recent developments have brought to dismiss the use of beads in favour of antibiotic
loaded temporary spacers capable additionally to perform the anatomic function of
the removed implant.
The latter category of biomaterials has been largely broadening over the last
decades, following the unmet success in completely controlling the phenomenon of
implant-related infection through the practice of asepsis and perioperative
antibiotics. The achievement of implants with anti-infective properties can be
pursued through different tactics. The first approach to reduce the rate of infection
on biomaterial surfaces is to interfere with the early steps of colonization, i.e. the
initial adhesion of bacterial cells. Surfaces characterized by low bacterial adhesion
can be obtained through various polymeric coatings and surface conditioning

Fig. 13.2 Different efficacy of various prophylactic measures. This scheme attempts to enlist the different efficacy of various prophylactic measures or
antimicrobial treatments based on the phase of development of an implant infection, from the early adhesion phenomena to the production of a mature biofilm,
and finally to its latest dispersion. What reported has to be regarded as very indicative to illustrate the different impact of various strategies depending on the
stage of the infection. In fact, the effects of the different treatments greatly change with the type of medical device and the site of implantation. Moreover, for
many treatments there is still large controversy and lack of definitive results on the level of efficacy based on clinical evidence
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treatments, including the use of heparinized hydrophilic polymer [18], cross-linked
poly(ethylene glycol)-based polymer [19], hydrophilic polymer brushes [20], as
well as low-surface energy polymers (e.g. poly(methylpropenoxyfluoroalkylsiloxane)s or poly(perfluoroacrylate)s) [21]. However, the efficacy of low adhesion
surfaces is significantly affected by the conditions of use and the anatomic location
of the device and, at times, the efficiency of the system is highly affected simply by
the presence of protein-rich physiologic fluids. Furthermore, surface energy and
charge of the bacterial surface varies greatly in different microbial species when not
even in different strains of the same species, affecting the dynamics of passive
microbial absorption and the efficacy of the surface treatment.
Another approach to prevent bacterial adhesion acting at the superficial level is
based on engineering the biomaterial surface at a nanoscale, creating appropriate
nanotopographies [22]. Although the idea of acting on the topology rather than on
the chemistry of the biomaterial surface could certainly have a huge potential,
evidences of clinically relevant effects are still not documented, and some findings
seem to suggest that in physiological conditions the simple presence of extracellular
proteins could have profound effects by far more significant [23].
For both chemically modified/conditioned surfaces and nanostructured surfaces
it is crucial that the alteration introduced does not translate into a modified tissue
response that could compromise compatibility and integration of the implant.
Interesting studies have demonstrated the possibility to reduce bacterial adhesion
while promoting eukaryotic cell attachment in a selective manner [24].
Alternative, more potent, strategies to achieve infection-resistant biomaterials are
oriented to the design of implants made of biomaterials intrinsically bactericidal. In
this case, not just the biomaterial surface but even the bulk is both capable of actively
contrasting microbial infection thanks to their microbicidal action. Even when
passive adhesion of bacteria takes place, microbial survival and growth are actively
hampered. The number of biomaterials at the same time compatible with human
tissues and possessing bactericidal properties is anyway restricted to very few. These
include chitosan, quaternary polymers (e.g. copolymers of 4-vinylpyridine and
poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate), silver compounds, photoactivated
TiO2 among them. Strong bactericidal properties of materials are rarely conjugated
with a high specificity and absence of any tissue toxicity.
Just the objective of developing biomaterials retaining the desired biocompatibility while exerting a selective action against microbial cells has characterized the
most traditional approach consisting of combining well-established biomaterials
with antimicrobial substances already pharmacologically tested such as antibiotics.
In these circumstances, the way to direct clinical use as well as the industrial
registration of a new biomedical device is much simplified with respect to the
development of totally new materials, which need to be investigated all the way
through. However, as anticipated earlier, the utilization of antibiotics-doped
materials for prophylaxis of infections is still being debated. Preclinical and clinical
studies have enlightened the possible risk of emergence of antibiotic-resistant
strains and concern has also been expressed by epidemiologists, especially on the
indiscriminate use of important antibiotic substances such as vancomycin. Other,
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Table 13.1 Strategies for infection-resistant materials
Reduction of bacterial
Finishing the material surface with a repellent coat
adhesion
Modulating surface hydrophilicity
Modifying artificial surfaces with surfactants
Hydroxyapatite coating
Coating with biologic molecules such as heparin
Release of bactericidal
TiO2 coating, which acts with a photocatalytic bactericidal
mechanism
substances
Hydrogels containing Cu2+ and Ag+ complexes
Sol-gel coatings releasing nitric oxide
Chlorhexidine-releasing methacrylate composite materials
and bone cements
Antibiotic-loaded biomaterials
Permanent self-sterilizing Hydrophobic polycations containing antimicrobial monomers such
materials
as quaternary ammonium compounds
Silicone catheters coated with Ag and TiO2 nanocomposite thin film

less documented and more remote concerns regard the possibility of sensitization or
even anaphylactic reaction associated with the use of antibiotics-laden biomaterials
[15]. In view of all these aspects, ideal bioactive biomaterials should avoid the use
of conventional antibiotic molecules and possibly rely on alternative bactericidal
substances that can be delivered locally. Table 13.1 summarizes principal strategies
for infection-resistant materials.
Certainly, the story of antimicrobial biomaterials spans over many decades and
up to now has produced relatively little fruits. The versatile adaptation of microbial
genome enables growth even under extreme conditions and constantly challenges
all the efforts made in biomedicine to find a permanent solution to all infective
pathologies. Nevertheless, the design of bioactive implants with ideal selfsterilizing properties remains one of the most ambitious challenges for future
research in the biomaterials area.
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Chapter 14

Biomaterial Calcification: Mechanisms
and Prevention
Amy Munnelly, Frederick Schoen, and Naren Vyavahare

Abstract Pathologic calcification of implants is a detrimental condition that can
severely impact device performance and ultimately lead to implant failure.
Although calcification affects a wide variety of medical implants, both synthetic
and biologically derived, the pathogenesis of the disease is not well understood. In
biologically derived implants, such as bioprosthetic heart valves, the major
mechanisms of and factors contributing to calcification are chemical crosslinking,
cellular damage, extracellular matrix composition, patient factors, and mechanical
stress on the device. However, in synthetic-material implants, for example, intraocular lenses, pacemakers, and vascular replacements, calcification is largely due
to surface conditions, such as material porosity, surface defects, and protein
adsorption. This chapter investigates the mechanisms of implant calcification
and discusses anti-calcification strategies, using specific medical devices as
examples.

1 Overview
Deposition of calcium phosphates on a surface or within a tissue or material is
called mineralization or calcification. The deposits are generally composed of
poorly crystalline hydroxyapatite, the mineral found in bone [1]. Although mineralization is a normal physiological process and is vital for bone and teeth formation
and maintenance, calcification can also occur as a disease state in tissues or
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implants that are not intended to calcify. For example, pathologic calcification of
soft tissue, known as ectopic calcification (i.e., outside of a normal calcified site),
can alter tissue structure and lead to necrosis in the kidneys, blood vessels, skin, and
tendons [2]. Calcification of implants (other than hard tissue implants such as bones
and teeth) is undesirable, and the deposition of calcific deposits and their
subsequent aggregation into gross nodules can have severe consequences on device
performance. Calcification of implants can lead to stiffening, structural instability,
and ultimately device failure.
Pathologic calcification is generally classified according to the nature and
condition of the substrate and the host biochemical environment. Dystrophic
calcification occurs in individuals with normal calcium metabolism and is marked
by the deposition of calcium phosphate in association with implants or diseased
tissue. Metastatic calcification, in contrast, occurs in individuals with abnormal
calcium metabolism due to diseases, such as diabetes or renal disease that leads to
high serum calcium and/or phosphorus. In metastatic calcification, calcium salts are
deposited in previously healthy tissue. Pathologic calcification may be classified
further by its location. Intrinsic calcification occurs deep within the implant material, whereas extrinsic calcification is found at the material surface. Extrinsic
calcification is generally associated with cells, proteins, thrombi, or vegetations
that have attached to the implant surface [3].
Host factors often play a large role in the timing and extent of pathologic
calcification, and different individuals receiving identical implants can have wide
ranges of calcification, varying from almost none to massive deposits that cause
device failure. It has been long established that age at implantation is strongly
related to calcification, as calcium metabolism is enhanced in juveniles and
adolescents [4]. This is why juvenile mice, rats and adolescent sheep are used
to model accelerated calcification and why devices fail due to calcification much
sooner in young patients than in the elderly. Diseases such as renal disease or
diabetes that cause elevated blood calcium levels or enhanced calcium deposition
also predispose patients to enhanced implant calcification [5]. Additionally,
substrate factors and biochemical factors can act synergistically, for example,
calcification of implants is enhanced in both young individuals and patients with
abnormal calcium metabolism [1, 6]. The implantation site can have an effect, as
certain body fluids contain more calcium and certain areas are more metabolically active than others [7]. Additionally, the host’s foreign body response can
lead to the formation of a fibrous capsule, which has the potential to calcify.
Capsular calcification is especially of concern for breast implants and intraocular
devices [7, 8].
Although calcification is such a prevalent condition in biomedical implants, the
pathogenesis of the disease is still not fully understood, and no therapies have been
successful in completely preventing this disease process. This chapter will discuss
mechanisms and prevention strategies of calcification in the two classes of
implants: biologically derived and synthetic.
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2 Introduction to Biological Material Calcification
Many implants are derived from biological sources such as tissue transplants from
human donors, cryogenically preserved cadaver tissue, or animal tissue. While early
researchers were mostly concerned about the immunogenicity of these structural
implants (as with whole organ transplants such as kidney or heart), it turned out that
mitigating the immune response was often more straightforward than managing
calcification. Biological tissue contains cells and extracellular matrix components,
which are the principal nucleation sites for pathologic calcification [1, 3, 6]. Furthermore, crosslinking chemicals such as glutaraldehyde, which may be used to
preserve bioprosthetic tissue, potentiate calcification by devitalizing cells and
eliminating cellular calcium regulatory mechanisms. Additionally, certain host
factors are specific to biologically derived implants. For example, pathologic calcification of native coronary arteries and aortic valves occurs in disease states such as
atherosclerosis and aortic stenosis. Atherosclerotic calcification is highly related to
blood cholesterol levels, and cholesterol-lowering statin therapy has proven to
reduce the progression of coronary calcification. Similarly, hypercholesterolemia
has been identified as a risk factor for calcification of cardiovascular bioprosthetic
implants. It is hypothesized that lipids and cholesterol esters absorb into the
bioprosthetic tissue and serve as nidi for calcium deposition [9]. Mechanical stress
also plays a role, as we will see below [10].
Two of the most recent examples of biological implant calcification, the
bioprosthetic heart valve and biologically derived tissue-engineering scaffolds,
are discussed below.

3 Bioprosthetic Heart Valves
Heart valve disease necessitates valve replacement surgery in over 300,000 people
worldwide each year. Replacement valves generally fall into one of the two
categories: mechanical or bioprosthetic. Mechanical valves are commonly made
from pyrolytic carbon and are highly durable. However, they also can be
thrombogenic, and patients who receive these types of implants must be on
lifetime anti-coagulation therapy [11, 12]. Thus, patients with contraindication for
anticoagulation receive bioprosthetic valve replacements [13]. The majority of
clinically available bioprosthetic heart valves are composed of stent-mounted,
glutaraldehyde-fixed porcine aortic valve, or bovine pericardial tissue [13]. Glutaraldehyde fixation effectively crosslinks the collagen in the tissue, and to a great
extent eliminates the immunogenicity and thrombogenicty of the implant. However,
within 15 years of implantation, over 50% of bioprosthetic heart valves fail [14].
One of the major factors contributing to failure is pathologic calcification of the
valve causing tissue stiffening and/or tearing.
Bioprosthetic materials are devitalized tissue that cannot repair damage which
occurs during function. Calcification is marked by the deposition of poorly
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Fig. 14.1 Calcified clinical bioprosthetic valves. (a) Photograph of explanted bovine pericardial
bioprosthetic valve following several years function. (b) Radiograph of another calcified
bioprosthetic valve. Arrow points to calcific deposit; asterisks designate commissures (i.e., the places
where the cusps come together)

crystalline hydroxyapatite in the bioprosthetic valve tissue [15]. Calcification of the
cusps causes stiffening (with stenosis) or tears (Fig. 14.1), with regurgitation.
Calcification of both the cusps and the aortic wall can cause stenosis of the valve.
It has been observed that calcification is accelerated in young patients and in areas
of high tissue stress [14, 16–18]. Because calcification of heart valve prostheses is
such a widespread problem, many anti-calcification strategies have been evaluated,
and several are utilized in clinically available bioprosthetic valves [3, 19]. This
section will detail the mechanisms of bioprosthetic heart valve calcification and
highlight methods to reduce this problem.

3.1

Mechanisms

Five main factors—glutaraldehyde pretreatment, cellular injury, matrix composition, recipient biochemistry, and mechanical stress—act in concert to determine the
extent and kinetics of bioprosthetic heart valve calcification [1, 3, 15]. A schematic
of the hypothesized calcification pathway is shown in Fig. 14.2.

3.1.1

Role of Glutaraldehyde

Glutaraldehyde has been the preferred crosslinker for bioprosthetic heart valves
since the 1970s, since it renders the tissue nonimmunogenic and nondegradable,
while thoroughly crosslinking collagen [20]. However, calcification of bioprosthetic
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Fig. 14.2 Proposed model of calcification in bioprosthetic heart valve tissue. Reprinted with
permission from [15]

heart valves is highly dependent on the extent of glutaraldehyde crosslinking. A
study by Gershon Golomb showed that tissues fixed with low levels of glutaraldehyde had little calcification but exhibited peripheral inflammation, whereas tissues
fixed with higher glutaraldehyde concentrations had no immune or inflammatory
response but extensive calcification [21]. Paradoxically, however, a critical level of
glutaraldehyde is needed to stabilize the tissue and crosslink the collagen to provide
durability. A non-glutaraldehyde-based crosslinker has not yet achieved successful
clinical application.
Another key factor in bioprosthetic valve calcification is devitalization of the
tissue and the associated interference with cellular calcium regulation [22]. Cellular
debris and the phospholipid membranes of the devitalized cells can serve as
nucleation sites for calcification [1, 3, 20]. Additionally, unreacted aldehyde groups
on glutaraldehyde-fixed implants can leach into the surrounding tissue and cause
necrosis and calcification [23]. Furthermore, the chemical processes that occur
during glutaraldehyde fixation and valve storage are not completely understood.
The reaction products that are produced when glutaraldehyde reacts with valvular
proteins to form crosslinks have been only partially characterized [24]. Variations
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in the glutaraldehyde crosslinking procedure have variable effects on the stability
and calcification potential of the valves. For example, valves fixed in high
concentrations of glutaraldehyde, stored in glutaraldehyde long term, or fixed at
high temperatures exhibit decreased tendency to calcify [25, 26]. Obviously, the
glutaraldehyde fixation chemistry has a large impact on calcification, but without
understanding all of the chemical reactions involved in crosslinking, it is difficult to
predict mineralization outcomes.

3.1.2

Role of Devitalized Cells

In healthy cells, the intracellular calcium concentration is maintained at a level
1,000 to 10,000 times below that of the extracellular calcium concentration due to
active calcium pumps. After glutaraldehyde crosslinking, devitalized cells in the
tissue do not possess active processes to push out calcium. Thus, devitalized cells
have been shown to be the predominant sites of calcification in clinical
biopsosthetic valves [1, 3, 6, 15]. It was hypothesized that preparation induces
interruption of a key homeostatic mechanism in cellular calcium regulation by
active processes such as the calcium-ATPase pump at the cell membrane and
calcium binding proteins inside the cell [1, 3, 6, 15]. Glutaraldehyde fixation
devitalizes the cells in the valve tissue, inhibiting all energy-requiring processes
and eliminating the possibility of calcium regulation. It has been shown that
glutaraldehyde permeabilizes the cell membrane and that intracellular calcium
levels increase in a dose-dependent manner immediately upon glutaraldehyde
exposure [21]. It was hypothesized that glutaraldehyde binds to the ATP-binding
sites of calcium pumps, rendering them nonfunctional [21]. Since the cell cannot
extrude the extra calcium, intracellular calcium concentrations increase dramatically. In contrast, The phosphorous concentration is normally greater inside the cell
than outside. The intracellular concentrations of calcium and phosphorous
eventually reach levels sufficient to cause nucleation of hydroxyapatite crystals
[27]. The plasma membrane and organelles are nucleation sites for calcification
because they are rich in phospholipids. Eventually, the calcium deposits grow large
enough to converge into nodules that stiffen and weaken the tissue, ultimately
leading to prosthesis failure [1, 27]. Microscopic features of clinical and experimental bioprosthetic valve calcification are shown in Fig. 14.3.

3.1.3

Role of Extracellular Matrix Components

While cell devitalization is a major contributing factor in valve calcification,
extracellular matrix components have also been implicated as secondary calcification sites [1]. Porcine aortic valve bioprostheses are composed of valve leaflets
and aortic wall, which have varying amounts of collagen, elastin, and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) in the extracellular matrix. The leaflets have substantial
collagen (60% dry weight) with 10% elastin and 4% GAGs, whereas the aortic
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Fig. 14.3 Microscopic features of clinical and experimental bioprosthetic valve calcification.
(a) Large calcific nodule in explanted clinical pericardial valve. (b) Early (3 days) calcification of
pericardium in the subcutaneous rat model. (c) Late (21 days) calcification of pericardium
in the subcutaneous rat model. (d) Transmission electron microscopy of calcified residual cell in
pericardial tissue implanted into the subcutaneous rat model. Arrow designates cell with dark
calcific deposit. (a–c) stained with von Kossa stain (calcium phosphates black). (d) reprinted by
permission from [6]

wall is dominated by elastin (50%) with 15% collagen [28]. Calcification of
collagen and elastin in glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue has been demonstrated by
several studies [29–32]. However, non-glutaraldehyde-treated tissue and nonglutaraldehyde-treated Type I collagen sponges do not calcify in vivo, which
suggests that glutaraldehyde is responsible for matrix calcification as well [33].
It is proposed that when glutaraldehyde devitalizes the tissue, it removes certain
cellular components and exposes matrix sites for hydroxyapatite nucleation
[6]. For example, glutaraldehyde does not fix GAGs, and when the GAGs
degrade, they may expose calcifiable sites in the extracellular matrix [34].
Furthermore, GAG-degrading enzymes and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)
remain active in the fixed tissue and may also degrade the tissue to expose sites
for mineralization [35].
Elastin has also been shown to calcify, and glutaraldehyde does not stabilize
this ECM component [29, 31, 36]. Degeneration of elastin fibers is a feature of the
calcification of native arteries [37–39]. Elastin in bioprosthetic valves may be
prone to degradation by endogenous enzymes or MMPs from the host
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Fig. 14.4 Calcification of extracellular matrix. (a, b) Calcification of subcutaneously implanted
type collagen sponge; (a) Light microscopy (arrow indicates calcified collagen); (b) Transmission
electron microscopy. (a) Stained by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E); (c) Calcified elastin (stained
by von Kossa stain, calcium black). Reprinted with permission from [33]

environment, which infiltrate the tissue [35]. It has been shown that MMP
inhibitors can significantly reduce elastin-specific calcification in vivo [36]. Additionally, elastin mineralization is especially prominent in the aortic wall, since it
contains large amounts of elastin [28, 40]. Calcification of the aortic wall is
observed in both stented valves, where the wall is largely covered by prosthetic
material and stentless valves, where the aortic wall is directly exposed to blood
flow. Stented valves are constrained by the rigid stent that encircles the aortic
wall. Stentless valves allow for more movement and expansion of the wall during
function, leading to improved hemodynamics [41, 42]. However, since such a
large area of the aortic wall is exposed to blood flow, calcification of aortic wall in
stentless valves may be especially detrimental and eliminate the benefits that these
valves have over stented prostheses. Such calcification could stiffen the valve
root, alter the hemodynamic function, and in extreme cases could lead to wall
rupture (see Figure 14.5) [3]. Anti-calcification strategies are generally aimed at
reducing cell-mediated calcification, and are thus ineffective at preventing elastinspecific aortic wall mineralization [43, 44]. A treatment to reduce elastinmediated calcification is likely the best option for minimizing aortic wall mineralization, as described later in this review. Calcification of extracellular matrix in
biomaterial implants is depicted in Figs. 14.4 and 14.5.
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Fig. 14.5 Removed clinical stentless porcine aortic valve bioprosthesis. Aortic wall (thick arrow)
is calcified but cusps (thin arrows) are not. Reprinted with permission from [130]

3.1.4

Mechanical and Inflammatory/Immune Factors

Calcification of bioprosthetic valves is generally enhanced in areas of high mechanical stress [16–18, 45]. Stressed areas may disrupt structural integrity and allow for
greater influx of plasma ions and proteins, or cyclic deformations might cause
calcium deposits to migrate and aggregate in deformed areas [46]. Calcific damage
and structural stresses have synergistic effects on tissue deterioration, increasing the
likelihood of tissue failure in highly stressed regions.
A hypothetical role of inflammation and an immune response in calcification is
plausible and has been highly debated, but research suggests that neither of these pathophysiologic processes impact pathologic mineralization of bioprosthetic valves in vivo.
While antibodies against valve tissue and mononuclear inflammatory cells have been
found around failed heart valves and in the plasma, there has been no definitive research
to suggest that the inflammatory or immune response directly influences calcific valve
degeneration [47–50]. Indeed, non-crosslinked tissue evokes a strong immune
response, but does not calcify, whereas fixed tissue shows a minimal immune response,
but may calcify heavily [21]. However, it is generally recognized that physiological
molecules play a regulatory role in calcification. Promineralization proteins such
as osteopontin, tenascin-C, and TGF-a have been found in calcified bioprosthetic
valves, suggesting that they may mediate pathologic calcification [51–54].
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Table 14.1 Anticalcification methods
investigated in heart valve
bioprostheses (adapted
from [3])

3.2

Alteration of glutaraldehyde fixation method
Use of alternative fixatives
Removal of residual aldehyde groups
Alteration of tissue charge
Heat treatment (Thermafix)
Cell/phospholipid targeted treatment
Surfactants
Ethanol
Decellurization of the tissue
Amino-oleic acid (AOA)
Extracellular matrix targeted treatment
Ethanol
Trivalent metal ions
Inhibition of hydroxyapatite formation
EHBP
EDTA

Calcification Prevention Strategies

A wide array of anti-calcification strategies has been investigated for preventing
calcification of bioprosthetic heart valves. Finding an ideal treatment has been
challenging, as the technique not only has to sufficiently prevent calcification, but
also must not compromise device safety, efficacy, durability, and mechanical
properties. The tissue treatment itself should not induce an inflammatory or immune
response, thrombosis, toxicity, or tissue degradation [1, 3, 55]. Moreover, the mode
of anti-calcification must not adversely affect the recipient. All of the anticalcification methods tested fall into one of the three general approaches: systemic
therapy, local drug delivery, or material modification. Of these three approaches
material modification by, post-fixation modification of the bioprosthetic tissue has
shown the most promise to be translated to the clinical environment and has been
the most widely researched method in recent years. Modified biomaterials are
attractive, as they eliminate the concern of undesirable side effects from drugs
delivered systemically or locally. Common strategies of material modification
(Table 14.1) include alteration of the glutaraldehyde fixation method, removal or
alteration of calcium nucleation sites, extracellular matrix-targeted inhibition
methods, and inhibition of hydroxyapatite formation [3].

3.2.1

Glutaraldehyde-Targeted Anti-calcification Methods

Since glutaraldehyde fixation is a major contributing factor in bioprosthetic heart
valve mineralization, modification of the fixation procedure has been investigated.
In fact, elimination of glutaraldehyde altogether has been considered. Nonglutaraldehyde crosslinking agents such as epoxies, acyl azide, diisocyanates,
carbodiimides, and naturally derived agents such as genipin have shown to reduce
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calcification in animal models, but have not been adopted clinically [56–62]. Photo
methods such as UV light and dye-mediated photo-oxidation have also been
proposed [63–65]. They showed excellent results in animal studies [64, 65], but
clinical use of photooxidation was problematic in a pericardial design tissue with
suboptimal mechanical properties, which led to accelerated degeneration and
mechanical failure of the valve [66]. One alternative crosslinking agent has
shown to improve biocompatibility and biomechanical properties while reducing
calcification. Triglycidyl amine (TGA) is a water-soluble, poly-epoxide crosslinker,
whose epoxide groups are highly reactive with the amino groups of collagen,
leading to the formation of stable collagen crosslinks [56]. It has been shown that
TGA-crosslinked aortic valve cusps remained more compliant than GLUT-fixed
tissues and also exhibited reduced calcium levels after subdermal implantation
[56, 67]. TGA significantly reduced calcification in 21-day implants by altering
the extracellular matrix signaling activity. However, calcification was observed in
longer term implants, and TGA alone did not reduce aortic wall calcification [56].
Thus, a secondary anti-calcification strategy was investigated. Tissue calcium
levels were further reduced when TGA-fixed tissues were treated with
2-Mercaptoethylidene-1,1-bisphosphonic acid (MABP), a bisphosphonate that
binds calcium to prevent crystal formation and also reduces alkaline phosphotase
activity [67]. Moreover, combined TGA-MABP treatment prevented calcification
of both the aortic valve cusps and aortic wall over a 90-day implant period [67].
Biomechanical analysis by Sacks et al. confirmed that TGA-MABP did not negatively affect tissue mechanics, as the tissue samples retained compliance and
stability [68]. Thus, TGA-MABP may be a feasible alternative to glutaraldehyde
for fixing bioprosthetic heart valves. Much more research is needed before an
alternative crosslinker is ready for clinical use.
Chemical modification of glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue has also been attempted.
Cytotoxic residual aldehyde groups, which are shown to cause calcification, can be
blocked with L-glutamic acid, lysine, homocysteic acid, or diamines [22, 23, 69].
Tissue reactivity can be reduced through treatment with reducing agents like
borohydride or cyanoborohydride, or the charge on the tissue can be altered to
repel metal ions [70]. However, methods solely related to glutaraldehyde neutralization have not shown to fully prevent calcification in a manner that would be
clinically useful.
Heat treatment of the glutaraldehyde-fixed cusps was also considered as a nonchemical anti-calcification method. Studies have shown that bioprosthetic valves
heated in glutaraldehyde solution at 50  C for at least 2 months resist calcification in
the rat subdermal implant model for 4 months and in the sheep mitral valve
replacement model [25]. It is hypothesized that heating may extract or denature
the proteins and phospholipids that serve as nuclei for calcification. Since the exact
procedure is proprietary, the mechanism for calcification reduction is not
completely understood. Heat may denature proteins, but the relation between
denaturation and calcification has not been demonstrated. Furthermore, it is unclear
how glutaraldehyde is affected by 2 months of storage at 50  C. The anticalcification property is only seen after 2 months of heating, and not sooner [25].
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It has been suggested that heat alters how glutaraldehyde reacts with tissue
components in such a way as to render the valves resistant to calcification. However, why this happens only after 2 months of heating or whether it could occur at
room temperature has not been elucidated. Additionally, heat treatment has only
proven effective in reducing leaflet calcification, not elastin-associated aortic wall
calcification, suggesting that the mechanism of action may be due to the effect on
devitalized cells.

3.2.2

Cell and Phospholipid-Targeted Anti-calcification Methods

Phospholipids in and around devitalized cells are the most prominent calcification
nucleation sites; thus, removal of these tissue components has been proposed to
reduce mineralization [1, 3]. Studies have shown these to be effective calcification
prevention strategies. Surfactants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate are used clinically
to extract phospholipids from the cells, thus reducing membrane calcification [71],
and an FDA-approved valve utilizing this approach is available. Polysorbate 80 and
Triton-X, as well as organic solvents like ethanol, ether, and chloroform/methanol
have similarly been used [72]. One FDA approved bioprosthetic valve utilizes
ethanol treatment to prevent calcification. Pretreatment with 80% ethanol extracts
phospholipids from the tissue while also causing a change in collagen conformation
that increases the valve’s resistance to collagenase [32, 44, 73]. The ethanol
treatment is reported to extract almost all phospholipids and cholesterols from the
valve, thus eliminating calcification of the devitalized cells [44]. Additionally,
ethanol treatment also prevents adsorption of exogenous phospholipids and cholesterol from the host environment [44]. However, long-term studies are needed to
show that this effect is permanent and will prevent calcification indefinitely.
Another FDA-approved valve uses a pretreatment with 2-a-amino-oleic acid
(AOA), which has been shown to inhibit calcium flux through the tissue of
bioprosthetic heart valve cusps [43, 69]. It is also proposed that AOA may remove
phospholipids and slow calcium diffusion though the tissue, and that bound AOA
may chelate calcium and prevent crystallization [43]. However, AOA pretreatment
only prevents calcification of the valve cusp tissue, and not the aortic wall. Aortic
wall calcification could cause valve stiffening or stenosis that alters hemodynamic
properties. Thus, a combination of treatments may be needed to effectively inhibit
calcification of the entire valve (cusp and wall), especially in stentless valves.
Rather than just removing phospholipids from the cell, removing the cells
entirely from the tissue, leaving only the extracellular matrix, may be beneficial
[74]. Recent studies with decellularized aortic valve allografts in sheep showed that
the allograft valves exhibited minimal calcification while control fresh valve
conduits showed significant thickening and calcification [75]. Additionally, a
clinical series of traditional cryopreserved pulmonary valves and decellularized
cryopreserved valves revealed that the decellularized valves displayed less stenosis
and valvular insufficiency [76]. Thus, removing the cellular component of the valve
tissue may reduce calcification by eliminating the main nucleation sites of mineral
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deposition. Recently, studies have also been reported where decellularized valves
were crosslinked with agents such as procyanidins and quercetin as alternatives for
glutaraldehyde crosslinking [77, 78].

3.2.3

Extracellular Matrix-Targeted Anti-calcification Methods

Most commercially available anti-calcification treatments aimed at preventing cellmediated calcification do not specifically target calcification of the extracellular
matrix components. The exception is ethanol treatment, which may mitigate
collagen-associated calcification [32]. Ethanol treatment, either prior to or following glutaraldehyde fixation, alters the collagen conformation such that the collagen
becomes resistant to calcification [32]. However, ethanol only partially prevents
calcification of elastin fibers. Thus, calcification of the aortic wall, which is
dominated by elastin, is not effectively reduced by ethanol treatments [28].
Since elastin is a major component of the extracellular matrix, especially in the
aortic wall, a successful calcification prevention strategy will have to target elastic
fibers as well as devitalized cells. One system includes a proprietary combination of
ethanol treatment for the valve leaflets and aluminum chloride treatment (biLinx)
for the aortic wall [79]. Trivalent metal ions, such as aluminum and iron, have been
extensively studied and used in FeCl3 and AlCl3 pretreatments of glutaraldehydefixed tissue [80–82]. Aluminum tightly binds to elastin to induce a conformational
change that reduces elastin’s affinity for binding calcium ions [31]. The metal ions
react with the phosphate anions to form a complex and prevent formation of
calcium phosphate [83]. Additionally, metal ions also interfere with MMPs and
alkaline phosphatase, an enzyme involved in bone formation, and thus prevent
calcification by this pathway as well [81, 84]. Aluminum-pretreated aortic wall also
exhibits altered gene expression of MMPs in the local cellular environment; this
altered gene expression may limit MMP-induced degradation of elastin, further
reducing elastin calcification and improving the durability of the implant [85].

3.2.4

Inhibition of Hydroxyapatite Formation

Calcium phosphate crystal formation leads to the accumulation of hydroxyapatite
nodules that can damage cuspal tissue, leading to stiffening and tearing. Retarding
or preventing growth of these crystals can be accomplished with bisphosphonates
[86]. Ethane-1-hydroxy-1,1 bisphosphonate (EHBP) is a calcium chelator that,
when delivered systemically, has shown to prevent calcification of implants in
animal models. However, this method produces systemic side effects, such as
poor bone growth [87]. Local delivery of EHBP through locally implanted
polymers has also shown some success in animal models, but would be difficult
to implement clinically and therefore has not been investigated in humans [88]. To
circumvent systemic side effects, bioprosthetic heart valves may be pretreated with
EHBP, which is hypothesized to poison the growth of calcific crystals [81, 89].
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Similarly, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is a calcium chelator that has
been shown to inhibit mineralization of bovine pericardial tissue [90]. It is proposed
that EDTA binds to calcium ions on the outer shell of hydroxyapatite crystals.
Chelation of these ions removes material from the crystals, causing them to shrink,
thus demineralizing the sample. Pretreatment of tissues with EDTA slows the
progression of calcification by binding calcium before it can react to form hydroxyapatite. Studies show that EDTA treatment alone reduced calcium levels in bovine
pericardium by approximately 50%; thus, it would best be utilized in conjunction
with another anti-calcification agent in order to fully prevent mineralization [90].
In summary, calcification of bioprosthetic heart valves is a clinically significant
problem that contributes to implant failure. Pathologic calcification is generally
attributed to cell devitalization by glutaraldehyde crosslinking, which induces calcium influx and calcium phosphate nucleation in the cell membrane. Extracellular
matrix components such as collagen, GAGs, and elastin are also involved in valve
calcification. The early hydroxyapatite deposits can eventually aggregate to form
nodules that contribute to leaflet stiffening, tearing and mechanical failure. However,
all of the mechanisms of pathologic calcification are not completely understood.
There is a strong age effect, with younger individuals having accelerated calcification. Thus, host factors also play a large role. However, immunological/inflammatory
mechanisms are likely not important. While a number of anti-calcification strategies
have been implemented clinically over the last few years, and many more are under
experimental investigation, a long-term clinical data showing complete elimination
of pathologic calcification of bioprosthetic valve implants is yet to be published.

4 Calcification of Collagen and Elastin Tissue
Engineering Scaffolds
Collagen and elastin scaffolds have widely been studied for use in tissue engineering applications because of their high tensile strength and elasticity. However,
collagen and elastin have both been noted as sites of calcification nucleation in
bioprosthetic tissue, as described above, and elastin films have an especially strong
calcific response in vivo [31].

4.1

Mechanisms of Collagen and Elastin Mineralization

Elastin microfibrils contain fibrillin, which has EGF domains that can bind calcium
[91]. Calcification of elastin generally begins in the microfibrils surrounding the
elastic fiber, suggesting that the microfibrils play a major role in mineralization
[92]. A study by Daaman et al. examined the contribution of microfibrils to elastin
and collagen scaffold calcification [93]. Scaffolds of purified collagen, collagen +
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purified elastin, collagen + purified fibril-containing elastin, and collagen + elastic
ligament were prepared using carbodiimide crosslinking and implanted subdermally into young rats. The highly purified collagen used in this study did not
calcify, whereas other studies using less well-defined collagen matrices did observe
calcification, indicating that contaminants may be the source of calcification of
collagen scaffolds [94]. Furthermore, Tedder et al. [95] reported that crosslinked
collagen scaffolds made from decellularized and purified porcine pericardium did
not calcify in vivo, whereas glutaraldehyde-treated scaffolds had significant
mineralization. Thus, glutaraldehyde may be largely responsible for collagen
calcification. Contaminants may also contribute to elastin mineralization, as the
non-pure elastin ligament in the Daaman study calcified to a greater extent than
the purified elastin matrices [93]. However, the removal of microfibrils from
the elastin did not result in reduced calcification, suggesting that microfibrils are
not the source of elastin calcification. Another possibility is that matrix degradation
and elastin fragmentation may create nucleation sites for calcification. However,
the purified elastin in this study remained intact, and the exact mechanism of elastin
calcification could not be determined [93]. Thus, the mechanism of elastin calcification in vivo remains uncertain.

4.2

Calcification Prevention Strategies

Pure collagen does not calcify on its own, but non-crosslinked collagen scaffolds
experience rapid and severe enzymatic degradation [95]. Thus, to create a viable
collagen scaffold for tissue engineering, fixation is necessary. Glutaraldehyde,
however, has been cited as a cause of collagen calcification [33, 94, 95], leading
researchers to consider alternative crosslinking methods. One successful method
has been carbodiimide chemistry using N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N0 -ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) [96]. Collagen scaffolds
crosslinked with EDC/NHS show improved resistance to in vivo calcification as
compared to glutaraldehyde controls, possibly because EDC/NHS crosslinking
does not leave deleterious residual chemicals in the scaffold [97].
Prevention of calcification of elastin scaffolds is not as simple as altering the
crosslinking method, as pure, untreated elastin also calcifies in vivo [93]. Mineralization of elastin scaffolds can be prevented by pretreatment with trivalent metal
ions, such as aluminum chloride [31, 97].

5 Introduction to Synthetic Materials Calcification
While calcification of heart valve and other tissue-derived materials is the most
widely documented and studied form of pathologic mineralization observed clinically, calcification of synthetic materials, such as polymers and to some extent
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metals, has also been observed. Because synthetic materials are free of cellular and
other debris (except that adherent to the surface, as discussed below) and extracellular matrix fibers, calcification is generally less severe than that of biologically
derived materials. However, mineralization of synthetic devices can still be extensive enough to cause device malfunction or failure. Calcification of synthetic
materials is generally present in one of two ways: mineralization of the material
itself, or calcification of the fibrous capsule or adherent biologic material. Materialspecific mineralization most often begins at the surface of the implant, and deposits
may impinge into the material as calcification progresses. Surface defects, material
porosity, and protein adsorption are the major determinants of material calcification
[98]. Capsular calcification occurs in the fibrous capsule, which can create a
hypoxic environment that causes necrosis and the accumulation of cellar debris
[8]. Calcific nodules can form around the cell fragments and at the interface of the
surface and fibrous capsule [99].
Both material-specific and capsular calcification can interfere with device
performance and accelerate degeneration of the implant. For example, calcific
nodules can stiffen and tear polymeric heart valve leaflets [5], cause stenosis of
vascular grafts [98], interfere with pacemaker function [99], or lead to
opacification of ocular implants [7] and stiffening of breast implants [8]. Vascular
access grafts for hemodialysis and synthetic vascular replacements composed of
Dacron or expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (e-PTFE) also calcify in some patients
[100, 101]. In some cases, the disease can progress to the point of necessitating
device removal or replacement. This section details specific mechanisms of both
surface and capsular calcification of synthetic implants and describes anticalcification methods that have been investigated.

6 Polyurethane Calcification
6.1

Mechanisms

Polyurethane is a polymer commonly used in cardiovascular implants such as
trileaflet heart valves, ventricular assist devices, and total heart systems. Calcification of polyurethane valve implant is shown in Fig. 14.6. Similarities in the
calcification of these devices have been noted. For example, the early calcium
deposits are irregularly shaped and form elevated plaques on the surface of the
device [102, 103]. The mechanisms of mineralization of polyurethane are not
completely understood, but two hypotheses have been proposed. Calcium and
phosphorus may directly adsorb to the surface to form crystals, eventually
leading to subsurface crystallization [5, 102]. This would likely occur by
metal ion (calcium) complexation to the polyurethane soft segment [104]. It
has also been suggested that degraded cellular components from erythrocytes
and platelets may adhere to the polymer surface and serve as nucleation sites for
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Fig. 14.6 Calcification of polyurethane. (a) Removed polyurethane valve implanted for 5 months
in a sheep mitral valve model. Arrows show calcified thrombotic deposits. (b) Polymer sheet
implanted 21 days in subcutaneous rat model. Calcium deposits are at the surface of the polymer,
without thrombus, in some areas in continuity with subsurface deposits (arrow). (b) Stained with
von Kossa stain (calcium phosphates black). Reprinted with permission from [104]

calcification [103, 104], especially at defects in the material. Experimental
results support the second of these hypotheses, as calcification of ventricularassist devices and total heart systems has been associated with devitalized cells
and cellular fragments. Some polyurethane blood-contacting surfaces have been
textured or roughened with a polyurethane-Dacron composite to promote the
formation of a protective pseudointima; however, cellular elements can become
trapped in the resulting thrombus, leading to calcification [103]. Furthermore,
calcification is localized to areas of high stress, which may be caused by strong
hemodynamic forces that injure cells and lead to increased cell and platelet
deposition [5, 102, 105, 106]. For instance, calcification of trileaflet polyurethane heart valves occurs at the subsurface and at areas of high stress, such as
the cuspal commissures and flexure lines (see also Figure 14.6) [107].

6.2

Examples of Polyurethane Device Calcification

Polyurethane devices that are not subject to high stresses generally exhibit cellrelated calcification in adjacent tissues. For example, polyurethane is used as an
insulator for cardiac pacemaker leads, which are also prone to mineralization.
Mineralization occurs in the collagenous capsule at the distal ends of the leads,
where they embed in cardiac muscle. As the capsule grows thicker, the blood
supply to the area is diminished, decreasing local oxygen tension. The hypoxic
environment causes cell death and an accumulation of cellular debris that can
nucleate mineral growth [99]. While encapsulation of the leads is a normal phenomenon, excessive tissue growth and calcification can have serious impacts on
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device performance. Calcific nodules can form barriers that interfere with pacing
stimulation, causing loss of pacing or loss of cardiac signal sensing. Additionally,
calcific damage to the lead insulation can result in inappropriate pacing or current
leakage [99]. Since patients depend on proper pacing to maintain active circulation,
severe calcification of pacemaker leads can have dire consequences.
Calcification of polymeric vascular grafts has also been noted. A study by Park
et al. investigated the in vitro calcification of three common polymers used in this
application [98]. Films made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Dacron), polyurethane (PU, Pellethane), and silicone (poly dimethyl siloxane) were mounted in a
flow chamber that pumped a calcium-containing solution. After 21 days of exposure, the PTFE films showed significantly more calcification than the PU and
silicone films. The authors hypothesize that the rough surface of the PTFE led to
higher levels of calcification. PTFE is composed of nodes and fibers that render the
material porous and allow for the formation of a pseudointima. However, the
porous surface may also lead to a greater influx of calcium and phosphorous ions
that can nucleate to form hydroxyapatite deposits. PU and silicone showed markedly less calcification than the PTFE, possibly because the smooth, lubricated
surface of these materials discourages ion deposition. The results suggest that
polymer surface characteristics largely determine the extent of calcification, but
the specific correlations are yet uncertain. Thus, while polyurethane does have the
potential to calcify, controlling its surface properties potentially may help to reduce
pathologic mineralization.

6.3

Calcification Prevention Strategies

Surface modification of polyurethanes has been shown to reduce calcification.
Polyurethanes coated with EHBP, heparin, or both have been fabricated by covalently binding the modifier to the hydroxy terminus of the polyurethane chains
[104, 108]. Rat subdermal implant studies showed that the modified polyurethanes
did not calcify significantly during the 60-day implant period, while unmodified
polyurethane did calcify [104]. Further studies investigated polyurethanes that
were first bromoalkylated, and then treated with bisphosphonate, which bonded
to the bromine site [109]. The bisphosphonate-derivatized trileaflet valves
exhibited significantly reduced calcification as compared to unmodified control
valves in both rat subdermal and sheep circulatory studies. It was hypothesized that
the EHBP or bisphosphonate-modified surface reduces calcium diffusion, while
also inhibiting calcium phosphate nucleation and crystal growth [104]. These
studies suggest that surface modification of polyurethanes may successfully
block hydroxyapatite formation and prevent pathologic calcification of polyurethane implants.
Another method for reducing calcification of polyurethanes is fabrication of
composite materials. A composite of polyurethane and biaxially drawn, ultra high
molecular weight polyethylene (BDUHMWPE) was shown to be more stable and
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resistant to oxidation than polyurethane alone [110]. When the composite material
was compared to the controls of plain BDUHMWPE and polyurethane, the plain
BDUHMWPE calcified the least, while plain polyurethane calcified the most.
The composite material was more resistant to calcification than plain polyurethane. The authors hypothesized that the hydrophobicity of the BDUHMWPE
altered the diffusion and chelation of the calcium ions, reducing the tendency of
the material to calcify. FTIR spectra showed that the calcification was extrinsic,
occurring on the surface of the material and leaving the bulk unaltered.
The authors conclude that this surface calcification is likely due to microstructure,
such as pits or defects, rather than material chemistry. Thus, the calcification of
the material is dependent on the surface structure and physical properties of the
material.
In summary, the mineralization of polymers such as polyurethane is only
somewhat dependent on bulk material chemistry. The major determinants of
polymer calcification are physical properties such as surface smoothness, porosity, and surface charge; modifying these properties can reduce the calcification
potential of the material. Additionally, surface coatings can mask calcifiable sites
on the polymer surface to prevent calcium nucleation and hydroxyapatite
formation.

7 Silicone Breast Implant Calcification
Calcification of silicone breast implants has been implicated as a possible cause of
implant rupture in older implants [8]. Breast implant mineralization can be classified as capsular calcification, as a fibrous capsule grows around almost all breast
implants. Cellular debris in the capsule (and perhaps silicone gel that has diffused
through the implant envelope and into the fibrous capsule), as well as irregularities
on the silicone surface, can nucleate calcium phosphate crystallization. Calcific
deposits in explanted breast implant specimens are generally of two types: globular
nodules at the capsule–surface interface, and bone formation within the fibrous
capsule tissue [111]. In either case, hard deposits can weaken the implant wall and
damage the shell, and plaques with sharp edges can cause perforation of the
implant. Tears and perforations in the breast implant can cause the gel to leak
from the implant shell. As the gel spreads and covers the implant surface and
capsule, calcification accelerates [8], as shown in Fig. 14.7. Large tears and leakage
can eventually lead to deformations and necessitate implant removal. Furthermore,
large calcific nodules can interfere with imaging and tumor detection [111]. However, calcification of breast implants is more common in older implants, and due to
advances in material science and manufacturing techniques, may be less clinically
relevant in newer implants.
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Fig. 14.7 Mineralization of breast implant capsule. The large white nodules are calcific deposits.
Reprinted with permission from [8]

8 Hydrogels and Ophthalmic Implants
8.1

Hydrogels

Hydrogels are another class of polymer widely used in medical implants.
Hydrogels, especially those consisting of poly hydroxyethyl methacrylate
(PHEMA), have been used in cardiovascular implants, breast implants, ocular
implants, dental applications, drug delivery, and nasal reconstruction [112]. This
material has been extensively investigated and utilized because it is highly biocompatible, and its properties can be tailored to the application by altering the polymerization method or copolymerizing the polymer. However, calcification of PHEMA
hydrogels has been observed in corneal implants [113], breast implants [114], and
contact lenses [115]. A study by Lou et al. examined the effects of topography and
porosity of hydrogels on their tendency to calcify in vitro [112]. PHEMA hydrogels
of varying porosity, as well as poly HEMA-co-EEMA hydrogels were investigated.
Results showed that calcification begins across the entire polymer surface, especially at surface flaws, which serve as nucleation sites for crystallization. The
specimens with the greatest amount of surface flaws also exhibited the most intense
calcification, as observed through Alizarin red staining. The more porous hydrogels
had enhanced subsurface calcification and also deeper calcium deposits, due to the
ability of the ions to diffuse through pores and channels in the material. However,
calcification was not observed deep into the center of a hydrogel-containing
nanopores, suggesting that the tiny pores were too small for effective calcium
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diffusion. It was also observed that the degree of crosslinking influenced calcification because crosslinks reduce the ability of the polymer to swell, and thus reduce
water infiltration and diffusion of ions. Additionally, there was no evidence that
copolymerization of PHEMA and EEMA influenced calcification tendency. The
authors concluded that surface calcification of hydrogels is mainly due to flaws and
voids, while bulk calcification is highly dependent on porosity. Material chemistry
and composition likely play a role as well, but topography and morphology appear
to be the main determinants of the degree of mineralization of hydrogels.

8.2

Ocular Implants

Hydrogels are popular materials for ocular implants, as they allow for proper hydration and oxygen permeation to the ocular environment. Calcification of ophthalmic
implants is less common than calcification of blood-contacting devices, partly
because the ocular environment is less metabolically active than other anatomical
areas [7]. Additionally, the aqueous humor has a lower calcium concentration and
fewer cellular components than the plasma [116]. Indeed, intraocular implants take
longer to calcify than subcutaneous and intramuscular implants [7]. However, clinically relevant calcification of a number of acrylic, hydrophilic intraocular lenses
(IOLs) has been reported [117, 118]. IOLs are implanted after the removal of
cataracts; however, calcification of these implants can cause lens opacification
and cloudy vision [119]. Calcification of IOLs has recently been classified into the
following three categories: primary, secondary, and false-positive [118].

8.2.1

Classification of Ocular Calcification

Primary calcification is due to the material itself and is likely caused by
manufacturing problems that introduce flaws into the lenses. For example, silicone
particles from machines or packaging may contaminate the lenses during
manufacturing; these small particles can act as nucleation sites for mineralization
[120]. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis has demonstrated that elemental silicon is
present in higher levels in calcium deposits than in adjacent uncalcified areas [121].
Hydrophobic silicone compounds adsorbed to IOLs interact with fatty acids in the
aqueous humor to promote formation of a layer of polar, hydrophilic fatty acids on the
lens surface that can nucleate calcium and phosphate [121, 122]. Since primary
calcification is often associated with surface flaws, contaminants, or adsorbed
substances, it generally begins at the surface and then migrates into the bulk material.
Secondary calcification describes calcification of the material surface, but is due
to the ocular environment and pre-existing conditions or diseases that increase
calcium deposition. The local concentrations of calcium, phosphate, and albumin
are key factors in calcification, as diffusion of calcium and phosphate into the lens
leads to the development of salts [119, 123]. Increased levels of calcium and
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Fig. 14.8 Secondary intraocular lens opacification; (a) Gross morphology and (b) light microscopy showing positive Alizarin red staining for calcium. Reprinted with permission from [118]

phosphorous have been observed when residual cataract material is left after
surgery, indicating that surgical technique also influences calcification tendency
[119]. Furthermore, the adsorption of proteins such as albumin onto the lens can
also encourage mineralization nucleation [124]. An example of an intraocular lens
exhibiting calcific opacification is shown in Fig. 14.8a. The presence of calcium
deposits is verified with Alizarin red staining (Fig. 14.8b). False-positive calcification refers to improperly diagnosed calcification of IOLs, such as residues being
mistaken for calcific deposits [118].

8.2.2

Determinants of Ocular Calcification

Calcification of IOLs shares morphologic similarities with calcification of other
ocular implants, such as silicone implants and hydrogel contact lens. The implants
have grainy, white deposits, nodules, and films, and the surface may additionally be
pitted [7]. It is hypothesized that calcification begins at the surface, but calcific
damage leads to pits which allow the calcification to migrate into the bulk material
[7]. The acrylate polymer surface can complex with calcium ions, thus providing
nucleation sites [119]. For example, PHEMA has a greater tendency toward calcification than other acrylates, possibly due to the presence of hydroxyl groups, which
can ionize or complex with phosphate to initiate surface nucleation. Additionally,
water content of the lenses plays an important role, as enhanced hydration leads to
more ionized groups on the surface, thus promoting calcification [125]. Since most
intraocular hydrogels are porous, the uptake of proteins and lipids is also an
important factor in material calcification [126]. Differences in porosity lead to
differences in cell penetration, and more porous materials generally show greater
calcification due to the increased infiltration of calcification precursors [7, 127].
Extrinsic calcification (cell related) appears to occur first, with calcium plaques
around the edge of the implant apparent after 30 days. Intrinsic (material related)
calcification is secondary, as nodules appear in patches across the implant surface.
Intrinsic calcification is thought to be largely diffusion dependent [7].
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9 Intrauterine Device Calcification
Intrauterine devices (IUDs) have been used as contraceptives for decades. IUDs are
plastic or metal devices that are implanted into a woman’s uterus to prevent pregnancy. Calcification of these implants was first noted in the 1980s. As calcium
deposition progresses, the IUD surface can become incrusted. Incrustation increases
the risk of complications such as abdominal cramps, infection, and inflammation, and
can interfere with the normal function of the device [128]. For example, incrustation
can prevent the effective release of pregnancy-preventing agents, like copper ions or
hormones, and could lead to unwanted pregnancy. Plastic IUDs are more inert than
copper ones, as copper corrosion and dissolution can lead to the precipitation of
carbonate and calcium ions which interact to form calcium carbonate deposits on the
IUD surface [129]. Calcium carbonate accounts for 75% of incrustation materials, the
other 25% being composed of hydroxyapatite (5%) and matrix materials (20%)
[128]. Copper corrosion, however, is not a requirement for IUD calcification, as
chemically inert plastic IUDs can become incrusted as well. The calcification of
plastic IUDs is highly dependent on the metabolic environment and the particular
surface quality of the implant. In both plastic and copper IUDs, if inflammation is
present, incrustation occurs at an accelerated pace, likely due to increased metabolism and excretion of crust-forming compounds by inflammatory cells [128].
Incrusted IUDs can be detected via ultrasound and often have to be removed, as
they can cause the patient significant pain or render the device ineffective.
To prevent IUD incrustation, researchers are considering new materials that may
be less reactive with the in utero environment. A team of researchers in China has
developed a copper/low-density polyethylene (LDPE) composite that slows the
release of irritative copper ions and prevents burst release, which has been shown
to increase the risk of severe side effects [130]. Samples of the composite, as well as
plain copper controls, were incubated in a simulated uterine solution for 5 months,
after which the surfaces were analyzed with scanning electron microscopy. Results
showed that the composite surface had no deposits while the control surface had
deposits composed of calcium, phosphorus, chloride, copper, and oxygen ions.
Copper and its oxide are highly reactive and can adsorb ions from the uterine solution
and precipitate deposits. LDPE, however, is nonpolar, has a low surface energy, and
is hydrophobic. It was hypothesized that these features prevent precipitates from
adhering to the composite surface. Material modification, therefore, may be a
promising method for preventing calcification and incrustation of IUDs.

10

Conclusions

Pathologic calcification affects a wide array of medical implants, including both
biologic and synthetic materials. In some cases, calcification is a clinically significant problem, as it limits implant durability and can lead to device failure. The use
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of in vivo material and device testing, for example, particularly in rat and sheep
models, has led to a better understanding of the mechanisms of pathologic mineralization. Bioprosthetic heart valves undergo the most frequent clinically important
implant calcification. In bioprosthetic tissues, devitalized cells, residual crosslinking
chemicals, and extracellular matrix components are the main culprits, whereas in
synthetic materials such as polymers, surface properties and physical characteristics
are the main determinants of calcification. Accordingly, anti-calcification
techniques in bioprosthetic implants are aimed at eliminating cellular debris,
phospholipids, and residual chemicals from the tissue or reducing the tissue affinity
for calcium binding and hydroxyapatite nucleation. For polymers, on the other hand,
anti-calcification strategies include minimizing surface defects, eliminating
contaminants, chemically or physically modifying the surface, or controlling physical properties such as porosity and roughness. While none of these strategies can
completely prevent calcification, many have successfully reduced the extent and
severity of implant mineralization. Combinations of these methods may produce
synergistic effects and result in improved outcomes. However, until a highly effective prevention strategy is developed, pathologic calcification will remain a limiting
factor in implant performance.
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Chapter 15

Orthopedic Implant Retrieval and Failure
Analysis
Lynne C. Jones, Audrey K. Tsao, and L.D. Timmie Topoleski

Abstract Orthopedic devices make up a major percentage of the medical devices
being implanted today. Success rates exceeding 95% have been reported. However,
their longevity is compromised by fatigue, wear, corrosion, and other degradative
mechanisms. Adverse biologic responses to products from these different
mechanisms can lead to significant bone loss and may even compromise subsequent
surgeries. It is imperative that we fully understand what mechanisms are in play and
carefully evaluate strategies to minimize, if not eliminate, these degradation processes. Devices retrieved at revision surgery and at autopsy have provided us with
important information regarding the performance of orthopedic implants. Surface
characterization of the implant, biomechanical analyses, and histological analysis
of the tissues surrounding the implant can provide us with information not available
through other sources. This chapter will review the significance of retrieved
implants to the long-term survival of these implants.
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1 Introduction
Devices have played a fundamental role in the success of orthopedic procedures.
The ultimate goal, as with any biomedical implant, is to relieve pain and restore
function. For example, total joint arthroplasty is reported to be one of the most
successful orthopedic procedures, with success rates exceeding 95% [1, 2].
However, this is usually framed in terms of short-term or mid-term results. The
longevity of implants is impacted by material and device design, surgical technique,
and patient-related factors. The previous chapters have outlined the various
mechanisms that may be involved in the degradation of implant biomaterials.
This chapter provides an overview of how these mechanisms may affect the
longevity of orthopedic implants.
Orthopedic devices encompass the relatively simple designs of cerclage wires,
rods, and screws to the complex designs of total joint replacements and electrical
stimulation devices such as those used in DC electrical stimulation or with expiratory muscle activation. The materials and designs utilized depend on the location
and function of the tissue being replaced. Orthopedic devices in situ and at revision
have been evaluated to determine the limitations of the implants and to improve the
longevity and success of these implants. While more difficult to obtain, postmortem
retrievals may provide additional information concerning well-functioning
implants.
The outcome of orthopedic procedures using devices has long been the focus
of surgeons and clinician-scientists and studies have ranged from characterization of implant fatigue (fracture) to the biological responses toward metal ions
and wear particles. While the FDA, since its establishment, has watched over the
use of medical devices, they were empowered with more oversight responsibility in 1976 when Congress passed the Medical Device Regulation Act. Devices
are required to undergo preclinical testing to determine their safety profile.
Proof-of-concept studies are also performed to determine whether the device
is capable of performing as hypothesized. These studies are particularly useful
in screening out certain materials and devices that will not function as intended.
That is, if it does not work in an in vitro or in vivo model, it is not likely to work
clinically.
However, the behavior(s) of a specific device within the human body with its
specific biological and mechanical constraints cannot be ascertained until it has
been implanted in patients in large clinical trials. Failure of devices and surgical
procedures occur despite the best efforts of research and development teams.
Examination of specimens retrieved at revision or autopsy is needed to thoroughly examine the implant and the implant–host interface. In order to fully
comprehend the failure mechanisms of orthopedic devices and the biologic
responses to these failure mechanisms, one must first appreciate the anatomy
and physiology of the tissues being replaced as well as the design and mechanics
of these devices.
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The Musculoskeletal System

The musculoskeletal system is comprised of hundreds of bones, muscles and
tendons, ligaments, cartilage, and other connective tissues (meniscus, synovium,
etc.). Medical devices have been designed to restore the function of most of these
tissues. An understanding of the anatomy and physiology of these tissues is needed
in order to replace or support these tissues within the mechanical and biological
milieu in which they are located.

1.1.1

Bone

Bone consists of long bones, short bones, flat bones, and irregular bones. They are
grouped into two major categories: the axial and appendicular skeleton. The
structure of a specific bone is related to its function and location. Two primary
functions of bone include mobility and protection. Bones such as the cranium and
ribs protect soft tissues such as the brain and spinal cord, the lungs, heart, etc. Bones
such as the humerus and tibia act as structural supports and levers. The skeleton is
also a major source of calcium—an element required for blood clotting, chemical
transmitter release, muscle contraction, and normal heartbeat. While it has long
been recognized that the musculoskeletal system plays a primary role in mobility,
protection of internal organs, and a source of calcium, recent research regarding
cell-based therapies has demonstrated the importance of bone marrow as a source of
progenitor cells for hematopoiesis and immunity [3–5].
Choosing materials for orthopedic implants usually focuses on the material and
structural properties of the bone to be replaced. Bones experience mechanical
compressive and tensile stresses and shear. They are subjected to loading under a
variety of conditions depending on the position of the joint and bone with respect to
the torso: axial, off-axial, rotation, and varus-valgus. Bone is considered anisotropic
because it responds differently if forces are applied in different directions [6]. The
mechanical requirements for implant materials depend on whether the implant will
be directly weight bearing or not. Clearly, the mechanical strength of an implant
must be significantly higher for an implant such as a femoral component of a total
hip prosthesis as compared to bone graft used as a void or space filler.

1.1.2

Joints

A coordinated effort between motor neurons and muscles is required to permit
movement of individuals within their environment. Many types of movement
including flexion, extension, rotation, but also abduction, adduction, supination,
pronation, dorsiflexion, plantar flexion, inversion, and eversion movements can
cause various loading situations, i.e., distraction, compression, shear, rotation,
and a combination at the same time within the same joint. There are different
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types of joints: synarthroses, amphiarthroses, and diarthoses, underlying different
levels of complexity from the less complex pubic symphysis to the very complex
ankle. Understanding the kinematics of these joints is vital to designing a joint
replacement. In general, the long-term outcome of a joint replacement correlates
with the degree of complexity: the more complex, the worse the long-term outcome
and vice versa.
Implants have been designed for diaphyseal joints. The original joint contains
articular cartilage laid over bone, ligaments to provide constraints to motion about
the joint, synovium and synovial fluid to provide lubrication, and fibrocartilage
(e.g., meniscus, labrum) to act as a stress distributor. When the knee is loaded, the
meniscus distributes stress over a large area of the articular cartilage. While many
joint replacements may contain different components with different materials, there
are no implants that model directly the softer cartilage over harder bone. The use of
metal-on-polyethylene attempts to mimic some of the tribology. The use of mobile
bearing implants was introduced to decrease strain and enable some of the motions
within the joint.

1.1.3

Effect of Trauma, Disease, and Aging on the Musculoskeletal System

Trauma, disease, and aging can affect the quality of the bone and other musculoskeletal structures. This can have an impact on the outcome of the surgical
procedure. For example, it has long been recognized that soft osteoporotic bone
or overstretched lax ligaments following trauma can negatively influence fixation
and function of total knee prostheses. However, during the R&D phase, most
implant designs are tested in “healthy” bones and joints. The effect of the unhealthy
environment on the outcome of the interface is not known. Relevant models should
be utilized, particularly if the implant being designed has direct applications to a
specific condition (e.g., locking screws for osteoporotic bone).

1.2

Orthopedic Implants

Orthopedic devices have been created to replace or support the many different
tissues of the musculoskeletal system. Table 15.1 summarizes some of the orthopedic implants that have been used.
Historically, surgical ingenuity has resulted in the use of a wide variety of
materials as orthopedic biomaterials. The first orthopedic implants were comprised
of wood, ivory, iron, gold, silver, copper, and bones from different animals [7].
Despite the likelihood of challenges regarding biocompatibility and material
properties, these early procedures were likely compromised by issues relating to
the length of surgery, anesthesia, and infection. A list of some of the materials
utilized in orthopedic implants is given in Table 15.2.
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1. Fracture fixation
a. Wires, pins, and screws
b. Plates and screws
c. Rods and other internal fixation devices
d. Spinal fixation devices
2. Ligament repair
a. Suture and screws
b. Ligament and tendon allografts and substitutes
3. Joint replacement
a. Hip
i. Total hip
ii. Resurfacing
1. Total
2. Hemiarthroplasty
iii. Femoral
b. Knee
i. Total knee
ii. Unicondylar
iii. Unispacer
c. Ankle
d. Shoulder
e. Elbow
f. Finger
g. Wrist
4. Spine
a. Cages
b. Rods
5. Bone graft and bone graft substitutes
a. Autograft
b. Allograft: cortical bone, cancellous bone, ligaments, tendons,
meniscus, cartilage
c. Bone graft substitutes
i. Tricalcium phosphate
ii. Calcium sulfate
iii. Hydroxyapatite
6. Biologics/tissue engineered constructs
a. Drug eluting materials
b. Cell-based combination products
7. Prosthetics

Metal implants were then introduced, primarily because of their strength and the
ability to shape them into different structures. Metals include stainless steel,
cobalt–chromium alloys, titanium and titanium alloys, and tantalum. Polymers
were introduced and are still used for articulating components and the repair of
soft tissues. Polymers that have been used include polyethylene, silicone, PET,
ePTFR (ACL), PLA-C fiber, Dacron1, and Teflon1. Polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) has been used for implant fixation as well as for direct injection to support
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1. Metals
a. Stainless steel
b. Cobalt–chromium alloys
c. Titanium alloys
d. Tantalum
2. Polymers
a. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
b. Polyethylenes
c. Silicone
d. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
e. Expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFR)
f. Polylactic acid/carbon (PLA-C) fiber
g. Dacron1
h. Teflon1
3. Ceramics
a. Bone graft substitutes
i. Tricalcium phosphates
ii. Calcium sulfate
iii. Hydroxyapatite
b. Arthroplasty
i. Alumina
ii. Bioglass
iii. Zirconia
4. Composites
5. Biologics

bony structures (such as in Kyphoplasty). Ceramics have been used for support
structures (e.g., femoral stems), articulating surfaces, and as bone substitutes.
Ceramics utilized have included alumina, zirconia, calcium phosphates/hydroxyapatite, and bioactive glasses. There has been considerable interest in the use of
composites. These have included carbon fiber reinforced UHMWPE, polylactic
acid and polyglycolic acid composites for biodegradable pins and plates and as
scaffolds, poly ether ether ketone (PEEK), aramid and dacron for artificial tendons
and ligaments [8]. Composites have also been explored in order to create products
that harness the strengths of different materials. Recently, biologics and tissue
engineered constructs are being developed to replace worn or damaged cartilage,
bone, and soft tissues.
Although not traditionally included under orthopedic implants, bone grafts are
also a biologic implant used extensively in orthopedics. Originally, bone grafts
primarily encompassed autografts, allografts, and xenografts; today, bone graft
substitutes such as tricalcium phosphate, tricalcium sulfate, and hydroxyapatite
products are frequently used in those cases where the bony architecture must be
reconstructed. Grafts may now include cells with bone graft (e.g., Trinity Evolution®, Osteocel®) or for cartilage reconstruction (Carticel®). The future of
biologics is likely to include various combination products including tissueengineered constructs and drug-eluting implants.
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Many factors govern material selection, including material properties: bulk
properties, surface properties, biocompatibility; mechanical properties, long-term
structural integrity; wear, corrosion, and fatigue. Articulating surfaces have been
particularly troublesome, as will be discussed later.

1.3

Failure

Device failure has been defined by the FDA as the “failure of the device to function
or perform as intended” [9]. However, it is important to recognize that failure may
be a consequence of the materials or design of the implant, mechanical environment, inadequate surgical technique, or host-related factors. Material failures occur
when there is a degradation of the material either due to manufacturing defect,
corrosion, or exceeding the material properties of the materials used in the device.
Mechanical failures may be related to material failures but may also include failures
relating to malposition (e.g., varus/valgus, rotation, anterior/posterior) of the
implants or inadequate fixation. There are also a number of factors related to the
health status of the patient. This may include the presence of infection or sepsis, the
bone quality, and whether there is evidence of osteoporosis, disease, and other
comorbidities. Table 15.3 summarizes some of the failure mechanisms associated
with orthopedic implants.
In previous chapters, laboratory tests have been described which are conducted
during the preclinical development of medical devices, including those used for
orthopedic procedures. In order to determine the safety and efficacy of the implants,
preclinical testing is completed prior to implantation of a device in patients and
before any clinical trials are initiated. Safety is determined by characterization of
implant integrity as well as by which biological responses are activated in cell
culture assays and animal models (absence of acute or chronic inflammation,
tumorigenesis, hypersensitivity, toxicity). While preclinical testing is useful for
screening and predicting how medical devices will behave in situ, medical implants
retrieved from revision surgery or from autopsy specimens provide the definitive
proof of how the human body responds to the implant and how the implant responds
to the human environment. While a majority of the implants removed during
revision surgery are removed for failure, autopsy specimens may also include
those that have been characterized as well functioning. A more holistic approach
to the study of medical devices requires that both types of implants be evaluated.

1.4

R&D: Preclinical Testing

During the development stage, implants undergo rigorous testing regimens to
evaluate mechanical properties, biocompatibility, safety, and proof of concept.
Implants for orthopedics and other disciplines are expected to pass standards
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Table 15.3 Factors which may contribute to failure of the orthopaedic procedure
1. Host factors
a. Age and gender
b. Disease—osteoporosis, rheumatoid, CDH
c. Trauma
d. Health
e. Smoking
f. Biological responses to materials or wear
i. Inflammation: acute and chronic
ii. Hypersensitivity reactions
iii. Carcinogenesis
2. Surgical techniques
a. Poor cement technique
b. Malpositioning with respect to alignment, rotation, varus/valgus, etc.
c. Iatrogenic damage of the implant surface
3. Implant
a. Fracture of a component (e.g., femoral stem)
b. Delamination of UHMWPE (material failure)
c. Wear—adhesion, abrasion, transfer, fatigue, third body
i. Material selection
ii. Malalignment
iii. Poor implant design
iv. Impingement
d. Corrosion—uniform, galvanic, crevice, pitting, intergranular, stress
e. Failure due to the biological process: nonunion of fracture, loosening, infection, allergic
reaction, plastic deformation, reinjury, pathological process i.e., cancer, Paget’s osteoporosis
f. Retrieval of well-functioning implants: young age with fracture fixation, autopsy retrieval of
long-term and short-term implants

regarding these properties (ANSI, ISO, ASTM). These tests are used to screen
materials and implant designs to eliminate those which are more likely to fail.
Various benchtop and animal tests are conducted in order to predict the limitations
of a material or implant in order to determine the likelihood of failure under certain
conditions. However, they are unable to predict all types of responses. It is not
possible to predict 100% of the time what conditions the material or implant will be
subjected to. The behavior of the implant in situ provides the definitive answer to
whether the implant functioned as intended. Therefore, while laboratory testing is
useful in predicting failure mechanisms, the performance of an implant and its
material components is best evaluated following explantation from patients.

1.5

Clinical Testing

Clinical series and outcome studies are necessary to determine whether pain is
relieved and how the tissue under study performs during activity, including
activities of daily living as well as work and leisure activities. Clinical studies
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involve different types of outcomes based research (relief of pain and restoration of
function). Regarding pain relief, there is no objective way to determine pain relief,
so patient-based and physician-based questionnaires and measurement of impact on
function are used to indirectly assess pain relief. Various imaging modalities can be
used to evaluate the tissue–implant interface. However, there are limitations to this
type of analysis. With orthopedic implants, by the time that the bony architecture
has changed sufficiently to be seen in radiography, significant damage has been
done. Another limitation is that techniques are not readily available to determine
ingrowth into a device whether it is intended (porous ingrowth prostheses) or not
(adhesion tissue).

2 Implant Retrieval Programs
Several retrieval programs have been established at academic institutions throughout the country [10–18]. While many of these programs have focused on characterization of implants retrieved at revision surgery, some programs collect autopsy
specimens from patients who have consented to explantation at the time of death.
Retrieved devices are not a model or simulation; they permit the assessment of the
actual performance of the device [19]. Both retrievals obtained during revision
surgery and at autopsy provide us with direct information about the implant itself as
well as the host responses to the implant.

2.1

Retrievals from Revision Procedures

As one of the primary goals of an implant retrieval program is to study failure
mechanisms in order to develop strategies to improve the longevity of implants,
specimens obtained at revision are invaluable. These studies primarily evaluate
implant surfaces in order to identify mechanisms of material failure, wear, or
corrosion. Isolated retrievals provide evidence of known parameters such as cold
flow or creep and wear of known factors that are patient specific to their clinical
situation, but broad generalizations cannot be done [20]. As will be described later,
implants retrieved at revision were instrumental in determining that delamination of
the polyethylene tibial inserts was occurring with the heat-pressed polyethylene
used with the PCA total knee prosthesis [21, 22]. Revision retrievals have also
demonstrated that mismatched metals could lead to increased corrosion at
head–neck junctions in total hip prostheses or with screws and plates [23, 24].
Not all revisions are for failure of the implant or fixation. Implants may also be
removed for infection or for undersized components. Important information can
also be gleaned from these implants, particularly the biological responses to these
situations.
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However, there are limitations to studies of revision implants. As it is important
to conserve as much of the host tissue as possible during a revision, there is minimal
tissue from the host–implant interface to analyze. Frequently, there are artifacts
introduced to the surface of the implant during removal that may hinder the surface
characterization. Additionally, the implant may not have functioned properly for
some time, making it difficult to determine whether a specific feature of the implant
is due to a specific mechanism [25]. For example, it may be impossible for a given
implant to determine which came first: the implant failure or the loosening.

2.2

Autopsy Retrievals

Fewer studies have been conducted of autopsy specimens. This is partially due to
the regulations and amount of effort required to retrieve specimens from the
deceased [11]. Like revision specimens, surface characterization can be performed
on autopsy specimens, and it is also possible for the surface of the implant to be
damaged during the removal of the implant. A major advantage of postmortem
specimens is that they provide an opportunity to fully characterize the biologic
response of the surrounding tissues to the device. Autopsy specimens allow for a
block to be removed containing the explanted device as well as the surrounding
tissue left as undisturbed as possible. This type of specimen is ideal for studying
implant fixation of arthroplasty devices as well as ligaments and other soft tissue.
Furthermore, autopsy specimens can also be used to evaluate the mechanical
behavior of the implant under various loading conditions [26–29]. For implants
with biologic fixation, autopsy specimens permit the evaluation of biologic
ingrowth into or onto the porous surface. This type of determination is not possible
in situ using standard imaging methodologies. As radiolucencies around orthopedic
implants can mean different things [25], the tissue must be examined histologically
to determine whether the tissue is fibrous or full of histocytes and whether there are
any particles and, if so, what they may be.

2.3

Clinical Context

Regardless of whether the sample was obtained at revision or autopsy, there is a
need for clinical context. For example, it cannot be assumed that all autopsyretrieved implants are well functioning or well fixed [25]. This demonstrates the
importance of having knowledge of the patient’s last follow-up and how the implant
was functioning just prior to the death of the patient. Furthermore, the patients may
have been relatively inactive or sedentary years before their death, thereby reducing
the amount of mechanical loading of an implant [30]. What was the health of the
patient? How was the implant positioned? Were there complications during or after
surgery? Did the patient fall? Did they have osteoporosis? The answers to these
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questions may be easier to obtain from patients undergoing revision. Generally, we
may know very little about the in vivo service conditions of a particular device.
There may be no information related to the activity level of the patient/donor,
whether some trauma occurred years before the retrieval, or there may be no
radiographic evidence of material failure [11, 31, 32].
While retrieval studies—both revision and autopsy—have added to our understanding of how devices function, there are still limitations to our ability to
determine the biological and functional history of the implant. Each case represents
an individual’s experience; no two cases are absolutely identical. Each case is a
snapshot: one moment over the course of the entire time. Different factors may have
contributed to the final appearance of the implant and the investigator is like a
forensic scientist in trying to determine the major factors.

2.4

Assessments

Both revised and autopsy implants have been used to study the biological response
to the implant. Due to the nature of revision, the samples taken to study the host
response are usually soft tissue samples taken from the interface. Samples of
periprosthetic tissues have been instrumental to the study of wear debris found at
the host–bone interface of total joint replacements.
Specimens that have been retrieved after in vivo service are unique sources of
data that can give singular insight into the service performance of a device. The
condition of the retrieved implants depends on the service environment and length
of time in vivo, but can also be influenced by the manner of retrieval, handling, and
storage [11]. Changes to the implanted materials likely begin immediately after
implantation. Consider, for example, that a component of an artificial joint goes
from a sterile package into a human biological environment, which is wet, full of
proteins, and will impose mechanical and chemical loads on the material. In cases
of retrieved specimens, the condition of the material is that immediately prior to the
retrieval, and we may not be able to determine the evolution of the changes from the
immediately implanted state to the retrieved state. For example, when analyzing the
worn surface of an articulating component (e.g., an UHMWPE tibial tray or a
CoCrMo femoral head), the surface is characteristic of the state of the material just
before it was removed. By close examination of the scratch patterns, it may be
possible to determine which scratches are older because we may be able to detect or
observe whether one scratch lies on top of another. In contrast, it may not be
possible to determine whether severe damage occurred over a period of days,
weeks, months, or years prior to the retrieval [33, 34]. Each implant surface holds
the story of its history; however, we may not be able to speak the correct language
to properly understand that story.
If we are fortunate, the retrieved specimens may contain areas that are not (or
apparently not) damaged, and thus may act as an internal control or self-reference in
contrast to the damaged areas. If not so fortunate, then retrievals can be compared
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only to either other retrieved specimens or never-implanted laboratory controls. In
some studies, specimens retrieved postmortem (during autopsy) were compared to
similar specimens retrieved during revision surgery. In such cases, there is a unique
opportunity to investigate the characteristics and behaviors of specimens that failed
in vivo and those that did not fail in vivo. In other studies, retrieved specimens may
be tested and the results compared to the results of the same tests performed on
never-implanted specimens, as controls.
It is difficult to control or randomize the specimens available for retrieval studies
as for prospective studies; it is not possible to predict whether a device will fail,
thereby providing a specimen at revision, or whether a patient will pass away,
leaving a postmortem specimen available. For retrieval studies, we get what we get.
Researchers are therefore careful in selection of specimens and the types of data
they attempt to discern from the population of specimens available. Regardless of
the care and skill of the researchers, because the available specimens, retrieval
techniques, and methods of analysis may differ greatly between investigators, it
may be difficult to form general conclusions from the results of the many
investigators. Recognizing this, there are investigators who have taken on the task
of developing consistent methods to support standard protocols to create retrieval
programs [11, 35].
In considering an overview of retrieval studies, one question is how to organize
the many studies that are available in order to uncover specific relationships. In
orthopedic biomaterials, depending on the interest of the reader, we may wish to
differentiate between studies of different devices, like artificial hips vs. artificial
knees. However, there may be different studies of retrieved artificial hips that may
not be related, for example a study of the surface roughness in acetabular
components of metal-on-metal joints and a study on the initial stability of cemented
vs. non-cemented femoral components. Any categorization may be best left to the
interest of the researcher. That said, it is important to understand the different types
of analyses that are available, and what those different analyses can teach us about
the device.
There are two broad categories of analysis to consider: specimens that are
characterized through nondestructive observation (e.g., scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or surface profilometry) and specimens where specific properties are
determined (e.g., through mechanical testing or chemical analysis). In the use of
either approach, we are interested in the changes that occurred to the device in vivo,
and those changes may be referenced against never-implanted, virgin materials
(representing the initial conditions of the material), well-functioning retrieved
materials (retrieved at autopsy), failed specimens (retrieved during revision surgery), or specimens, either retrieved or never-implanted, subjected to laboratory
testing.
It may thus be difficult to reconcile or cross-reference the results from a study
that used SEM analysis of specimens retrieved during revision surgery with the
results from a study that tested the Young’s modulus of specimens created from
material retrieved at autopsy. Nonetheless, the many researchers who have examined retrieved specimens have advanced our knowledge of the in vivo behavior of
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orthopedic biomaterials and have made enormous contributions to improving
orthopedic devices.
For the sake of organization, it will help to guide this discussion to examine
some of the results of retrieval analysis by looking at materials, location (hips vs.
knees), and within each device category, exploring the differences in knowledge
obtained from autopsy retrievals, revision retrievals, never-implanted specimens,
and perhaps to focus on the information gained by the retrieval study that could not
have been obtained through any other method.

3 Key Examples Over the Years
The evaluation of retrieved orthopedic implants and the surrounding tissues have
led to several significant findings regarding the implants themselves as well as the
biological responses to them. The remainder of the chapter will highlight some of
the key examples. As most orthopedic retrieval programs have focused on total
joint replacement, most of the examples relate to this type of implant.
There are many factors which may contribute to the long-term success of an
orthopedic implant, including those relating to the implant, the surgical technique,
and the patient. Most of this chapter will focus on the implant and the biological
response to the implant.

3.1

What Have We Learned About Patient and Surgical
Technique?

Much of what is known about the influence of surgical technique and patient-related
factors on outcomes is not based on retrievals. Therefore, the reader is referred to
several well-written reviews on these topics [31, 36–38]; a summary is provided
below.
3.1.1

Clinical Factors

The importance of the proper execution of the surgical technique has been
underscored by the poor clinical outcomes of malpositioned or malaligned implants
[39–42], inadequate fixation into poor bone stock [43], or inadequate repair or
balancing of compromised tendons or ligaments [44, 45]. Experience of the surgeon
and learning curves for new techniques have also had a significant impact. Instrumentation has been shown to be important to increase the reproducibility of the
techniques involved. One source of damage to articulating surfaces may occur if the
surgeon nicks or scratches the surface during implantation. Thorough irrigation is
required to limit the possibility of third-body wear that might have been introduced
during implantation.
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Patient Factors

Patient variables may also affect the lifespan of the procedure. It is important to
appreciate that the patient’s anatomy and health are not static but ever-changing.
For most orthopedic procedures, bone quality is of paramount importance.
Osteopetrosis or heterotopic ossification may lead to improper seating of an implant
or screw fixation [35, 46], while osteoporosis may lead to unbalanced loading of the
supporting host bone [47, 48]. Anatomic diversity as well as deformities may result
in the patient lying outside the bell curve used to determine size of implant [31, 49].
Other patient factors which may contribute to variable results include activity level
[50], preoperative discrepancies in length of bony or soft tissue structures [51], and
ligamentous laxity [52]. Prior surgery, including whether the index procedure is a
revision procedure, may have an effect on surgical exposure, bone quality, adhesion
tissue, and wound healing.
The general health of the patient is also likely to have an effect on healing.
Patient comorbidities have been shown to have an effect on the long-term outcome
of orthopedic devices. These include but are not limited to obesity, osteoporosis,
rheumatoid arthritis, trauma, tumors, infection, and diabetes. Smoking has been
demonstrated to hinder bone healing, thus smoking abstinence before total joint
replacement is recommended [53, 54].

3.2

What Have We Learned About Material Selection?

With the modern era of devices, implant components have been manufactured from
metals, polymers, ceramics, and composites. There has been a significant learning
curve regarding the impact of these materials on the performance of the implant as
well as the biologic responses to these materials.

3.2.1

Metals

Fracture of an implant can occur through fatigue of the metal, as shown in Fig. 15.1.
This has been observed with internal fracture fixation devices and screws [35, 55],
as well as with hip and knee prostheses [56–58]. Fractured hip implants and internal
fixation devices, when they occur, are often associated with bending [56, 59, 60].
Several factors may contribute to the fracture of a tibial tray component in total
knee replacement, including implant design, alignment, and the quality of the
subchondral bone [61–63].
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Fig. 15.1 Catastrophic failure of tibial metal baseplate through stress area through slot near with
well-fixed stem. (a) AP radiograph; (b) photograph of tibial base plate

Corrosion
Corrosion can lead to improper function of an implant as well as to biological
consequences relating to introduction of metal particles and ions into the
periprosthetic tissues. While laboratory tests have been designed to evaluate
materials regarding their potential to corrode (ASTM), it may not be possible to
create a truly inert—noncorrosive metallic orthopedic implant—especially those
with articulating surfaces. There are several mechanisms of corrosion including
uniform, galvanic, crevice, pitting, intergranular, and stress. Corrosion resulting
from each of these mechanisms has been observed on a number of different
orthopedic implants as well as on the surfaces of particulate debris [32, 64–78].
Retrieval studies have focused on the interfaces between the head–neck junction
of femoral components of hip systems as well as the screw–plate junction with
internal fixation devices. These areas are prone to corrosion resulting from crevice
and galvanic mechanisms. This may be of particular concern when the components
are made by different manufacturers or of dissimilar metals as is seen with
cobalt–chromium heads on titanium stems [23, 64, 71, 79, 80].

Wear
Wear is not a single phenomenon, and wear damage can be caused by several
different mechanisms. Wear depends on the nature of the articulating materials and
any material existing in between. Wear can be divided into two main types: twobody and three-body wear. Sandpaper on wood is an example of two (or second)
body wear. One surface is abrasive toward the other. Polishing cream or cleanser
are examples of three (or third) body wear. Abrasive particles (the third bodies) are
free to move between the two surfaces and cause damage. In either case, material
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Fig. 15.2 (a) Scratches from abrasive wear on a retrieved CoCrMo artificial joint surface. Such
scratches are usually made by abrasive particles. (b) Material that has been displaced on a retrieved
CoCrMo artificial joint surface. The material appears to be smeared across the surface. It may be
that the material was initially removed or displaced from the surface by adhesion (to the articulating
counter-surface), then plastically deformed as it was repositioned on the original surface

may be removed or rearranged on a surface by different mechanisms (Fig. 15.2).
Abrasive wear is caused by hard particles plowing furrows in a material. Adhesive
wear is caused by high stress contact at microasperities on a surface, which
essentially leads to welding of the two surfaces, and subsequent fracture and
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Fig. 15.3 Edge loading of polyethylene with failure to tibial tray and consequent burnishing
of femoral component related to malalignment of unicompartmental knee replacement

material transfer. Particles may form on surfaces through surface fatigue (e.g., metal
carbides may become dislodged through repeated loading). Erosion is a type of
wear caused by an impingement of abrasive particles on a surface. These wear
mechanisms can lead to either a rougher surface, or smoother surface, depending on
the nature of the surfaces and the type of wear. Fretting wear occurs when small
oscillating motion exists between two surfaces and creates a self-sustaining process
where the oxide layer is removed and reformed.
While the focus has primarily been on polymer wear, especially with total joint
prostheses, metal wear can also pose a significant challenge. Concern has focused
primarily on the mechanisms of abrasive, corrosive, and fatigue wear [64]. Metalon-metal wear can occur in metal-on-polyethylene devices with impingement or
malalignment (Fig. 15.3). Mintz et al. reported substantial femoral component
abrasions present in areas where metal-to-metal contact occurred in total knee
prosthesis that had a worn metal-backed tibial insert [22].
Wear of the metal component, whether or not it has worn through the
UHMWPE, presents at least two major problems in the implant system. First,
wear of the metal results in the release of metal particles, and the exposure of
new, non-oxidized, metal surface to the host. Both the metal particles, with high
surface area-to-volume ratios, and the newly scratched metal surface are sources for
enhanced corrosion and ion release. Second, the scratched metal surface becomes
an abrasive against the polyethylene, potentially accelerating the degradation and
wear of the polyethylene surface [81]. The chemical composition of the scratched
surface can be quite different from that of the initial surface of the implant through
in vivo oxidation and diffusion through the near surface [34, 82].
In metal-on-metal, ceramic-on-metal, or ceramic-on-ceramic, the type of wear
debris and consequences of wear can be different. One common challenge to all of
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Fig. 15.4 Polyethylene debris of different shapes and sizes within the periprosthetic membrane
from around a failed acetabulum. The debris is identified using polarized light

orthopedic biomaterials is that of wear of these materials leads to particulate debris and
the body does not respond favorable to wear debris. For example, alumina particles
are a highly aggressive abrasive against polyethylene, and UHMWPE particles are
believed to be the primary mediators of osteolysis in contemporary implants.

3.2.2

Polymers

Numerous degradation mechanisms have been documented regarding the polymers
used with orthopedic devices. They are influenced by the quality of the material
before and after processing, device type and design, and with articulations—the
other material that they may be coupled with.

Polyethylene
In 1962, Charnley transitioned from Teflon1 cups to high-density polyethylene
cups [83]. Ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) was introduced
because of its improved mechanical properties. In 1998, cross-linked polyethylene
was introduced for use in total hip implants because of its higher wear resistance.
Concern with the use of polyethylene has focused on the processing methods as
well as the generation of wear debris (Fig. 15.4). Much that has been written to date
about the biological responses to polyethylene debris in retrievals is related to the
traditional UHMWPE.
Significant implant failure was observed with components that were
manufactured using machined ram-extruded polyethylene [84–89]. Berzins et al.
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proposed that net-shaped molded components may have demonstrated superior
performance relating to the type of resin, the absence of calcium stearate, the
consolidation method, or the method of final geometry shaping [84].
The method of sterilization was also found to affect the long-term durability of
UHMWPE. Gamma sterilization is associated with oxidation of the subsurface of
polyethylene implants [90, 91]. Failure of the components is associated with
delamination [92, 93]. Alternative sterilization methods have included gamma
irradiation in inert environments (such as argon or nitrogen) or non-irradiation
methods (such as gas plasma or ethylene oxide). As irradiation is associated with
the development of free radicals [91, 94–96], Vitamin E which reduces the amount
of free radical available has also been investigated [97, 98].
Wear is evident on most, if not all, UHMWPE articulating surfaces. Wear rates
in excess of 140 mm3/year have been reported [99, 100]. As one would expect, there
is an increase in wear with increasing times of implantation [30, 101]. There appears
to be an initial “bedding in” period that is not related to wear per se [102–104].
Patterns of wear can be polar or edge loaded with high and low areas [84, 105].
There is a risk of fracture with increased polyethylene wear in the critical weight
bearing area [101, 106]. A minimal thickness of the UHMWPE is of 6–8 mm is
recommended [107].
Different processing approaches have been used to improve the wear rate of
polyethylene. One approach involved the use of a proprietary process to change the
crystalline structure to an extended chain (Hyalamer®); it was anticipated that this
change would result in a UHMWPE with superior material properties (e.g., yield
strength and creep resistance) [108]. However, the clinical experience with this
material demonstrated a high failure rate at early stage (<5 years) [109, 110].
Another approach was to cross-link the polyethylene. Highly cross-linked polyethylene is characterized by resistance to abrasive and adhesive wear, oxidation, and
plastic flow and lamellae alignment [111–114]. However, the highly cross-linked
polyethylene had inferior fatigue, crack propagation resistance, and mechanical
properties [115, 116]. Because of differences in the wear mechanisms between
knees and hips, cross-linked polyethylene was first introduced for use with polyethylene liners for total hip replacement [116]. Improvements have been made in the
processing of highly cross-linked polyethylene—the so-called second generation
[115]. Highly cross-linked polyethylene tibial tray inserts are now available with
higher wear and fatigue resistance than for conventional polyethylene [117]. However, the findings of elevated oxidation at the rim of annealed liners and wear debris
in periprosthetic tissues indicate that additional research and development are
necessary [118, 119].

PMMA
Bone cement (PMMA) used for implant fixation has two surfaces—the bone/
cement interface and the cement/implant interface. The long-term stability of an
orthopedic implant requires that the mechanical interface between cement and bone
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Fig. 15.5 Radiographs of a cemented total artificial hip. In (a), fractures of the cement mantle are
evident (labeled “f”); however, the patient did not exhibit any adverse symptoms. In (b), taken
approximately 3 years after (a), the cement fracture had clearly progressed. A piece of the cement
has even dislodged from the mantle and is intruding into the bone. (b) was taken just prior to
revision surgery. Figure reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons [120]

to be stable [29]. Inadequate cement technique can have an adverse effect on either
interface. Several studies have characterized the bone/cement interface of stable
and unstable orthopedic implants (see below). Fewer studies of revised and autopsy
retrievals have examined the cement mantle itself. Topoleski et al. investigated
specimens of retrieved, failed bone cement from the cement mantles of artificial
hips (Fig. 15.5) [120]. They also created controlled fractures under different loading
conditions in the laboratory. Using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to identify
unique features of the failed surfaces (a process known as fractography) and by
comparing the surface features from both the retrieved and controlled laboratory
conditions, they proved that fatigue failure was the predominant in vivo failure
mode. Their retrieval study established that to improve the material performance of
bone cement, the fatigue behavior must be addressed. Maloney et al., using SEM to
examine retrieved femoral stems, observed debonding and fracture initiation and
noted that debonding usually began either proximally or distally around the distal
tip [121]. Of interest was the finding by Jasty et al. of debonding and radial fractures
of the cement at the corners of a total hip prosthesis that had no clinical evidence of
loosening [122]. They also found evidence of incomplete polymerization of the
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PMMA. In a study of 214 cemented stems, Bishop et al reported voids in 22% and
cracks and blood in <10% of the cement mantles analyzed [123]. They also
observed debonding in 21% of the stems. In an analysis of 14 cemented polyethylene acetabular cups, Schmalzried et al. reported that “cement fractures were absent
from regions of predicted high stresses such as at the periphery of the components”
[124]. In a study of 129 total hip patients with greater than 10 year follow-up,
Hernigou et al. found no association between survival rate and presence of voids
[125]. However, it is generally accepted that voids affect the mechanical integrity
of the cement mantle and should be reduced as much as possible [120, 126].
Contemporary cement technique may now include an intramedullary plug, pulsatile
lavage, vacuum mixing, a cement gun to introduce the cement in retrograde fashion,
pressurization, a proximal rubber seal, and a distal centralizer [127, 128]. An evenly
distributed cement mantle of greater than 2–3 mm is recommended [129, 130].

3.3

What Have We Learned About Implant Design?

As one would expect, implant design has always had an effect on the long-term
outcome of orthopedic implants. The medical literature is replete with examples of
innovations gone wrong. Consequently, the following is an overview of some of the
major factors regarding implant design of total knee and hip implants. The implication of these outcomes has an effect on all types of total joint prostheses.
Total hip and total knee arthroplasty are considered to be one of the most
successful orthopedic procedures [131, 132]. Recent technological advances are
likely to extend the longevity of the prostheses used in these procedures. However,
as many of the currently implanted prostheses are of older designs and surgical
procedures, it is also very likely that the number of revision arthroplasties will
increase significantly over the next 2 decades [133]. Understanding the mechanisms
of failure will allow us to make further improvements in material selection, implant
design, and surgical procedures.
Over the past few decades, the major design considerations for both knee and hip
prosthesis have included method of fixation, the materials to use for the articulating
surfaces, and the degree to which the implant models the human anatomy.

3.3.1

Fixation

Orthopedic devices have been designed as press-fit devices, devices that are fixed
with PMMA (bone cement), devices which permit biological fixation, and
combinations thereof. There are advantages and disadvantages of each type of
implant fixation.
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Fig. 15.6 AP and lateral radiographs of well-aligned total knee replacement with cement fixation,
using contemporary cement technique

Cement
Sir Walter Charnley implanted the early total hip replacement with cement. The
outcome of these procedures was superior to other procedures performed at that
time for degenerative joint disease. In fact, more recent long-term clinical studies
have demonstrated success rates of 77–85% in patients with Charnley Total Hip
Prostheses for follow-ups of over 20 years. These results underscore the challenge
of trying to make small improvements in success rates with innovative techniques.
In the late 1970s, William Harris and others published reports of loosening and
significant bone loss associated with cemented implants [134–137]. Several
investigators suggested that this adverse response was a consequence of the
histocytic response to particles of cement debris [122, 138–141]. Inadequate mixing
of the bone cement used to fix implants to bone may result in voids (air bubbles),
undissolved PMMA powder, and nonuniform distribution of the cement mantle
[122]. Once the fixation is compromised, the implant or implant–cement construct
can move within the bony envelop creating a hostile environment associated with
significant osteolysis. Once the limitations were better understood, the cement
technique was improved with the use of cement spacers and centrifugation
[127, 128]. While most studies have indicated improved outcomes with current
cement techniques (Fig. 15.6) [127, 142, 143], others have not [144].
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Engh et al. have reported cemented acetabular failure rates of 18.5% [145].
While it has been proposed that the key factor contributing to acetabular failure is
mechanical loosening [146], others believe that it is biological [124]. Based upon
testing of retrieved implants, Ohlin et al. demonstrated that less torque was required
to failure than for newly cemented acetabulae [28]. A fibrous tissue membrane
containing macrophages and inflammatory cytokines is commonly seen around a
failed cemented acetabulum [124, 138]. This is associated with particulate debris
and osteolysis that progresses from the perimeter and any screw holes that may be
present [25, 121, 124].
With respect to the femoral component, retrieval studies demonstrate that a
stable interface is attainable and that bone remodeling against the cement may
occur [12]. The pattern of bone remodeling is with endosteal remodeling leading to
an inner and outer cortex of bone and the formation of a secondary medullary canal
with trabecular struts then lead to long-term implant stability [121, 147].
The integrity of the cement mantle is essential to the stability of the cemented
components. Concerns with cement technique have revolved around the finding of
an uneven cement mantle with areas devoid of cement fixation, voids within the
cement mantle, and debonding of the cement from the metal stem. Cement fracture
and subsequent mechanical failure have been observed in mantles that are less than
1 mm thick [121]. In thin cement mantles, cement fractures may be associated with
wear at the fracture surfaces and voids within the cement mantle [122, 148]. Voids
with fatigue may also be observed in well-cemented THR [27, 147]. Debonding of
the cement prosthetic interface is a significant concern [121, 123, 149]. The
pistoning of the metal implant within the cement mantle may create increased
stresses and generate particulate debris. As with all cemented components, the
long-term stability requires the mechanical interface between cement and bone to
be stable [29]. Rotational micromotion is a primary concern [121].

Biologic Ingrowth Prostheses
Introduced as an alternative to cement fixation, porous-surfaced implants allowed
for biologic fixation of the implant (Fig. 15.7). Initial clinical series demonstrated
good to excellent results [145, 150, 151]. Engh reported that the failure rate, defined
by loosening/revision, was 10.8% for uncemented femur in early implants which
improved to 1.8% with modern implants [145]. Longer term studies highlighted
specific issues regarding the outcome of uncemented prostheses, especially the
importance of implant stability. Rapid ingrowth and the associated mechanical
stability that is achieved are considered necessary [152, 153].
Retrieval studies have demonstrated the capacity for bone to grow into and onto
the porous surfaces, although several constraints have been noted. While bone
ingrowth into porous-surfaced implants was believed to be necessary, it was unclear
as to how extensive the bony ingrowth must be to achieve a stable interface [153].
Reports of the extent of bony ingrowth have varied depending on type and design of
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Fig. 15.7 Well-aligned
uncemented total knee
components with adjunctive
screw fixation to provide
initial stability until bone
ingrowth occurred

implant and whether the implant was obtained following revision surgery or
autopsy [153–158].
Failure related to micromotion and implant bone interface if the displacement
was greater than 150 mm [145]. Collier et al. have proposed that, over time,
remodeling with bone ingrowth and appositional growth may be the primary
method of some ingrowth, and that remodeling is a long-term process potential
5 years of so [12]. With some implant designs, stress shielding was observed,
especially with extensively porous coated stems or with larger, more rigid stems
[48, 159, 160].
One concern raised with porous-surfaced implants was whether there was any
evidence of a loss of integrity of the surface itself [161, 162]. While this could have
an impact on implant stability, it may also lead to third-body wear if particles
migrated to the articulations [163].
Metal-backed polyethylene components were introduced as a way to distribute
stresses better and as a way to provide for cementless fixation. Modular components
also permitted the exchange of polyethylene for damaged or worn components.
Retrieval studies have documented several issues regarding metal-backed
components, including micromotion between the polyethylene and metal backing,
having too thin of a polyethylene liner or tray, and metal-on-metal wear resulting
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Fig. 15.8 Metal backed patellar component with edge loading and failure of polyethylene and
complete dissociation of patellar component and metal wear resulting in synovial metallosis in
surrounding tissues

from impingement or wear-through (Fig. 15.8). Another issue is that screw holes
which permit the use of screws for increased fixation of the implant to bone may
also be a site that provides access of wear debris to the bone interface [164].
As stated previously, initial implant stability is important to the success of
biologic ingrowth prostheses. Hydroxyapatite (HAp) coatings were introduced to
the surfaces of hip and knee implants in order to create a more intimate bond
between the bone and the implant. Retrieval of HAp coated implants demonstrated
that the ongrowth of bone is related to the mechanical stability of the implant from
geometry and loading [165, 166]. Aebli et al. noted intimate host bone–femoral
stem contact where the HAp coating had disappeared completely [167]. Geesink
proposes that osteoclastic resorption of HAp is associated with the replacement of
the HAp coating with bone, thereby preserving the stability of the interface [168].

3.3.2

Articulations

While metal-on-UHMWPE showed improved biocompatibility as compared to
Teflon1, its longevity has been compromised by processing technique (ramextruded and then machined vs. compression molded) or sterilization method
(gamma irradiation in air vs. sterilization with gas plasma). The development of
highly cross-linked polyethylene has demonstrated improved wear rates as compared to traditional UHMWPE, yet the highly cross-linked polyethylene has inferior fatigue, crack propagation resistance, and mechanical properties. Due to
superior wear resistance, ceramics have been used with other materials (ceramics,
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metal) for articulation couples. With improved manufacturing technology and the
ability to produce implants within precise specifications, metal-on-metal couples
have been re-introduced.

3.3.3

Total Knee Replacement

The long-term outcome of total knee replacement has been outstanding with
survival rates of up to 100% at 10 years [169, 170] and reports of implants lasting
for more than 20 years [171, 172]. Most implants are metal-on-polyethylene,
although ceramics have been used. The patellar and the tibial components can be
comprised of polyethylene alone or with metal backing. Like total hip implants,
fixation of most TKR are either cemented, uncemented, or a combination of both.
Consider what we can learn from studies that include specimens obtained both
from autopsy and revision surgery. We will assume, at least initially, that any
specimen obtained at autopsy was functional, and that the patient was happy with
the performance; a successful implant. We can also assume that specimens obtained
from revision surgery were not functional. Thus, we can study differences between
the two groups’ devices to investigate potential failure mechanisms. As an excellent
illustration, Parks et al. determined that there was significant relative motion
between the UHMWPE insert and the supporting tibial tray [173]. Further, they
noted that the type and magnitude of relative motions were design/manufacturer
dependent. From that test, however, it was not possible to predict the in vivo
performance of a specific design. Engh et al. expanded on Park et al.’s work with
another study of the relative motion between the UHMWPE insert and the
supporting tibial tray using never-implanted controls, specimens retrieved from
revision surgery, and specimens retrieved at autopsy [174]. Both types of used
specimens, revision and autopsy, showed significantly greater motion than the
controls. Interestingly, there was no difference between the relative motion in
specimens retrieved during revision surgery and those retrieved at autopsy. These
results raise an interesting question, and one that we must ask as we review any
retrieval study: why is there a difference, or in this case, why is there no difference,
between the two specimen populations? One possibility is that the observed measurement was not related to the failure or success of the device. Here, that would
imply that the motion between the tibial insert and tibial tray did not significantly
contribute to wear-related failures. Another equally possible explanation is that
people will react differently to the same conditions. Thus, the consequences of
relative motion between the UHMWPE tibial insert and metal tray may lead to
osteolysis in one patient, but be well tolerated in another. In the case of the study by
Engh et al., they showed that there was a significant change in the relative motion
when the device saw in vivo service, but it is not clear why some devices failed and
others did not [174].
Other studies that include both revision and autopsy retrievals use different
measures to assess reasons for failure. Harman et al. studied the correlation between
areas of articular contact and UHMWPE damage [175]. Not surprisingly, they
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determined that where the contact was greatest, the UHMWPE damage was also
greatest in either specimen group. However, like Engh et al. [174], Harman et al.
detected no difference between the revision specimens and autopsy specimens
[175]. Rohrbach et al. also studied both revision and autopsy specimens, and used
an elaborate scoring scheme to measure wear and damage [176]. Both retrieved
groups showed fatigue and wear damage. In contrast to the studies previously
discussed, Rohrbach et al. found that the damage was significantly less in the
autopsy group. These results appeal to our intuition, since it makes sense for the
well-functioning specimens (the autopsy retrievals) to be less damaged because the
general consensus is that UHMWPE wear is a mediator of implant failure.
If a study examines only one type of specimen, either autopsy or revision
retrieved, is it possible to conclude anything about the reasons for longevity or
failure of the devices from those data? Consider the study by Lavernia et al. [50]
Which evaluated the wear and creep in specimens from autopsy only. They
investigated the relationships between the mechanical damage and the time
implanted. Since there is, according to the investigators, no radiographic measure
of wear in artificial knees as there is for artificial hips, wear rates were taken as an
overall average over the life of the implant. There was an increase in creep with
increasing time implanted; however, and surprisingly, there was a decrease in wear
rate with increasing time implanted. Weight was the most important predictor of
volumetric wear. Why would wear rate decrease the longer the implant was
functional? There may be several answers. The authors postulate that the older
the patients become, the less active they become, and thus the wear rate decreases.
It also may be that there is an initially higher wear rate (possibly from the initial
“wear-in” phase of articulation), which then settles into a steady-state wear. Thus,
when averaged over the entire life of the prosthesis, the wear rate appears to
decrease over time.
Both Wright et al. [177] and Garcia et al. [178] are examples of studies that
analyzed specimens retrieved at revision only. In each study, the investigators
showed that the reason for revision was severe damage to the UHMWPE. In
Wright et al.’s study, they measured an increase in density of the UHMWPE.
They argued that a change in the material’s density would change the mechanical
properties (for example, the Young’s modulus would increase). If the Young’s
modulus increases, then so does the stress in the material, which results in an
increased risk for further wear. In their study, Wright et al. not only examined the
wear of the surfaces, but discovered a possible mechanism for the observed wear.
In Garcia et al.’s work, they noted many different UHMWPE damage modes, but,
like Lavernia et al. [50] showed that there were variables that changed as a function
of implant time. The UHMWPE damage increased with longer implant time, but
the surprise in their data was the damage decrease with increasing patient weight.
They postulated the decrease in damage was a consequence of reduced activity by
the heavier patients.
Cook et al. also examined specimens retrieved at revision only, but included
both hips and knees to investigate bone ingrowth [179]. They found no relationship
between the amount of ingrowth and the time implanted.
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The first generation tibial components were all polyethylene and fixed with
PMMA. The primary mechanism of failure was loosening. In a study of 48 totalcondylar-type knees, Hood et al. observed scratching (90%), pitting (81%), burnishing (75%), surface deformation (cold flow) (62%), and abrasive wear (42%),
but delamination was uncommon (2 cases) [180]. Landy and Walker, in a study of
90 total knee replacements (various designs) with up to 10 years of implantation,
noted that the wear of the tibial implants was greater than that reported for hips
[181]. They noted abrasion from cement debris and delamination as characterized
by “the complete breakup of material in flakes and particles.” They reported that the
delamination appeared to be associated with “intergranular material defects and
propagated by the excessive subsurface stresses beneath the contact zone.” In
contrast, delamination was not observed in specimens without evidence of material
defects.
Biologic ingrowth total knee systems were first introduced in the late 1970s and
early 1980s. While short-term outcomes were favorable, concern was raised
whether significant levels of bone ingrowth were achievable. Several studies
confirmed that bony ingrowth was evident, although generally at lower levels
than had first been anticipated [156, 182]. Yet, reports of early failure related to
porous coating and thinner implants and metal tibial tray at areas of stress risers,
poor bone ingrowth, and unsupported tibial base plates led to catastrophic mechanical failures (Fig. 15.9) [16, 183]. Fibrous ingrowth has been described and found to
be stable. However to optimize bone ingrowth, appropriate mechanical loading is
required, especially in TKR. Enhancement of fixation with screws, slanted pegs,
etc. to allow more compression on initial fixation enhances bone ingrowth. Time in
situ did not change first generation ingrowth [179]. However, time in situ directly
correlated with increased wear especially for fatigue failure in PCA and Duracon
prostheses [176]. Kinematics showed wear predominantly in those areas of highest
contact femoral tibial articulation on motion fluoroscopics, stair climbing, and gait.
This also translated to the striation pattern on the articular surface found [175].
In 1991, Mintz et al. reported extensive wear and delamination in a study of 487
PCA implants [22]. They suggested a relationship between the wear and patient
factors such as size, age, and activity. The design features of the knee prosthesis—
nonconforming femorotibial articular surfaces, thin PE, heat-pressed PE, inadequate mechanical attachment of tibial insert to metal baseplate—were also believed
to contribute to the wear process. In 1992, the same group examined 12 retrieved
PCA total knee implants and found evidence of pitting, scratching, burnishing,
delamination, surface deformation, and abrasion [177]. They suggested that the
heat pressing, time of implantation, and body weight were concerns. Further
examination of retrieved implants demonstrated extensive delamination and cracks
from the periphery to the center of the condyles (Fig. 15.10) [106]. Bloebaum et al.
observed that retrieved and unused heat-pressed inserts showed increased crystallinity in the surface and middle regions [21].
Engh et al. examined 86 polyethylene inserts from total and unicompartmental
knee prostheses of various designs [101]. They noted “severe wear, with delamination or deformation, with longer periods of time in situ, lack of congruency, thin
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Fig. 15.9 Total artificial
knee joint, removed after
revision, showing
catastrophic delamination
and wear-through of the
polyethylene component.
Complete wear-through of
the polyethylene component
occurred some time before
revision, as indicated by the
wear-burnished surface of
the underlying tibial tray.
In this case, both
polyethylene and metal
particles were produced

polyethylene, third-body wear, and heat-pressed poly.” Delamination was
associated with significant under-surface cold flow in areas of unsupported polyethylene. As they observed significantly less delamination in thick inserts as
compared to thin inserts, they recommended the use of thicker inserts. They also
noted that the presence and location of screw holes for fixation were a problem.
Harman et al. examined eight knees in six patients fluoroscopically during a
stair-rise and descent activity and treadmill gait and then following removal at
revision surgery [175]. They found a significant correlation between where there
was contact during activity and the location of the polyethylene damage. The
femoral contact and PE damage occurred predominantly on the posterior half of
the tibial articular surface. Asymmetric damage patterns correlated with the tibial
rotations seen in vivo; the medial damage (38%) greater than lateral damage (32%).
The most frequently observed types of damage were burnishing, scratching, and
tractive striations; pits were observed on two inserts and delamination on one.
Seven of eight inserts had plastic deformation on the sides of the tibial eminence.
There was no correlation between damage size and weight.
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Fig. 15.10 Heat polished polyethylene tibial components exhibiting delamination, cracking,
pitting, and ultimate fatigue failure of the component

There has been considerable debate about wear and conforming/nonconforming
articular surfaces. Wright, Tsao, and others have observed significant wear with a
nonconforming design [106, 177]. Blunn et al. found that the polyethylene experienced more torque and shear and that delamination could still occur [184]. The
kinematics of the knee joint is complex with different reactions (e.g. rotation) that
can occur in response to the variable forces that can be applied to the joint
[185–188]. High stress load in low conforming designs can lead to polyethylene
overload. This may be accelerated clinically with poor undercorrection of varus/
valgus, which correlated to sliding distance on the bearing surface [176]. Implants
are designed to maximize the conformity while permitting the natural motions of
the knee. A less conforming joint articulation requires appropriate surgical technique to balance ligaments and achieve appropriate alignment to maintain proper
mechanical loading and kinematics. This is necessary to keep functional motion
and loading within the tolerances of both the material properties and the implant
design [106].
The thickness of the tibial insert has an effect on the integrity of the implant.
There are numerous reports of wear-through with metal-backed components [101,
106, 177, 189, 190]. Based on these findings, Wright et al. recommend that the
minimum thickness of conventional polyethylene should be 6–8 mm [177]. However, it may be possible for this thickness to be smaller with highly cross-linked
polyethylene and more conforming designs.
The rationale for metal backing was to permit a more even distribution of stress
within polyethylene as well as to allow for modularity [191–193]. Retrievals of
tibial components have shown abrasive and backside wear along with delamination
[194]. Micromotion has been observed between the polyethylene insert and the
metal tray [164, 173]. In fact, Parks et al. determined that micromotion between
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the insert and the tray was evident in nine different designs of modular implants
even at the lowest loading level of 100 N [173]. In 2002, Surace et al. evaluated
25 posterior-retaining total knee implants [195]. They found that damage to the
back surface was limited with polishing detected on 84% of the inserts and abrasive
wear on 20%. This was primarily on the periphery of the component and around
the area corresponding to the site of the screw holes on the tibial plate. Polishing
was evident on 36% of the molded components and 100% of the machined inserts.
Abrasive wear was detected on the back surface of 45% of the molded and none of
the machined. Pitting was present in 84% of the components, but was relatively
limited (less than 1% of the area in all but one components). Pitting was higher in
the molded (100%) than in the machined (71%). Delamination and cracking were
not observed. There was a concave deformation in the AP direction on the back
surface in 96% of the cases. Failure of the locking assembly may also cause
disassembly of the component or abnormal articular or backside wear [174,
196–199].
Rotating platform knees were introduced in the late 1970s to increase conformity and decrease the stresses experienced by the bearing surfaces with
rotation. In a study of 40 retrieved rotating platform knees, Garcia et al.
observed evidence of all damage modes on superior surface: pitting (100%),
scratching (100%), embedded particulate debris (24/40), permanent deformation
(16/40), and surface delamination (1/40) [178]. Backside wear is a problem; in
rotating hinge with highly conforming articular surface, articular and backside
wear is an issue and correlated with increased weight and time in vivo. On the
inferior surface, they found pitting and curvilinear scratching (100%), embedded debris (1/40), and burnishing (5/40). In an evaluation of 100 LCS-RP mobile
bearing total knee prostheses (DePuy), Atwood et al. observed damage on
flexion and rotation surfaces of all of the polyethylene inserts and scratches on
97% of the metal trays [200]. While rotating platform total knee replacements
reduce cross shear, concern remains for increasing wear with longer term
implantations [178, 201].
The patellar implant remains a difficult and unsolved problem (Fig. 15.11).
Clinically, adverse responses have included anterior knee pain, fracture,
malalignment, and subluxation/dislocation. This implant is subject to very high
stress [202, 203] and does overload the parameters for material design. Currently,
the most common design is a dome-shaped configuration with a thinner bony
substrate, which we know as a less conforming surface, being subject to eccentric
loading and high shear [204] and may be prone to failure [205]. Metal-backed
patellar components are also subject to failure resulting from poor design, thin
polyethylene, thin metal backing, where subtle malalignment may cause edge
loading, fatigue failure, third-body wear, and catastrophic failure [191]. A
customized implant may decrease stress [203].
Alumina ceramics have also been used as an articulating surface in TKR as an
alternative to metal-on-polyethylene. However, Hashiguchi reported evidence of
wear debris causing scratching of the poly insert on retrieval of autopsy between
13 and 49 months [206]. Debris was found in the tissues as well.
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Fig. 15.11 Plastic deformation and failure of thin all-polyethylene patellar buttons against the
trochlear groves of the femoral components

The above studies involved analyzing a series of implants. It is, however, equally
important to discuss another source of information of device failure: the case study.
Case studies tend to be reports of one or two specimens with the purpose of
instructing the reader about a specific observation or unusual type of failure. A
case study may be some of the first information to appear about a specific type of
implant. For example, Ranawat et al. reported on two cases of porous coated
implant failures and showed that metal beads from the porous coating became
detached and migrated into the surrounding tissue [16].
As a summary of this section, the retrieval analyses provided information, in each
case, that could not have been obtained any other way. For example, in the case of
Engh et al., there would be no way of reproducing the failed devices obtained at
revision and the functional devices obtained at autopsy in the lab [174]. We do not
know all of the intricacies of how to create a specimen that is likely to fail vs. one that
will remain functional. We can certainly create adverse conditions for the devices,
but then there is no way of knowing what elements of that condition would exist
from one patient to another. Laboratory testing is absolutely necessary to understand
the fundamental mechanisms of failure, but the retrieval specimens are the only
source of information of a device’s behavior in vivo.

3.3.4

Total Hip Replacement

To examine retrieval studies from hip replacements, we will also begin with studies
that have examined specimens retrieved during both revision surgery and autopsy.
Jasty et al. examined the wear rates in UHMWPE acetabular cups and noted that
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the median wear rate was less for the autopsy specimens than for the revision
specimens [100]. They do not discuss the mean wear rates. In contrast to Lavernia
et al.’s study of knees [50], Jasty et al. showed an increase in wear rate with longer
implant times. Thus, the two studies show opposite behaviors in knees and hips.
Osteolysis is a direct result of wear debris generated from both the articulating
and non articulating surface of total joint replacements. The examination of wear
debris and its products in both revision and autopsy retrievals can indicate the role
particles play in device performance. Schmalzried et al. showed that intracellular
UHMWPE particles were present in both revision and autopsy retrieved specimens
[207]. The overall character of the particles (number, size, etc.) was similar in both
groups of retrieved specimens. Their comparison of revision and autopsy specimens
indicates that particles can migrate between the prosthesis and bone even when the
device is well fixed. Urban et al. examined corrosion products and showed that the
corrosion products can also migrate to the bearing surface and the bone–implant
interface in both revision and autopsy retrieved specimens [208]. A specific compound, chromium orthophosphate hydrate-rich corrosion product, exists in both
types of specimens and appears to be the same in each.
One of the main goals of laboratory studies is to correctly model the in vivo
situation so that investigators can learn about processes that cannot be directly
observed in vivo. Comparing/contrasting results from in vitro tests with results from
retrieved specimens is an essential step in the validation of in vitro models. The
in vitro model can also represent the “ideal conditions” of an implant and can be
used as a reference for changes that may occur in vivo. Simulated surgeries in
cadaver femurs have been used as a comparison to specimens retrieved at autopsy
[29, 47, 209]. Jasty et al. used implants in cadaveric femurs as the reference for the
initial stability of the implants to compare the stability of cemented and noncemented femoral components [209]. Both cemented and non-cemented
components were stable in simulated single leg stance, but the cemented
components were more stable than the non-cemented components in simulated
stair climbing. They examined only cemented specimens retrieved at autopsy and
showed that they retained their stability, as we would expect of well-functioning
implants; however, even the well-functioning implants showed evidence of
debonding at the cement–bone interface, as well as fractures in the cement. Thus,
it may be that the types of damage observed by Jasty et al. do not affect the longterm stability of the cemented implant. Ohlin et al. examined the other side of the
total hip, specifically the torsional strength of cemented acetabular cups [28].
Again, the cadaver surgeries represent the initial stability of the device. They
observed no difference in the torsional strength between the cadaveric and autopsy
specimens. However, they note that the type of failure they were creating does not
reproduce the failures reported for patients who require revision surgery. Ohlin
et al. were attempting to create sudden failure by a one-time overload of the device.
Thus, Ohlin et al. postulated that the observed failures in revision cases came about
through a gradual process, and their testing did not reproduce that failure mechanism. Miller et al. measured the relative motion at the bone cement–bone interface
in both the cadaveric and autopsy-retrieved specimens [29]. The autopsy specimens
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were significantly more compliant (less stiff) than the cadaveric specimens. Again,
we can observe that the lab specimens were not exposed to multiple years of fatigue
loading generated by patient activity. The fatigue loading can affect the integrity of
the interface. In addition, bone remodels during the course of an implants in vivo
service. Since we may not know the original configuration of the bone in the
retrieved specimens, it is difficult to determine how much remodeling has affected
the stability of the prosthesis.
Some variables, like component geometry, can be measured directly. Berzins
et al. measured the thickness of both control (never-implanted) and autopsy (wellfunctioning) acetabular liners using an ultrasonic method [210]. The retrieved
specimens showed considerable variations in thickness in contrast to the controls.
Again, because these were functioning implants, do we conclude that such
variations that occur during in vivo service do not affect the function of the devices?
Or are the changes in the device geometries inconsequential for this patient
population because of patient-specific considerations?
Another potential way to create a reference for retrieved prostheses is by
creating an animal model. Both dogs and humans can have stable implants with
good bone ingrowth [211, 212]. For example, Bobyn et al. showed that the
ingrowth-porous surface provides a barrier to UHMWPE migration in both dogs
and humans [212]. Skurla and James, however, showed that wear in dogs was much
lower than in humans, and questioned whether dogs are indeed a valid model for
studying human implants [211]. It is clear that we have learned much from animal
models, but it is important to understand that in vivo service conditions, and thus the
natural history of the device, may not be the same in humans and animals for all
mechanisms of in vivo change.
Acetabular components have historically had a shorter lifespan than the femoral
components. Wroblewski et al. examined 59 cemented high-density polyethylene
sockets obtained at revision arthroplasty [213]. Nineteen cups showed areas of wear
between the outside of the socket and bone associated with a lack of cement in those
areas. They raised concerns regarding impingement of the neck of the femoral stem
on the edge of the cup. In a study of 26 polyethylene cups, Sychterz et al. were
unable to find any evidence of delamination or fatigue cracks [30]. They did
observe burnishing in all of the liners and stated that it was the most severe form
of damage. Scratching and pitting also occurred in all liners, but were less severe.
Of note was the finding that the rates of wear of press-fit, metal-backed liners were
significantly higher than those of all-poly cemented components. While the direction of wear varied widely with the liners studied, they suggest that the direction of
wear may tell us something about the design and position of the implant. Bal et al.
reported that the average annual polyethylene wear was greater for modular stems
than for the monoblock stems [76]. They also found that linear wear was higher for
titanium stems (plasma sprayed) as compared to CoCr alloy stems (beads).
The articulation of the femoral head against the cup has been compromised by
inadequate material selection, size of the femoral head, and scratching during
implantation (Fig. 15.12). As the hardness of the material used for the femoral
head is an important factor, cobalt–chrome alloy has been used extensively.
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Fig. 15.12 Total hip acetabular component with complete wear through of the polyethylene
component and ultimate wear of metal femoral head against metal acetabular component

However, there has been a high incidence of wear of the UHMWPE cup [76].
Cross-linked polyethylene has been introduced in an attempt to decrease the
amount of wear experienced by this couple [95, 116].
Femoral head size has been found to have an impact on the wear of polyethylene
cups. In a study of 128 revision and autopsy retrievals, Jasty et al. observed a
significant relationship between the size of the femoral head and volumetric wear
[100]. The rate was highest with 32 mm heads and lowest with 22 mm heads.
Impingement was noted in 45% of the components. There was a decreased rate of
wear detected with increased thickness of polyethylene with the metal-backed cups.
The primary mechanism of wear was abrasion and adhesion, and not fatigue
cracking or delamination. They found that “wear appeared to occur mostly at the
surface and to be due to large-strain plastic deformation and orientation of the
surface layers into fine, drawn out fibrils that subsequently rupture during multidirectional motion.”
Other bearing couple alternatives have included ceramic-on-ceramic, ceramic-onmetal, and metal-on-metal. In THR, particulate debris with ceramic-on-polyethylene
was similar to conventional bearing surface, but there was less debris with ceramic-onceramic, unless a mechanical problem like impingement existed [214]. Metal wear
onto ceramic femoral heads has also been observed (Fig. 15.13). The taper can also be a
debris generator.
As with total knee implants, several studies have attempted to find a correlation
between patient, design, and surgical factors and wear. Sychterz et al. were unable
to find a relationship between wear and the patient’s age, weight, or gender; the
duration of implantation; or the thickness. Jasty et al. also noted that age, gender,
and side had no effect [30]. They did observe a relationship between duration of
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Fig. 15.13 Examples of retrieved ceramic femoral heads that have worn-through the polyethylene
acetabular components. There is a transfer layer of titanium from the titanium backing of
the acetabular components. Retrieved specimens courtesy of the Anderson Orthopaedic Research
Institute

implantation and rate of wear, with the rate being the highest initially after operation and decreasing with increasing duration in situ. Berzins et al. reported that
thickness of the cup was not related to age, gender, Harris Hip score, size, inclination of cup, or type of femoral fixation [210]. In agreement with Jasty et al., they
found that the cups with areas of reduced thickness had a longer time of service
[100]. They suggested that the dimensional changes associated with the variations
in thickness suggest different modes of loading.
Backside wear is also an issue with acetabular components, with metal-backed
components, and with screw-enhanced fixation. Della Valle observed that backside
wear was notably reduced in acetabular components with an improved locking
mechanism, maximized shell liner conformity, and limited or no screw holes [215].
In a laboratory analysis of rotational and axial motion, Williams et al. also found
differences in the rotational micromotion, interface slippage, and backside wear of
six different designs, leading them to recommend the use of sound peripheral locking
mechanism and a snug fit between the polyethylene and metal backing [216].
As in the knee, studies of autopsy specimens only for hip joints can provide
valuable information on the behavior of the well-functioning prosthesis. Indeed, the
postmortem retrievals may provide the best source of data for changes, e.g., wear,
material properties, etc., in well-functioning devices [30]. Indeed, many studies of
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autopsy-retrieved implants agree that the devices appear to be well fixed, radiographically and mechanically, and do not show evidence of extensive wear [12, 25,
44–46, 121, 166, 217, 218]. Thus, the question again is, can we assume that any
biomechanical or biochemical measurements in the retrieved specimens that differ
from the initial or ideal implant are not related to implant failure? Perhaps, as
previously mentioned, the selected group of specimens/patients was not sensitive to
the changes. Alternatively, we cannot tell if any of the specimens retrieved at
autopsy would have failed within a day, month, or year of retrieval had the patient
continued to live. Ongoing careful study of retrieved specimens will continue to
provide valuable information not available from any other source. The knowledge
gained from analysis of retrieved specimens will enable researchers to understand
in vivo failure mechanisms, to create valid models to perform controlled
experiments, and to improve the longevity of implanted devices.

3.3.5

Spine

The field of spine surgery has seen an explosion of procedures requiring devices
over the past decade [219]. As with total joint replacements, much of the focus has
been on implants retrieved at revision surgery.
Corrosion continues to be a significant degradative process affecting spinal
devices [220, 221]. Vieweg et al. examined 13 internal fixator systems (TLSKluger, Endotech, Germany) [221]. These implants are manufactured from
chromium–nickel–molybdenum (CrNiMo) alloy and fixed with pedicle screws.
Fretting corrosion at the cleft between the rod and the shell and abrasion on the
surface of the rod were observed, while there was no evidence of intragranular
corrosion. In a recent report, Majid et al. evaluated 118 thoracolumbar plates (made
of 316 L stainless steel) [220]. They noted that corrosion was observed on 70% of
the plates—including both fretting and crevice corrosion. Energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) spectroscopy revealed a reduced nickel content of the devices, suggesting
metal ion release into the host tissues. McPhee and Swanson evaluated the urinary
and serum metal ions levels of patients that were implanted with stainless steel
spinal instrumentation of various types [222]. There were no differences between
the implant groups and the controls regarding the plasma nickel and blood chromium groups. They indicate that urinary chromium (normalized by creatine levels)
was elevated in the implant groups. These findings taken together indicate that the
metal ions may be present in the tissues surrounding the implant. While this is
supported by the histological findings of metal particles and an inflammatory
response [221], further analysis of the metal content within these tissues is
warranted.
Mechanical failure of Harrington rods—an internal fixation system—has also
been documented [223, 224]. St€
urz et al. published case reports of two patients with
evidence of fatigue fracture of their Harrington rod [224]. In one case, the fracture
was noted 11 months after the removal of the EDF (elongation–derotation–flexion)
cast (23 months after surgery). The fracture occurred at the first notch of the ratchet,
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and the rod demonstrated a lateral displacement and shortening. In a second case, a
fracture of the rod was noted 6 months after the cast was removed (18 months
postoperatively). Again, the fracture was at the first notch of the ratchet. Cook et al.
evaluated eight Harrington rods that had mechanically failed [223]. Scanning
electron micrographs demonstrated that the primary mode of failure for these
devices was fatigue failure. In one case that had failed at a midshaft location,
evidence of intergranular corrosion was found. The primary concern regarding the
biological consequences was whether pseudoarthrosis had occurred. In these two
studies, pseudoarthrosis occurred in 6 of 10 cases.
As noted, the use of lumbar intervertebral body fusion cases has increased
dramatically over the past decade [219]. It is of significant interest to determine
whether bony ingrowth occurs—especially with the use of different types of graft
materials. Togowa et al. have evaluated the incorporation of bone graft as well as
the biologic ingrowth into various spinal fusion cages [225–227]. In the most recent
study, they reported on 78 cages that were removed for failed fusion (31), cage
malposition or migration (16), low-back pain (5), progressive spondylosis (2),
nerve-root impingement (2), compression fracture at the fusion site (1), and/or
infection (2). Particles of either carbon or metal debris, to varying degrees, were
noted in the tissues surrounding 53 of the 78 cages. While neither bony resorption
nor inflammation was associated with the particles, the cages contained varying
amounts of fibrocartilage (0–50%) and hyaline cartilage (>5%).
Dynamic stabilization systems were introduced as a treatment for fractured
spines [228]. They are now utilized as an alternative to fusion or artificial discs
[229]. Ianuzzi et al. evaluated 17 Dynesys systems (Zimmer Spine) [229]. While
bending deformation was observed in most of the spacer components, this deformation did not correlate with implantation time. Abrasive wear was also noted in
68% of the spacers. Short surface cracks were noted on two spacers, and another
spacer was fractured at the molded end. These spacers are manufactured from
polycarbonate urethane (PCU). The authors suggest that prolonged exposure of
this material to the inflammatory milieu may cause increased biodegradation.
One of the more recent advances in spine surgery has been the development of
artificial disc replacement devices for both the cervical and lumbar spine. Jensen
et al. evaluated cervical devices retrieved from an animal study as well as from two
patients [230]. In the primate study, they noted relatively few wear particles and
variable biologic ingrowth into the porous surface; no radiolucencies were detected.
The two patients had revision of their devices to treat their symptoms. They
reported that the human explants were well fixed and had an average percent
ingrowth of 30.1%. Pitzen et al. evaluated a postmortem specimen retrieved from
one patient [231]. They observed polyethylene and metal wear debris in the soft
tissue surrounding the disc space. While there was evidence of bony ingrowth
between the vertebral body (C5) and the lateral aspects of the fixation petal, the
tissue surrounding the metal endplate was primarily fibrous tissue. Kurtz and his
colleagues have examined retrieved lumbar total disc replacements [232–234].
In one study of 21 implants [233], they found evidence of adhesive, abrasive,
fatigue, as well as fracture wear of the polyethylene components. Transverse and
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radial cracks were observed. There were also wire marker fractures (9 of 21
implants), which also led to debris and third-body wear in two of the cases. In a
separate study, this group reported a positive correlation between dome penetration
and implantation time [234].
As one would expect, spinal implants are subjected to the same concerns
regarding wear properties that occur with any articulating surfaces. Arthroplasty
devices, regardless of the location, are affected by stability of the fixation, the
alignment of the devices, and the motions and constraints about the articulation.

3.3.6

Fracture Fixation

Depending on the type and extent of the fracture, different surgical approaches are
used to treat fractures, ranging from simple cerclage wires to total joint
arthroplasty. Each approach utilizes different devices and is subjected to different
complications. One advantage to the scientist is that the explants are relatively
available due to the frequent removal of the hardware (for various reasons).
Orthopedic wires may be used to augment numerous orthopedic procedures.
A study published by Baswell et al. examined stainless steel wires retrieved from
both spine (L-rod instrumentation) and hip (trochanteric reattachment) cases [235].
All wires had fractured (12 breaks for the spinal wires and 4 breaks in the hip wires).
The following mechanisms of failure were noted: one for predominately tensile
fracture and 15 by cyclic loading (fatigue). There was evidence of corrosion pits on
the majority of the samples.
Another approach to the reduction of fractures utilizes an intramedullary (IM)
rod. After observing cracking of the proximal third of an IM rod in one case,
Weinstein et al. evaluated ten stainless steel IM rods (A.O., Synthes, Wayne, PA)
that had been retrieved [236]. They did not find correlations between cracking and
the time of implantation or grain size. Because smearing and rubbing of the fracture
surfaces had occurred, it was difficult to determine the mode of failure of many of
the explants. Corrosion products were noted on the exterior and fracture surfaces of
four of the rods. In one implant, there were fatigue striations and extensive
branching of the crack in both a transgranular and intergranular manner, which
they concluded was evidence of a corrosion-mediated mechanism.

3.4

What Have We Learned About Biological Responses
to Implants?

Jonathan Black described four types of biomaterials: inert, interactive, viable, and
replant [64]. There is a question of whether “inert” or “bioinert” materials even
exist, although these terms are frequently found in the literature. Most materials
in clinical use today are “interactive” or bioactive biomaterials. They are designed
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to elicit specific, beneficial responses. “Viable” or bioresorbable biomaterials may
or may not include living tissue. They are treated by the host as self and are actively
resorbed and/or remodeled. “Replanted” biomaterials encompass cultured cells
obtained from the specific implant patient.
With medical implants, the major concern is whether the device is “biocompatible” and that it will not be rejected by the host. Throughout the history of orthopedic
implants, there have been concerns raised as to whether the materials contained
within the device are toxic, carcinogenic, or stimulate hypersensitivity reactions.
Preclinical in vitro and in vivo laboratory studies are conducted to screen materials
and implanted devices for safety prior to the implantation into patients. These
screening tests include assays for toxicity, carcinogenicity, and hypersensitivity.
However, it is not possible to completely predict how an individual patient will
respond to a specific device. This is partly due to the complexity of the potential
biological responses with respect to the types of cells and the cell signaling that may
be involved. Furthermore, many of these tests have traditionally been performed for
intact surfaces and not screened for adverse responses to degradation products.
Biomechanical and bioelectrical conditions may also be radically different from
preclinical testing and influence the biological response.
With this in mind, the long-term biological responses to orthopedic biomaterials
range from relatively inert (a thin fibrous tissue membrane encapsulating the
implant with no impact on the functionality of the implant) to malignant (aggressive
fibrous histocytomas). While late stage osteolysis and tumors can be visualized on
radiographic images, many of the biologic reactions are more difficult to detect
using imaging techniques. For these, implant retrievals are absolutely necessary.
For example, the presence of bony ingrowth can be assumed to occur when there is
no evidence of a radiolucency next to a porous surface of an implant. However,
bone ingrowth in a three-dimensional porous surface requires histological examination of an explanted device. It is also difficult to determine the viability of a bone
graft or combination product (substrate plus cells) using radiographs as dead bone is
not radiolucent.
As with all medical implants, the initial biological responses reflect wound
healing and responses to the surgical procedure itself. The majority of the time
this proceeds uneventfully. With orthopedic implants, the interface of stable
implants is usually characterized by bony apposition or a thin fibrous tissue
membrane. Charnley reported the formation of a secondary cortex within the
diaphyseal canal [237]. This finding was later corroborated by Schmalzried et al.
[25]. Schmalried et al. also observed bone in intimate contact with the cement
mantle [124].
Bone density remodeling can be measured by surgeon observation, bone densitometry, and volumetric densities. Bone remodeling in THR is related to the
remodeling parameters, but is also related to the mechanical environment of the
clinical loading situation and the initial patient bone biology, i.e., how much bone
stock exists as well as the reactivity of the bone.
Stress shielding with resultant bone resorption can lead to failure of the composite bone and implant [238, 239]. Unfortunately, loss of bone on clinical radiographs
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correlated consistently with bone loss by densitometry once 70% of bone loss has
occurred [218]. Composite low modulus THR stems have been successfully
retrieved and modeled for early outcomes, which may decrease this problem on
midterm results, i.e., 6.2 years [240]. Stem geometry, bone ingrowth coating design
(i.e., circumferential versus pads and proximal versus 4/5 stem coating) along with
the rigidity will also affect initial implant stability especially in the weight bearing
patient and can have a direct influence on bone ingrowth early in the history of the
in situ process. Also the longevity can be influenced when taken in conjunction with
longer term failure modalities such as wear and osteolysis. Initial patient presentation with poor bone stock such as in Dorr C leading to the need for large stem
diameters in more osteoporotic flexible bone can influence modulus mismatch
where consideration of the cemented stem from both a biological fixation and a
mechanical status in this subset of patients can be an appropriate alternative for the
dynamic situation.
Over the past few decades, the primary factors contributing to an adverse
biological response include responses to infection, wear particles, and metal ions.

3.4.1

Infection

The presence of infection may significantly alter the microenvironment and dynamics of the biological response. It can be associated with significant osteolysis
(Fig. 15.14). However, in an examination of seven cases in which the implant
was removed secondary to hematogenous infection, Cook et al. found that infection
did not preclude bone ingrowth into porous coated total knee prostheses [241].
Antibiotics and debridement may be successful in the treatment of superficial
infection, but the standard of care for deep infection associated with an orthopedic
implant is the removal of the implant.

3.4.2

Wear Particles and Metal Ions

As evident throughout the history of orthopedic implants, and especially total joint
prostheses, wear has played a significant role in compromising the long-term
outcome of the procedure. Particles from any of the materials (metal, PMMA,
UHMWPE, HAp, ceramic) that make up a component have been found in the
tissues surrounding devices. Metal wear has been detected in the tissues
surrounding total knee and total hip implants from several different designs.
While wear and metal debris was detected in several metal-on-metal designs in
the past, it has also been observed around other articulating couples [242]. With the
original Charnley total hip implant, the fulminant biologic response to Teflon1
particles contributed to a high failure rate within very short periods of time after
implantation [243, 244]. Harris and others reported extensive bone loss associated
with fractured cement mantles and cement debris [134].
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Fig. 15.14 Infected total hip
revision with previous
hardware placed due to pelvic
fracture and in situ prosthetic
antibiotic cement spacer for
treatment of active infection

In 1987, Jones and Hungerford brought increased awareness to the biologic
response to particles of PMMA that had worn away from the cement mantle
surrounding total joint prostheses [139]. This was frequently associated with
inadequate cementing technique. Cracks could be propagated from voids in the
cement mantle caused by improper mixing or from mantles that were too thin to
sustain the mechanical stresses that they were experiencing. The worst case
scenario occurred with massive osteolysis around loosened and fractured cement.
Two approaches to solving this problem included the introduction of porouscoated prostheses to allow for biologic fixation of the implant as well as improved
cement technique utilizing techniques such as centrifugation to decrease voids and
increase the homogeneity of the cement mantle. With these technological
advances, osteolysis was still noted around certain implants. Although labeled as
“Cement Disease,” the adverse response was also found around any prosthesis
with particles [139].
The periprosthetic membranes of loosened implants may also contain metal
wear particles (Fig. 15.15) [32, 208]. The source of these particles may be from
impingement, wear-through, or loss of surface integrity from porous-surfaced
implants. Bal et al. documented the presence of corrosive metallic debris from
around a CoCrMo/Ti6Al4V modular junction [76]. In addition to particles, metal
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Fig. 15.15 (a) Low-magnification SEM micrograph of a metal particle isolated from tissue
surrounding a failed TKR [34]. (b) Pits and cracks are evident on the surface of the metal particle.
(c) Accompanying spectrum documents peaks of Co, Cr, and Mo. Re-published with permission of
ISA. Copyright 2007. All rights reserved

ions may be released into the periprosthetic tissues from the surfaces themselves as
well as from the particles.
With the advent of porous surfaced devices implanted without cement, it could
now be seen that the wear of metal-on UHMWPE surfaces produced UHMWPE
particles that could be found within the tissues of the bone–implant interface
[18, 207, 245]. These particles were characterized as encompassing a variety of
shapes (e.g., rounded, elongated, shards) (Fig. 15.16). While different sizes of
particles were identified (from submicron to larger, >50 mm), most of the particles
were in the submicron range.
The histology around mechanically compromised femoral implants reveals a
significant histiocytic response associated with particles of wear debris. If left to
progress, the interpositional membrane will continue to develop until there is a
resultant loss of mechanical stability of the implant and significant osteolysis [246].
It is associated with a histiocytic cellular response even in well-fixed and
well-functioning implants of THR.
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Fig. 15.16 Polyethylene debris within the interfacial membrane. Abundant macrophages and
multinucleated giant cells are present

Schmalzried et al. introduced the concept of “effective joint space” [207]. These
are areas which are “unsealed”; that is, areas with no cement or circumferential
bone ingrowth that will allow fluid to penetrate to the interface between the implant
and the bone pathways and particulate debris [212]. The fluid may contain wear
debris from the articulating surfaces which become lodged in this space and is
associated with osteolysis [124]. There is evidence from histological analysis of
retrieved implants that the cancellous bone may be part of the effective joint space
despite a well-fixed implant [247, 248]. Polyethylene has also been observed in the
most proximal regions of cemented hips in the bone–cement interface [25].

3.4.3

Biological Responses to Particles and Metal Ions

Previous studies indicate a relatively benign reaction to intact materials [25, 249,
250], the body does not appear to like small particles of materials—regardless of the
material itself. Size and shape of particles has been documented to be important.
If the materials are small enough to be ingested by phagocytic cells, there does
appear to be different responses to different materials. However, particles that are
too large to be phagocytosized may still incite an adverse tissue response. This is
evident by the increased numbers of giant cells that can be found surrounding large
particles of UHMWPE. These cells are capable of releasing mediators into the
surrounding tissues that can cause inflammation and subsequently osteolysis.
For years, there has been considerable debate as to whether the development of
the periprosthetic membrane and associated osteolysis were a response of the innate
or acquired immune system. Retrieval studies have sought to identify the types of
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cells and cytokines and other cell-signaling molecules are present. Chronic inflammation is characterized by granulation tissue containing macrophages, fibroblasts,
and capillaries in varying amounts [251]. Adaptive immunity is characterized by
the presence of large numbers of lymphocytes and/or plasma cells and specific
cytokines. In some patient samples, the membranes contain large numbers of
lymphocytes and histiocytes, while other membranes are devoid of these cells.
With respect to antigens, metal ions have long been the primary culprit; polymers
have long been thought to be relatively inert. Regardless of the type of immune
response, a chronic reaction will lead to the secretion of substances into the
microenvironment that are capable of inciting macrophages and osteoclasts to
erode the host bone [27, 246]. In fact, Fornasier et al. noted that the density of the
histiocytes (tissue resident macrophages) correlates with the thickness of the
membrane, the density of polyethylene particles, and the time after implantation
[246]. They further describe a process of cyclic reingestion of the nondigestable
particles—thereby continuously stimulating the cells to produce enzymes which
attract additional histiocytes while also acting to stimulate osteoclast activity.
Confirmed metal hypersensitivity associated with orthopedic implants is relatively uncommon [252–256]. Thyssen et al. reported that, based on a review of the
Danish Hip Arthroplasty Registry, the risk of surgical revision was not higher in
patients that had evidence of metal allergy [257]. They found that 16% of the
patients had a positive patch test for metal allergy. Schuh et al. reported similar
results [256]. Kosukegawa et al. described a case in which a patient underwent
revision of a CoCr-on-polyethylene total hip arthroplasty for pain and a suspected
abscess [255]. The joint space was filled with a white-colored fluid accompanied by
necrotic soft tissue. Histology demonstrated neovascularization, lymphocytes,
plasma cells, and giant cells. There was no evidence of infection; no neutrophils
were present in the removed tissue. There were no metallosis or PE particles.
However, the skin patch test with CoCr was positive, and the reaction abated
with the removal of the implant.
Recent reports of massive pseudotumors associated with metal-on-metal
implants have once again brought attention to this concern [258–262]. Metal-onmetal articulations in total hip and resurfacing implants offer an alternative to the
more traditional couple of metal-on-polyethylene. Campbell et al. described their
findings of an autopsy-retrieved McKee-Farrar metal-on-metal total hip replacement that was implanted in 1970 and retrieved 19 years later [263]. The bearing
surfaces appeared to be in good condition, with small areas of burnishing. The
appearance of the stem was consistent with motion between the metal and the
cement mantle, while the acetabulum was well fixed to bone. They describe an
interpositional membrane, ranging from <0.5 to 1 mm thick, that contained
macrophages, giant cells, blood vessels, and wear particles of Co–Cr alloy and
PMMA. They noted that lymphocytes and plasma cells were rare.
Metal-on-metal implants were reintroduced in the early 1990s. These implants
were used in younger, more active adults in part due to the concerns of wear of PE
in metal-on-PE implants. Soon after the reintroduction of metal-on-metal
arthroplasty prostheses in the 1990s, reports appeared in the medical literature of
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pseudotumor-like cysts [264–266]. Willert et al. observed perivascular
lymphocytes and plasma cells, macrophages, and eosinophils within these tissues
[267]. Korovessis et al. also described perivascular lymphoplasmacytic infiltrates
associated with metal particles [268]. The lymphocytes are indicative of an immunological response. Recently, this has been characterized as aseptic lymphocytic
vasculitis-associated lesion or ALVAL [258, 269–271]. Pandit et al. have estimated
that 1% of patients with metal-on-metal resurfacing implants will develop a
pseudotumor within 5 years [272]. While there is increased awareness of this
complication within the orthopedic community, questions remain. Is this response
device specific? Fujishiro et al. examined periprosthetic tissues from 130 patients
undergoing revision arthroplasty of non-metal-on-metal implants [273]. They
detected perivascular lymphocytes in 50% of the patients and diffusely distributed
lymphocytes in 66% of the patients. There was a direct correlation between the
presence of lymphocytes and the increasing extent of metal particles. Based on
these findings, it appears that there is an increased likelihood of an ALVAL-type
response in any implant that is associated with the generation of metal wear debris.
Campbell et al. determined that the development of pseudotumor-like tissues may
be related to high levels of wear debris, but can also be detected around implants
with low wear [269]. Therefore, inflammatory responses around orthopedic
implants appear to be more aggressive with hypersensitivity reactions such as
ALVAL and may be more host dependent, while inflammatory reactions in nonhypersensitivity reactions are likely to be correlated to numbers of wear particles.
This is consistent with the findings associated with metal-on-metal implants, which
are heavily technique dependent.
Hallab and Jacobs have described several mechanistic pathways that may be
involved in the response to implant debris [274]. They outline a process where
“both soluble and particulate debris derived from Co-Cr-Mo alloy implants can
induce monocyte/macrophage activation and secretion of pro-inflammatory
cytokines. . .via up-regulation of transcription factor NFkB, and activation of the
inflammasome danger signaling in human macrophages.” Whether this is the
primary pathway for all types of implant debris is not known; other pathways
may also operate under specific circumstances.

4 Summary
What have we learned from the analysis of orthopedic implants retrieved at revision
surgery or at autopsy? While orthopedic procedures experience a high degree of
success, it is important to recognize that there are limitations to their use. Host
factors, particularly the quality of the bone at the implantation site, can affect the
outcome. Most orthopedic implants are designed to either bear or transmit load to
bone. Therefore, the alignment of the implant within the mechanical constraints of
the implant site is important. There are many issues, including both mechanical and
biological, involved in the selection of materials for orthopedic implants. It is
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important to appreciate that every effort must be undertaken to minimize the wear
and corrosion of the implant. We must continue to improve implant fixation. While
survivorship of orthopedic devices has improved, the ultimate outcome is still likely
to be affected by wear and fixation. However, by understanding the mechanisms of
failure of past implants, we can develop new strategies to address these challenges.
However, it is important that, in our attempts to make improvements in the
materials and designs, we do not increase the small, but significant, risk of serious
adverse biological responses.
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Chapter 16

The Use of Finite Element Analysis in Design,
Life Prediction, and Failure Analysis
of Biomaterials and Medical Devices
Ming Wu and Paul Briant

Abstract This chapter describes the adoption and application of finite element
analysis (FEA) during the design and failure analysis of medical devices. FEA has
been an important product development tool in the medical device industry, by
allowing designers to explore various design options quickly and quantitatively.
The chapter discusses some of the key steps and important considerations in
applying the finite element method to the design and failure analysis of devices,
and provides an example on how these steps are implemented in a nitinol inferior
vena cava filter (IVCF) wire frame design and validation.

1 Introduction
The medical device industry is continually pushed to develop new devices that
provide new treatments, improve the quality of medical care, and improve the way
treatment is delivered. This growth is primarily driven by the quality of life
demands of an aging population and the escalating treatment costs. Finite element
analysis (FEA) has increasingly become a critical development tool for new
devices due to its ability to help device designers quickly explore various design
options, optimize designs, and gain a deeper insight into how a device is
performing. With the advancement of FEA software and computer hardware
technology, FEA is being more readily adopted by the medical device industry.
However, FEA cannot be treated as a black box that generates results; understanding how to perform practical FEA that is appropriate to the problem, and how to
validate the results from the FEA, is something all designers/engineers need to learn
and appreciate.
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2 Finite Element Analysis and Its Application
FEA is a numerical analysis method for obtaining approximate solutions to a
wide range of engineering problems. FEA can be dated back to the work by
Richard Courant and Alexander Hrennikoff first developed in the 1940s, who
utilized the Ritz method of numerical analysis and minimization of variational
calculus to obtain approximate solutions to structural systems [1, 2]. The development of the finite element method continued its momentum in the 1950s and
1960s for the application of airframe structural applications and civil structural
applications. In the years since 1960, FEA has received widespread acceptance
in engineering. Thousands of papers and books have been published on the
subject [3–7].
Early on, the application of FEA to solve structural mechanics problems was
limited due to the limitation of computer hardware capabilities. With the rapid
increase of computing power and reduction of the cost of computers starting in
1990s, FEA has evolved into a powerful design tool that has significantly
improved both the engineering design standard and the design process methodology in various industrial applications including the medical device industry.
FEA allows clear visualization of how the structures behave and deform and
calculates the distribution of stresses and displacements. FEA provides the
option for entire designs to be constructed at any design complexity and
optimized before any prototyping and manufacturing of structures. The introduction of FEA has substantially decreased the time to take products from concept to
production, as well as provided a powerful tool for failure analysis and life
assessment.
FEA can be performed in two- or three-dimensional analyses. A twodimensional (2D) analysis is simpler, runs faster, and requires less computer
power and cost. A three-dimensional (3D) analysis generally produces more
accurate results, but requires more powerful computers and computational cost.
An engineer can choose to perform either a 2D or 3D analysis based on his or
her understanding of the problem and the method that can provide the most
appropriate results with the highest efficiency. In addition, an engineer must
determine whether the structure or device behaves linearly or non-linearly.
Linear systems are far less complex and generally do not take into account
plastic deformation, large component rotation, or contact between components.
Non-linear systems can account for plastic deformation, large component rotation, and component–component contact. The material constitutive laws used in
a FE-based analysis are another very important part of the analysis input that
require a thorough understanding by the engineer who performs the analysis.
The material constitutive models in a FE-based analysis need to capture the
realistic behavior of the device material from rigorous testing.
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3 Finite Element Analysis Applied to Medical Devices
3.1

Uses of FEA in Medical Devices

FEA is well suited to be used in the medical device industry to analyze the
structural integrity of devices, especially given the small, intricate, and complex
nature of medical devices. Cardiovascular devices, such as stents and valve replacement devices, are often too small for experimental methods to assess the mechanical state of stress in a device under load. In addition, traditional experimental
techniques for measuring strain, such as installing strain gages on a device, may
add too much stiffness to the system, thereby altering the stress state of the device.
Numerical modeling can therefore be used as an accurate means of quantitatively
obtaining an estimate of the mechanical stresses in the device.
The two primary mechanisms by which medical devices fail due to mechanical
stress are overload and fatigue. An overload failure is the application of a one-time
load that is beyond the strength of the structure, causing the formation and rapid
propagation of a crack. During fatigue failures, however, small loads that the
structure can initially withstand are applied repeatedly, which slowly grow a
crack over time. To protect against overload failure, the stresses calculated from
FEA should be compared to the known mechanical strength of the material, such as
the yield strength or ultimate tensile strength. This is usually of concern in regions
where tensile loads are dominant, but compressive failure can also occur, e.g.,
during the formation and shape setting of nitinol devices. For fatigue failures, a
Goodman diagram or S–N diagram analyzing the cyclic stress or strain amplitude
and mean stress or strain is often constructed to help assess the fatigue load in the
device and compare to known fatigue strength properties. It should be noted that
FEA is typically used to calculate the mechanical stresses in a device assuming a
defect-free material. Since all materials have some inherent defects present in them
as well as other unforeseeable uncertainties in the design, an appropriate safety
factor should be used when comparing the calculated stresses/strains to experimentally determined ultimate tensile strengths or fatigue strengths. In fatigue failures
especially, the cracks that eventually lead to failure tend to initiate at defects in the
material or at a location where an abrupt geometry discontinuity acts as a stress
concentration.
For implantable medical devices, such as cardiovascular stents, fatigue failure is
one of the primary issues of concerns, although overload failures can occur, e.g.,
when a device is crimped down onto a catheter during implantation. Stents and
other cardiovascular devices are currently expected to last 15 years in vivo, which
results in approximately 600 million loading cycles due to the cardiac rhythm. For
short-term use devices, such as drug delivery patches, overload of the device is a
primary concern. An example is overloading the adhesive that bonds the drug
delivery patch to the skin as a person moves. Other handheld devices, such as
blood glucose meters, should be designed to be able to withstand expected loads
during operation by the user or rapid events, such as being dropped.
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Device Analysis: Overview

The first steps in performing any design assessment from a mechanical perspective
are (1) characterization of the raw material properties for all of the components in
the device and (2) identification of the potential mechanical loads that may be
applied to the device. The primary material properties required for all analyses are
the elastic response of the material, which is typically obtained from tensile testing,
as well as the strength of the material (either ultimate or fatigue). In addition, the
plastic response of the material may be required (if yielding is expected), or the
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)—if the device goes through a large temperature range and there are mating components with different CTEs, or if the device is
undergoing a large temperature gradient. It should be noted that all material testing
should be performed on a material that has undergone all of the treatment processes
that a finished device would undergo, and the testing should be performed at the
operating temperature and conditions.
After the necessary material properties of the device have been obtained, the
loads applied to the device need to be determined. Although the interaction between
a device and a biologic tissue is always difficult to assess, assessment of the
mechanical loads is generally easier for medical devices that operate outside of
the body. For implanted devices, assessing the mechanical loads applied to the
device is much more difficult. For cardiovascular devices, the in vivo mechanical
environment is frequently assessed by using an imaging technique, such as CT,
MRI, or real-time X-ray, to track the deformation of the device. The measured
displacements are then applied directly to the device in the model to measure the
stresses and strains, which are compared to published data or test results for strength
and/or fatigue life properties.
The necessity of requiring experimental imaging to obtain the applied loads
inhibits one of the advantages of using FEA early in the design process, namely the
ability to quickly evaluate different design modifications in a quantitative manner.
Since many implanted devices operate under load-control situations, a change in
the device design will result in a change in the device displacements. Therefore,
FEA models that directly model the tissue and device–tissue interactions in load
control are currently being developed and evaluated. However, for many medical
devices, conservative estimates of the mechanical loads and/or device
displacements can be derived, which can be applied directly to the device. In
addition, FEA can also be used to perform sensitivity studies to determine how
sensitive different design parameters are to a particular type of loading.
Once a (conservative) model of the in vivo mechanical environment has been
created, and the resulting stresses and strains in the device have been analyzed,
testing of the device at material, component, and assembly levels is performed.
FEA is an integral part of this step in the design process because almost always, a
simplified loading scheme is implemented in laboratory testing, as compared to the
more complicated in vivo loading environment. Therefore, an FEA model of the
laboratory test conditions can be made to ensure the stresses and strains developed
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during the testing condition are of the same magnitude and in the same location as
during in vivo loading. S–N testing at a material or component level should be
performed in the laboratory to be able to estimate the fatigue strength of the
material at the expected number of loading cycles. The peak cyclic stresses or
strains calculated from the in vivo FEA analysis can then be compared with the
fatigue strengths determined from fatigue testing to determine the safety factor for
the device.
When failure of medical devices occurs, FEA can again be used to provide
insight into the mechanical stresses that may have led to the failure. FEA allows the
device to be quickly assessed under a range of loading conditions that may have
been applied and caused the failure. In addition, FEA again plays a crucial role by
being able to calculate stresses for both variations of the in vivo condition, as well as
under any laboratory test conditions that may be performed.

3.3

Device Analysis: Summary

Below are some of the key aspects of performing FEA for medical devices:
1. Material properties
(a) Unless the properties of a given material are well established, tensile testing
is typically used to obtain the elastic and/or plastic response of the material.
(b) All testing should be performed at the operating temperature and on a
material that has undergone all treatment processes as a finished device.
(c) Material property input into FEA is commonly in true stress–true strain.
2. Applied loads and boundary conditions
(a) Conservative estimates of applied loads or displacements should be used and
based on experimental measurements.
3. Mesh density
(a) The mesh density of the finite element model has a direct impact on the
accuracy of the results. To accurately characterize the response of a structure, appropriate mesh density has to be used in the structure analyzed,
especially at the locations of interest and where a high stress gradient is
expected. In addition to the mesh density, the shape of the elements used to
construct the structure needs to be well controlled to minimize excessively
distorted and warped elements.
(b) To confirm the final results from the model are not sensitive to the mesh
used, a mesh convergence study should be performed where the analysis is
iterated with different mesh densities.
(c) Often reduced integration elements are used in the analysis to help reduce
the computational cost. Fully integrated or high order elements are used
when the reduced integration elements are not able to capture the desired
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accuracy. Carefully planning the mesh density of the model can provide
added benefit in reducing computational cost and time without sacrificing
accuracy. Engineers should also know the formulations of the different types
of elements in an FEA software and what they are suited for, so that they can
make the proper selection of the element types, along with the mesh density,
to achieve correct analysis results.
4. Tolerance assessment
(a) Often, analysis iterations need to be performed to assess the effect of the
device geometric tolerance and to identify the worst–case stresses and
strains in the device design. For example, a finite element model of the
device is constructed and analyzed for the device geometry at both the
maximum tolerance and minimum tolerance to ensure the capturing of the
worst–case condition.
5. Model validation
(a) An overall model validation should be performed to confirm that the
response of the model is similar to the response of an actual device. The
model validation is often done by comparing the FEA results of the device or
a subdevice to the bench-top test results.

4 Example of Using FEA in Medical Device Design
Fatigue Analysis
The following is an example of using FEA for the design analysis of a medical
device. This illustration is only intended to show some of the key aspects of using
FEA in the medical device design process, and the results used for the illustration
have been altered to protect the confidentiality of the design company. Figure 16.1
shows the 3D geometry of the device, which is a nitinol wire frame based inferior
vena cava filter (IVCF).1 IVFCs are designed to prevent an often fatal condition
known as pulmonary embolism. Pulmonary embolism is caused by the migration of
a large blood clot arising from deep veins of the legs (a condition known as deep
vein thrombosis) to the lungs.
Before the analysis, tensile testing was performed at 37  C (body temperature)
on samples of the nitinol wire used for the IVCF frame. The superelastic material
properties of the nitinol wire were obtained from tensile testing for the construction
of the material constitutive model used in the FEA, as shown in Fig. 16.2. A finite
element model of the IVCF wire frame structure was then created based on the
design specifications. The loads applied to the device consist of crimping the wire

1

Courtesy of Crux Biomedical, Inc.
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Fig. 16.1 Three-dimensional geometry of the IVCF device wire frame

Fig. 16.2 True stress-strain curve from tensile testing of the nitinol wire

frame onto a catheter, self-expansion into a vessel, and finally in vivo pulsatile
loading including radial pulsatile loading and lateral crush loading. In order to be
able to accurately capture the stress state of the device, all of these loading stages
were simulated in the analysis.
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Fig. 16.3 Mesh density of the model

The mesh density used in the analysis is shown in Fig. 16.3. Using a relatively fine
mesh is important for accurate predictions of stresses and displacements, especially
for devices that are crimped onto catheters and therefore undergo a large amount of
bending. Generally speaking, the number of elements through the structure under
bending load should be at least six, and more elements will likely be required
depending on the specific geometry of the structure and the type of elements used.
The simulated loads representing each loading stage were applied to the finite
element model. Figure 16.4 shows the overall deformed shape of the wire frame
after being crimped onto the catheter, while Fig. 16.5 shows the distribution of
equivalent strain in the region of highest strain under the crimp load. After crimp,
the device self-expanded into the vessel, and radial pulsatile loading followed by
lateral crush loading was applied. Under the radial pulsatile and lateral crush
loading, the peak strain observed near the end of the device under the crimp load
recovered elastically, and the peak cyclic strain amplitude location shifted to the
mid-section of the device. The peak alternating strain (cyclic strain amplitude) in
the device and the associated mean strain at the same location were then determined. The peak alternating stress or strain is the primary result of interest, since
the alternating stress or strain generally has a larger impact on fatigue life than the
mean stress or strain. Therefore, the peak alternating strain and mean strain
calculated in this portion of the analysis represent the highest expected in vivo
cyclic loads and will be compared to the fatigue strength from testing.
Once the predicted in vivo peak strain amplitude and mean strain were determined, experimental S–N testing was performed to determine the safety factor at
the required lifetime for the device of 80 million cycles. S–N testing was performed
on wire apexes that were designed and fabricated for the testing, and that had
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Fig. 16.4 Shape of the device after being crimped on to the catheter

Fig. 16.5 Close-up view of one end of the device showing the strain distributions

undergone the same processing as the finished device wire frame. A finite element
model of the apex test specimen was used to estimate the required testing
displacements to achieve equivalent target strains for each loading stage the device
wire frame would experience (crimping, self-expansion, and radial pulsatile loading and lateral crush loading).
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Fig. 16.6 Apex fatigue test specimen mounted in tester

Fig. 16.7 Finite element model of the apex fatigue test specimen

The test conditions were selected so that the apex test specimens were subjected
to the same mean strain predicted at the location of the device wire frame where the
peak alternating strain occurred. Various strain amplitudes were selected for
the S–N testing, to determine the cycles to failure as a function of strain amplitude.
Figure 16.6 shows the apex specimen S–N testing setup.
Figure 16.7 shows the finite element model created for the apex test specimen,
while Fig. 16.8 shows the maximum principal strain distribution in the apex test
specimen model during cycle loading. Figure 16.9 shows the fatigue tested apex
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Fig. 16.8 Contour plots of maximum principal strains for one of the test conditions, under the
minimum cyclic load (left) and maximum cyclic load (right)

Fig. 16.9 Failed apex specimens from fatigue testing

specimens with the fracture location consistent with the peak strain amplitude
location predicted from the apex specimen FEA.
After all laboratory fatigue testing was performed, the resulting cycles to failure
were graphed on an S–N plot, and a statistical analysis was performed to conservatively extrapolate the S–N test data to 80 million cycles (the required life span of
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the device). This projected strain amplitude corresponding to the 80 million cycle
lifetime was then compared with the peak cyclic strains predicted from the FEA of
the device wire frame to determine the fatigue safety factor for the device.
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Chapter 17

Biological Safety Evaluation of Polymers
Bong Joo Park and Jong-Chul Park

Abstract During the last several years, a variety of degradable polymeric materials
and medical devices have been developed, and their biological safety evaluation
has evolved from screening assays. However, the clinical application of these
materials and medical devices is still a critical issue due to the host responses
resulting from inflammatory reactions and foreign-body response in their presence
or their degraded toxic components in the body. Therefore, every degradable
polymeric material and medical device used in biomedical applications needs to
be screened for its biological safety.
This chapter focuses on the biological response following implantation of
degradable biomaterials and some methods for biological safety evaluation of
degradable biomaterials recommended by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 10993 standard and US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) agency.

1 Introduction
A variety of biodegradable polymers as biomaterials and medical devices that
include cardiovascular, orthopaedic, and soft tissue implants have been widely
used in short-term and long-term applications, because it is generally believed
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Table 17.1 ISO 10993
and FDA biological response
tests
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Cytotoxicity
Sensitization
Irritation
Intracutaneous reactivity
System toxicity (acute toxicity)
System toxicity (subacute toxicity)
Genotoxicity
Implantation
Hemocompatibility
Chronic toxicity
Carcinogenicity
Reproductive and developmental toxicity
Biodegradation

that biodegradable polymers have good biocompatibility. However, biodegradable
implants made of them often trigger fibrotic and inflammatory responses in the
body by leaching of toxic contaminants from the degradable implanted polymeric
materials, such as emulsifiers, residual monomers, and many other types of
additives. These responses are critical problems to the development of the biodegradable polymeric materials, because the final goal for the development of new
polymeric biomaterials is to serve human health by their clinical use as commercially available medical devices. Therefore, the evaluation of the biological
response to the materials should follow procedures that allow for objective evaluation of the medical devices safety and biocompatibility [1, 2].
The most important requirement for a biodegradable polymer is its biocompatibility, not only in terms of physical and chemical properties, but also in those that
define their behaviour at the time they contact the body [3]. Nevertheless, the
biocompatibility of implantable biomaterials remains a critical issue in limiting
material longevity and functionality, and the foreign body reaction (FBR) to
implantable biomaterials also presents a significant risk to patients [4].
Various natural, synthetic, and semi-synthetic materials are currently utilized in
the fabrication of implantable materials [5–26]. A number of studies have shown
that biomaterials and medical devices made from these materials have biocompatibility [27]. In addition, it has been shown that biological reactions that are adverse
for a material in an application may not be adverse for the same material in a
different application. Similarly, the material found to be safe may not be safe in
other application [28]. Therefore, every biomaterial that targets to be used in
medical applications needs to be screened for its biological safety.
This chapter focuses on the biological response following implantation of
degradable polymeric materials and some methods for biological safety evaluation
of degradable biomaterials. Recommended methods by ISO 10993 and the FDA are
shown in Table 17.1 [29–32], and summarized afterwards.
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2 Biological Response to Implantable Biomaterials
2.1

Inflammatory Response Following Material Implantation

Most biodegradable polymers, such as poly(glycolic acid) and poly(lactic acid), are
composed of biological residues normally present in the human body, but some
implants made of these biodegradable polymers often trigger acute or chronic
inflammatory responses [33–41]. The chronic inflammatory responses to the
degradable implants have been associated with the pathogenesis of fibrosis [38],
amyloidosis [42, 43], and carcinogenesis [44, 45]. The mechanisms causing adverse
tissue responses mediated by the degradable polymeric biomaterials are not fully
understood, and the insufficiency of such knowledge hinders in the development of
biomaterials with improved bio- and tissue compatibility [46].
Generally, host responses following implantation of degradable polymeric
biomaterials include injury, blood–material interactions, provisional matrix formation, acute inflammation, chronic inflammation, granulation tissue development,
FBR, and fibrosis/fibrous capsule development [47–51].
Inflammation is generally defined as the reaction of vascularized living tissue to
local injury [52, 53]. The inflammatory response is caused by the tissue injury that
results from the implantation of biomaterial as well as the continual presence of
biomaterial in the body. When a tissue is injured by implantation, a wound healing
response is initiated through a series of complex events. The main stages in this
process include acute inflammation, chronic inflammation, and the formation of
granulomatous tissue [4, 47, 54].
The acute inflammation lasts from hours to days and is marked by fluid and
protein exudation as well as a neutrophilic reaction. This phase is mostly responsible for the provisional matrix formation and cleaning of the wound site. Vessels
dilate and excess blood flows into the injury site [55–59]. Numerous blood and
tissue proteins such as cytokines and growth factors are released, and leukocytes
adhere to the endothelium of the blood vessels and infiltrate the injury site.
Monocytes are then called into the site, and these differentiate into macrophages
that are involved in immune response and inflammation [60, 61]. The acute
inflammatory response with biomaterials usually resolves in less than 1 week,
depending on the extent of the injury at the implant site [51].
Chronic inflammation induced by the continual presence or degradable
components of the biomaterial and medical device in the body is histologically
less uniform compared to acute inflammation, and the wound healing response is
generally dependent on the size and/or degree of injury [4]. This phase is generally
characterized by the presence of monocytes, macrophages, and lymphocytes, as
well as the proliferation of blood vessels and connective tissue to restructure the
affected area [29, 57–63].
With biocompatible materials, early resolution of the acute and chronic inflammatory responses occurs with the chronic inflammatory response composed of
mononuclear cells, usually lasting no longer than 2 weeks. Following the acute
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and chronic inflammatory responses, granulation tissue identified by the presence of
macrophages, the infiltration of fibroblasts, and neovascularization in the new
healing tissue is identified. The granulation tissue is the precursor to fibrous capsule
formation, and it is separated from the implant or biomaterial by the cellular
components of the FBR [51].

2.2

Foreign-Body Response

When the degradable polymeric material reaches the stages of its degradation
process, the materials elicit a local FBR [51, 64]. The FBR is composed of
foreign-body giant cells and the components of granulation tissue, which consist
of macrophages, fibroblasts, and capillaries in varying amounts, depending on the
form and topography of the implanted material [47].
According to several articles, the degree of this reaction depends on the
properties of the material, such as shape, size, surface chemistry, roughness,
morphology and porosity, composition, sterility, contact duration, and degradation
[64–68]. Following implantation, an interface between biomaterial and blood is
immediately created, and nonspecific absorption of blood and tissue fluid proteins
onto the surface of the biomaterial is induced [69]. In fact, the extent of nonspecific
protein absorption can be used to evaluate the degree of biocompatibility of the
biomaterial. Following nonspecific protein absorption, immune and inflammatory
cells, such as monocytes, leukocytes and platelets, intervene in order to protect the
body from the foreign object. The end stage of the FBR involves walling off the
biomaterial by a vascular, collagenous fibrous capsule that is typically 50–200 nm
thick. This fibrous wall confines the implanted biomaterial and prevents it from
interacting with the surrounding tissues [4, 29].

3 Biological Safety Evaluation Methods
Biological safety of degradable biomaterials and medical devices is evaluated
through biological testing and clinical investigation by several national and international standards. Among these standards [70–81], ISO 10993 has recently
expedited the harmonization of the testing and provides a series of standard
methods for evaluating the biocompatibility of a biomaterial and medical device
prior to clinical testing [74–81]. The choices of biological safety tests shall be
selected according to the recommended methods by ISO 10993 and the FDA. Initial
evaluation tests, such as cytotoxicity, sensitization, and irritation or intracutaneous
reactivity, are requisite, while the supplementary tests, such as chronic toxicity and
carcinogenicity, may be considered logically necessary in some cases, but there are
no standard methods for these yet [31, 71, 73].
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Cytotoxicity Test

The main goal of cytotoxicity testing is to assess the biocompatibility of polymeric
materials and elastomer portions of biomaterials and medical devices using mammalian cell culture system. Cytotoxicity test is useful in evaluating the toxicity of
biomaterials and medical device components; it provides a good way to screen
biomaterials prior to in vivo tests. All biomaterials and medical devices, including
degradable and non-degradable materials, are required to be evaluated for cytotoxicity. Unlike the other studies utilized in biological safety testing, cytotoxicity is not
a pass/fail test [71, 73].
For cytotoxicity test, three cell culture assays are commonly used for
biomaterials and medical devices; the three main types of assays are the extract
dilution, agar diffusion, and direct contact assays. These assays are morphological
assays, in that the outcome is measured by observations of changes in cell morphology, and measure the initial reaction of cells to biomaterials and its
components. At least one type of cytotoxicity test should be performed on each
device or material [70–73]. Basic methodologies, as described in the ISO 10993-5,
are described in the following paragraph [76].

3.1.1

Extract Dilution Assay

The extract dilution assay uses several extracting media and extraction conditions
to test materials with actual use conditions or to exaggerate those conditions. ISO
standard methods for preparing samples are contained in Part 12 of ISO 10993,
Sample preparation and reference materials [80]. Extracts can be titrated to yield a
semi-quantitative measurement of cytotoxicity. After sample extraction, the extract
is placed on a layer of L-929 fibroblast cells and incubated for 48 h at 37  1 C.
Following incubation, live and dead cells are examined using microscopical and
histochemical or vital stains, such as neutral red, for malformation, degeneration,
and lysis of the cells [30, 71, 73, 76].

3.1.2

Agar Diffusion Assay

This assay is recommended for high-density materials, such as elastomeric
closures. In this method, a thin layer with a culture medium containing 2 % agar
is placed over the cultured L-929 fibroblast cells. After the agar has solidified, test
material (or an extract of the test material dried on filter paper) and specimens of
negative and positive controls are placed on the surface of the agar layer, and the
cells are incubated for at least 24 h at 37  1 C. Cytotoxicity is evaluated by a zone
of malformed and lysed cells, or by the loss of the vital stain under and around the
periphery of the specimens [30, 71, 73, 76].
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Direct Contact Assay

The procedure of this assay is appropriate for low-density materials, such as soft
contact lens polymers, hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA). In this method, a piece
of test material and specimen of negative and positive controls are carefully placed
onto the surface of the cell layer. The cells are then incubated for 24 h at 37  1 C.
After incubation, the culture medium and the test materials are removed, and the cells
are fixed and stained with a cytochemical stain such as hematoxylin blue. Cytotoxicity is indicated by malformation, degeneration, and lysis of cells with leachable
chemicals under and around the periphery of the test material [30, 71, 73, 76].

3.2

Sensitization Test

Exposure to even minute amounts of potential leachable chemicals in biomaterials
and medical devices can result in allergic or sensitization reactions [1, 30]. Sensitization test is done to evaluate whether a material contains hazardous and leachable
chemicals causing adverse local or systemic effects after repeated or prolonged
exposure [30, 73]. Sensitization is the result of immunologically medicated reactions
resulting in erythema and edema. Because most such reactions are of the dermal
cell-mediated type, rather than the humoral or antigen type, the skin of animals
(usually guinea pigs, because they exhibit dermal sensitivity similar to humans) is
used in this testing [2–4, 70, 72]. Most biomaterials and medical devices require
evaluation by a sensitization test. There are three assays commonly used to evaluate
biomaterials and medical devices for sensitization test: the guinea pig maximization
test (GPMT), the closed-patch test, and the murine local lymph node assay (LLNA).
The GPMT and closed-patch assays for evaluating the delayed contact sensitization potential of extracts of biomaterials and medical devices are contained in
Part 10 of ISO 10993, Tests for irritation and sensitization. The LLNA accepted for
testing single chemicals as a stand-alone alternative to the GPMT. All classes of
biomaterials and medical devices require assessment by a delayed contact sensitization assay with guinea pigs [71, 78].
GPMT is the most sensitive method; it is preferred for single chemicals, and is
recommended for biomaterials and medical devices that will have externally
communicating or internal contact with the body or body fluids. In GPMT, the
complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) to enhance the skin sensitization response is
used with the test material [70–73, 78]. There are three phases in GPMT: intradermal induction, topical induction, and challenge phases. The procedure is described
in the following paragraph.
In the intradermal induction phase, pairs of injections of the test material in its
solvent, CFA mixed with the solvent, and CFA mixed with the test material are
injected to the skin of ten guinea pigs. Then, 1 week after exposure, the test
materials are reapplied for topical induction phase. Two weeks later, all guinea
pigs are challenged with a topical application of the test material. Control animals
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are injected with the solvent alone for the induction and challenge phases. The
degree of erythema and edema is rated at 24, 48, and 72 h after the challenge dose.
The results are considered positive if more animals in the test group have reaction
scores of 1 or greater than in the control [70–72, 78].

3.3

Irritation Test

Irritation test evaluates a localized irritation potential causing a generally localized
inflammatory response to single, repeated, or continuous exposure to a biomaterial and
medical device without the involvement of an immunological mechanism [70–73].
Methods for evaluating the irritation potential of biomaterials and medical devices are
contained in Part 10 of ISO 10993, Tests for irritation and sensitization. Irritation tests
also require to evaluate most biomaterials and medical devices, and the methods in
Part 10 are intracutaneous (intradermal), skin, and ocular irritation assays [78].
The intracutaneous irritation assay with rabbit evaluates biomaterials and medical devices for possible contact irritation. This assay is similar to the sensitization
test. For this assay, extracts of the test material are injected intradermally. The
injection sites are scored for erythema and edema. This procedure is recommended
for devices that will have externally communicating or internal contact with the
body or body fluids. It reliably detects the potential for local irritation due to the
chemicals which may be extracted from a biomaterial [70–73].
The skin irritation test with rabbit recommended for topical devices that have
external contact with intact or breached skin. The test materials or extracts are directly
placed to intact and shaved sites on the back skin of a rabbit. After a 24-h exposure, the
test material is removed, and the sites are scored for erythema and edema [70–73].
The ocular irritation assay in rabbits describes a single or repeated application of
the test sample, but is significantly different from the other local tissue irritation
assays. This assay is performed only when the device is intended to be put into the eye.
For this assay, a small sample of devices is placed directly into the lower eyelid of a
rabbit. After 72 h, the eye is evaluated for redness and swelling of the conjunctiva,
cornea and iris, conjunctivia, and presence of discharge. The ISO standard for ocular
irritation does not require calculation of a Draize eye irritation score [70–72, 78].

3.4

Systemic and Subchronic Toxicity

Systemic toxicity test evaluates the potential harmful effects on target and organs
with single or multiple exposure to biomaterials and medical devices [30, 71, 72].
Systemic effects are categorized on the basis of time to initiate adverse effects:
acute (within 24 h), subacute (in 24 h to 28 days), subchronic (in 90 days, but not
exceeding 10% of an animal’s lifespan), and chronic (longer than 10% of an
animal’s lifespan) [72]. ISO standard methods for evaluating the systemic toxicity
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are contained in Part 11 of ISO 10993, Tests for systemic toxicity [79]. This standard
contains methods for administration of a single-dose or multiple-doses by the oral,
dermal, inhalation, intravenous, and intraperitoneal routes of administration. In
systemic toxicity tests, single-dose toxicity tests are recommended for all
biomaterials or medical devices that contact directly or indirectly the blood path.
Multiple-doses toxicity tests are also required for any other materials or devices that
contact internal tissues, such as breached or compromised surfaces, mucosal
membranes, and blood path for prolonged or permanent. Following the injection
of single dose or multiple doses, the mice are observed for toxic signs, just after
injection, and at four other time points [71–73, 79].
For assessing biocompatibility, rabbit pyrogenicity test is preferred and is also
included in the systemic toxicity category to evaluate material-mediated fevercausing reactions to the extracts of biomaterials or medical devices. Rabbits are
intravenously injected with a saline extract of the test material, and the
temperatures of rectal are measured periodically. Although the rabbit pyrogenicity
test has been the standard, the Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) reagent test has
been used increasingly in the recent years [30, 71–73, 79].

3.5

Genotoxicity

Genotoxicity includes all potential means with serious consequences in genetic
damage. Genotoxicity test applies mammalian or non-mammalian cells to evaluate
whether gene mutations, chromosomal aberrations, or other DNA or gene changes
are caused by the test materials. In genotoxicity tests, a set of in vitro and in vivo
assays should be used for assessing substances or materials that can directly or
indirectly induce genetic damage through a variety of mechanisms [71–73].
Part 3 of ISO 10993, Tests for genotoxicity, carcinogenicity, and reproductive
toxicity, requires a series of three genotoxicity tests. The major genotoxic effects
are: DNA effects, gene mutations, and chromosomal aberrations [74]. Three assays,
the Ames test for bacterial reverse mutations using Salmonella typhimurium, a
chromosome aberration assay in mammalian cells, and sister chromatid exchange
in mammalian cells, are commonly used for in vitro genotoxicity tests. Among the
assays, the Ames test is only used for biomaterials or medical devices with less
critical body contact. In vivo genotoxicity assays, including the micronucleus test,
bone marrow cytogenic test, or dominant lethal test using rodent, may be suitable
for selected biomaterials and medical devices [71–74].

3.6

Implantation Test

ISO 10993-6, Tests for local effects after implantation, describes test methods for
assessing the local effects after implantation of biomaterials and medical devices
intended for use in medical applications [77].
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Biomaterials or medical devices involving permanent or prolonged contact with
bone, tissues, and blood require assessment by implantation. Implantation tests are
also used to assess the biological safety of degradable polymeric materials that
directly contact the living tissue. These tests can evaluate if the implantable
materials have absorbable or nonabsorbable properties using clinical trials for either
short-term or long-term periods, and can assess the dynamics of biochemical
exchange and cellular and immunologic responses in implantation sites using
histopathology [71–73, 77].

3.7

Hemocompatibility

Hematocompatibility is the most complex concerns of the standard safety for
devices to be evaluated. The tests for hematocompatibility evaluate the effects of
blood-contacting materials, such as blood transfusion sets, haemodialysis sets,
intravenous catheters, and vascular prostheses, on blood coagulation, hemolysis,
and thrombus formation. The blood-contacting materials must be evaluated for
biocompatibility to establish their safety. In practice, most of the biomaterials and
medical devices can be either haemolysis of the blood cells or thrombogenicity
[71–73, 75]. Part 4 of ISO 10993, Selection of tests for interactions with blood,
describes five test categories for evaluating blood–material interactions (between
biomaterials or medical devices and the blood path or blood). The testing categories
are thrombosis, coagulation, platelets, haematology, and complement system [75].
The haemolysis assay is designed to evaluate the haemolytic properties of all
biomaterials or medical devices, especially those intended for use in contact with
blood, excluding some materials which contact only intact skin or mucous
membranes. This assay assesses the acute haemolytic properties of test materials
by detecting the damaged red blood cells when they are brought in contact with test
materials or their extracts. Blood coagulation is measured by the prothrombin time
assay and the partial thromboplastin time assay that detect coagulation
abnormalities in the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways. Platelet testing includes
quantification of platelet numbers as well as analysis of their structure and function. The testing can include analysis of platelet factors, or components on the
platelet surface which are released from platelets or adherent to the surface of the
device. Testing for thrombogenicity is normally done by detecting aggregated
platelet, fibrin, and other cellular elements, and by observing thrombus formation.
But, these tests are usually difficult, controversial, and expensive. To decrease
unwanted tissue damages by inappropriate or excess complement activation in
circulating blood, complement activation testing is recommended for implantable
biomaterials or medical devices that contact the circulatory blood. This test detects
complement activation in plasma as a result of exposure of the plasma to the test
materials or their extracts. The measure of complement activation indicates
whether a test article involves a complement-induced inflammatory immune
response in humans [30, 71–73, 75].
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Carcinogenicity

Most degradable biomaterials, medical devices, or their components, including
harmful chemicals, have tumorigenic potential in the body over the total lifespan
of the test animal. Carcinogenicity tests are therefore needed and are used to
determine the tumorigenic potential of biomaterials, medical devices, or their
extracts after single or multiple exposures over the total lifespan of the test animal
(e.g. 2 years for rat, 18 months for mouse). But, these tests are infrequently required
to apply the biomaterials or medical devices with a permanent or cumulative
contact for 30 days or longer, because the testing is expensive, highly problematic,
and controversial [71–74]. According to ISO 10993-3, Tests for genotoxicity,
carcinogenicity and reproductive toxicity, situations suggesting the need for carcinogenicity tests may include resorbable materials, unless there are significant and
adequate data on human use. Biomaterials or medical devices having positive
results in genotoxicity on mammalian cells would be required to be tested for
carcinogenicity before clinical testing [74].

3.9

Reproductive and Developmental Toxicity

Reproductive toxicity tests evaluate the potential effects of biomaterials, medical
devices, or their extracts on reproductive function, teratogenicity, and prenatal and
early postnatal development. They are often required for biomaterials or medical
devices with permanent contact with internal tissues and organs [71–73]. Standard
test methods for reproductive toxicity are found in ISO 10993-3, Tests for
genotoxicity, carcinogenicity and reproductive toxicity [74].

3.10

Biodegradation

Biodegradation tests evaluate the effects of biodegradable biomaterials and medical
devices and their degradable products on the body in the biological environment.
Most biodegradable polymeric biomaterials or medical devices can degrade, crumble, become rubbery, or become rigid with time, and the released products from
biomaterials may be toxic to some tissues in the body. A variety of these products
from materials are identified and quantified by appropriate methods, which are
performed on the extractable chemicals and elements to establish the safety of
biomaterials or medical devices [70–73]. ISO standard methods for identification
and quantification of degradation products, such as additives, corrosion products,
impurities, monomers, etc., from polymeric materials are contained in Part 13 of
ISO 10993, Identification and quantification of degradation products from polymeric medical devices [81].
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4 Conclusions
The number of degradable polymeric materials has increased enormously over the
past decade, and the biological safety evaluations of these materials have also
become a routine in most laboratories working on the development of degradable
biomaterials for biomedical applications. Some evaluation methods and regulations
by FDA and ISO are now routinely established; they can be performed at any
process for developing the materials. However, standardization of test methods for
screening biodegradable new polymeric materials is still a difficulty at present,
because they have some problems and several phenomena, such as water uptake
and degradation with leaching of compounds to the medium when testing the
materials.
Therefore, new biodegradable polymeric materials that aim to be used in biomedical applications need to be screened for their biological safety by means of a
combination of evaluation methods that provide different data, thus allowing
reliable conclusions. Moreover, collecting data through several types of test
methods, such as morphological, biochemical, and biological levels, will allow
for biocompatibility determination of the biodegradable system before further
in vivo tests are carried out.
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Chapter 18

Biological Responses to and Toxicity
of Nanoscale Implant Materials
Lei Yang and Thomas J. Webster

Abstract Nanomaterial safety and toxicity are of great importance for
nanomaterial-based medical implants. A better understanding of the fate of
nanomaterials after production and after implantation is clearly necessary. In
terms of implant degradation, nanoscale materials can be generated and released
into peripheral host tissues regardless of their constituent grain sizes (or other
characteristic features, such as particle size). Unfortunately, the biological
responses to and toxicity of nanoscale implant materials have not been sufficiently
studied to date, partially due to the complexity of such studies and the lack of wellestablished methods to do so. In this chapter, the advances and progression of
biological responses (especially concerning the toxicity of nanoscale implant
materials either after production or implantation) are summarized. Prior to that
discussion, host responses to implant materials and properties of nanomaterials
pertinent to their altered biological responses are introduced.
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1 Introduction
The degradation and/or wear of implant materials are inevitable in vivo, and the fate
of the degradation or wear products from such devices is not only a scientific question
but also a safety issue pivotal to patients. The prevalent use of artificial implants such
as orthopedic, cardiovascular, dental, and ophthalmological prostheses has brought
increasing concerns for the safety of implant materials. These concerns have
become even more urgent and imperative as nanoscale materials (materials with
feature sizes less than 100 nm) have quickly emerged as novel implant materials over
the past decade. Such concerns largely exist because these materials are composed of
sizes small enough to penetrate cells and tissues unnoticeably; nanomaterial toxicity
is especially a concern when used for long-term applications inside patients.
Generally, nanoscale implant debris in vivo can be traced back to three sources:
nanoscale materials implanted or administrated (e.g., calcium phosphate
nanoparticles incorporated into and onto tissue engineering scaffolds or used as
implant coatings), degradation products of implanted materials, and wear debris
from articulating components of implants. For the latter two sources, the parent
implant materials can possess any grain size (or characteristic feature size). In other
words, in vivo degradation or the wear of conventional, micrometer-grained implant
materials can also generate nanoscale debris, which has been discovered in patient
periprosthetic tissues or other organs [1–3]. Therefore, the exploration and full
understanding of the toxicity and safety risks associated with nanoscale materials
are of great importance. Here, the term nanoscale implant material refers to
materials yielded from any of the sources mentioned earlier.
In the first part of this chapter, host responses to biomaterials and properties of
nanomaterials that are pertinent to biological responses are reviewed. In the second
part, studies aimed at understanding the toxicity of nanoscale implant materials are
summarized. Due to the scope of the book and limited space, many popular
nanomaterials of particular interest for applications other than medical implants
(e.g., nanoparticles for drug delivery and bioimaging) are not extensively covered here.

2 Overview of Host Responses to Biomaterials
While degradation of implant materials in vivo is a type of material response to the
host, host responses towards biomaterials include a series of complicated physiological activities triggered at the biomaterial–tissue interface at a time scale from
milliseconds (e.g., protein adsorption) to even years (e.g., foreign body reactions
(FBRs), chronic inflammation, and fibrous encapsulation), as shown in Fig. 18.1.
Several important host responses or mechanisms will be briefly reviewed
here, including inflammatory reactions, immunological responses, toxicity,
blood–material interactions, thrombosis, and infection. To a great extent, these
host responses comprise aberrations of common host defense processes [4].
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Fig. 18.1 Typical host responses to implanted biomaterials

Fig. 18.2 Inflammation and subsequent responses to biomaterials after implantation

2.1

Inflammatory Reactions and Subsequent Responses

When placing an implant in the in vivo environment, injury of tissues or organs is
inevitable and the injury triggers a sequence of events including acute and chronic
inflammation, granulation tissue generation, FBR, and fibrous encapsulation (or
fibrosis), as illustrated in Fig. 18.2. In the context of implant material degradation
after implantation, degradation products can also cause local inflammatory
reactions like chronic inflammation and FBRs, and the inflammatory responses to
degradation products do not necessarily include all the sequential events mentioned
earlier. The progression of inflammatory reactions is mediated by a number of
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chemical mediators released from plasma, cells, and tissues. These chemical
mediators (such as cytokines, growth factors, platelet activating factors, plasma
proteases, vasoactive amines, lysosomal proteases, etc.) also play an important role
in the degradation of implant materials, and in turn, degradation products may
initiate the release of chemical mediators to prolong the inflammatory responses,
which ultimately can cause implant failure.
Acute inflammation can last for a relatively short time period, from minutes to
days after the injury, and it is characterized by the exudation of fluid and plasma
proteins and the migration of leukocytes (predominantly neutrophils). Next, activation of neutrophils and macrophages lead to phagocytosis of foreign materials,
which may occur in both acute and chronic inflammation. Characteristics of chronic
inflammation include the presence of macrophages, monocytes, and lymphocytes,
and the proliferation of blood vessels and connective tissues. Macrophages are of
great importance in chronic inflammation, not only because of numerous biologically active products or chemical mediators (e.g., neutral proteases, oxygen free
radicals, cytokines, and growth factors) they secret, but also because of their
possible role in the systemic effects on tissues or organs when the components or
products of implants are released due to tissue–material interactions (e.g., degradation, corrosion, or wear of implants in vivo).
Granulation tissue formation is a process in which fibroblasts and vascular
endothelial cells proliferate and start to generate granulation tissue near the
implanted material. Granulation tissue is a pink, soft granular tissue formed at
the site of the wound (or on the surface of implants) and is characterized histologically by the proliferation of new small blood vessels as a result of angiogenesis and
the presence of fibroblasts which actively synthesize proteoglycans and collagen.
The FBR usually occurs on the surfaces of implants or around detached implant
materials due to degradation or wear. The FBR is composed of macrophages,
components of granulation tissue (e.g., fibroblast and capillaries), and/or foreign
body giant cells (large cells formed by the fusion of monocytes and macrophages),
which attempt to engulf and phagocytose the materials. The FBR may last at the
material–tissue interface for as long as the lifetime of the implant, and fibrous
encapsulation generally covers the implant material to separate the implant and its
FBR from the local tissue environment.
Generally, surface or bulk chemistry, surface roughness, porosity, or surface-tovolume ratios, and other surface properties of implants are very important towards
mediating the type of FBR; such implant surface properties are responsible for
macrophage activation and the composition (e.g., ratio of macrophages and foreign
body giant cells) of the FBR.
Fibrous encapsulation (or fibrosis) is often considered as the end-stage of the
duration of the inflammatory responses. It is a formation of a fibrous capsule on
implant materials by connective tissue. Fibrosis is controlled by the proliferative
capacity of cells and is largely influenced by the properties of the implant materials
(such as roughness, size of implant–tissue interface, biodegradability, etc.). For
example, the size or porosity of implants or implanted materials can affect the
extent of fibrosis at the implant site. Larger implants which may cause increased
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Fig. 18.3 The pathways of immune responses to antigens such as implant degradation products
(foreign biomaterials)

injury or defects can lead to significant fibrosis around the materials, while highly
porous materials implanted into bone may result in less fibrosis [4].

2.2

Immunological Responses

Pathogens like bacteria, fungi, virus, and foreign materials will trigger immune
system response, which recognizes and differentiates these “foreigners” from the
host and protects the host from exposure to them. Obviously, degradation product
from implants in vivo is a type of pathogen, which can almost inevitably cause
immunological responses. The immune system is a complex network of proteins,
cells, and specific organs, which has been viewed historically as having humoral
and cellular branches, though both branches are closely related (Fig. 18.3).
In humoral immunity, there are a variety of antibodies (e.g., immunoglobulins (Ig)),
complement proteins, and cytokines facilitating many aspects of the immunological
response. The antibodies are produced in cells of the B lymphocyte lineage (B cell). In
fact, these humoral elements and complement activation processes (as described
below) have been of particular interest in biomaterial-induced immune responses.
Complement is an immune response that can nonspecifically recognize and
eliminate foreign elements (including biomaterials) by coating the materials with
complement components that permit and facilitate phagocytosis. The complement
system is composed of more than 20 different plasma proteins as it directly and
indirectly contributes to acute inflammation and immune responses. Activation of
the complement cascade can follow two separate but interacting pathways: classical
and alternative. These two pathways are distinct in the immune complexes (antigens
and specific antibodies) involved. The alternative pathway is usually considered to
be responsible for most of the complement activation triggered by biomaterials.
Either of the pathways leads to the formation of specific complement proteins
(C4b and/or C3b), which can be recognized by granulocytes and can activate these
cells to produce degradative enzymes and destructive oxygen species. In addition,
both pathways end with the formation of a complement receptor (C5a) and a
protein complex known as the membrane attack complex (MAC, initiated by C5b).
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C5a is an inflammatory mediator that can bind to specific receptors on neutrophils,
monocytes, and macrophages, and the binding leads to numerous responses such as
chemotaxis of these cells towards inflammatory sites, activation of cells to produce
reactive oxygen species and subsequent cell death, as well as other adverse reactions
in vivo. Similarly, the formation of MAC has been found to have adverse effects on
damaging the cellular lipid bilayer, eventually leading to the loss of membrane
integrity and cell death.
Cell-mediated immune responses do not involve antibodies or complement but
rather involve the activation of T lymphocytes (T cells), macrophages (or natural
killer cells), and the release of various cytokines in response to an antigen (or foreign
substance). These cells originate from stem cells in the bone marrow and differ in
morphology, function, and the expression of cell surface antigens, but they all
maintain cell surface receptors that can recognize and/or eliminate foreign materials.

2.3

Toxicity

From a biochemistry viewpoint, toxicity is ubiquitously associated with reactive
oxygen species such as superoxide anions, superoxide dismutase, and hydrogen
peroxide, just to name a few. Although much work is needed to understand the
mechanisms of how reactive oxygen species lead to toxicity, it is generally believed
that the reactive oxygen species can denature proteins, disrupt lipid bilayers, or
destroy the nuclei of cells, which will initiate further adverse effects and/or responses
at larger scales. Therefore, toxicity is often viewed at the cellular and systemic levels.
As described earlier, inflammatory and immunological responses can result in toxic
effects at the cellular level, which is usually known as cytotoxicity. However,
excessive or severe inflammatory and immunological responses, together with direct
chemical toxicity of wear, corrosion and degradation products, may cause systemic
toxicity. This is defined as toxicity remote from the initial insult. Systemic toxicity
may be readily detected due to the damage to target organs, which reveals apparent
signs and symptoms; however, this is not always the case. In the particular interest of
this book, degradation products of implant materials are one of the typical factors that
cause both nonimmune and immune systemic toxicity.
Usually, systemic toxicity caused by degradation products or, generally,
biomaterials, is dose dependent. For nonimmune systemic toxicity, a threshold
below which the material reveals little toxicity can be determined by careful
in vitro studies and appropriate animal studies for each degradation product or
biomaterial. However, this threshold is usually higher for nonimmune systemic
toxicity than immune systemic toxicity, because immune systemic toxicity is also
individually dependent and antigen- (or foreign material-) dependent. In fact,
systemic toxicity due to immune responses to degradation products or foreign
biomaterials is extremely difficult to predict, because these immune responses
depend on the genetics of the individual and also the properties, dosage, and
location of the released materials. Therefore, release of a large quantity of
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Fig. 18.4 Illustration of four types of hypersensitivity

degradation products may or may not cause severe reactions in the individual. This
fact also causes difficulty in using animal models to evaluate the potential risks of
degradation products or biomaterials, differing from the success in evaluating
nonimmune systemic toxicity.
Hypersensitivity is considered as a type of systemic toxicity resulting from
excessive and unusual immune responses which may damage the body’s own tissue.
Hypersensitivity usually has four types, as illustrated in Fig. 18.4. In type I hypersensitivity, IgE antibodies attach to cells and interact with exogenous antigens (e.g.,
implant degradation products), while in type II hypersensitivity, antigens attach to
cells (e.g., platelets) and interact with antibodies like IgG or IgM. Type III hypersensitivity involves immune complexes (antigen–antibody IgG and IgM complexes)
formed in the blood, which become lodged in various tissues where they may trigger
an immune response. Type IV hypersensitivity (or delayed-type hypersensitivity) is
cell mediated, antibody independent, and involves the reaction of T cells with
antigenic substances. For hypersensitivity caused by degradation products of implant
materials or biomaterials, Type I and II hypersensitivity are rare (but have been
reported) while Type IV hypersensitivity is the most common. Type III hypersensitivity has been reported in material systems which slowly release antigenic
substances into the body.

2.4

Blood–Material Interactions

When biomaterials or their degradation products are exposed to blood,
blood–material interactions like hemostatic reactions may kick in. A main function
of hemostatic mechanisms is to prevent and control bleeding by the formation of
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a clot, and this process involves interactions between material surfaces, platelets,
and coagulation proteins. Briefly, the hemostatic reaction to biomaterial surfaces
may follow primary hemostasis and secondary hemostasis. In primary hemostasis;
(1) protein mediators adsorb onto the material surface, (2) platelets adhere onto the
material surfaces and release granule contents, and (3) a large number of platelets
aggregate to form a platelet plug, which is stimulated by the granule contents.
Simultaneously, secondary hemostasis, a coagulation cascade initiated by clotting
factors (proteins from blood plasma), occurs to form a fibrin gel that strengthens the
platelet plug (platelet thrombus). However, there are also mechanisms to control
platelet activation and the coagulation cascade, inhibiting excessive thrombus
formation. These mechanisms involve a number of proteins, inhibitors, or
anticoagulants which can terminate the pathway of platelet activation and the
coagulation cascade. For the degradation products of implants that are of particular
interest to this book, adverse consequences may occur when excessive thrombi
coagulate on the material surface due to imbalances between these activation and
inhibition processes.

2.5

Infection

Implant-associated infection has received exceptional attention because infection
may lead to re-operation, amputation, or even death of patients. Studies have
revealed that artificial hearts reach an infection rate of about 100% after implantation for 90 days [4], and that 14.8% of revised total hip arthroplasties were due to
infection between 2005 and 2006 in the United States [5]. S. epidermidis and
S. aureus are responsible for most implant-associated infection, but in many
cases, there are multiple bacteria leading to infection of implants. S. epidermidis
exists on the human skin and primarily causes infection on polymeric implant
materials. In contrast, S. aureus is a natural tissue pathogen which may cause
infection due to tissue damage around implants; it is frequently associated with
metallic-related materials. The mechanism of implant-associated infection includes
a complex process of bacterial attachment and adhesion to material surfaces,
aggregation or dispersion of bacterial colonies, as well as biofilm (a thick surface
composite consisting of microorganisms, extracellular materials, environmental
adsorbents and debris) formation. Details of these mechanisms are not reviewed
here due to space constraints.
Degradation of implant materials also plays an important role in implantassociated infection, because the degradation establishes environmental conditions
that microbes can exploit. Specifically, degradation products provide surfaces for
bacterial adhesion as well as nutrients (e.g., iron ions) and stimuli (e.g., Mg2+ and
Ca2+) for bacterial adhesion, growth, and propagation.
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3 Properties of Nanomaterials Which Influence
Biological Responses
The previous overview demonstrates that properties of biomaterials are critical to
mediating host responses, and altered structural or surface properties of
biomaterials may result drastically in different host responses. Nanoscale implants
may amplify the effects of these material properties on biological responses,
because many material properties change when the size of constituent material
structures or features decrease to the nanometer scale (usually, less than 100 nm).
Although more studies are needed to further understand the properties of
nanomaterials that are pertinent to mediating biological responses, a number of
material properties have been correlated to cellular and host responses (such as
single cell functions, inflammatory and immune responses, toxicity, etc.) and, thus,
have demonstrated great potential to mediate these biological responses.
In this section, several important properties of nanomaterials that cells and
tissues recognize (subsequent to initial protein interactions) in vivo and in vitro
are summarized. These properties include the size, mechanical properties (e.g.,
stiffness), surface chemistry (which can be closely related to bulk chemistry),
topography, surface energy, and surface electrical properties. Figure 18.5 illustrates
the interface between cells and nanoscale implant materials, showing possible
interactions between cell membranes, proteins, and nanomaterial properties. It is

Fig. 18.5 Schematic illustrating potential interfacial interactions between a cell (or tissue) and
nano biomaterials. Double arrows indicate interactions among surface properties of
nanobiomaterials. In the schematic, examples of nanomaterial surface properties include: root
mean square roughness (Rrms), surface electrical charges (+/), contact angles (y), interfacial
tension between solids and vapors (gSV), interfacial tension between solids and liquids (gSL),
and interfacial tension between liquids and vapors (gLV)
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worth emphasizing that a great number of different proteins (such as adhesion
proteins, cytokines, growth factors, etc.) are involved in the interactions between
materials and biological systems in an aqueous environment (e.g., bodily fluids,
culture media, etc.), which has been briefly discussed in the previous section.
Therefore, studying the fate of proteins in response to nanomaterial (surface)
properties is an effective approach to understanding subsequent responses of
biological systems.

3.1

Size and Surface Area

Compared to conventional micrometer-scale materials, extremely small sizes of
the features on, or components in, nanomaterials can result in numerous distinct
biological or host responses. First, the small size of nanomaterials favors uptake by
cells through several distinguished pathways. The type of pathways and the
efficiency of cellular uptake for implant materials are also strongly dependent on
the particle size of the materials, which will be discussed later. Second, the small
size of nanomaterials also greatly affects their circulation time if the materials
have been released or transported to the bloodstream. For example, nanoparticles
of various chemistries with sizes from 70 to 200 nm revealed greater prolonged
circulation times compared to smaller or larger particles [6]. Third, the increased
surface area of nanomaterials as a result of their small feature sizes confers specific
conditions or properties (sometimes, known as surface reactivity or surface affinity) for the adsorption of selected proteins or biological entities, adhesion of cells
or bacteria, and promotion of catalytic biochemical reactions (e.g., enzymatic
reactions in inflammation and immune responses). Lastly, greater surface areato-volume ratios may increase the dissolution rate of materials, which is closely
associated with the degradation of implants and subsequent activation of host
responses.

3.2

Stiffness

Mechanical properties of materials have recently been directly correlated to the
cellular (e.g., normal rat kidney-52E cell locomotion and focal adhesion in
Pelham’s study) or tissue responses to materials [7]. Studies have demonstrated
that tissue cells sense and respond to local matrix (e.g., extracellular matrix or
synthetic material) stiffness by the formation of molecular adhesion complexes
and the actin–myosin cytoskeleton, and feedback from the matrix stiffness has
important implications for cellular development, motility, and differentiation
[7, 8]. Moreover, an increasing number of studies have indicated that cellular
behavior is mediated by matrix stiffness, which perhaps may be pivotal for
understanding disease processes, morphogenesis, and tissue regeneration [9].
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The role of material stiffness on mediating cellular or tissue responses is only
partially known, and the role of nanoscale dimensional changes in mechanical
properties is also unclear. However, the impact of nanomaterial stiffness should
not be neglected.

3.3

Surface Chemistry

Biological responses are very sensitive to the changes in material surface chemistry as a result of the modification of the bulk chemistry and/or surface molecules
on the materials. The bulk chemistry of materials usually refers to the chemical or
phase composition, and crystallinity of materials. However, surface chemistry is
not necessarily the same as the bulk chemistry of implant materials. For example,
anodized nanotubular titanium developed for orthopedic implant applications has
nanometer titanium oxides (mostly titania, TiO2) on the surface while the bulk
remains metallic titanium. Implant materials different in bulk chemistry can be
categorized as bioinert or bioactive materials, which differentiate in the manner of
fixation to the host tissue [10]. For example, bone tissue forms a morphological
encapsulation to bioinert materials (e.g., most metals and ceramics), but forms a
bioactive interfacial bond with bioactive materials (e.g., hydroxyapatite).
On the other hand, surface chemistry can be readily modified by conjugating
different functional molecules onto nanomaterial surfaces regardless of the underlying chemistry of nanomaterials, leading to altered biological responses. For
instance, a wide range of peptides [most notably, arginine–glycine–aspartic acid
(RGD) and bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2)] have been conjugated on
various nanomaterial surfaces (titanium and its alloys, hydrogels, polymers, etc.)
to improve bone cell functions from adhesion to osteogenic functions in vitro and
in vivo [11–13]. In fact, nanomaterials provide much larger specific surface areas,
more substructures (such as grain boundaries), and more active surfaces for chemical modification than conventional micrometer-scale materials.

3.4

Topography and Roughness

Surface landscapes composed of undulations and even steep gradients and pores
constitute the topography of material surface [14]. Topography is another predominant surface property pertinent to material-mediating biological responses. Topography is difficult to define by a few simple parameters, thus roughness is a widely
used parameter (usually it is a statistical variation in the height of the surface, e.g.
root mean square height of the surface around some mean value), whose effects on
tissue/cellular responses have been studied [15]. An important lesson from natural
biological systems is that many systems (e.g., bone, tooth, and blood vessels) have
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nanoscale topography and roughness due to their hierarchical micro-to-nano
structures. Biologically inspired by this information, enhanced tissue/cellular
responses leading to greater efficacy of implants have been achieved by creating
nanoscale roughness on traditional material surfaces. This strategy has been applied
to a variety of nanoscale materials (including metals [16], carbon nanofibers
(CNFs)/nanotubes [17], polymers [18], ceramics [19], and polymer/ceramic
composites [20]) to increase normal cell functions while decreasing inflammatory
reactions (and inhibiting cancer cell growth).
The mechanisms behind such nanotopography-mediated tissue responses are
still not clear. Increased adsorption of cell adhesive proteins (such as fibronectin,
vitronectin, etc.) on nanoscale-rough surfaces, due to either uneven surface
landscapes or increased specific surface area, is a plausible mechanism. However,
differential adsorption of proteins (by means of selectivity, quantity, etc.) on the
same nanorough surfaces has been observed, indicating that the current understanding of promoted tissue growth on nanomaterials is far from being sufficient.
In addition, due to the limitation of describing topography by roughness, the
correlation between nanoscale roughness and biological responses at the
bone–implant interface could be inadequate and difficult to explain. For example,
there is a lack of evidence to explain the fact that many different types of cells
“experience” the same roughness, but their responses are different from one cell
type to another.

3.5

Surface Wettability and Surface Energy

It has also been widely observed that cell adhesion and subsequent activities are
dependent on implant surface wettability [21]. Surface wettability (i.e., whether the
surface is hydrophilic or hydrophobic) has been traditionally determined by water
contact angles (y), as Vogler suggested a definition of hydrophilic surfaces having a
y less than 65 [22]. y is closely related to surface energy, and a classic definition of
y has been actually given by the Young–Dupré equation:
cos y ¼ ðgSV  gSL Þ=gLV ;

(18.1)

where gSV is the surface energy (or surface tension, in the unit of J/m2) between the
solid and vapor, gSL is the surface energy between the solid and liquid, and gLV is
the surface energy between the liquid and vapor (refer to Figure 18.5). This
equation indicates that ways to control surface wettability essentially include
changing the three surface energy terms mentioned earlier (i.e., gSV, gSL, and
gVL). Changing nanomaterial surface chemistry is a common approach taken to
alter their surface energy and resulting wettability. Moreover, changing nanometer
surface topography may also alter surface energy and wettability [23].
Because surface energy measurements demonstrate a close relationship between
the high surface energy of hydrophilic nanomaterials (compared to hydrophobic
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materials) and the adsorption of hydrophilic cell adhesive proteins (e.g., fibronectin
and vitronectin), it has been speculated that hydrophilic (i.e., high surface energy)
nanomaterials have a higher affinity for such cell adhesive proteins and, subsequently, promote cell functions and tissue responses better than hydrophobic
nanomaterials. For example, maximum vitronectin adsorption was noted on hydrophilic surfaces [24]. However, inconsistent experimental results have been reported
on this speculation, and further investigations on the correlation between surface
energy (or wettability) and biological responses are needed.

3.6

Surface Electrical Properties

Electrostatic interactions also play a major role in mediating biological responses
to biomaterials, since cell membranes are charged and virtually all material
surfaces are charged in aqueous solutions. Surface charges on nanomaterials
can be induced or modified by altering surface chemistry or charging the
nanomaterials in an electrical field (not common). However, the effects of surface
charge on cell functions are not clear and recent findings vary between cell type
and cell functions [25]. For example, a study revealed that positively charged
indium tin oxide (ITO) enhanced the adhesion of rat marrow stromal cells but
impaired subsequent cell spreading and differentiation [26]. Because many tissue
cells and bacteria are negatively charged on the surface, positively charged
nanomaterial surfaces may exhibit a strong affinity to these cells or bacteria.
For example, a study has shown that positively charged polymer nanoparticles
(specifically, polystyrene nanobeads (diameter 200 nm) modified by poly-Llysine, chitosan, and heparin sulfate) were phagocytosed by mouse macrophages
to a greater extent than negatively charged ones [27]. However, contradictory
results have also been reported for this argument based on surface electrostatics.
A few studies on hydrophilic polystyrene particles revealed that phagocytosis of
the particles increased using negatively charged particles, which promoted an
inflammatory response [28, 29]. In addition, there has also been some early
evidence showing the influence of piezoelectric and/or conductive materials on
osteoblast responses. For instance, Itoh et al. [30] created electrically polarized
hydroxyapatite with pores to increase bone growth and decrease osteoclast
activity, and they attributed these effects to the electrical polarity of material
surfaces with pores.
In summary, surface properties of nanomaterials greatly influence and mediate
biological responses (e.g., cell or bacterial responses, inflammatory reactions, etc.)
on nanomaterial surfaces. However, it is difficult to predict the permeation in
cellular uptake and other biological responses to nanomaterials by such generalized
concepts as surface wettability, partially because all the surface properties
described earlier exert synergetic effects between the interactions of nanomaterials
and biological systems.
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4 Toxicity of Nanoscale Implant Materials
4.1

Cellular Uptake of Nanoscale Implant Materials

Cellular uptake is an important biological process by which cells internalize
substances such as nutrients, proteins, foreign materials, and biological entities.
Although cellular uptake of materials does not necessarily implicate adverse host
responses, it is of great importance to understand the biological responses to
implant materials, especially nanoscale implant materials because their exceptional
small size favors cellular uptake compared to the conventional materials with
larger sizes.
Cellular uptake of nanoscale implant materials is size dependent. Clearly,
extremely small size particles may cross cell membranes readily. Most of the
studies so far have observed endocytosis of nanoparticles with sizes less than
200 nm [6, 31]. The endocytic pathways for internalizing nanoscale implant
materials include phagocytosis, macropinocytosis, clathrin-mediated endocytosis,
and non-clathrin-mediated endocytosis [6, 31], all of which are closely related to
the host responses addressed in the previous section. The type of endocytic
pathways along which nanoparticles progress is strongly affected by the size of
nanoscale implant materials. For example, latex nanospheres of less than 200 nm
are prevailingly endocytosed by nonphagocytic cells via clathrin-coated pits (i.e.,
clathrin-mediated endocytosis), while the endocytosis pathway is dominated by
caveolae internalization (i.e., non-clathrin-mediated) when the sphere size
increases to 500 nm [32]. Furthermore, endocytic efficiency is also a function of
the nanoparticle size. Rejman et al. also reported that nanoparticles with sizes of
50–100 nm were internalized rapidly by cells, whereas 200 nm nanoparticles
revealed a substantially slower cellular processing.
Surface physicochemical properties of nanoscale implant materials also strongly
influence their cellular uptake. As mentioned earlier, these surface properties
include surface area, surface charge, surface composition and chemical functionality, surface wettability, and surface roughness (topography). On one hand, these
surface properties determine the aggregate or agglomeration state, secondary
geometry and architecture (e.g., structure of self-assembled nanoparticles), and
dissolution kinetics of the nanomaterial itself in vitro and in vivo, which are key
factors affecting cellular uptake. On the other hand, the synergy of surface physicochemical properties directly mediates cellular internalization processes by
interacting differently with endocytic receptors on cell membranes and/or
controlling diffusion kinetics of the particles. As a good example of nanomaterial
cellular uptake, many studies have demonstrated that the physicochemical
characteristics of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are crucial to their cellular uptake.
CNTs are also promising nanomaterials for orthopedic implant applications
because of their extraordinary electrical and mechanical properties. Raffa et al.
[33] reviewed recent CNT studies and proposed a unified explanation to how CNTs
are internalized depending on their surface properties (specifically, length and
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diameter, surface charge, and hydrophilicity). The internalization pathway of CNTs
that form into micrometer-size aggregates has been due to surface charge or surface
wettability interactions leading to phagocytosis (a process of engulfment by which
macrophages ingest cellular fragments or foreign substances, see Sect. 2). Phagocytosis also occurs for nonagglomerated CNTs with lengths more than 1 mm.
However, for more hydrophobic CNTs, or CNTs that formed supramolecular
complexes via binding proteins, cellular components (e.g., cytokines and growth
factors) and other ligands (e.g., antibodies), the receptor-mediated endocytosis
pathway dominates. For CNTs whose surface properties prevent the formation of
supramolecular complexes, a possible diffusion pathway has been speculated from
imaging, theoretical and simulation studies. It is also worth mentioning that the
receptor-mediated endocytosis of nanoscale materials is well established, and this
pathway is an important internalization mechanism for not only CNTs but also
many other biological macromolecules and nanomaterials.
However, knowledge of cellular uptake of nanoscale materials is far from
complete. Fundamental issues such as internalization pathways and intracellular
traffic at the molecular level remain unclear. Information concerning manipulation
of nanomaterial properties to enhance or suppress cellular uptake of nanoparticles is
still scarce. A better understanding of these issues will render the design of safe and
efficacious artificial implants possible.

4.2

Toxicity of Metallic Nanoscale Implant Materials

Metals are widely used for orthopedic, cardiovascular, and dental implants, and
corresponding metal oxides exist on implant surfaces or in the debris generated by
mechanochemical processes. The toxicological effects of nanoscale metallic or
metal oxide particles have been studied, both in vitro and in vivo, and in most
cases, these toxicological effects have demonstrated a strong dependence on the
particle size and on other surface properties. An in vivo study has reported that
carcinogenicity was found for Ni particles implanted in the soft tissue of rats when
their size decreased to 500 nm, whereas micrometer-sized Ni particles caused just
an allergic reaction instead [34]. Cellular internalization and tissue inflammation
have been indentified with Ti and TiO2 particles less than 3 mm when exposed to
human neutrophils and rat soft tissue [34]. If nanoparticle size decreases below an
even lower threshold (10–50 nm reported by different studies), the responses of the
body’s defense system (e.g., immune system) to nanoparticles are reduced, but the
nanoparticles are more likely to travel through the circulatory system and/or to
target organs [34, 35]. For example, an in vivo study implanted Ti wires into rat
femurs for 18 months and investigated Ti levels in the blood or other organs (such
as the heart, lung, spleen, liver, kidney, etc.) due to nonwear physiological release
of Ti [3]. The Ti content in all of the selected organ tissues and blood was higher
than the predetermined basal Ti level measured in the rats without Ti implantation,
indicating both corrosion of the Ti implant (in the absence of wear) and systemic Ti
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accumulation in target organ tissues. Nanosized debris or organometallic
complexes were proposed as one of the mechanisms causing systemic distribution
of Ti after implant degradation. Kadar et al. [36] investigated the uptake and
biological responses to nanosized Fe particles (reduced from iron oxides) and
soluble Fe3+ (from FeCl3) in gills and blood cells of blue mussels; the impairment
of lysosomal stability in blood cells and increased lipid peroxidation in the gills
were reported. Other studies have also demonstrated DNA and chromosome damage and cytotoxicity caused by CoCr micro- and nano-debris from surgical
implants; more DNA damage, chromosomal damage, and toxic effects were
identified with CoCr nanoparticles compared to micrometer-size particles [37, 38].
The toxicological effects of noble metallic nanoparticles (such as gold and silver
nanoparticles) have been investigated in a great number of studies. Although these
metallic nanomaterials may not be commonly used as medical implants, several
important findings are of great interest towards understanding the biological effects
of metallic nanomaterials. The studies indicate that the location of nanoparticles
after cellular uptake is unclear, and nanoparticles entering the nucleus may not
cause cell death. For example, plain gold nanoparticles were readily internalized by
cells through receptor-mediated endocytosis but were unable to enter the nucleus;
however, surface modified gold nanoparticles (conjugated with peptide) had the
ability to reach the nucleus, and 95% of HepG2 cells under this nuclear exposure
remained viable after 12 hours [39]. The toxicological effects of nanoparticles
on cells may also differ per cell lines and/or particle surface charges. For
example, Tkachenko et al. [40] reported different cell viability to the same
peptide–BSA–gold nanoparticles in HeLa and 3T3/NIH cell lines, whereas
Goodman et al. [41] reported similar cytotoxicity of the same gold nanoparticles
among COS-1 cells, red blood cells, and E. coli, but with a more toxic effect of
cationic gold nanoparticles (ammonium-modified) than anionic gold nanoparticles
(carboxylate-modified). These studies also suggest that surface coatings, which
alter surface properties of nanoparticles, play an important role in toxicity of
(metallic) nanomaterials.

4.3

Toxicity of Ceramic Nanoscale Implant Materials

To date, studies on the toxicity of nanoscale ceramic particles have focused on
titanium oxides (TiO2 or TiO), iron oxides (Fe2O3, Fe3O4 or compounds of these
two), aluminum oxides, chromium oxides, silicon oxides, and zinc oxides, some of
which are common degradation products from metallic and ceramic implants. On
the other end, bioactive ceramic nanoparticles, like calcium phosphates (Ca3(PO4)2,
hydroxyapatite Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, etc.), or bioglasses, which are widely used in
orthopedic applications, are considered to possess good cyto- and bio-compatibility
properties.
In vitro cell studies have shown that titanium oxide nanoparticles produce free
radicals with a strong oxidizing ability, which could further catalyze DNA damage [42].
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A recent study also showed that TiO2 nanoparticles (nano-anatase TiO2, crystallite
size ~5 nm) could insert into DNA base pairs and cause DNA cleavage in mouse liver
cells [43]. However, Landsiedel et al. [44] reported contradictory results in which no
genotoxicity was observed in vitro and in vivo on TiO2 nanoparticles dispersed in test
media. In addition, Zhu et al. [22] reported that TiO2 nanoparticles had no developmental toxic effect on zebrafish embryos and larvae.
Similar contradictions have been found for iron oxide and silicon oxide
nanoparticles. A substantial number of opposing results have been reported for
the cytotoxicity of both bare and coated (coatings such as pullulan, poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG), polyvinyl acetate (PVA), and amino- and thiol-terminated polymers,
etc.) iron oxide nanoparticles, and the well-known debate on whether iron oxide
nanoparticles are biocompatible or toxic at a variety of concentrations still remains
unclear [45]. Recently, different results for SiO2 nanoparticle cytotoxicity have also
been reported. On one hand, SiO2 nanoparticles (sizes from the nanometer range to
submicron range) have been considered nontoxic by many researchers and have
been used as a negative control in cytotoxicity studies with other nanomaterials
[46]. On the other hand, oxidative stress, cell damage, and apoptosis (to hepatic and
myocardial cells) were induced by SiO2 nanoparticles (sizes of 21 and 48 nm) in
several recent studies [47, 48].
There are many possible reasons behind the inconsistency in these reported
studies. First, the cytotoxicity of titanium oxide and iron oxide nanoparticles is
probably strongly dose dependent [47–50]. Second, cytotoxicity of these
nanoparticles may be cell specific, resulting in different cell responses to the same
nanomaterial [46]. Third, agglomeration of the nanoparticles due to interactions
with proteins or cellular elements may also add complexity to the results [45].
On the contrary, comparatively consistent results for the toxicity of chromium
oxide, aluminum oxide, and zinc oxide nanoparticles have been reported. For
example, a study has observed that CrO3 nanoparticles had no toxic effect on
Neuro-2A cells after a 72-h exposure at concentrations up to 200 mg/mL [50].
Similarly, most studies have reported little or no adverse effects of Al2O3
nanoparticles, either in vitro or in vivo, on tissue cells, zebrafish embryos, and
fruit flies [22, 51]. A recent study also reported that Al2O3 nanoparticles had no
effect on human fibroblast viability and little genotoxicity after 5 days at doses from
0.1 to 10 mg/T-75 flask [51]. However, there is a case that Al2O3 nanoparticles
elicited proinflammatory responses (as demonstrated by increased cytokine release
and adhesion of activated monocytes) [52], indicating that more investigation is
needed to determine Al2O3 nanotoxicity.
ZnO nanoparticles have apparent toxicological effects, as indicated by most
studies so far. For example, a comprehensive study on the cytotoxicity of ZnO
nanoparticles (sizes of 70 and 420 nm) demonstrated significantly reduced cell
viability in a dose- and time-dependent manner, resulting from the elevated levels
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in human bronchoalveolar carcinoma-derived
cells (A549) [53]. Apoptosis, cell deformation, and significantly decreased mitochondrial function and increased membrane leakage of lactate dehydrogenase
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(LDH) have been observed for Neuro-2A cells exposed to ZnO nanoparticles
(50–100 mg/mL) [50]. ZnO nanoparticles have also demonstrated a very toxic
effect to zebrafish embryo and larva development in vivo [22].

4.4

Toxicity of Polymeric Nanoscale Implant Materials

Extraordinary recent developments in prosthetic implant coatings and implantable
scaffolds for tissue engineering applications have stimulated the growth of numerous new polymeric nanomaterials. These new emerging polymeric nanomaterials
include biodegradable nanopolymers (poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic acid)
(PGA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly(e-caprolactone)(PCL), poly
(ethylene glycol) (PEG), etc.), nanofeatured hydrogel systems (poly(hydroxyethyl
methacrylate)(PHEMA), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm), poly(methyl
methacrylate)(PMMA), PEG, etc.), and nanocomposite blends with other
nanomaterials. Toxicity studies of many of these nanopolymers have indicated
acceptable biocompatibility or low toxicity properties. For example, PEG revealed
little toxic effects and reduced immunogenicity, and many PEG-coated
nanoparticles (the coating process is called PEGylation) have not shown PEGspecific toxicity or immune responses [27, 54]. PHEMA and PNIPAAm hydrogels
have also been shown to be highly biocompatible and nontoxic in most of the
studies reported to date [55].
However, similar to their micrometer counterparts, polymeric nanoscale implant
materials degrade through processes like hydrolysis, resulting in acidic products
which induce protein damage and inflammatory reactions in the host. As mentioned
before, this degradation process may accelerate dramatically due to the extremely
high surface area of nanomaterials. This occurs mostly to biodegradable
nanopolymers like PLA, PGA, and PLGA, therefore surface modification of these
nanopolymers (e.g., PEGylation) is usually necessary to reduce possible toxic
effects [56]. Toxic effects of nanopolymers (like hydrogel systems) may also
emerge from unreacted monomers and initiators that can leach out during the
intended application [57]. For instance, it is known that the NIPAAm monomer
which forms PNIPAAm may be carcinogenic or teratogenic [58]. In addition,
small-sized debris may also directly activate chronic inflammation, FBRs, and
immunological responses (see previous sections).

4.5

Toxicity of Carbon Nanostructures

Carbon nanostructures (including CNTs, CNFs, fullerene (C60) and derivatives, and
nanodiamonds) are attractive new material forms for medical implant applications
due to their extraordinary electrical, antiwear, and mechanical properties, and the
capacity to promote the regeneration of various tissues and reduce immunological
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responses [59, 60]. In contrast to the well-studied material properties which
enhance desirable biological functions, health risks and toxicological data of
these newly emerging carbon nanomaterials are not completely known.
To date, research efforts have focused on C60 and CNT (or CNF). Mixed results
of C60 cytotoxicity have been reported, and the cell type appears to be a significant
factor affecting test results. For example, at concentrations less than 60 mg/mL,
C60 was reported to have a low cellular uptake, no apoptotic effect, and generally
be nontoxic to macrophages [45, 61, 62]. In contrast, the dose-dependent cytotoxicity of C60 and its derivatives were observed in human dermal fibroblasts and
liver carcinoma cells at concentrations from 0.24 to 2,400 ppb [63]. In the
same study, C60 appeared to be more toxic than surface modified derivatives
which possess water solubility (hydroxylated C60). Another study on amino acidmodified C60 reported dose-dependent proinflammatory responses and cell death
on human epidermal keratinocytes (HEK) at concentrations between 40 mg/mL and
400 mg/mL [64].
Compared to the mixed results with C60, CNTs have shown more consistent
results concerning toxicological effects at high concentrations, above tens of
micrograms per milliliter. Two types of CNTs, single-walled CNT (SWCNT) and
multi-walled CNT (MWCNT), have been well studied, both yielding similar results
[45, 65]. Different cell lines (including human embryo kidney cells, human
keratinocytes, HeLa cells, and lung carcinoma cells (A549 and H1299)) exposed
to SWCNT all demonstrated dose- and time-dependent apoptosis and the inhibition
of cell proliferation [66, 67]. Similar dose- and time-dependent increases in cell
viability have been observed with MWCNT [68]. High concentrations (0.6 mg/mL)
of MWCNT have also been reported to induce immune and inflammatory gene
over-expression [69]. Surface modification can reduce such high toxicity. For
instance, carboxyl-, biotin-, and fluorescein-coated SWCNTs and water-soluble
SWCNTs demonstrated reduced or little cytotoxicity compared to unmodified
SWCNTs [70, 71]. A few groups reported that surface modified, hydrophobic
MWCNTs were less toxic than hydroxyl- or carboxyl-coated MWCNTs in the
concentration range of 0.002–0.2 mg/mL [72].
Due to their excellent mechanical and biological properties, nanodiamond
(including nanodiamond particles and nanocrystalline coatings) have emerged
as promising materials for bioanalytical, drug delivery, and orthopedic implant
applications [73–75]. At the same time, the toxicity of nanodiamond has also
been of interest. Early studies since the 1960s on micrometer-sized diamond
particles suggest its inertness, low chemotactic activity, and biocompatibility
to a variety of cell types [76]. Most of the recent studies on nanodiamond have
found consistent results, showing low toxicity to various cell types (osteoblasts,
fibroblasts, human kidney cells, neuroblastoma, macrophage, keratinocyte,
and PC-12 cells) and little production of reactive oxygen species [77, 78].
Direct transmission electron microscopy (TEM) evidence has shown that
nanodiamond particles were internalized by neuroblastoma cells, but no significant cytotoxicity (in cell mitochondrial functions) was observed after the
internalization [78].
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Mechanisms Behind the Toxicity of Nanomaterials

Although the mechanisms behind the toxicity of nanomaterials have not been
clearly outlined to date and need further investigation, several molecular and
biochemical mechanisms have been proposed based on available results. These
mechanisms mainly include cellular uptake of materials, ROS production, nanoparticle aggregation, and leaching of toxic species.
Cellular uptake of nanoparticles has been discussed in the previous section and
can be directly observed though techniques like TEM. Many studies have attributed
the cytotoxicity of CNTs and iron oxides to the internalization of nanoparticles
[45]. However, the intracellular fate of numerous nanoparticles remains unknown,
yet cellular internalization of nanoparticles is closely related to other molecular or
biochemical activities leading to toxicity.
Nanoparticle-induced ROS generation has been widely accepted as the molecular mechanism of nanomaterial toxicity. Nanoparticles such as Fe, ZnO, SiO2,
CNT, and C60 have been shown to produce free radicals or cause oxidative stress,
which further results in lipid peroxidation, DNA damage, cell membrane and
cytoskeleton disruption, protein oxidation, and eventually, apoptosis or cell injury
[36, 45, 48, 53, 63, 79]. Nevertheless, detailed mechanisms of ROS generation by
exposure to nanoparticles remain unclear.
Particle aggregation or agglomeration in the aqueous environment is almost
inevitable for all kinds of nanomaterials due to their extremely high surface area.
Studies have suggested that nanoparticle aggregation also influences, or even
dictates, nanomaterial toxicity. Wick et al. [80] hypothesized that SWCNT agglomeration causes in vitro cytotoxic effects on human MSTO-211H cells based on their
experimental results, whereas contradictory results have demonstrated lower cytotoxicity with agglomerated SWCNTs in human fibroblasts [81]. This contradiction
indicates that the particle agglomeration effect on nanomaterial toxicity is important and needs further understanding.
A few groups have attributed CNT cytotoxicity to trace amounts of catalysts
(e.g., Fe, Pt, and Y) remnant from manufacturing of these nanomaterials [45, 82].
As mentioned before, the toxicity of nanopolymers (like hydrogels) may come from
the unreacted monomers or initiators in the polymer structures. These results
indicate that leaching of toxic species can also be a decisive factor in nanomaterial
toxicity.
Lastly, it is important to emphasize that the mechanisms described earlier
probably work collectively towards toxicity, and that all mechanisms are tightly
related to the bulk and surface properties of the nanomaterial, as previously
discussed. A better understanding of nanomaterials toxicity and successful
solutions to reduce their toxic effects will largely rely on the discovery, design,
and fabrication of appropriate nanomaterials. As a summary, several desirable
properties of nanoscale implant materials which may reduce toxicity are
summarized in Table 18.1; however, the information may not apply to all material
formulations and may vary depending on specific conditions in vivo and in vitro.
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Table 18.1 Desirable material properties that may reduce toxicity of nano implant materials
Material properties
Possible effect or consequence
Proper particle sizes (e.g.,
Reduced endocytosis and carcinogenicity
>200~500 nm)
PEGylated surfaces
Reduced toxic effects and immunogenicity
Hydroxylated or hydrophilic
Decreased cytotoxicity and macrophage functions;
surfaces;
reduced complement activation and inflammatory
water-soluble surfaces
reactions
Proper surface charges
Negatively charged: may reduce phagocytosis and platelet
activation
Positively charged: may reduce inflammatory reactions in
some cases
Increased nanoscale roughness
Reduced macrophage functions and inflammatory reactions;
and/or decreased micron-scale
increased osteoblast and endothelial viability
roughness
Low impurity (catalysts, unreacted Decreased toxic effects due to the impurities
materials, etc.)

5 Concluding Remarks
Understanding biological responses, especially, toxicity of nanoscale implant
materials is an imperative, complex, and challenging journey which has exceptional
impact on using nanomaterials to improve human health. This topic interfaces
biology, toxicology, medicine, and materials science, and will not have easy
answers. A collective consideration combining possible host responses, toxicological effects, material degradation consequences, and the synergy of material surface
and bulk science will be necessary for designing and manufacturing the next
generation of safe medical implants based on nanomaterials. Prior to this,
establishing molecular, biophysical, and biochemical mechanisms behind
nanomaterial-induced toxicity and other biological responses is extremely urgent,
and timely efforts on this establishment will benefit and facilitate the development
of improved medical implants.
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